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Photo 1: Northern end of project near Angle
Road, facing north where new alignment will join
the existing highway.

Photo 2: Northern end of project near Angle
Road, looking south-west across where
alignment will be.

Photo 3: Facing east along Narran Street where
realignment will traverse.

Photo 4: Facing west along Narran Street where
realignment will traverse.

Photo 5: Road reserve area where western
alignment will start.

Photo 6: Paddock area where new alignment will
traverse.
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Photo 7: Existing Newell Highway, facing south
into Grong Grong township.

Photo 8: Existing Newell Highway, facing west
towards Narrandera

Photo 9: Corner of Narran Street where realignment will traverse through paddock area.

Photo 10: Proposed additional ancillary area (paddock north of Narran Street) in May 2014.

Photo 11: Proposed additional ancillary area (paddock north of Narran Street) in October 2014.
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Photo 12: Proposed water extraction area.
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Consideration of clause 228(2) factors and matters
of national environmental significance
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Clause 228(2) Checklist
In addition to the requirements of the Is an EIS required? guideline as detailed in the
REF, the following factors, listed in clause 228(2) of the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Regulation 2000, have also been considered to assess the likely
impacts of the proposal on the natural and built environment.
Impact

Factor
a.

Any environmental impact on a community?

Construction of the proposal would generate short-term
adverse impacts on the surrounding environment. This would
include impacts to traffic conditions and road performance, the
local noise environment, landscape character and visual
amenity, and air quality. The presence and movement of
construction plant and equipment would be evident, creating
noise, dust and fuel emissions. These impacts would be
temporary and safeguards and management measures (refer
to Chapter 7) would be implemented to minimise the impacts of
the proposal on sensitive receivers as much as practically
possible throughout the construction phase.

Short term
Negative

The proposal would require the permanent acquisition of
between 15.7 and 32.7 hectares of rural private land and
Crown land used for agriculture and a local road (Narran
Street). Affected property owners would continue to be
consulted throughout the detailed design and construction
stages of the proposal. Safeguards and management
measures would be implemented to minimise the impacts of
the proposal on land use and property access arrangements.

Long term Negative

The proposal would deliver long-term positive impacts to the
community through improvements to road safety and traffic
efficiency, including safer and more efficient freight travel,
access for HPVs, improved travel times and distances,
reduction of heavy vehicles through town, therefore increasing
safety for pedestrians and cyclists in Grong Grong.

Long term positive
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Impact

Factor
b.

Any transformation of a locality?

Construction of the proposal would temporarily impact the
locality, predominantly through adverse impacts on visual
amenity. Visual amenity impacts would be affected by the
presence and movement of construction plant and equipment
within the proposal area.

Short term negative

The proposal would also result in the permanent acquisition of
between 15.7 and 32.7 hectares of land. The proposal would
result in the removal of 34 hectares of vegetation to
accommodate the construction footprint (mainly already
disturbed agricultural land). This includes 4.3 hectares of native
vegetation that comprises Inland Grey Box Woodland EEC.
About 3.5 hectares of this is in moderate to good condition and
0.8 hectares is in low condition. Around 3.2 hectares of the
native vegetation to be cleared also meets the definition of the
EEC listed under the EPBC Act. This may be reduced during
the detailed design phase.

Long term negative

The works would have some minor impacts on the locality
where the proposal is to pass through as a result of vegetation
removal. However this is considered minor as the majority of
the area is currently used for agricultural purposes.
Landscaping would reduce any visual impacts in the long-term.
Longer term benefits for tourists and visitors could arise from
the improved local amenity and quieter environment. The
reduced traffic volumes would improve road safety, particularly
for pedestrians and cyclists. Reduced traffic noise would
benefit residents and tourists staying at the motel or overnight
in a caravan, which may encourage more visitors to stay in
Grong Grong, utilising the services in the town.

Short term negative

Long term positive
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Factor

Impact

c.
Any environmental impact on the ecosystems of the
locality?
The proposal would result in clearing of 34 hectares of
Minor Negative
vegetation to accommodate the construction footprint. The
majority of this area is already disturbed agricultural land. This
area includes 4.3 hectares of native vegetation that comprises
Inland Grey Box Woodland EEC under the TSC Act and around
3.2 hectares of the native vegetation to be cleared also meets
the definition of the EEC listed under the EPBC Act. This may
be reduced during the detailed design phase. Areas to be
cleared are mostly already disturbed agricultural areas, with the
exception of the tie in areas. The amount of habitat to be
impacted upon is small in scale. In the context of the
surrounding environment the value of the habitat to be removed
is small and unlikely to impact on the ecosystems of the
locality.
Overall, impacts of the proposal on flora, fauna and vegetation
communities within the study area during construction are not
considered to be significant, provided the safeguards and
management measures outlined in section 7 are implemented.
Mitigation would include site specific measures to minimise
vegetation clearances where reasonable and feasible, and
measures to minimise the impacts of the proposal on wildlife
connectivity and habitat fragmentation, loss of threatened
species and their habitat, and to restrict the spread of weeds.

Long term, minor
negative impact

d.
Any reduction of the aesthetic, recreational, scientific or
other environmental quality or value of a locality?
The proposal would have a permanent impact on the aesthetic
quality of the area. Parts of the new highway alignment may be
visible from some dwellings within Grong Grong depending on
the amount of vegetation to be removed. The area would
change from a predominately rural/agricultural area to that of a
rural highway.
There are clear economic, traffic and safety benefits associated
with the proposal. The proposal would result in the Newell
Highway bypassing the town of Grong Grong and a large
component of traffic would be diverted from the town as a
result. Longer term benefits for tourists and visitors could arise
from the improved local amenity and quieter environment. A
range of safe guards and management measures would be
implemented to minimise these impacts on sensitive receivers.
These measures are summarised in section 7.

Long term minor
negative impact

Long term positive
impact
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Factor

Impact

e.
Any effect on a locality, place or building having
aesthetic, anthropological, archaeological, architectural,
cultural, historical, scientific or social significance or other
special value for present or future generations?
The proposal would not have any effect on these values.

N/A

f.
Any impact on the habitat of protected fauna (within the
meaning of the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974)?
A number of threatened fauna species listed under the TSC Act
and/or EPBC Act were recorded or considered to have
potential habitat within the study area. These threatened fauna
species may be impacted as a result of the proposal through
death or injury of individuals, as well as the loss or disturbance
of limiting foraging resources and/or limiting breeding
resources. The proposal may also impact the foraging habitat
and connectivity of these species. However, it is unlikely that
the proposal would significantly impact on their survival. The
likelihood of this occurring as a result of the proposal would be
minimised through the implementation of appropriate mitigation
measures, as detailed in section 7.
The proposal would require the removal of some fauna habitat
including up to eight hollow bearing trees and 4.3 hectares of
native vegetation that comprises Inland Grey Box EEC. This
may be reduced during the detailed design phase. No
significant impact to any protected fauna species would result
from the proposal. Habitat within the study area is already
fragmented and better quality habitat is located to the east of
the highway which would not be affected.
The known and/or potential habitat for migratory species is not
considered important for the species previously recorded within
10 kilometres of the study area. Impacts to known and/or
potential migratory species habitat within the study area are
considered to be minimal.
The study area is considered highly disturbed, containing only
small patches of native vegetation. Further fragmentation of
habitats and barrier effects as a result of the proposal are
considered to be unlikely, as the new alignment generally
follows cleared agricultural land to the west. Impacts of existing
fragmentation, and the exacerbation of edge effects within the
study area on threatened species habitat and threatened
ecological communities in the study area is unlikely to increase
as a result of the proposal, given the high degree of existing
fragmentation within the study area.

Long term minor
negative

Long term minor
negative

Negligible impact

Negligible impact
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Impact

Factor
g.
Any endangering of any species of animal, plant or
other form of life, whether living on land, in water or in the air?

Long term minor
The proposal involves clearing of 34 hectares of vegetation,
negative impact
including 4.3 hectares of native vegetation that comprises
Inland Grey Box Woodland EEC with the remainder mainly
being disturbed agricultural land. This may be reduced during
the detailed design phase. . The vegetation to be removed
would include potential habitat for some threatened flora and
fauna species known to or likely to occur within 10 kilometres of
the proposal.
Due to the presence of suitable habitat within the study area,
targeted surveys were undertaken for two threatened flora
species (Pine Donkey Orchid (Diuris tricolor) and Sand-hill
Spider Orchid (Caladenia arenaria)). The surveys did not reveal
these species. Assessments of significance were undertaken
for two flora species, one EEC and three fauna species. It was
concluded that the proposal would be unlikely to significantly
impact on these species.

Negligible impact

The proposal is considered unlikely to further endanger any
species of flora or fauna, as the potential flora and fauna
habitat to be removed has been significantly altered and is of
low conservation significance.
h.

Any long-term effects on the environment?

The proposal would have minor impacts within the study area
in the long-term including permanent changes to the landscape
character and visual amenity. The impacts of the proposal on
the landscape would be minimised through the implementation
of the urban and landscape character plan, and through the
implementation of safeguards and management measure to
reduce the visual impacts of the proposal during construction
and operation.

Long term minor
negative impact

The proposal involves clearing of 34 hectares of vegetation,
including 4.3 hectares of native vegetation that comprises
Inland Grey Box Woodland EEC with most of the remainder
being disturbed agricultural land. This may be reduced during
the detailed design phase. The majority of this area is already
predominately cleared.

Long term minor
negative impact

In the long-term the proposal would reduce traffic volumes
travelling through the town of Grong Grong, which would
reduce traffic noise and air pollution. More efficient travel times
and uniform highway travel speed may lead to reduced fuel
consumption and carbon emissions.

Long term positive
impact
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Impact

Factor
i.

Any degradation of the quality of the environment?

The quality of the environment may be impacted temporarily
during the construction period, including from noise and access
impacts. Safeguards as described in chapter 7 would help
minimise impacts.

Short term negative
impact

The proposal is unlikely to degrade the quality of the
environment. The new alignment traverses through mostly
disturbed agricultural land, with the exception of the tie in
areas. The proposal would result in the highway bypassing
Grong Grong, which is likely to contribute to the overall
wellbeing of the community through improved traffic conditions
and safer conditions for pedestrians and cyclists.

Long term positive
impact

j.

Any risk to the safety of the environment?

Construction works along the length of the proposal could
potentially impact road safety through altered traffic conditions.
This would be managed through the implementation of
safeguards and management measures outlined in section 7
including the implementation of a Traffic Management Plan.

Short term negative
impact

The proposal would deliver long-term positive impacts to the
community through improvements to road safety and traffic
efficiency, including safer freight travel, improved travel times
and distances, reduction of heavy vehicles through town,
therefore increasing safety for pedestrians and cyclists in
Grong Grong.

Long term positive
impact

k.
Any reduction in the range of beneficial uses of the
environment?
The proposal would remove some areas of agricultural land
however the alignment option has been chosen upon
consideration of this factor and it is considered that the removal
of a small amount of farming land is outweighed by the benefits
of the proposal. Between 15.7 and 32.7 hectares of land would
be acquired for the proposal.

Long term minor
negative

The proposal would clear up to 4.3 hectares of native
vegetation, which is Inland Grey Box Woodland EEC. The
vegetation to be removed would include known and/or potential
habitat for threatened flora and fauna species.

Long term minor
negative impact

During construction, the proposal would impact traffic
conditions along the existing highway and surrounding roads
due to construction of the tie in areas and the increase in the
number of heavy vehicles. In the long - term, the proposal
would improve road safety and traffic efficiency along this
section of the Newell Highway.

Short term minor
negative impact.
Long term positive
impact
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Impact

Factor
l.

Any pollution of the environment?

Local noise and air quality impacts may also occur throughout
construction of the proposal. These minor, short - term impacts
would largely be a result of the operation of construction plant
and equipment, and the generation of dust. The proposal also
has the potential to generate some minor, short – term water
pollution impacts, should sediments, soil nutrients, waste and
spilt fuels and chemicals enter the waterways. Management of
impacts to water quality, noise and air quality during
construction would be undertaken in accordance with the
safeguards and management measures outlined in section 7.

Minor short term
negative impact

m.
Any environmental problems associated with the
disposal of waste?
Issues surrounding waste disposal are not anticipated to arise
as a result of the proposal. The management and disposal of
waste would be undertaken in accordance with the applicable
State legislation and government policies. A Waste
Management Plan would also be prepared as part of the
CEMP.

No impact

n.
Any increased demands on resources (natural or
otherwise) that are, or are likely to become, in short supply?
No impact
At the time of writing this review of environmental factors, the
resources required for the construction of the proposal were not
identified as being in short supply.
o.
Any cumulative environmental effect with other existing
or likely future activities?
Given the localised nature of the works it is anticipated that the
works are unlikely to have a substantial cumulative impact on
the environment.

No impact

p.
Any impact on coastal processes and coastal hazards,
including those under projected climate change conditions?
The proposal would not impact on coastal processes and
coastal hazards. The proposal is located about 700 kilometres
west of the coastline.

No impact
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Matters of National Environmental Significance
Under the environmental assessment provisions of the Australian Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999, the following matters of national environmental significance
and impacts on Commonwealth land are required to be considered to assist in determining
whether the proposal should be referred to the Australian Government Department of the
Environment.
Impact

Factor
a.

Any impact on a World Heritage property?

There are no world heritage listed items located near the study
area that would be affected by the proposal.
b.

Any impact on a National Heritage place?

There are no national heritage listed places located near the
study area that would be affected by the proposal.
c.

No impact

No impact

Any impact on a wetland of international importance?

There are no wetlands of international importance located near
the study area that would be affected by the proposal.

No impact
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Impact

Factor
d.
Any impact on a listed threatened species or
communities?
The Biodiversity Assessment (Section 6.1 of the REF and
Appendix F) undertaken for the proposal identified four
threatened flora species, six EEC’s and 16 threatened fauna
species listed under the TSC and/or EPBC Act which are
known to occur, or have the potential to occur within 10
kilometres of the proposal.

Minimal impact

Targeted surveys for Sand-hill Spider Orchid (Caladenia
arenaria) were completed by orchid specialist Graeme
Bradburn on 17 September 2014. No flora species or
populations listed as threatened under the TSC Act or EPBC
Act were found to occur within the study area.
The majority of impacts to threatened flora and fauna would be
limited to areas requiring vegetation clearance only, and would
not result in further isolation or fragmentation of potential
habitat for any threatened flora or fauna species.
The proposal would remove some foraging and roosting habitat
for fauna species although this would not have a significant
impact upon threatened species predicted or known to occur
within the area.
The proposal would clear up to 4.3 hectares of native
vegetation that comprises Inland Grey Box Woodland EEC.
listed under the TSC Act. This area includes 3.2 hectares that
also meets the definition of Inland Grey Box Woodland EEC
under the EPBC Act. This may be reduced during the detailed
design phase.
e.

Any impacts on listed migratory species?

Although a number of migratory species have been recorded
within a 10 kilometre radius of the study area, the works are of
a minor nature and would not affect any of these species. The
potential habitat for migratory species within the study area was
not considered to be important habitat for these species.
Impacts of the proposal on migratory species are therefore
considered to be minimal and a referral to the Commonwealth
Minister for the environment in not considered necessary.
f.

No impact

Any impact on a Commonwealth marine area?

There are no Commonwealth marine areas in the vicinity of the
proposal.

No impact
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Factor

Impact

g.
Does the proposal involve a nuclear action (including
uranium mining)?
The proposal does not involve a nuclear action.

No impact

Additionally, any impact (direct or indirect) on Commonwealth
land?
No Commonwealth land would be directly or inadvertently
impacted by the proposal.

No impact
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Executive Summary
This Socio-economic assessment considers the potential socio-economic impacts and benefits of a
proposal by the NSW Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) to realign a section of the
Newell Highway (A39) near the small town of Grong Grong, about 22 kilometres east of
Narrandera, in western NSW.
The proposal would remove a sharp, low speed 90 degree turn from the Newell Highway alignment
located within the town and replace it with a 110 km/h highway alignment bypassing Grong Grong
to the west. The proposal is required to reduce travel times on the highway, improve freight
efficiency and increase safety for road users and pedestrians.
This Socio-economic Assessment outlines:
» The socio-economic characteristics of the town of Grong Grong, compared with the wider
Narrandera Local Government Area and New South Wales
» The proposal description and background within a planning policy context
» Overview of the town’s history, culture, economic base, community facilities and social
networks
» Key issues raised through consultations with local stakeholders in relation to the proposal and
its expected socio-economic impacts
» The potential benefits for, and impacts on, key stakeholders, including local businesses and
residents, drivers, tourists and others.
Mitigation and impact management measures are then developed to address identified impacts of
the proposal.
The report contains 7 sections:
Section 1 provides an introduction which describes the report purpose, the methodology used to
assess the socio-economic effects of the proposal and data sources used. Section 1 also describes
the study area and provides an overview of the proposal as it relates to the town and existing
Newell Highway route.
Section 2 outlines key aspects of the policies and strategies which provide the context for the
proposal. These policies frame the issues considered in the analysis and offer potential
opportunities to mitigate identified impacts on the local community.
Section 3 describes the characteristics of the local community and wider region through
demographic information, a summary of the area’s defining cultural and social heritage and
transport characteristics and description of the community facilities and activities that are available
in Grong Grong. The town has a very small population and only a few highway dependent
businesses, but these are of critical importance to the activities and networks within the town.
Section 4 summarises consultation undertaken for this proposal. Roads and Maritime has
undertaken a program of communication and engagement with stakeholders and local community
members through the design stages of the proposed realignment. Elton Consulting then conducted
interviews with business operators and community members during preparation of this
assessment.
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Section 5 discusses the range of social benefits and impacts identified through the assessment
process.
Socio-economic benefits
The main benefits identified in relation to the proposal are considered to be:

Once operational
» Improvements to the efficiencies of freight operations
» Transport improvements for all road users, including travel time savings, more consistent travel
speeds and an easier drive
» Reduced traffic in Grong Grong
» Improved road safety for drivers and pedestrians
» Improved local amenity for Grong Grong residents and overnight tourists.

During construction
» Potential for some local employment during project planning, design and construction
» Potential for some short term increase in local economic activity associated with the presence of
construction workforce.
Socio-economic impacts
The proposal nevertheless has the potential to impact adversely on local residents and businesses
by:

Once operational
» Loss of some passing trade for highway dependent businesses in Grong Grong
» Changes to local access within the town and local properties
» Cumulative impacts on town identity and sense of place
» Property impacts – changes to farm operating practices by landowner.

During construction
» Property impacts – direct impacts on landowner, difficulties with sheep movements across
highway
» Construction impacts – noise, dust, vibration, heavy vehicle movements, detours, restrictions of
access, traffic delays.
Section 6 outlines mitigation measures proposed to respond to these impacts. The following
measures are recommended to ensure that the proposal best meets its objectives and avoids
potential socio-economic impacts:

Once operational
» Loss of passing trade and potential cumulative impacts on the community identity and sense of
place:
> Roads and Maritime will continue consultation and working with affected business owners,

the Grong Grong Progress Association, the Earth Park coordinator, Narrandera Rotary Club,
other interested community members and Narrandera Shire Council during detailed design
and construction phases of the proposal to develop and implement measures to minimise
and mitigate business and community impacts.
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> Roads and Maritime will undertake traffic counts on the Newell Highway to the north and

west of Grong Grong and in the town centre at specified periods, such as one year and five
years after opening, to evaluate the effectiveness of signage in attracting visitors to the
town.
> Roads and Maritime will conduct follow-up discussions with highway-dependent business

operators and key community members at 6 months and 1 year after opening, to evaluate
the effectiveness of the proposal’s socio-economic management and mitigation measures.
> Town access:
> In consultation with the Grong Grong community, Roads and Maritime will provide

signposting to encourage highway traffic to visit Grong Grong. Signage will be consistent
with Roads and Maritime signposting guidelines.
> In addition, Roads and Maritime will provide advertising signage visible from the Newell

Highway for the General Store and the Motor Inn, to mitigate against loss of trade and for
the Royal Hotel to contribute towards the town’s ongoing viability.
> Property acquisition:
> Carry out property acquisition in accordance with Roads and Maritime’s ‘Land Acquisition

Information Guide’ (RMS, 2012) and the Land Acquisition (Just Terms Compensation) Act
1991.
> Roads and Maritime will work with the owner of the ’Woodlands’ property to plan for and

enable safe stock movements in the vicinity of the highway. This may include the installation
of large, lockable fold out signage which can be opened when moving stock. Details will
continue to be developed in consultation with the landowner during detailed design.

During construction
» Property impacts
> Roads and Maritime will continue negotiations with landowners in relation to property access

and acquisition to enable establishment of works zones and location of ancillary facilities
> Roads and Maritime will continue to consult with affected landowners and residents where

temporary and permanent property access changes would be required
> Roads and Maritime will provide property owners and residents with advanced notification of

construction schedules and any changes to local roads and property access
> Roads and Maritime will provide community updates on changes to the local road network

during construction, in accordance with a Traffic Management Plan.
> Roads and Maritime will investigate ways in which the risk to stock and farmers can be

minimised for stock movements during construction on impacted properties.
» Construction impacts
> Roads and Maritime and its contractors will implement construction noise mitigation

measures as outlined in the Noise Report (EMM 2015, p. 37-38).
> Roads and Maritime will keep the local community informed about the construction process,

including project timing and periods when there will be changes to local traffic conditions.
> Roads and Maritime or their contractors will develop a process for receiving complaints and

developing solutions, including a contact telephone number.
Section 7 lists references used in preparation of this assessment.
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1

Introduction

1.1

Report purpose

This Socio-economic assessment considers the potential socio-economic impacts and benefits of a
proposal by the NSW Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) to realign a section of the
Newell Highway (A39) near the small town of Grong Grong, about 22 kilometres east of
Narrandera, in western NSW.
The proposal would remove a sharp, low speed 90 degree turn from the Newell Highway alignment
located within the town and replace it with a 110 km/h highway alignment bypassing Grong Grong
to the west. The proposal is required to reduce travel times on the highway, improve freight
efficiency and increase safety for road users and pedestrians.
This study has been prepared in support of the planning, construction and future operation of the
Newell Highway realignment at Grong Grong with regard to:
» Social policy framework and project plans
» Demographic analysis of the population, household types and occupations within the town
» The social profile of the town, its culture, history and social networks
» Key issues raised during detailed discussions with business stakeholders and community
representatives
» Feedback from the wider community obtained by Roads and Maritime
» Documented social and economic effects of bypasses on other towns
» Other socio-economic impacts and benefits that typically are associated with road projects
» Socio-economic impacts expected to arise as a result of the proposal
» Opportunities to minimise or mitigate identified impacts.

1.2

Assessment methodology

Preparation of this report has involved the following tasks:
» Discussions with representatives of Roads and Maritime Services
» Consideration of Roads and Maritime’s Environmental Impact Assessment Practice Note – Socio-

economic assessment
» Review of plans, policies and background studies prepared by the NSW Government, Roads and
Maritime and Narrandera Shire Council
» Analysis of the socio-economic context of Grong Grong, including demographic analysis of the
population of Grong Grong and Narrandera Shire Local Government Area (using 2011 ABS
census data)
» Site visit and face-to-face and telephone discussions with key business operators, community
representatives and residents of the town
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» Review and analysis of information obtained by Roads and Maritime during community
consultations in 2014
» Discussions with officers from Narrandera Council
» Review of studies into the socio-economic effects of previous highway bypasses on small towns
» Scoping of potential project impacts, using Roads and Maritime’s scoping framework
» Evaluation of socio-economic benefits and impacts of the proposal by stakeholder group
» Consideration of opportunities to minimise or mitigate identified impacts
» Development of mitigation and monitoring measures in consultation with relevant stakeholders.
Roads and Maritime is required by the NSW Planning System to consider impacts upon the socioeconomic environment in the development and assessment of projects. To ensure socio-economic
impacts are adequately considered when planning for new developments, Roads and Maritime has
developed a framework for assessing socio-economic impacts (Environmental Impact Assessment
Practice Note Socio-economic assessment, July 2013). The framework provides guidance on the
level of socio-economic impact assessment required. A moderate level of assessment has been
undertaken for this proposal.

1.3

Data sources

A wide range of data sources have been used during preparation of this assessment report. These
are listed in Section 7 and referenced throughout the text. Key data sources have included:
» Roads and Maritime project information and data, including project descriptions, proposed
realignment route, crash data, property impacts and consultation outcomes
» Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 2011 Census of Population and Housing
» Narrandera Shire Council policies, plans, website summaries
» Google map searches, street view and images
» Studies documenting impacts of highway bypasses
» Discussions with business operators and members of the Grong Grong Progress Association.

1.4

Study area

The proposal is located near the town of Grong Grong, which is located on the Newell Highway
between West Wyalong and Narrandera, in Narrandera Shire. The location and context of proposal
is shown in Figure 1, overleaf.
Grong Grong is one of the many farming towns within the Riverina region of south western NSW.
Cowabbie Creek and Redbank Creek, two of many which flow to the Murrumbidgee River, wind
through the floodplain about 1-2km to the east and south of the town. The Murrumbidgee River
itself is approximately 10km south of the town.
For the purpose of the social assessment, the study area has been defined as the town of Grong
Grong and the wider Narrandera Shire Council Local Government Area (LGA). In defining this area,
consideration has been given to:
» The location of the proposal, including the construction footprint of the proposal
» The nature of existing surrounding development, particularly in the town of Grong Grong
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Figure 1
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Regional context of the proposal
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» Local businesses in the town, especially those serving or dependent on Highway users
» The location of community facilities and services
» The cumulative effects of other changes which have been occurring in rural communities over
time, such as changes to the viability of businesses, employment and economic activity at the
local and regional level, the effects of drought and the effects of road upgrades and transport
access.
In practice, it is clear that there are several scales relevant to the assessment of potential socioeconomic impacts, ranging from those in the immediate locality of the proposal, to others which
could extend across the wider community of the LGA.

1.5

Proposal overview

1.5.1

Proposal description

A detailed description of the proposal is provided in Chapter 3 of the Review of Environmental
Factors (REF) (nghenvironmental 2015). Key features of the proposal are shown in Figure 2 and
include:
» Realignment of the Newell Highway from about 20.4 kilometres to about 23.2 kilometres east of
Narrandera. The realignment would bypass Grong Grong to the west of the town
» About 2.9 kilometres of new two lane carriageway (one lane in each direction)
» Construction of two accesses to Grong Grong; one joining the new alignment about 1.4
kilometres to the north of Junee Street and another joining the new alignment around 1.3
kilometres to the west of Junee Street, Grong Grong. The access points would include
unrestricted turning movements in all directions, protected right turn lanes and deceleration
lanes along the highway.
» A large cutting at about 22 kilometres east of Narrandera around 940 metres long and up to 4.5
metres deep
» Removal of around 175 metres of existing highway pavement and revegetation between the
north access and the proposal
» Removal of 640 metres of existing highway pavement and revegetation between the west
access and the proposal
» Changes to Angle Road and its connection with the existing highway
» Drainage works including cross drainage, sub surface drainage and a rock blanket
» Adjustments to public utilities, including relocation of the Nextgen optic fibre cable
» Temporary ancillary facilities, including construction compounds, stockpile sites, sediment
basins and haulage roads located within the construction footprint.
The existing highway alignment through Grong Grong would be transferred to Narrandera Shire
Council management. One section of road would become Berrembed Street and the other would
become Canola Way.
The new alignment would be signposted for 110 km/h. The proposal would also include suitable
signposting to encourage motorists to stop and rest in town.
The construction footprint area is also shown on Figure 2. Construction would require the
establishment of temporary construction ‘ancillary facilities’ for use as construction compounds with
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Figure 2
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The proposal
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support amenities, administration buildings, stockpiling of materials, servicing of equipment and
parking of construction vehicles.
Construction is planned to begin in September 2015 and would take approximately nine months.
During the construction period, activities would typically occur during standard work hours:
» Monday to Friday - 7am to 6pm
» Saturdays - 8am to 1pm
Sundays and public holidays - No work.

1.5.2

Proposal objectives

The proposal objectives are to:
» Provide consistent travel speeds and times for Newell Highway traffic.
» Improve road safety and reduce the risk of incidents between local and through traffic and
between vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists.
» Enable access for longer heavy vehicles such as road trains on the Newell Highway (ie. higher
productivity vehicles (HPVs)).
» Maintain suitable access to Grong Grong to support social and economic activity in the town.
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2

Social policy framework

Assessment of the proposal has been guided by a range of policies and plans prepared by local and
state government agencies. Key planning and policy documents relevant to this proposal are briefly
described below.

2.1

State Plan (NSW 2021)

NSW 2021: A Plan to Make NSW Number One (Department of Premier and Cabinet, 2011) is the
State government’s ten year plan to guide policy and budget decision-making and deliver on
priorities for communities. It sets short and long–term goals and measureable targets to achieve
the goals, to improve opportunities and quality of life for people in regional and metropolitan New
South Wales.
Among the strategies and goals within this plan is the goal to “drive economic growth in regional
NSW” (Goal 3) through preparation of Regional Action Plans. Improvements to the State’s road
network also support regional economies and “improve road safety” (Goal 10) through road
maintenance and safety reviews.
The proposal would contribute to each of these important goals.

2.2

Riverina Regional Action Plan

The NSW government held a series of regional forums to identify issues and immediate priorities
for rural and regional communities in finalising the State Plan (NSW 2021). The Riverina Regional
Action Plan (Department of Premier and Cabinet, 2012) sets out priorities identified by
communities within the Riverina. These include:
» A prosperous and diverse economy
» Skilled and competitive workforce
» Coordinated and effective service delivery to support stronger communities
» Quality infrastructure to deliver critical services.
The immediate actions identified to deliver these regional priorities for the Riverina are:
» Support economic growth
» Deliver integrated and coordinated human services and improve community safety
» Improve regional infrastructure through priority actions such as developing the NSW Freight
and Ports Strategy and a Regional Transport Plan
» Deliver accessible quality health services that attract skilled health professionals
» Improve education outcomes and increase community participation
» Manage natural resources effectively.
The proposal would contribute towards improvements in regional transport infrastructure which
would in turn support economic growth.

10
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2.3

NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan
(LTTMP)

The NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan (Transport for NSW, 2012) sets out the NSW
Government's 20-year vision for the delivery of a world-class network of public transport, roads
and freight infrastructure.
Of its eight objectives through which transport services and infrastructure can help NSW achieve
the government’s economic, social and environmental goals, the following six are particularly
relevant to NSW rural and regional roads:
» Improve quality of services – through reduced travel times and vehicle operating costs
» Improve liveability – through reduced noise and improved amenity and safety
» Support economic growth and productivity
» Support regional development
» Improve safety and security
» Improve sustainability.
The proposal is specifically included in the LTTMP as a short term initiative for the MurrayMurrumbidgee region.
The proposal objectives listed in Section 1.5.3 are consistent with and support those in the LTTMP.

2.4

Regional Transport Plan for Murray
Murrumbidgee

Supporting the LTTMP, the Regional Transport Plan for Murray-Murrumbidgee (Transport for NSW,
2013a) outlines specific actions to address the unique challenges of the region as identified during
consultations in 2012.
The Plan summarises key characteristics of regional communities, including their ageing
demographic, relatively high levels of social disadvantage, the potential for social isolation, limited
public transport and high private vehicle dependency and the need to improve freight efficiency. It
also details the many programs underway in towns across the region to encourage ‘active
transport’ (walking and cycling) in these communities.
The Plan notes the importance of the region for major interstate freight traffic. However, there are
some local areas where constraints impact on the efficiency of freight movements or where freight
movements adversely impact on small towns. The Plan also notes that there is “pressure within the
region for expansion of a High Productivity Vehicle (HPV) network to move produce through the
region” (p. 5)1.
The Plan confirms the government’s commitment to realignment of the Newell Highway at Grong
Grong given in the LTTMP and provides evidence of the extent of investment in pedestrian and
cycling infrastructure in the region.

1

Roads and Maritime define HPVs as vehicles that exceed the allowable mass, or carrying capacity, of a standard 19 metre
semi-trailer
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2.5

NSW Freight and Ports Strategy

The NSW Freight and Ports Strategy (Transport for NSW, 2013b) provides a 20 year plan to cater
for the expected doubling of freight by 2031. The Strategy focuses on strategic policy,
infrastructure and land planning initiatives to deliver an efficient freight network in NSW to support
economic growth and employment.
Some of the strategic level actions of the Strategy relevant to the proposal include:
» Improve access for HPVs on State and Local Roads
» Develop and maintain capacity for freight on the road network
» Develop and maintain projects to support network capacity
» Mitigate noise and emissions from freight operations
» Improve heavy vehicle safety.
The proposal is specifically mentioned in this strategy as the Newell Highway is a crucial road link
for freight traffic between Queensland and Victoria and an important component of the National
Land Transport Network (NLTN) Melbourne- Brisbane Corridor. The Strategy notes that “the
project will construct a bypass for the Newell Highway at Grong Grong, to include a link road with
the village. The bypass will remove poor horizontal alignment and permit the Newell Highway to
accommodate a posted speed limit of 110 km/h” (p. 214).
The proposal is therefore directly consistent with this Strategy.

2.6

Draft Newell Highway Corridor Strategy

The Draft Newell Highway Corridor Strategy Transport for NSW, 2014) outlines plans to upgrade
the Newell Highway over the next 20 years. The Newell Highway is the state’s longest highway and
provides a critical north-south route through western NSW. The Strategy is consistent with other
plans such as the NSW Long Term Transport Master Plan, Regional Transport Plans and other
relevant national and State planning frameworks and focuses on road safety, transport efficiency
and asset maintenance issues.
The proposal would address the Strategy’s objectives of increasing HPV access (p. 155) and “allow
heavy vehicles to travel more smoothly and safely” (p. 87) by removing the need to slow for the
existing 90 degree bend in Grong Grong and replacing this section of the Newell Highway with an
alignment suitable for HPVs.

2.7

Economic Development Strategy

Narrandera Shire Council’s Economic Development Strategy (Narrandera Shire Council 2012)
examines the challenges of “a future with less water” (p. 1) to develop principles and promote
opportunities to drive future economic development within a long term sustainable region. It was
developed in consultation with representatives from a range of different sectors of the community.
The Strategy’s seven guiding principles are listed below:
» “Facilitate Sustainable Business Growth
» Enhance Workforce Development
» Provide Enabling Infrastructure
» Responsible Resource Stewardship
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» Attract Investment through Marketing, Promotion & Collaboration
» Strengthen the Region and
» Meet Community Needs” (p. 1).
Of the six economic development projects planned for the Shire, those most likely to benefit from
the proposal include:
» Transport Strategy – Narrandera’s location at the intersection of two major highways and with
rail and air services, provides the potential to attract centralised transport related services
through creation of a transport hub. This project should be incorporated into the Inland Rail
strategy.
» Business Retention and Expansion (BREP) – In-depth surveys with local businesses will provide
a ‘health check’ and help Council to develop and implement tools to assist in stimulating
business growth
» Tourism Review – Council will identify tourism opportunities (such as food and wine offerings,
indigenous culture and improved levels of service) to attract tourists to visit and stay
» Attract new intensive and/or emerging agricultural industries – This would build on the area’s
access to reliable and quality water supplies and the potential for reuse of wastewater.
The Economic Development Strategy aligns with Council’s Community Development Plan, the
Regional Development Australia Riverina Regional Plan 2010 – 2015, NSW 2021 and the Federal
Government’s Indigenous Economic Development Strategy 2011-2018.
These Council projects would benefit from the proposal, as it would provide support for freight
movements, reduced costs for businesses and improved access for tourists.

2.8

Destination Marketing Strategy

Narrandera Shire’s Product Development & Destination Marketing Strategy Diagnostic Report
(Narrandera Shire Council 2010) provides an in-depth review and analysis of issues and
opportunities to increase tourism throughout the Shire and derive greater benefits for individual
towns and the region. The report identifies specific issues that may limit tourism in Grong Grong
and suggests specific proposals to overcome current limitations (especially improved signage).
Some proposals included in the Strategy appear to have been undertaken by Council in the last
few years while others echo suggestions offered at information and feedback sessions and
consultations held for this proposal in 2014.
The Strategy provides useful background on market segments, including the caravan and camping
market, which confirms feedback from residents and businesses about current trends and needs. It
also makes particular mention of the “willingness emerging in the community to become more
involved and take the initiative in developing assets and building visitation” and the outstanding
success “achieved though imagination and hard work, with very limited assets, infrastructure,
funds and resources” by members of the Grong Grong community (Narrandera Shire Council 2010,
p. 61).

2.9

Riverina Regional Plan 2013 – 2016

This plan by NSW Government’s Regional Development Australia (RDA) (Regional Development
Australia - Riverina, undated) focuses on regionally significant projects for development of the
Riverina region. Its five key goals are:
» Encourage greater economic growth, diversity and industry innovation
Newell Highway (A39) Realignment at Grong Grong –Socio-economic Assessment Elton
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» Nurture development of a sustainable environment for future generations and develop an
innovative response to the water challenge
» Support education and skill development initiatives to develop the capacity and confidence to
contribute to regional growth
» Facilitate a collaborative approach between all tiers of government, business and community to
solving the challenges of the region
» Encourage a proactive approach to health and living.
The proposal would support the Riverina Regional Plan through its contribution to improved
transport infrastructure in support of greater freight efficiency and tourism attraction, with the
wider benefit of community and economic development in the region.

2.10

Summary

In summary, the State and local government strategies and plans reviewed recognise the
importance of investing in road safety and transport infrastructure projects to gain economic
benefits for NSW communities. At the same time, the transport strategies highlight the potential
for some adverse impacts in local rural communities whose economic bases may be affected by the
infrastructure upgrades and other ongoing structural changes. The plans recognise that some
communities may require assistance or support in adjusting to changes associated with a Highway
bypass, but stress the importance of planning to realise new opportunities and minimise potential
impacts. Communication and cooperation between government agencies and the community is
recognised as an effective and essential strategy in identifying new opportunities to attract
residents, business investment and visitors to their area.
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3

Existing socio-economic
environment

3.1

Introduction

This section describes features of the existing Grong Grong community and its socio-economic
context. A socio-economic profile is useful in understanding the characteristics of the people and
the communities that are likely to experience impacts from the proposal.
The socio-economic profile is derived from the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 2011 Census of
Population and Housing, which defines both the ‘small area’ (SA1 1125909) and the ‘state suburb’
of Grong Grong as the 1120km2 area shown in Figure 3 below. Characteristics of the Grong Grong
community are compared with those of the Narrandera Local Government Area (LGA) shown in
Figure 4 and New South Wales as a whole. A summary of demographic characteristics is provided
in Table 1.

Figure 3
Small area SA1 1125909
and State Suburb of Grong Grong, 2011

Figure 4

Narrandera LGA, 2011

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) 2011 Census of Population and Housing

3.2

Population profile

The population of Grong Grong was 391 people at the time of the 2011 census, while the
population of Narrandera Shire was recorded at 5,902 people.
On average, the population living in Grong Grong is older than the LGA as a whole, with a median
age of 47 years old, compared with a median of 43 for Narrandera Shire and 38 years for New
South Wales. The age profile for each is shown in Figure 5.
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Table 1

Socio-economic Profiles - Grong Grong, Narrandera Shire and NSW, 2011
Indicator

Grong Grong

Population (2011)
Age groups (%)
0-4 years
5-11 years
12-17 years
18-24 years
25-34 years
35-54 years
55-64 years
65-84 years
85+ years
Median age (yrs)
Household composition (%)
Family household
Lone person
Group household member
Average household size (no. people)
Family household structure (%)
Couples with children
Couples without children
Single parent families
Other family
Cultural diversity (%)
Aboriginal or TSI heritage
Overseas born
Speaks language other than English at home
Median weekly household income ($)
Labour force status persons aged 15+ (%)
Employed full-time
Employed part-time
Away from work
Unemployed
Employment Industry (%)
Professionals
Clerical and administrative workers
Managers
Technician and trade workers
Sales workers
Machinery operators and drivers
Labourers
Community and personal service workers
Housing types (%)
House
Semi-detached house
Apartment
Other
Housing tenure (%)
Fully owned
Being purchased
Rented
Other / not stated
Dwelling status (%)
Occupied private dwellings
Unoccupied private dwellings
SEIFA –index of disadvantage

Narrandera LGA

New South Wales

391

5,902

6,917,658

7.2
7.2
9.0
5.1
7.7
29.9
18.2
15.1
0.8
47

7.5
9.2
8.8
5.9
9.6
25.6
13.5
17.0
2.8
43

6.6
8.8
7.7
9.0
13.6
27.8
11.7
12.7
2.0
38

71.9
26.2
1.9
2.5

66.3
31.8
1.9
2.4

71.9
24.2
3.8
2.6

40.7
50.4
8.8
0.0

40.2
40.8
17.4
1.6

45.5
36.6
16.3
1.7

5.1
10.2
5.6
$769

10.0
12.6
3.3
$810

2.5
31.4
24.5
$1,237

72.1
19.2
5.5
3.2

60.6
26.9
7.6
5.2

60.2
28.2
5.7
5.9

9.0
9.4
46.2
8.0
3.3
6.6
13.7
3.8

11.1
9.8
20.9
13.6
6.9
8.0
17.5
9.8

22.7
15.1
13.3
13.2
9.5
9.3
8.7
6.4

96.2
0.0
0.0
3.8

93.4
1.4
4.0
0.9

69.5
10.7
18.8
0.9

52.2
25.5
15.5
6.8

40.9
29.4
24.4
5.3

33.2
33.4
30.1
3.4

71.2
28.2
1014

84.8
15.2
925

90.3
9.7
-

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics Census 2011
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Figure 5

Age profiles for Grong Grong, Narrandera Shire and New South Wales, 2011

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics Census 2011, SA1, LGA and NSW data sets

Accurate comparisons of the size and characteristics of the local population over time are not
possible because of changes in census area boundaries and available geographies between 2001,
2006 and 2011. Until 2006, census data was available for two Collection Districts (CDs 1012102
and 1012104) which covered the central town of Grong Grong and surrounding rural properties
respectively. Between 2001 and 2006, the population of these areas showed a decline from 307 to
228 residents. At the same time, the median age rose from 37 to 42 years, associated with an
increase in the proportion of people in the young and middle age adult age groups (Figure 6).
Although this period saw an increase in the proportion of babies and pre-schoolers, it was also
accompanied by a reduction in the proportion of school aged children and people aged under 25
years.
Figure 6

Grong Grong age profile (CD areas) - 2006 and 2001

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics Census 2006 and 2001, CD areas 1012102 and 1012104
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The data for Grong Grong in Figures 5 and 6 is not directly comparable because of the different
geographical areas.
Comparison of population data for Narrandera LGA between the 2006 and 2011 censuses shows a
decline of around 20% over this period.
In 2011, key features of the population of Grong Grong, when compared with Narrandera LGA
(Figures 3 and 4), show the town is characterised by:
» A relatively higher proportion of couples without children and a relatively low proportion of
single parent families. This is likely associated with the ageing population
» Relatively low median household income levels
» Relatively low levels of cultural diversity
» High rates of full-time employment and relatively low unemployment. Typical of rural areas,
most of the working population is employed as either managers or labourers and there is a low
representation of professionals. Almost half the town’s workforce is employed in the ‘Sheep,
beef cattle and grain farming’ or ‘Other livestock farming’ industries. Another 10% work in the
health care and social assistance industries.
» Very high levels of home ownership and a high proportion of unoccupied dwellings
» Overall the town shows a relatively low level of socio-economic disadvantage. The SEIFA Index
of disadvantage for Grong Grong is relatively high (1014), placing it in the 5th decile, or top
50% of all ‘state suburbs’. The town therefore is scored by ABS as having relatively less
disadvantage than Narrandera LGA, at 925 (2nd decile).
When compared with NSW, Narrandera LGA shows:
» Higher proportions of young children, but considerably higher proportions of older people than
NSW
» Higher proportions of single person households and families without children
» A sizeable proportion of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people, but a small proportion of
people born overseas
» Relatively higher proportions of labourers and managers, yet a relatively small proportion of
professionals
» Relatively high rates of home ownership
» Relative high level of socio-economic disadvantage.

3.3

Economic profile

Grong Grong is one of the four main settlements within Narrandera Shire, alongside Narrandera,
Barellan and Binya. The main industry within the LGA is agriculture (crops, livestock and dryland
farming), which accounts for one fifth of employment in the LGA (Narrandera Shire Council 2012).
Retail trade, manufacturing and health and community services each contribute another 10% 13% towards additional employment, as do industries which process agricultural produce. Only a
very small proportion of the LGA is devoted to irrigated agriculture.
Only a very small number of businesses operate in the main centre of the town. Grong Grong
Motor Inn, LH Evans mechanic and LandMark agricultural supply / stock and station agent are
located on the Newell Highway. Other important local businesses include the General Store and
post office, Royal Hotel, Graincorp’s silos and the Pig Improvement Corporation (PIC) piggery
(52,000 pigs per year transported here).
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Of these businesses, only the General Store, the Motor Inn and the Royal Hotel would be
dependent on, or benefit in any substantial way from, passing trade and highway generated trade.
For the purposes of this assessment, passing trade (and highway dependent trade) is defined as
the expenditure of motorists and visitors who stop to buy food or drink, or seek information,
accommodation or other services, as they pass through the town, whether or not the stop was
planned. This would include car and heavy vehicle users stopping during the day time, as well as
tourists in RVs and caravans choosing to stay overnight in the town.
Other businesses in and around Grong Grong generate income from rural industries based in the
region.
Figure 7 overleaf shows the location of businesses and in relation to the Newell Highway and other
landmarks.

3.3.1

Highway dependent businesses in Grong Grong

Grong Grong Motor Inn
The Motor Inn, located on the Newell Highway, is heavily patronised by local workers, regular
travellers and people visiting local residents. Its owner estimates that around 50% of its turnover is
derived from passing trade. While a survey of regular guests (undertaken by the owner) found that
most reported they would continue to patronise the Motor Inn if the proposal proceeds, the owner
has expressed concerns there would be a large decline in new business through loss of the passing
trade component of business.
Grong Grong General Store
The General Store (the ‘Grongie shop’), which also incorporates a newsagent, post office and
accredited Visitor Information Centre, is located on Junee Street, one block to the east of the
Newell Highway.
The store reports a heavy reliance on both local business and passing trade. Passing trade includes
traffic travelling in an east-west direction towards Ganmain, as well as those travelling to, or
arriving from, the north. The shop also plays a central role in the life of the town, providing
essential services and supplies for residents and people working in the town’s businesses.
Feedback from residents and businesses during development of this proposal indicates that the
General Store is seen as the main focal point, or hub, of the town and this is also reflected in
comments within the Urban Design report (PAA Design November 2014, p. 8). However, while it
provides some of the day to day needs of residents and workers, it does not meet all their
shopping needs, so most residents also travel to Narrandera for shopping and other services.
The store’s location adjacent to Rotary Park and its amenities has proven to be an attractive
destination for drivers wanting a rest break and for overnight tourists, including Recreational
Vehicle (RV) and campervan users. Discussions with the shop owners indicated that around 7080% of their business is derived from passing trade or tourists stopping for the night.
Royal Hotel
The Royal Hotel is located to the south of the
railway line and away from the north-south
route through town. In discussions with the
owner, it was reported that business has
declined with Grong Grong’s ageing population.
Although trade is traditionally less dependent
on traffic from the Highway, the Hotel has
benefitted from a growth in tourists in RVs and
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Figure 7

Location of businesses and other facilities in Grong Grong

Source: PAA Design November 2014, p. 8
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caravans since its inclusion in a tourist guide (Camping Australia Wide) as a destination offering
free parking and camping.
Patronage has reportedly increased almost four-fold from around 90 vans in 2010 to around 350 in
2014. Many of these tourists will eat or drink at the Hotel.

Bolwell RV facebook entry (January 18, 2014)
https://www.facebook.com/bolwellrv
“Why This Town's Not So 'Bad' At All!
…Grong Grong’s Camping Information
Situated on Newell Highway, around 23km east of Narrandera, this free camping
ground which is community owned and operated offers shady parking spots for your
RV or caravan and clean amenities as well as:
- A small children’s playground area
- Covered barbecue and picnic facilities
- Drinking water, rubbish bins and toilets
- A 24 maximum stay policy
- Pet friendly
- Donations accepted for maintenance of the campground
- Positioned next to a general store and a post office that also provides food and
drink
Location Address: Lot 3, Junee Street, Grong Grong NSW 2652…”

3.3.2

Land uses

Grong Grong comprises a number of residential properties and is surrounded by rural areas that
are predominately used for agricultural activities such as cropping and grazing. The proposal
passes through land zoned by the Narrandera Local Environmental Plan (LEP) as RU1 Primary
Production Zone, R5 Large Lot residential and RU5 Village.
Approximately 20 dwellings and three businesses are located on the Newell Highway in the
northern part of the town, including the Grong Grong Motor Inn. The road easement in this area is
very wide, and most buildings are set back at least 25 m from the road. Some are unoccupied.
Agricultural land to the west of the Newell Highway at Grong Grong is mostly privately owned and
used for cropping and grazing. The proposal would pass through one privately owned farming
property, incorporating three separate lots known collectively as ‘Woodlands’, some Crown land,
which is leased for farming, and a small parcel of Council land used as a road (Narran Street).
Sheep grazed on ‘Woodlands’-related properties to the east of the Newell Highway are moved to a
shearing shed on the ‘Woodlands’ property on the western side of the highway on around 8-10
occasions each year. The western end of Narran Street is unsealed and provides access for
agricultural machinery to part of the ‘Woodlands’ property and to the block of Crown land,
although the latter appears to be rarely used.

3.3.3

Tourism

Grong Grong’s proximity to the intersection of the Newell and Sturt Highways makes it a popular
stop for tourists in the region. Newell Highway travellers, including touring vans and motorhomes,
are the primary source of visitors to Grong Grong (Narrandera Shire 2010, p.20-21). Event
attendees, regional campers and anglers, and travellers along the Canola Way comprise a
secondary market for visitors to the town (Narrandera Shire 2010, p.21). The Riverina District All
Breeds Kennel Club Show and other events held at the Grong Grong Rodeo Ground are popular
attractions for visitors, in particular for older caravaners and campers.
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Tourists in vans tend to utilise free camping areas rather than caravan parks in the region.
Opportunities to expand free camping facilities have been found to be popular with visitors and
continue to be considered by Narrandera Shire Council’s tourism and economic development team.
Overall, around 80,000 domestic overnight visitors spent more than 145,000 nights in Narrandera
Shire in the year ending 2010. Visitors to the Shire spent an average of $135 per person per night
in 2010, contributing more than $20 million annually to the local economy (Narrandera Shire 2010:
18).
According to the Destination / Tourism Marketing Strategy (Narrandera Shire Council 2010), “[T]he
Grong Grong Park … is arguably the best presented park in the Shire. … The Park has been
attractively landscaped and is well maintained. The Park is popular with the touring caravan and
motorhome markets” (Narrandera Shire Council 2010, p. 127).

3.4

History and cultural background

The first inhabitants of the area now known as Narrandera are the Wiradjuri people. The name
"Narrandera" is said to be derived from the Wiradjuri word "Narrungdera" which means "place of
lizard or goanna" (Narrandera Shire Council website, accessed 3 December 2014). The small farming
town of Grong Grong was established as a cattle station in 1832. The town’s name is reportedly an
Aboriginal term meaning "bad camping ground" or "very bad camping ground" (Narrandera Shire
Council website, accessed 3 December 2014).
From the 1830s, European settlement of Narrandera and the region was stimulated by its access to
the Murrumbidgee River, good soils, a safe river crossing and proximity to the Victorian gold fields.
Settlement was further encouraged by the advent of paddle steamers as a form of transport on the
River, attraction of Chinese workers and construction of the railway line between Grong Grong and
Narrandera. However, contact with explorers and settlers introduced disease with disastrous
consequences for the Aboriginal population.
In the 1880s, the ‘Aborigines Protection Board’ (APB) created a series of new reserves and
‘stations’ – places that were managed by a government-appointed manager, and which often
provided education/schooling and housing in addition to land on which Aboriginal people could live.
One of the first of these reserves was established in Grong Grong in 1883 (NSW Government
Environment & Heritage website, accessed 3 December 2014).
Grong Grong recorded its largest population in 1921, when approximately 680 people lived in the
town. Several prominent buildings from that era remain (eg the historic War Memorial and
Commemoration Hall, churches, Royal Hotel), although most are located on streets to the east of
the town’s main thoroughfare, the Newell Highway.

The area attracts visitors and researchers interested in the town’s history, including these landmark
buildings, the local cemetery and residents with a connection to the town’s past.
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3.5

Social and recreational activities

Grong Grong has been experiencing many of the changes common to rural communities across
Australia, including a declining population, ageing of its residents, amalgamations of rural
properties, relocation and concentration of local businesses to larger regional towns and loss of
primary school services to nearby Matong, as Grong Grong school was placed in recess in 2013.
Despite these challenges, Grong Grong has an active community with a strong sense of community
spirit as evidenced by the many social and sporting clubs, active community networks and annual
events (eg Rodeo and Gymkarna), which provide activities for both residents and visitors.
The Grong Grong Progress Association has a long record of advocacy for local issues, projects,
community values and sharing of information. It also organises a large number of activities and
functions throughout the year. It has worked to attract visitors to the town by promoting its
history, erecting signs, upgrading the Rotary Park, erecting a billboard, providing cultural heritage
information, assisting with distribution of a history book and providing information about the local
cemetery, which is of interest to historians. The committee can draw assistance from many more
residents when required.
In the past few years, the newly formed Earth Park has developed and successfully implemented
the preliminary stages of a new grass roots community project which demonstrates a range of
values such as social sustainability and community regeneration, community action, environmental
sustainability, the importance of recreation for children and families and a desire to attract more
tourists as a way to strengthen and diversify the local economy to support the town’s ongoing
viability. The project, being constructed on State Rail land north of Grong Grong station, has
attracted support from community members and sponsorship from Narrandera Shire Council. Some
of the first initiatives have been a community garden and play area. Donated and recycled
materials, such as tyres and garden materials are adapted for play equipment and volunteers have
offered time and expertise to construct facilities. The group has a dedicated facebook page, runs
events and sources funding to expand and promote the project. Other facilities planned for the site
include parking for RVs and caravans and picnic grounds (Narrandera Argus 25 March 2014). Earth
Park is seen as an important local initiative to generate local interest and activities, as well as a
feature that should attract tourists and visitors to the town.
In addition to the family businesses and larger rural businesses serving the local town, the wider
rural communities and passing traffic on the Highway, the town has several amenities (see Table
2).
The accredited Visitor Centre in the General Store provides information about local activities and
events, and a flyer with a map for those wishing to explore the town on a borrowed bicycle. A
recent initiative has been the establishment of an ‘Earth Park’ to attract visitors and tourists to the
town.
Further details of the area’s history, clubs and events are provided on the
www.gronggrong.com.au website administered by the Grong Grong Progress Association, which
maintains a strong and active interest in promoting the town’s history and future.

3.6

Community values and aspirations

Information about important community values can be inferred from the community networks and
clubs described in the previous section, by the types of community projects and social concerns
that these groups are pursuing and by the issues and concerns raised during community
information sessions and surveys undertaken for this specific proposal.
These are summarised in Section 4.
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Table 2

Community Facilities in Grong Grong

Shopping
The Grong Grong General Store has a post office, Visitor Information Centre (Level 3 accredited) and
newsagent. While the shop provides for a range of day to day needs, residents regularly travel to
Narrandera for larger shops and to use the wider range of services and facilities available there.
Community facilities:
»
Grong Grong park and rest area, including picnic, BBQ, children’s playground, toilets, defibrillator
»
Commemoration Hall, War memorial and School of Arts
»
St. Patrick’s Catholic Church and » St. Matthew’s Anglican Church
»
Royal Hotel
»
Grong Grong Motor Inn
»
Recreation grounds
Emergency Services - The Grong Grong Bush Fire Brigade is located on the Newell Highway. Police are
located in Narrandera.
Businesses
In addition to the highway-dependent and rural businesses discussed in Section 3.3.1, other businesses
listed on the Grong Grong Progress Association website (accessed 3 December 2014) include:
»
Mahoney’s Coaches
»
Grong Grong Farm Centre
»
At Your Service – Civil Marriage Celebrant
»
Lorraine Gawne J.P. – Civil Marriage Celebrant
»
Mick Batchelor Stock Transport
»
Silverwater Native Fish
»
Uarah Fish Hatchery.
Leisure and cultural activities:
»
The Grong Grong Sports Club (including tennis, a 9 holes golf course, volleyball)
»
Fishing Club
»
Annual rodeo, gymkhana and other sporting events
»
Bush dances
»
Annual dog show
»

Grong Grong Earth Park - a children’s playground and community garden located adjacent to the
railway line, opposite the General Store, established in 2014. (Grong Grong Earth Park Facebook
page, www.facebook.com/ggearthpark, accessed 7 January 2015)

»

Borrow bicycle rides, walks and drives around Grong Grong - associated with the Earth Park and
available from the General Store, Grong Grong ‘borrowbikes’ has produced a brochure showing
three suggested routes through the town and another three longer routes of up to 10kms on
roads to the south and north-east. Bikes are free for the day on registration at the General Store.
Transport
The Hay branch of the Main South Railway Line passes through Grong Grong, but the weekly passenger
train service between Sydney, Narrandera and Griffith no longer stops at this station. Grong Grong is
accessible via a daily Junee to Griffith coach service linking the town with the Sydney-Melbourne train line.
Mahoney’s Coaches provides school bus services (open to all passengers) and coach services for hire.
Education
Until 2012, Grong Grong Public School catered for approximately 9 students, although only 2 were reported
to have lived in the town itself (Narrandera Argus, 11 September 2012). The school is now in recess and
children have been redirected to Matong, 8km to the east.
There are several public schools in Narrandera, of which the largest is Narrandera Public School.
Narrandera High School caters for almost 300 children.
Narrandera also has a Pre-school Early Childhood Centre.
TAFE NSW Riverina Institute operates out of Narrandera as well.
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3.7

Traffic and road safety

The Newell Highway is part of the National Land Transport Network (NLTN) and the Melbourne to
Brisbane corridor. It is a crucial road link for freight, passenger and tourist traffic between
Queensland, NSW and Victoria. It is also an important regional traffic route by linking towns and
major centres in the region.
The majority of the Newell Highway has a posted speed limit of 110 km/h. The current alignment
of the Newell Highway through Grong Grong has a posted speed limit of 60 km/h. The low speed
90 degree bend at the main intersection within town is posted with a 35 km/h curve advisory sign.

3.7.1

Existing traffic and freight volumes

The freight task for the Newell Highway is substantial. In 2007, the section of the Newell Highway
between Narrandera and Moree (encompassing Grong Grong) experienced 1.2 million tonnes of
regional freight movement. About 600 (650 towards Narrandera and 534 towards Ardlethan) heavy
vehicles travel the Newell Highway through Grong Grong on average each day(NSW Government
April 2014).
Traffic volumes for the sections of the Newell Highway to the north and west of Grong Grong are
shown in Table 3.
Table 3

Traffic volumes – Grong Grong, 2011 counts

Location

Light
vehicles

Heavy
vehicles

Total traffic

% heavy
vehicles

West of Grong Grong

1,243

650

1,893

34%

North of Grong Grong

736

534

1,270

42%

Source: NSW Government April 2014, p. 69

Table 3 shows the high proportion of heavy vehicle traffic in total volumes. Based on current traffic
levels, it is estimated that during much of the day and night around one heavy vehicle every two
minutes would use the Newell Highway north of Grong Grong. This is in addition to the light
vehicle traffic, which shows broadly similar volumes.
Traffic volumes measured to the west of town are higher than those to the north. This is due to a
large component of the traffic travelling in an east-west direction between Narrandera and
Ganmain, rather than turning north at Grong Grong towards Temora, West Wyalong and Brisbane.
Drivers travelling in an east-west direction would pass through the Newell Highway intersection at
Grong Grong, but would continue either east along Junee Street, or turn south into Berrembed
Street and east into Ganmain Road. These turns would require slow speeds, but this traffic would
not be affected by the proposal.
Roads and Maritime does not collect information on the component of traffic made up of RVs or
tourists and there is no information on the proportion of current traffic that stops in town or
frequents local businesses or amenities.
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3.7.2

Road safety

The 90 degree bend requires drivers to slow to the signposted advisory speed of 35 km/h.
Excessive speed and loss of control at or near this intersection have been factors in several crashes
in recent years.
There have been several truck rollovers at the current low speed 90 degree bend at Grong Grong.
Safety works were completed at this area in 2012 which included improved signage and line
marking. However, the presence of the low speed 90 degree bend in the highway alignment
continues to present a safety risk and there have been two crashes at this location since the safety
works were completed. In both cases, speeding on the curve was a factor. In addition, there have
been a small number of other injury accidents within 10 kms of this intersection, mainly where
vehicles have run off the road.
This section of the Newell Highway is used by large numbers of local heavy vehicles / farm vehicles
particularly during harvest time. As noted above, stock are also moved between properties several
times each year and may cross the Newell Highway and local roads. These movements present the
potential for conflicts with motor vehicles and other through traffic.
There is no information in the crash data indicating that pedestrians, cyclists or livestock have been
involved in these recent accidents.

3.7.3

Forecast future traffic and freight volumes

Due to the lack of a direct rail link between Melbourne and Brisbane, the amount of road freight
along the Newell Highway will continue to remain high. Roads and Maritime estimate that heavy
vehicle traffic will increase by 77 per cent to an average of 1040 trucks per day by 2031. Light
vehicle numbers around Grong Grong are predicted to increase by around 1.5% annually, and
heavy vehicle traffic is expected to increase at 2.9% annually. This is forecast to result in an
increase in heavy vehicle usage of the Newell Highway by around 77% by 2031, as shown in Table
4.
Table 4

Traffic volumes – Grong Grong, 2031 estimates

Location

Light vehicles

Heavy
vehicles

Total traffic

% heavy
vehicles

West of Grong Grong

1570

1140

2710

42%

North of Grong Grong

925

945

1870

50%

Source: Roads and Maritime 2014

The proposal aims in part to remove a large component of existing and future highway traffic from
Grong Grong.

3.7.4

Road freight industry trends

In addition to expected increases in traffic and freight volumes near Grong Grong, there are strong
pressures within the business community and freight industry to lower costs through use of larger
vehicles, which currently are not permitted on this part of the Newell Highway. The largest vehicle
currently permitted on this section of the highway is a 26m B-Double operating at higher mass
limits.
HPVs include B-Triple, AB-Triple and A-Double (road train) vehicles up to 36.5m long also
operating at higher mass limits. Use of these larger vehicles reduce the number of heavy vehicles
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required to deliver a set freight task and therefore reduce transport costs and improve road safety
by reducing the number of heavy vehicles on the road network.
The Grong Grong intersection is one of three remaining constraints to the operation of HPVs on the
highway between West Wyalong and Tocumwal.
The current alignment of the Newell Highway at Grong Grong and crash history mean that HPVs
through Grong Grong would not be approved. If left untreated, this location would prevent
improved efficiency of long-haul movement once adjacent sections are approved for HPV
operation.
Restrictions on the movement of HPVs on some freight routes in NSW can pose additional, and
often unnecessary, costs on transport operators and the economy. However, their access to roads
can impose additional costs and have important safety considerations
Many of the NSW government policies and plans outlined in Section 2 stress the need for
infrastructure improvements to support the NSW economy, local businesses and employment
opportunities. A key component of the transport and freight strategies is to upgrade NSW
Highways to enable access by HPVs.
The proposal would enable this section of the Newell Highway to be used by HPVs.

3.8

Local amenity

As noted above, Grong Grong experiences high levels of traffic using the Newell Highway at
present, with around half being heavy vehicles. This contributes to noise and vibration, as trucks
pass through the town centre at most hours of the day and night. Measurements in 2009
quantified maximum noise levels associated with heavy vehicle movements of up to 80 dB(A) and
78 dB(A) at two locations along the existing Newell Highway in the town (EMM 2015), although
average noise levels and night time noise levels were lower. Noise measurements demonstrate the
high proportion of heavy vehicles, especially in the late afternoons during sample periods (EMM
2015). For comparison purposes, the maximum noise levels noted above are consistent with noise
at the kerbside of a busy city street.
Along this section of the Newell Highway, the easement is very wide, and most buildings are set
back at least 25 m from the road. As a result, the amenity in this local area is only moderately
impacted by current traffic volumes. Moreover, there are few facilities that would attract
pedestrians to walk along the Newell Highway in this part of the town.
A community workshop facilitated by Narrandera Shire Council in 2011 produced recommendations
to improve the Newell Highway and Coolamon Road corridors through Grong Grong as a means of
enhancing the quality of these streets and encourage visitors to stop in town (PAA December 2014
and Narrandera Shire Council 2013). Most recommendations relate to the attraction or hosting of
new events, upgrades to rest stop facilities for tourist vehicles and gateway treatments to mark the
entry to the town. A program of street tree planting is underway to improve the public domain as a
result of this workshop. This includes plantings along the town’s main street (the Newell Highway
and Berrembed Street), as well as along Junee Street and other side streets.

3.9

Key issues of the existing environment

The above review of the existing socio-economic environment highlights several key issues that are
particularly relevant to the assessment of potential impacts of the proposal. These are:
» The community profile and feedback from community members provide insights into the
existing networks and activities which have developed, particularly amongst long term residents
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of this relatively isolated community. The community has a strong and vibrant community spirit
and is actively pursuing plans to diversify the local economy and ensure the town’s future
sustainability. While there are many activities, the town’s population is ageing, businesses are
consolidating and changing in line with broader economic trends or leaving the area. These
changes are part of a long period of continuing social and economic change, which also include
factors such as drought, property amalgamations and the recess of the local primary school in
late 2012.
» The proposal would require acquisition of several parcels of land from three landowners: the
owners of a farming property known as ‘Woodlands’, the Crown and Narrandera Shire Council.
Most of this land is used for farming, although the small portion of Council land is part of a local
road. Roads and Maritime is negotiating with the landowners to resolve the acquisitions and to
plan for and enable safe practices, for times when stock need to be moved from the east to the
west of the highway.
» The General Store is perceived to be the main hub of the town and the owners would like to
maintain its viability for a future sale, if desired.
» A growing source of income for the town is identified as tourists in recreational vehicles (RVs)
or caravans who stop overnight in the town, in parking areas such as the rest area next to the
General Store or the Royal Hotel. This recreational activity is becoming increasingly popular
amongst travellers with caravans or RVs. Many stop at Grong Grong because of its listing in the
Camps Australiawide Guidebook and other online tourism and camping directories. Feedback
indicates that the town offers a sense of security, with safety in numbers, an attractive location
and a place to buy food and drink. The contribution of these travellers to the local economy is
not known. However, anecdotal evidence indicates that several businesses, including the Royal
Hotel, General Store and the Motor Inn benefit from the expenditure of these tourists.
» Narrandera Shire Council has been working with stakeholders in the area on several projects to
attract tourists and improve the local amenity, including projects to improve the local amenity
(street tree planting).
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4

Community engagement

4.1

Community engagement process

Roads and Maritime has been consulting the local community through the planning and
development of this project for several years.
Initial community consultation on preliminary route options was undertaken in 2010. Following
community feedback, the project was reviewed and redesigned to take into account the new scope
of the proposal and revised objectives.
During 2011 Roads and Maritime sought community comment on four potential route options to
realign the Newell Highway at Grong Grong:
» A community drop in session was held in May 2011 and feedback about the design options was
encouraged. The four route options placed on display prompted some ideas from the
community for access between the town of Grong Grong and the Newell Highway
» A second drop in session was planned for September 2011. However this was postponed
following receipt of a petition initiated by small business owners in Grong Grong, about how a
‘bypass’ of the village would impact on passing trade which prompted a review of the proposal
objectives (Roads and Maritime August 2014).
In October 2014, Roads and Maritime hosted two drop in sessions with an information night.
Community members were invited to complete a survey commenting on the proposal. In total, 30
survey responses were received from the community.
The drop in sessions in Grong Grong attracted around 16 visitors, including the owners of the
Motor Inn and the owners of the General Store.
In November 2014, Elton Consulting held face-to-face and telephone discussions with key
businesses and community representatives of the town to inform this socio-economic assessment.
Issues raised during consultations are summarised below and have been considered in the
assessment of potential impacts (Section 5) and mitigation measures (Section 6).
Roads and Maritime will continue consultation with the community through the proposal planning
phase and the construction phase should the proposal proceed. Consultations with affected
property owners are also continuing.

4.2

Community values and preferences

4.2.1

Preferences for the proposal

Through the project development and design options stages there have been several opportunities
for the community to be informed of, and provide comments and feedback on, the proposal and its
design. In addition, Elton Consulting had face to face and telephone discussions with many local
businesses and community representatives during preparation of this SEIA to discuss aspects of life
and business in the town, changes over time, perceived effects (impacts and benefits) of the
proposal and ideas to retain or support the viability of local businesses and the town generally.
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These processes identified a range of values and preferences for the proposal including:
» Interest in receiving information and identifying opportunities to minimise impacts as far as
possible
» A preference for the realignment not to proceed, but also general recognition that it will be built
» Concerns about the future of the town once the proposal is complete. In general, the
businesses providing services to the rural industries (eg silos, piggery, mechanic) were not
concerned that the proposal would adversely affect their trade. However, some businesses and
community members expressed strong concerns that the proposal could adversely impact on
those few businesses that are reliant on passing trade, particularly the General Store, but also
the Motor Inn. It was thought that the proposal could substantially reduce revenue from
passing motorists and would also make the businesses more difficult to sell in future, thus
further impacting on their viability.
Concerns for the future viability of the General Store arise for several reasons, including the
desire to retain local services and facilities for residents and employees, its role in catering for
tourists and the desire to maintain its viability as a going concern. However, while not
specifically stated, it is clear that the General Store is also seen as the ‘central hub’ or heart of
the town. To this extent, the store’s ongoing viability is an issue for the community’s identity
and sense of place
» A strong community preference for two access points between the Newell Highway and the
town of Grong Grong, rather than a single central access point
» A preference for the access roads to be designed as slip lanes to make access to the town more
attractive and easier for all drivers, and particularly for heavy vehicles such as fully loaded grain
trucks. There is also a perception that slip lanes would be safer than the right angle turn
designs proposed
» A strong interest in working with Roads and Maritime to plan appropriate signposting and to
explore other ways to attract highway traffic into town, once the proposal is operational
» A desire to ensure continued viability of the farm through which the proposal would pass and
the safety of farming practices such as the movement of stock across the highway and local
roads.
The majority of business operators and community members contacted were able to suggest
strategies that could help to continue to attract drivers into the town. Some of these suggestions
have previously been raised in discussions with Roads and Maritime or Council:
» Two entries / exits to the town from the new alignment to facilitate access and appeal to
drivers
» Improved highway signage – particularly business-specific signage and signage that is
illuminated at night
» Additional facilities for tourist vehicles, RVs and caravans eg waste / sewer dump facilities,
showers at the rest area and / or near the Hotel
» Community art and / or a mural and sign for the General Store
» A coffee shop.
It was felt that these measures would help to avoid much of the expected loss of trade for the
most highway dependent businesses and support new initiatives of interest to residents.
The community engagement process resulted in a number of changes to the alignment and town
access arrangements since the proposal’s original design. The current design, including the
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incorporation of two access points to Grong Grong, responds to community concerns about the
need to ensure the town remains easily accessible and an attractive option for motorists.

4.2.2

Community aspirations to re-invigorate the town

Grong Grong residents expressed a range of ideas which show a strong desire to attract new
visitors and tourists to the town or mitigate a loss of existing trade.
There was an acknowledgement that the proposal could bring benefits such as a reduction in
traffic and noise in the centre of town as well as safety improvements.
A popular idea is to build on the interest being shown by the RV and caravanning tourist market
segment, that is attracted to the town for its quiet and attractive location and facilities available at
the park or the hotel. Specific suggestions to attract visitors and improve the local amenity include:
» Upgraded waste / sewer dump facilities for RVs and caravans
» Upgraded public toilets in park
» Visitor Information Centre signage and brown tourism sign
» Business specific signage, especially for the Hotel and General Store
» Wayfinding signage to direct visitors to the facilities
» Public art at Rotary Park and rest area (or other appropriate locations)
» A mural and signage on the General Store
» A coffee shop.
The Earth Park project coordinator has also expressed an interest in working with Roads and
Maritime and Council to source materials and labour to further develop the Earth Park. Signage on
the Newell Highway and in town was also seen as an important way to advertise the Earth Park to
passing motorists.
Discussions with the Progress Association and Earth Park members identified several other
community ideas that could also help support the future viability of the town:
» An automated teller machine (ATM)
» A large solar array alongside the new alignment
» National Broadband Network (NBN) connection
» Subdivision of lots near the town centre for sale as lifestyle lots.
These community led initiatives demonstrate the strength of existing community networks, values
and actions being pursued to expand the local economic base and develop a stronger, more
diverse and sustainable local community.
Many of the ideas or initiatives suggested during community and business consultations have
previously been raised as having the potential to benefit the local community and are documented
in Council’s strategies and plans such as Narrandera Shire Product Development & Destination
Marketing Strategy Diagnostic Report (2010) and Council’s Business Planning Strategy undertaken
in preparation of the DCP).
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5

Assessment of Socio-economic
Impacts

5.1

Scoping of issues and impacts

Following a review of background information, inspection of maps and images and consultations
with the study team, local businesses and residents, the main socio-economic impacts and benefits
that would be likely to arise from the proposal include:
Benefits
Once operational
» Improvements to the efficiencies of freight operations
» Transport improvements for all road users, including travel time savings, more consistent travel
speeds and an easier drive
» Reduced traffic in Grong Grong
» Improved road safety for drivers and pedestrians
» Improved local amenity for residents and overnight tourists.
During construction
» Potential for some local employment during project planning, design and construction
» Potential for some short term increase in local economic activity associated with the presence of
construction workforce.
Impacts
Once operational
» Loss of some passing trade for highway dependent businesses in Grong Grong
» Changes to local access within the town and local properties
» Cumulative impacts on town identity and sense of place.
» Property impacts – changes to farm operating practices by landowner.
During construction
» Property impacts – direct impacts on landowner, difficulties with sheep movements across
highway
» Construction impacts – noise, dust, vibration, heavy vehicle movements, detours, restrictions of
access, traffic delays.
The scale of the proposal and localised incidence of impacts have defined the scope and broad
method of assessment of benefits and impacts undertaken in the remainder of this section.
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5.2

Overview of social impacts and benefits by
stakeholder group

For the purposes of the analysis, the assessment of impacts and benefits examines the potential
for impacts on the main stakeholder groups affected by the proposal. These include:
» Local businesses dependent on passing trade – in particular this refers to the Grong Grong
Motor Inn, the General Store (with newsagent, post office and visitor information centre) and
the Royal Hotel
» Owners of affected properties (farmers, the Crown and Council)
» Residents of the town
» Other local and rural businesses in the town and region
» Heavy vehicle drivers
» RV and caravan drivers and other tourists
» General road users.

5.3

Project benefits

5.3.1

Operational benefits

Improvements to freight operations
The major benefits of the proposal would be the economic benefits arising from improvements to
the road freight network. These benefits are articulated in the project objectives (Section 1.5).
Removing the need for highway traffic to slow for the 90 degree bend at Grong Grong would
contribute to an increase in average journey speeds and reduction in average journey times for all
drivers using the highway route. In addition, as noted in Sections 2 and 3, NSW government
infrastructure and freight policies aim to upgrade road infrastructure to be accessible for use by
HPVs.
These benefits would accrue to all drivers using this section of the Newell Highway, but given the
high proportions of heavy vehicles using the route, the proposal would, in particular, directly
benefit freight operators and businesses using the Melbourne to Brisbane route and using the
highway for inter-regional transport. In addition, consumers would also be expected to receive
economic and financial benefits through flow-on effects such as lower prices, improved business
productivity and employment opportunities. As a result, the benefits to the freight network from
this proposal could potentially extend to the wider NSW and Australian population.
Transport improvements for road users
In addition to the benefits to the freight industry, the proposal would benefit all road users by
enabling travel time savings, more consistent travel speeds and an easier drive through this part of
their journey. By not having to slow for the 90 degree bend in the existing highway route, the
proposal would benefit other road users, including residents of the region and tourists.
Reduced traffic in Grong Grong town
The proposal would greatly reduce the numbers of vehicles passing through Grong Grong, as most
vehicles would continue through the district on the proposed alignment.
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Drivers travelling in an easterly or westerly direction (eg between Narrandera and Ganmain,
Coolamon, Junee) would continue to travel via Junee Street, or Berrembed Street and Ganmain
Road. These movements would require slow speeds, and this traffic would not be affected by the
proposal.
The great majority of traffic travelling in a north-south direction (eg travelling between Melbourne
or Narrandera and Brisbane) would be expected to use the proposed route rather than exit the
Highway to stop in town. This traffic consists of the 1,270 or so vehicles measured north of Grong
Grong in Table 3, which is expected to reach around 2,151 vehicles per day in 2031.
While it is not possible to accurately estimate the potential benefits that would be experienced in
the town from reduced traffic levels, it would be reasonable to assume that the great majority of
heavy vehicles travelling on the north-south route would use the proposed route, and local traffic
levels in the town would be expected to be greatly reduced.
Road safety for drivers and pedestrians
Another major source of benefits from the proposal for all highway users would be social benefits
associated with fewer crashes. The proposal would avoid the need for Newell Highway traffic to
slow for the 90 degree bend in Grong Grong and would remove conflicts associated with turning
traffic. Removing a large proportion of highway traffic from town would also assist in avoiding
potential conflicts between local heavy vehicles / farm vehicles and through traffic.
In addition, reduced traffic levels and reclassification of Grong Grong’s main street as a local road
would create a safer environment, especially for pedestrians walking along or crossing the route in
the town. While there are no forecasts of the expected reduction in traffic through the town, it
would be expected that the great majority of heavy vehicles would use the proposed route. This
would create benefits for pedestrians and other road users.
Improved local amenity
A large reduction in the traffic volumes through the centre of Grong Grong would create a much
improved local environment for residents of the town, with a reduction in associated traffic noise,
vibration and dust. Those most likely to benefit from these improvements would be those living,
working or staying (at the Motor Inn) on the current Newell Highway alignment through town.
Even though there are few pedestrians using the Newell Highway in Grong Grong at present, the
reduced local traffic levels attributable to the proposal could provide benefits to the local
community and visitors as a quieter, rural feeling is restored.
The Noise assessment for the proposal indicates that “there would be a considerable reduction in
road traffic noise levels at sensitive receivers fronting the existing alignment through the town of
Grong Grong” (EMM 2015, p. E1) and that “predicted noise levels associated with the proposal
would comply with operational road traffic noise criteria at all sensitive receivers” (EMM 2015, p.
39). “future traffic levels and associated noise levels from the existing Newell Highway alignment
through the town of Grong Grong would be negligible once the proposal is operational” (EMM
2015, p. 21). “However, some sensitive receivers further west nearer to the proposal will
experience an increase in road traffic noise” (EMM 2015, p. E1). Night time noise levels along the
proposed route would also be “below the maximum internal noise level associated with awakening
reactions” (EMM 2015, p. 31).
Amenity improvements brought about by reduced noise and traffic levels could be further
enhanced through the continued implementation of Narrandera Shire Council’s public domain
improvements (PAA design, December 2014) or pedestrian and cycle paths such as being
developed in many other regional towns (see Section 2.4 and the Murray Murrumbidgee Regional
Transport Plan).
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An improved local environment for residents arising from this proposal could also encourage more
people to purchase properties or build along Grong Grong’s main street, which could further
enhance the appearance and attract people and activities into the town centre.
For residents and property owners located near the proposal, the visual quality would change from
a predominately rural/agricultural area to a rural highway. However, the nearest resident would be
about 300 metres from the new alignment, which is similar to the distance from the existing
highway (PAA December 2014). The Urban Design Report concludes that, due to the existing
vegetation and the topography, views to the proposed new alignment and access roads would be
limited from the town, although it would be visible from agricultural lands to the west.

5.3.2

Construction benefits

Employment and income benefits
The proposal has already contributed to employment during the planning and design of the
realignment options. In addition, there would be employment created during construction. Roads
and Maritime estimate that a total of 20-27 construction jobs would be created on site during the
construction period.
It is possible that some jobs could be filled by residents of the local area. Construction worker
expenditure throughout the construction phase would benefit local businesses such as the General
Store, Motor Inn and Hotel, thus supporting employment in these local businesses.

5.4

Potential socio-economic impacts

As well as the clear benefits outlined above, the proposal is expected to create a relatively small
number of adverse social and economic impacts. Socio-economic impacts that could arise as a
result of the proposal are described below.

5.4.1

Operational impacts

Loss of passing trade
While there are clear economic, traffic and safety benefits associated with the proposal, there is
nevertheless the potential for important adverse impacts on the local community and its economy.
By diverting a large component of existing and future traffic from the town, there is the potential
for highway dependent businesses to experience a substantial loss of trade. This impact has been
experienced in other towns that have been bypassed over the years.
As noted in Section 3, the town of Grong Grong contains several businesses that rely heavily on
passing trade. While there is no quantitative information on the proportion of current business of
the General Store, Motor Inn and Hotel derived from passing traffic, discussions with the business
owners indicated that it constitutes a very important component for the store and the Motel.
There is a strong argument that the General Store and Royal Hotel businesses would continue to
be patronised by drivers travelling in an east-west direction, as their journeys would not be
affected by the proposal. In addition, the store would continue to be used by some local residents
and by employees of the two largest agricultural businesses in the town – namely the silos and the
piggery. The General Store’s attraction to tourists travelling in RVs and caravan users would also
be expected to continue should the realignment be constructed, as many of these tourists
specifically seek out the site to stop for refreshments or an overnight stay. For these customers,
the diversion of heavy vehicle traffic could actually increase the attractiveness of this rest stop and
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contribute to an increase in business for the general store, as the location may become more
attractive for an overnight stay if noise levels in the town are reduced and amenity is improved.
The location of the Royal Hotel to the south of the railway line and off the north-south route
through town would suggest that it would be less likely to suffer from a large loss of trade, in the
same way as businesses located on or near the existing Highway.
As with the rest facilities adjacent to the General Store, the Hotel and Motel businesses could
instead benefit from the improved local amenity that would be associated with reduced noise and
vibration levels in the town from the proposal. There may therefore be an increase in business
from tourists staying overnight, associated with the removal of traffic from the town centre.
However, as noted above, most traffic travelling in a north-south direction would be expected to
use the proposed route, and a relatively small proportion of traffic would be expected to divert
through the town. This would directly contribute to losses in passing trade for these highway
dependent businesses, which, based on discussions with operators, could amount to a large
proportion of the turnover for the General Store and the Motel. Measures would be required and
are proposed to continue to attract highway motorists to these businesses to maintain a
sustainable customer base (refer to Section 6).
Following similar concerns raised by highway bypass proposals in other parts of NSW, Roads and
Maritime have commissioned several studies specifically to examine the short, medium and longer
term economic and social impacts of highway bypasses (Parolin 2011; Phibbs et al 2009) and how
communities have adapted to the cumulative changes to access and traffic conditions.
A recent review of the literature (Parolin 2011) found:
“general consensus from the myriad bypass literature is that a highway bypass is not
associated with the death of a town, with the evidence suggesting that the impact on
economic growth is positive in the long-term for the majority of communities bypassed” (p.
5).
“in the longer term, highway bypasses do not have adverse economic impacts (highway
generated trade and employment) on towns that are bypassed; what economic impacts do
occur tend to be minimal and of a short-term duration. The evidence suggests that in most
cases highway bypasses have resulted in economic development benefits for towns which
have been bypassed” (p. 1).
The report notes three main indicators of post-bypass economic change:
» Population size – small towns are generally more at risk of adverse economic impacts, although
they were found to continue to survive
» Economic base – towns with a higher level of dependence on highway generate trade may
experience greater difficulty in managing post-bypass recovery than towns with a low level of
dependence on highway generated trade
» Distance from a larger economic centre – in some studies being close to a larger centre was
found to be detrimental to post bypass recovery, whereas in others it was remoteness that was
a hindrance to economic recovery following a bypass.
However, “irrespective of the population size of a bypassed community or its distance from a larger
centre, a highway bypass triggers change in the highway related sector of a town economy so that
the retail landscape may be quite different in the longer term” (p. 2). “The diversion of a large part
of through traffic resulting from the opening of bypass roads inevitably results in some reduction in
the value of highway-generated trade and a consequential impact directly and indirectly on the
economic and social well-being of the affected community”. In this sense, a “highway bypass must
be ‘acknowledged for the changes it creates for community and businesses’” (p. 5).
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In some cases, changes in the local economy were found to be more a result of the state of the
national and regional economy, rural population decline or restructuring of industries and services
than the bypass itself. For example, “the magnitude of the sensitivity is generally heightened as
bypass related employment losses, or anticipated losses, are added to a litany of other problems …
that may affect the viability of country towns” (p. 5).
There are nevertheless opportunities for positive land use changes as a result of a bypass for the
community and businesses. In particular, communities can benefit from an improved quality of life
and improved environmental quality.
The key factor in capturing potential benefits and minimising impacts of a bypass is cooperative
planning between an impacted community, road authorities and the Government “to develop
mitigation measures that minimise adverse economic impacts and strengthen positive impacts” and
manage change. This is particularly important “for small communities that may be more at risk
from a highway bypass” (p. 2).
Lessons from this literature review would therefore have the following implications for Grong
Grong:
Table 5

Implications from the literature for businesses in Grong Grong

Study findings / indicators






Relevance to Grong Grong

Population size – Small towns, especially
those already in decline and with relatively
high business vacancy rates are generally
more at risk of continued decline, although
they survive mainly to serve local residents
and businesses

A very small town in decline, such as Grong
Grong, would be expected to have a greater
risk of adverse impact.

Economic base – towns with a higher level
of dependence on highway generate trade
may experience greater difficulty in
managing post-bypass recovery than towns
with a low level of dependence on highway
generated trade. Studies have shown
adverse impacts on 30% of highway
related businesses and “no mention of
adverse impacts on the accommodation
sector in bypassed communities, even in
the smaller towns” (p. 8). Strength of a
town’s economy before the bypass (eg as
measured by vacancy rates) is “of vital
importance to the impacts the town will
experience” (p. 14).

Grong Grong has only a small number of
highway dependent businesses (mainly the
Motor Inn and General Store) that would be
expected to suffer direct impacts. Other town
businesses less dependent on passing trade
are more resilient, as they predominantly serve
the rural sector

Distance from a larger economic centre –
in some studies being close to a larger
centre was found to be detrimental to post
bypass recovery, whereas in others it was
remoteness that was a hindrance to
economic recovery following a bypass

A short (22km) distance to Narrandera would
be expected to negatively affect the town
economy, although opportunities to attract
patronage from Narrandera residents and
visitors and capitalise on the quiet rural values
and local attractions could benefit the
community in the longer term

Residents access daily needs both in town and
further afield eg Narrandera, but see the shop
as integral to the town’s survival

Studies suggest no impacts have been
reported on motel trade
Current economic viability would impact on
future outcomes
Short term construction impacts could benefit
the town, due to patronage from workers
Longer term benefits for tourists and visitors
could arise from the improved local amenity
and quieter environment
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Study findings / indicators

Relevance to Grong Grong



Distance of town from the bypass

The route would be in close proximity to Grong
Grong town, which would encourage traffic to
continue to stop in the town



Create opportunities for cooperative
planning between the community, road
authorities and Government “to develop
mitigation measures, strengthen positive
impacts and manage change

Strong potential to capitalise on improved
environment and amenity within the town to
establish new activities and businesses
Strong local networks and community
initiatives exist
Roads and Maritime has undertaken
consultation for several years and the design
responds to some issues raised. Roads and
Maritime will work with Narrandera Shire
Council and the community to develop and
implement mitigation measures
Opportunities exist to market the town,
community and/or activities as destinations to
minimise adverse economic impacts
Proximity of bypass to town centre and the
provision of through access via the north and
west accesses would limit some loss of trade

Local access and road safety
Roads and Maritime has developed and refined the proposal taking into consideration the
community concerns raised during discussions and meetings. One of the main issues raised by the
community was the need to provide ease of access for visitors to encourage tourism and to avoid
as far as possible a loss of trade to local businesses (see above). In response to community
concerns, the proposal now includes two access points between the new route and the town: one
entry/exit would access the north of the town and the second would access the west of the town
(see Figure 8).
Figure 8

Highway entry / exit designs at Grong Grong

So
urce: Roads and Maritime Services

The north and west access routes have been designed to enable traffic to pass through the town
without the need to back track. Nevertheless, some residents continue to hold concerns about the
safety of the proposed design of the access points and their suitability for the types of traffic
common in this area. For example, drivers leaving the Newell Highway would be required to slow,
stop, turn and accelerate, or to merge with existing highway traffic that would be travelling at
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speed. Residents have commented that some heavy vehicles (such as farm vehicles) making these
manoeuvres onto or from local roads would be slow to accelerate and hence could create potential
safety risks for other drivers. In addition, making right hand turns across traffic was considered by
some residents to be dangerous.
Many residents proposed an alternative design using slip lanes, so heavy vehicles and farm
vehicles could continue in a dedicated lane when leaving or accessing the Highway.
As part of the strategic design process for the access options, Roads and Maritime engaged
specialist road design experts to provide guidance on the intersection layout and locations. The
intersections for the preferred access option are located on the backs of curves which can
introduce safety concerns in certain circumstances, such as potential truck roll-overs and reduced
sight distance for turning traffic. Analysis concluded that the design of the curves is suitable for a
truck to safely cross to enter the highway while still maintaining adequate crossfall and sight
distances for vehicles travelling on the highway. In addition, the vertical alignment and elevation of
the access roads provides good visibility of line marking at the intersection and the turning
movements required. It also ensures a quicker clearance time across the highway as vehicles
(particularly heavy vehicles) are not departing on an up-grade from a standing start.
Roads and Maritime is confident the design of the intersections is safe for all vehicles using the
roads (including heavy vehicles and farm equipment) and would not risk the safety of drivers.
The proposal would also result in changes to local access to the ‘Woodlands’ property and remove
access along Narran Street, west of Boree Street. The acquisition of land for the proposal would
also impact on existing land use practices (see Property impacts section, below).
Cumulative impacts on town identity and sense of place
Concerns about the potential for adverse impacts on several key local businesses in Grong Grong
raise deeper issues about the potential for cumulative impacts from the proposal on the social
fabric of the community, and ultimately on the viability of the town itself.
While the analysis indicates that businesses in the town are relatively resilient to have withstood
these changes over the past 8-10 years covered in discussions, the precise impacts of the proposal
on local traffic levels and local business turnover will not be clear until it is built. However, the
concerns raised hint at more than the loss of the few remaining local businesses and amenities for
residents and visitors. There was indeed mixed feedback about the importance of the General
Store for the local population, and comments that many local people do not adequately patronise
the local businesses.
But the role of the General Store (and its newsagent, post office and visitor information services) is
also symbolic, in that it (and arguably also the Hotel) fulfils the role of a town centre, a meeting
place, or community heart. The possibility of closure would represent a very important loss to the
community of a key place, around which the town’s identity is built. From this perspective, risk of
losing the General Store as a result of the proposal (if unmitigated) would have greater and
cumulative impact than simply the financial loss of trade or income for the owners.
The potential severity of these impacts would be minimised through measures identified in Section
6, which would contribute to supporting the sustainability of this key local facility and would
therefore assist in preserving community identity and the community’s sense of place and
attachment to their local area.
Property impacts
The proposal would have some moderate impacts on several properties, as shown in Figure 9:
» Area 1 – part of ‘Woodlands’
» Area 2 - Crown Land
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Figure 9
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Property impacts
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» Area 3 – Council land
» Area 4 - part of ‘Woodlands’.
The proposed route severs the corners of two paddocks on the ‘Woodlands’ property (Areas 1.0,
1.1, 1.2, 4.0 and 4.1 on Figure 9). In addition, the proposal severs the corner of a parcel of Crown
land leased to operate as a farm (Areas 2.0 and 2.1). For the purposes of this proposal, this land is
classified as either ‘Required acquisition’ (shown in hatching on Figure 9) or ‘Potential acquisition’
(shown as diagonal stripes on Figure 9).
Narran Street would be severed west of Boree Street by the proposal. A small portion of Council
owned land along Narran Street (Area 3.0) would also need to be acquired for the proposal. This
will remove access to Narran Street west of Boree Street. Depending on negotiations with Council
and the owner of ‘Woodlands’, the western portion of Narran Street may also be acquired and
closed.
The total land area to be acquired would depend on the outcome of ongoing negotiations between
Roads and Maritime and landowners, and decisions about whether to lease or purchase land that
will become surplus once construction is complete. The minimum and maximum property
acquisition scenarios for the proposal are described below. There may be other property
acquisition outcomes between these two limits, depending on further consultation with affected
landowners.
The minimum acquisition scenario is to acquire a 50-60 metre corridor of land (about 15.7 ha) for
the proposal footprint (required acquisition areas) and lease the potential acquisition areas (as
shown in Figure 9) from the landowners. Once works are complete the leased areas would be
rehabilitated and returned to the landowners.
The maximum acquisition scenario is to acquire the 50-60 metre corridor of land for the proposal
footprint (required acquisition areas) and also the potential acquisition areas (as shown in Figure
9) (totalling around 32.7 ha). Once construction work is complete, the additional areas would be
revegetated and remain the property of Roads and Maritime permanently or sold.
In either scenario, the overall ‘Woodlands’ property (currently 667 ha) would remain viable, but the
areas identified for potential acquisition would become unviable for continued cropping and
grazing.
Consultation with affected property owners has occurred during all stages of the proposal and
would continue during the detailed design stage. There have also been discussions with the lessee
of the Crown Land.
The future of the section of Narran Street west of Boree Street will be an integral part of the
property acquisition discussions with Narrandera Council and with the owner of ‘Woodlands’ and
will be decided during the detailed design phase for the project.
Where partial acquisitions are required, Roads and Maritime would realign private property fencing
as part of the preliminary construction work.
All acquisitions would be undertaken in accordance with the Land Acquisition (Just Terms
Compensation) Act 1991 and the Land Acquisition Guide information guide (Roads and Maritime,
2012).
In addition to the land acquisition, the proposal would require changes to stock movement
practices, as stock are currently moved across the highway to a shearing shed on the highway’s
western side. These movements would be affected during construction and operation of the
bypass.
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5.4.2

Construction impacts

Property impacts
As noted above, the proposal would directly impact on properties to the west of the current bend
in the Newell Highway, through property acquisition for the proposal or leasing during the
construction period. The impacted properties are Crown Land (leased to operate as a farm), a
privately owned farm (known as ‘Woodlands’) and a small portion of Council roadway.
Negotiations are underway with the landowners to acquire the necessary farming land for the
proposal.
Overall, property impacts are considered relatively minor, as discussions between Roads and
Maritime and landowners have established that the proposed land acquisition is unlikely to have a
major impact on the operations and viability of the farm.
Construction impacts
Construction of the proposal is expected to create socio-economic impacts, such as noise, dust and
vibration, heavy vehicle movements, detours, changes to local access and traffic delays. The noise
and vibration assessment (EMM 2015) concludes that noise levels are likely to exceed ‘noise
management levels2’ at sensitive receivers during construction and site establishment, although the
levels will be below the “highly affected residential noise criterion” (EMM 2015) and in part reflect
the relatively low background noise levels of this area.
These impacts would also be short term, as construction moves along the length of the proposal.
Overall, any individual receiver would be expected to experience impacts for a period of several
weeks duration construction.
As shown in Figure 2, construction would primarily be off-line so would not directly affect traffic on
the existing Newell Highway. The one exception would be for a short period when the new
alignment is tied in to the existing Newell Highway late in the construction process.
Temporary construction ancillary facilities would include site compounds for administration and
construction support as well as stockpile sites. Two ancillary facility sites have been identified for
the construction of the proposal, one at the northern end of the proposal and one at the western
end.
Discussions would be held with owners of land on which temporary construction ancillary facilities
are proposed in relation to leasing these sites during construction or acquiring them. Property and
land use impacts on leased sites would be temporary.
The final location of the ancillary facilities would be decided during the detailed design phase. Once
the contractor has a preferred location for the ancillary facilities, consultation with Roads and
Maritime’s Environment Manager (South West) would be undertaken prior to any works in those
locations to decide if any additional environmental assessment is required.
Temporary disruptions to local roads would be expected during construction of the proposal. Local
roads that would potentially experience some delays during construction include Narran Street,
Boree Street and Angle Road. These roads would be directly linked to, or serviced by, the new
alignment and would experience detours at some time during construction. These impacts would
be minimised through the implementation of a Traffic Management Plan.
During construction, traffic management measures would be in place and clearly signposted
exclusion zones would restrict access for vehicles and pedestrians.

2

Noise management levels represent “the point above which there may be some community reaction to noise” (EMM p.
13)
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Mitigation and management of
socio-economic impacts

This section outlines measure to manage, mitigate or avoid potential socio-economic impacts of
the proposal.
Tables 6 and 7 summarise the measures Roads and Maritime will undertake to mitigate the socioeconomic impacts identified in Section 5.
Table 6

Mitigation measures during operation

Impact

Mitigation and management measures

Loss of passing trade
and potential cumulative
impacts on the
community identity and
sense of place



Roads and Maritime will continue consultation and working with
affected business owners, the Grong Grong Progress Association,
the Earth Park coordinator, Narrandera Rotary Club, other
interested community members and Narrandera Shire Council
during detailed design and construction phases of the proposal to
develop and implement measures to minimise and mitigate
business and community impacts.



Roads and Maritime will undertake traffic counts on the Newell
Highway to the north and west of Grong Grong and in the town
centre at specified periods, such as one year and five years after
opening, to evaluate the effectiveness of the advertising signage
in attracting visitors to the town.



Roads and Maritime will conduct follow-up discussions with
highway-dependent business operators and key community
members at 6 months and 1 year after opening, to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposal’s socio-economic management and
mitigation measures.



In consultation with the Grong Grong community, Roads and
Maritime will provide signposting to encourage highway traffic to
visit Grong Grong. Signage would be consistent with Roads and
Maritime signposting guidelines.



In addition, Roads and Maritime will provide advertising signage
visible from the Newell Highway for the General Store and the
Motor Inn, to mitigate against loss of trade and for the Royal
Hotel and the Earth Park, to contribute towards the town’s
ongoing viability.



Carry out property acquisition in accordance with Roads and
Maritime’s ‘Land Acquisition Information Guide’ (RMS, 2012) and
the Land Acquisition (Just Terms Compensation) Act 1991.



Roads and Maritime will work with the owner of the ’Woodlands’
property to plan for and enable safe stock movements in the
vicinity of the new highway. This may include the installation of
large, lockable fold out signage which can be opened when
moving stock. Details will continue to be developed in
consultation with the landowner as the project moves into the
detailed design.

Town access

Property acquisition
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Table 7

Mitigation measures during construction

Impact

Mitigation and management measures

Property impacts



Roads and Maritime will continue negotiations with landowners in
relation to property access and acquisition to enable
establishment of works zones and location of ancillary facilities



Roads and Maritime will continue to consult with affected
landowners and residents where temporary and permanent
property access changes would be required



Roads and Maritime will provide landowners and residents with
advanced notification of construction schedules and any changes
to local roads and property access



Roads and Maritime will provide community updates on changes
to the local road network during construction, in accordance with
a Traffic Management Plan.



Roads and Maritime will investigate ways in which the risk to
stock and farmers can be minimised for stock movements during
construction on impacted properties.



Roads and Maritime and its contractors will implement
construction noise mitigation measures as outlined in the Noise
Report (EMM 2015, p. 37-38).



Roads and Maritime will keep the local community informed about
the construction process, including project timing and periods
when there will be changes to local traffic conditions.



Roads and Maritime or their contractors will develop a process for
receiving complaints and developing solutions, including a contact
telephone number.

Construction impacts

A commitment to implement these mitigation measures will help to minimise the identified socioeconomic impacts of the proposal on the town and community of Grong Grong.
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Appendix E
Stage 2 and Stage 1 PACHCI report

GRONG GRONG
INTERSECTION
IMPROVEMENT
Aboriginal stakeholder survey report
PROCEDURE i=OR ABORIGINAL CULTURAL HERITAGE CONSULTATION AND
INVESTIGATION- RESOURCE 03
FEBRUARY 20()9

Purpose of this assessment
This assessment forms part of the Stage 2 preliminary assessment of the RTA
Procedure for Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Consultation and Investigation. Its pilnpose is
to determine whether any features of Aboriginal cultural significance occur within the ·
study area for this project, and whether their significance would be affected by the
project. This assessment will be used to assist the RTA in determining whether further
assessment and consultation is required for this project.

Project details: (provide the following information)
a) Project title:
Grong Grong Intersection Improvement Project
b) Location of study area:
GrongGrong
c) Name of Aboriginal site officer(s) completing this assessment:
Derek Lyons
d) Name of Aboriginal organisation(s) represented by this survey:
Narrandera Local Aboriginal Lands Council
e) Name of site officer(s) who undertook site survey:
Derek Lyons
f)

Date. of survey:

Tuesday 17 Febnuary 2009

RTA PROCEDURE FOR ABORIGINAl CUlTURAl HERITAGE CONSUlTATION AND INVoSTIGATION
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Methodology:
a)

Approximately how much of the total project study area was surveyed (e.g.
I0%-1 00~) and why? (E.g. Certain areas were heavily disturbed, properties
were inaccessible, ground visibility was poor, difficult weather conditions, etc.)

The entire proposed route (alignment "c"), including the exit/accesses at the top and
bottom of the proposed works, was walked. Therefore, I00% of the total project
study area was surveyed..
Ground visibility was good - excellent for most of the study area (crop stubble
allowed good visibilrty. One small area, approx 75 metres in length provided poor
visibility due to grasses and other ground covers.

\

It is estimated that in excess of 90% of the project study area has been heavily
disturbed through farming/agricultural act·Jvities.
The weather conditions were favourable during the site inspection.

b) How was the survey undertaken? (E.g. by foot, by car, individually, in groups,
otner? If other people were involved in the survey, please provide their names
and name oftheir organisation, if relevant)

The site survey wa5 undertaken by foot (walk thru). Two individuals participated Narrandera lALC sites officer, Mr Derek Lyons and RTA Aboriginal Cultural Heritage
Advisor, Andrew Whitton.

'·
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Results:
a) Please provide a description ofthe area surveyed. Include a description of the
total area covered, landfonns, built areas, etc. Where appropriate, survey areas
should be identified on a map/plan (please attach).

RTA provided a map, showing the proposed alignment (C). In addition, surveyors pegs
marked the alignment. The area surveyed was approx. 50 metres on each side of the
surveyors pegs, making the total width surveyed I00 metres (approx) for the length of
the project.
.

.

.
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. b) Were any of the following features identified during the survey? (Please tick as
required)

D. stone tools or flakes

D

D scarred trees

D art sites
D shelters
D significant spiritual or social areas
D significant cultLirallandscape feature~

D

bora circles

D totems

hearths

D

shell middens

D ·other- please state:
If any of the above items were ticked, please provide a description including the
location, quant:1ty, s·1ze, condition and significance of the feature, if known. Where
appropriate, this information should be identified on a map/plan (please attach).

f"l:

No items of cultural significance where located during the walk thru/site survey.

t.:'l1;i
V?:~:.:!

; .",;:.;:...:.;;]
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c) · Is it considered likely that any ofthe above features may be present in the study .
area, despite not being positively identified during the survey?
Yes I No (If yes, where are they considered likely to occur?)
.

No.

.

·1;2·····

o•
c..

.. l.!J

d) lfkrown, please provide a description of the natural resources used by
Aboriginal people that are, or would have been, available within the study area.
Please describe the significance of these resources to past and present
Aboriginal communities.

1·:·-·W.:•·

Not applicable.

tr.'w:J

..
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?

e) Please provide a description of past disturbances to the study area, ifknowp.
and how this may have affected Aboriginal cultural heritage features .
.

As advised previously, the area surveyed has been heavily disturbed by
farming/agricultural activities over many years. If any items of Aboriginal cultural heritage
significance remained before s~ttlement and consequently fanming/agricultural
production, it is highly likely these Items may have been destroyed, disturbed and/or
buried.

·······-,

~

l t.G• !

\~'1
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5

Conclusion:

Is the project likely to affect any significant known or potential Aboriginal cultural
heritage features as identified by the survey?

tgj No.

0

Yes. {If yes, please describe the features and how they would be affected).
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'f.

'•

This assessment has been completed by:
Name:

Derek lyons
Provide name

Position title:

Sites Officer (Narrandera lALC)
Pro'v'io~~

Organisation name:

title

Narrandera Local Aboriginal Lands Council
Provide name ofAbon,"gin~11 org,~m'srdion

On the following date:

f:t';

IB February 2009
/n&eri' d<rte

)

[.

:'·

,
..

t~.:
.. ~ .. -~.:.,:;,]
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(it)
NSW

GOVERNMENT

Transport
Roads & Maritime
Services

24 November 2014
Dean Howard
Senior Project Development Officer
Roads & Maritime Services
1 Simmons Street
Wagga Wagga NSW 2650
Dear Dean,

Preliminary assessment results for Grong Grong By Pass (Newell Hwy) based on Stage 1 of
the Procedure for Aboriginal cultural heritage consultation and investigation (the
procedure).
The project, as described in the Stage 1 assessment checklist (see attached), was assessed as
being unlikely to have an impact on Aboriginal cultural heritage.
The assessment is based on the following due diligence considerations:
• The project is unlikely to harm known Aboriginal objects or places.
• The AHIMS search did not indicate moderate to high concentrations of Aboriginal objects or
places in the study area.
• The study area does not contain landscape features that indicate the presence of
Aboriginal objects, based on the Office of Environment and Heritage's Due diligence Code
of Practice for the Protection of Aboriginal objects in NSW and the Roads and Maritime
Services' procedure.
• The cultural heritage potential of the study area appears to be reduced due to past
disturbance.
• There is an absence of sandstone rock outcrops likely to contain Aboriginal art.
Your project may proceed in accordance with the environmental impact assessment process, as
relevant, and all other relevant approvals.
If the scope of your project changes, you must contact me and your regional environmental staff
Dan Francis (Ext 71634) to reassess any potential impacts on Aboriginal cultural heritage.
If any potential Aboriginal objects (including skeletal remains) are discovered during the course of
the project, all works in the vicinity of the find must cease. Follow the steps outlined in the Roads
and Maritime Services' Unexpected Archaeological Finds Procedure.
For further assistance in this matter and do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely,

Andrew Whitton
Aboriginal Cultural Heritage Advisor- South West
Roads

and Miltldme Services

Level 00, Building Name 000, Street Name, City NSW 0000 I PO Box 000 City NSW 0000 DXOO City
T 02 0000 0000 I F 02 0000 0000 I E xxxx@rms.nsw.gov.au
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Newell Highway (A39) Realignment at Grong Grong

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
NSW Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) is proposing to realign a section of the
Newell Highway at Grong Grong. The realignment would bypass the town to the west, avoiding a
90 degree bend of the Highway located within Grong Grong. The proposal would involve
construction of a new two lane carriageway and two accesses between the highway and Grong
Grong, removal of some of the existing highway pavement and revegetation works, drainage
works and adjustments to public utilities. Temporary facilities, including construction compounds,
stockpile sites, construction water quality basins and haulage roads would be established and
operated during construction and located within the construction footprint.
Prior to undertaking flora and fauna field investigations, previous studies conducted within the
region and relevant databases were consulted to identify the diversity of flora and fauna known
to, or potentially occurring in the study area. In particular, field studies conducted in 2009 for the
proposal were reviewed and utilised in this assessment.
Field surveys including terrestrial flora and fauna surveys of the study area were completed on
19 May 2014. An additional site visit on 20 October 2014 was also completed to assess other
potential impact areas.
Six distinct vegetation types were identified within the study area during the site surveys:
1. Inland Grey Box Woodland
2. Inland Grey Box Woodland (highly modified)
3. Bimble Box and Inland Grey Box Woodland
4. Bimble Box and Dwyer’s Red Gum with Grey Box
5. Modified Agricultural/cropping Land
6. River Red Gum Forest
About 4.3 hectares of native vegetation would be cleared as a result of the proposal. The native
vegetation to be cleared meets the definition of the Inland Grey Box Woodland Endangered
Ecological Community (EEC) listed under the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995
(TSC Act). About 3.5 hectares of this is in moderate to good condition and 0.8 hectares is in low
condition. Around 3.2 hectares of the native vegetation to be cleared also meets the definition of
the EEC listed under the Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999 (EPBC Act).
No threatened flora species were recorded during the targeted surveys, however, about 0.6
hectares of potential habitat for the Sand-hill Spider Orchid and Pine Donkey Orchid would be
cleared by the proposal.
Two threatened fauna species were recorded within the study area. The Superb Parrot was
recorded flying over the study area, while the Grey-crowned Babbler was observed within the
road reserve just north of the proposed northern tie in. One additional species, the Brown
Treecreeper, was considered to have the potential to utilise the habitats within the study area. No
other threatened fauna species were considered likely to occur.
The potential impacts from the proposal would include:





4.3 hectares of direct loss (clearing) of native vegetation / habitat
Risk of an increase in weeds, pests and pathogens
Loss of important habitat features including up to 13 hollow-bearing trees
Undertaking of key threatening processes including clearing of native vegetation
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Assessments of significance were undertaken for the following EECs and threatened species
recorded in, or with the potential to occur within, the study area:







Inland Grey Box Woodland (EEC - TSC Act and EPBC Act)
Sand-hill Spider Orchid (Endangered TSC Act and EPBC Act)
Pine Donkey Orchid (Vulnerable TSC Act)
Superb Parrot (Vulnerable TSC act and EPBC Act)
Grey-crowned Babbler (Vulnerable TSC Act)
Brown Treecreeper (Vulnerable TSC Act)

The proposal is considered unlikely to result in a significant impact on any NSW or
Commonwealth listed species of flora or fauna, or EECs. Therefore a Species Impact Statement
(SIS) is not required and referral to the Commonwealth Department of Environment (DoE) is not
considered necessary for the proposal.
Measures required to mitigate the specific impacts of the proposal have been recommended in
this report. These have been developed to prevent undue damage to the surrounding
environment during the proposal. Mitigation measures include strategies to prevent over-clearing,
manage noxious weeds, prevent excessive disturbance to habitat features, and revegetate areas
of disturbance after construction activities.
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
ASL

Above sea level

AWS

Automatic weather station

BOM

Australian Bureau of Meteorology

CEMP

Construction environmental management plan

Cwth

Commonwealth

DECCW

Refer to OEH

DPI

Department of Primary Industries (NSW)

DoE

Department of Environment

EEC

Endangered ecological community – as defined under relevant law
applying to the proposal

EIA

Environmental impact assessment

EPBC Act

Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
(Cwth)

EP&A Act

Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (NSW)

ESD

Ecologically Sustainable Development

FM Act

Fisheries Management Act 1994 (NSW)

ISEPP

State Environmental Planning Policy (Infrastructure) 2007 (NSW)

KFH

Key Fish Habitat

LGA

Local government area

LEP

Local Environment Plan

Locality

10 kilometres radius of construction footprint

m

Metres

NES

Matters of National environmental significance under the EPBC Act
(c.f.)

MNES

Matters of National Environmental Significance

Noxious Weeds Act

Noxious Weeds Act 1993 (NSW)

NPW Act

National Parks And Wildlife Act 1974 (NSW)

NSW

New South Wales

NV Act

Native Vegetation Act 2003 (NSW)

OEH

(NSW) Office of Environment and Heritage, formerly Department of
Environment, Climate Change and Water

Proposal

All elements of the proposal including construction footprint,
ancillary facilities, realignment etc.

REP

Regional Environmental Plan

REF

Review of Environmental Factors
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SEPP

State Environmental Planning Policy (NSW)

SIS

Species Impact Statement

sp/spp

Species/multiple species

Subject species

Threatened species listed under either or both EPBC and TSC Acts
that are known or considered likely to occur in the locality.

Study area

Construction footprint and any areas immediately adjacent to the
construction footprint that have biodiversity values that may be
subject to indirect impacts

TSC Act

Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (NSW)

VMP

Vegetation Management Plan
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1

INTRODUCTION

1.1

BACKGROUND

Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) is undertaking an assessment in accordance
with Part 5 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) for the
realignment of a section of the Newell Highway (A39) near the small town of Grong Grong
(Figure 1-1).
The proposal is required to reduce travel times on the highway, improve freight efficiency and
increase safety for road users and pedestrians. The proposal would realign the Newell Highway
through Grong Grong to avoid a sharp, low speed 90 degree turn and replace it with a new 110
km/h alignment, bypassing the town to the west.
In 2009, NGH Environmental prepared an ecological assessment of a realignment proposal,
which included a number of realignment options. After community consultation, the project was
postponed to reassess the project scope and objectives due to community concerns. A new
alignment is now proposed and is the subject of this report.

1.2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The proposal involves the realignment of a section of the Newell Highway at Grong Grong. The
realignment would bypass the town to the west, avoiding a 90 degree bend of the Newell
Highway located within Grong Grong. At the northern end, the proposal would exit the existing
Newell Highway alignment, about 1.7 kilometres north of Junee St in Grong Grong, traversing
mostly through agricultural and cropping land, and join back to the existing highway about 1.8
kilometres west of Junee St in Grong Grong.
Key features of the proposal would include:











Realignment of the Newell Highway from about 20.4 kilometres to about 23.2 kilometres east
of Narrandera. The realignment would bypass Grong Grong to the west of the town.
About 2.4 kilometres of new two lane carriageway (one lane in each direction).
Construction of two accesses to Grong Grong; one joining the new alignment about 1.4
kilometres to the north of Junee Street and another joining the new alignment around 1.3
kilometres to the west of Junee Street, Grong Grong. The accesses would include
intersections with unrestricted turning movements in all directions, protected right turn lanes,
deceleration lanes at the highway exit and entry points.
A large cutting at about 22 kilometres east of Narrandera around 940 metres long and up to
4.5 metres deep.
Removal of around 175 metres of existing highway pavement and revegetation between the
north access and the new highway alignment.
Removal of 640 metres of existing highway pavement and revegetation between the west
access and the new highway alignment.
Changes to Angle Road and its connection with the existing highway.
Drainage works including cross drainage, sub surface drainage and a rock blanket.
Adjustments to public utilities, including relocation of the Nextgen optic fibre cable.

Temporary ancillary facilities, including construction compounds, stockpile sites, construction
water quality basins and haulage roads would be established and operated for construction and
located within the construction footprint as shown on Figure 1-2.
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Adjustments to public utilities, including the relocation of the Nextgen optic fibre cable, would be
required.
The existing highway alignment through Grong Grong would be transferred to Narrandera Shire
Council to operate as a Regional and local road once the new alignment is operational. Part of
this section of road would become Berrembed Street and another part would become Canola
Way. The exact configuration would be negotiated with Council. Any works required to meet
Council standards for local roads would be implemented before hand over. The works may
include heavy patching, resealing and line marking.

1.2.1

Location of the activity

The regional context of the proposal is shown in Figure 1-1. Grong Grong is a small town along
the Newell Highway, located within the Narrandera Shire. It is one of the four main settlements
within the Narrandera Shire. Grong Grong has a population of about 540 within a 1.9 square
kilometre area.
The topography of Grong Grong is relatively flat, rising gently northwards towards Ardlethan. The
nearest waterway to Grong Grong, Cowabbie Creek, is approximately 2.5 kilometres east of the
proposal. This creek flows into Bundidgerry Creek which flows in a westerly direction and is
located about five kilometres south of the proposal. Bundidgerry Creek may be utilised as a
water source for the proposal.
Ardlethan is located about 47 kilometres to the north of Grong Grong along the Newell Highway.
Narrandera is located about 22 kilometres west of Grong Grong along the Newell Highway.

1.3

STUDY AREA

The proposal is located within the Narrandera local government area (LGA) within the Roads and
Maritime South West Region. The study area for the proposal consists of the construction
footprint (shown in Figure 1-2) and any areas immediately adjacent to the construction footprint
that have biodiversity values that may be subject to indirect impacts. These areas were largely
confined to the existing road reserves.
An area approximately 10m either side of the existing access track to Bundidgerry Creek (refer
Figure 1-3) was also included in the study area for this assessment.
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Figure 1-1: Location of the proposal
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Figure 1-2: The proposal
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1.4

STUDY AIMS

This Biodiversity Assessment has been prepared by NGH Environmental on behalf of Roads and
Maritime. For the purposes of these works, Roads and Maritime is the proponent and the
determining authority under Part 5 of the EP&A Act.
The purpose of the Biodiversity Assessment is to assess the potential ecological impacts of the
proposal. The aims of this Biodiversity Assessment are to describe the ecological features and
biodiversity values of the study area and the direct and indirect impacts of the proposal
particularly in relation to threatened species, populations and ecological communities listed under
the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act), NSW Fisheries Management
Act 1994 (FM Act) and Commonwealth Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation
Act 1999 (EPBC Act) in accordance with the EP&A Act.
The scope and aims of this report are to:






Describe the ecological features of the study area and any threatened biota therein through
targeted terrestrial surveys.
Assess the likely impacts of the construction and operation of the proposal on the natural
ecosystems and any threatened biota found or which is likely to occur within the study area.
Consider impacts to biodiversity within the local and/or regional context in terms of the
principles of ecologically sustainable development and recommend mitigation measures for
these potential impacts.
Address the requirements of the relevant legislation including the EP&A Act, the TSC Act, the
FM Act and the EPBC Act.

1.5

THE PROPOSAL

The following provides a description of the construction methodology. This would be refined
during the detailed design. Refer to the construction footprint shown in Figure 1-2.

1.5.1

Construction methodology

The methods that would be used for the construction of the proposal would be conventional
techniques generally utilised on major road projects. The proposal is expected to involve the
following general work methodology:








Site establishment.
o Pre-construction identification and marking of sensitive areas as identified in the
REF, this Biodiversity Assessment, the CEMP and relevant sub-plans.
o Installation of environmental controls.
o Installation of erosion and sedimentation controls.
o Relocation of utilities such as Nextgen cables.
o Establishment of site boundaries (e.g. fencing).
o Construction of temporary access tracks / haulage roads within the construction
footprint.
o Installation of traffic controls.
Clearing and grubbing of vegetation.
Stripping, stockpiling and management of topsoil.
Drainage works (longitudinal and transverse).
Bulk earthworks (cut / fill including blasting and/or hammering of hard rock).
Temporary stockpiling.
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Laying of pavement materials.
Laying of subsoil drains.
Sealing of pavement.
Construction of verges.
Finalisation of batters.
Landscaping and tree planting.
Line marking and installation of road furniture.
Removal of site environmental controls and site dis-establishment.
Removal of stockpile sites, erosion and sedimentation controls and traffic control.

1.5.2

Earthworks

It is estimated the proposed cut and fill earthworks would balance out, assuming the material
coming out of cut areas is of a reasonable quality. If the project does require sourcing fill, it is
likely to be sourced from a local quarry in the region. Fill would not be taken from vegetated
areas at the edge of the footprint or along the existing road reserve. If the proposal is likely to
generate spoil material, it is estimated these quantities would be low.
The current estimated volume of cut is 46,000m³ (92,000 tonnes), while the estimated fill volume
is 48,000m³ (96,000 tonnes). This would result in the need for about 2,000m³ (4,000 tonnes) of
extra material. These volumes do not consider topsoil stripping or pavement material. They are
the difference between the existing ground surface and proposed design surface.
If there is any surplus material it would be re-used on site to flatten batter areas between 6:1 to
10:1 in accordance with the Austroads guidelines to increase the recoverable area for heavy
vehicles and for cars. Using any surplus material on site would reduce the need to find off site reuse or disposal locations, thus reducing fuel use during construction and the need to transport
waste to other areas.
Surplus material that cannot be beneficially re-used on-site would be reused or disposed of in the
following order of priority:





Transferred to nearby Roads and Maritime projects approved for immediate use.
Transferred to a Roads and Maritime approved site for reuse on concurrent private/local
government project.
Disposal at an approved materials recycling or waste disposal facility.
As otherwise provided for by the relevant waste legislation.

Precise fill and cut volumes and ratios would be determined during the detailed design phase.

1.5.3

Water use

The required quantities of water are not yet known, however, water would be used for the
following:





Dust suppression.
Addition of moisture to earthworks and pavement materials to optimise compaction.
Miscellaneous concrete works.
Machinery wash-down.

Water for construction would be sourced firstly from water quality basins and then from
Bundidgerry Creek, located about five kilometres south of the proposal along Grong Grong River
Road, off Old Narrandera Road.
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An access track already exists (as shown in Figure 1-3), which is currently used for water
extraction by RMS. To safely access the extraction point along Bundidgerry Creek, some
vegetation removal would be required to upgrade the existing access track.

1.6

ANCILLARY FACILITIES

Construction of the proposal would require the establishment and continued use of temporary
construction ancillary facilities for the duration of the construction period. Two ancillary facilities
have been identified for the construction of the proposal, one at the northern end of the proposal
and one at the western end. Refer to Figure 1-4 for a map showing these locations.
The area at the north ancillary facility would be about 6.3 hectares. There are some large granite
rock outcrops at this location. These rocky outcrop areas may be removed to accommodate this
ancillary facility, although most likely this would be avoided. Access to this ancillary facility would
be via the construction footprint of the proposal or via Narran Street.
The area at the west ancillary facility would be about four hectares. This site would be the main
access point for construction of the proposal. Access to this ancillary facility would be via the
existing Newell Highway near the current “Ausguang Pty Ltd” signage.
The final location of the ancillary facilities would be decided during the detailed design phase.
Once the contractor has a preferred location for the ancillary facilities, consultation with Roads
and Maritime’s Environment Manager (South West) would be undertaken prior to any works in
those locations to decide if any additional environmental assessment is required.

1.7

UTILITY ADJUSTMENTS

Major public utilities located near the proposal, mainly within town, include:



Electricity – minor transmission line
Communications – telephone line, water hydrants and electricity including power poles.

These utilities would not be impacted upon by the proposal.
The Nextgen fibre optic cable would require relocation due to road cutting required in this area.
An additional joint would be added to the Nextgen optic fibre cable. The relocation would include
boring under the proposal and installing a new pit on the roadside of the proposed road reserve
boundary about 200 metres south of Angle Road.
Property acquisition
The proposal would require acquisition of a minimum of around 16 hectares to a maximum of
around 33 hectares of land depending on the options below. Land to be acquired includes
Crown, Council and private land. Refer to Figure 1-5 for a map of property acquisition areas.
Two options for property acquisition for the proposal would be investigated.
The first option is to acquire a 50-60 metre corridor of land for the proposal footprint (required
acquisition areas) and lease the potential acquisition areas (as shown on Figure 1-5) from the
landowners. Once works are complete the leased areas would be rehabilitated and returned to
the landowners.
The second option is to acquire the 50-60 metre corridor of land for the proposal footprint
(required acquisition areas) and also the potential acquisition areas (as shown on Figure 1-5).
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Once construction work is complete, the additional areas would be revegetated and remain the
property of Roads and Maritime permanently or sold.
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Figure 1-4: Location of ancillary facilities
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2

LEGISLATIVE REQUIREMENTS

2.1

NSW ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT ACT 1979
(EP&A ACT)

The Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979 (EP&A Act) provides the framework for
the assessment of Roads and Maritime activities. The proposal is being assessed under Part 5 of
the EP&A Act. A Review of environmental factors (REF) is being prepared and this Biodiversity
Assessment will inform the REF.
Clause 5A and 5C of the EP&A Act requires that the significance of the impact of the proposal on
terrestrial and aquatic threatened species, populations and endangered ecological communities
is assessed.
If works are likely to impact on a listed threatened species or ecological community, Section 5A
of the EP&A Act contains seven factors that can be used to make a determination of whether the
impact on the entity will be significant or not.

2.2

NSW THREATENED SPECIES CONSERVATION ACT 1995

2.2.1

Significance of impact

The Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act) aims to conserve biological diversity,
promote ecologically sustainable development, prevent extinctions and promote recovery of
threatened entities, protect critical habitat, assess the impacts of actions on, and encourage the
conservation of threatened entities. The TSC Act contains lists of critically endangered,
endangered, and vulnerable species, populations and ecological communities, as well as a list of
key threatening processes in NSW.
The TSC Act also directs the preparation and implementation of recovery plans, threat
abatement plans, priority action statements, and other conservation measures to assist with
managing threatened entities.
Section 50 of the TSC Act requires a public authority to “have regard to the existence of critical
habitat”:
1.

in relation to use of land that it owns or controls that is within or contains critical habitat,
or

2.

in exercising its functions in relation to land that is within or contains critical habitat.

Where a significant impact is likely to occur a Species Impact Statement (SIS) must be prepared
for projects assessed under Part 5 of the EP&A Act. The content of a SIS is outlined in Sections
110 – 112 of the TSC Act and includes requesting Director-General’s requirements.
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2.3

NSW FISHERIES MANAGEMENT (FM) ACT 1994

2.3.1

Significance of impact

The provisions of the Fisheries Management Act 1994 (FM Act) relating to the development
approval process operate similarly to the above TSC Act. The FM Act identifies threatened
aquatic species, populations and ecological communities and requires an identical test of
significance. Significant impacts trigger the need for a species impact statement for Part 5
projects.
The FM Act works in conjunction with the EP&A Act. If the following activities form part of a
proposal, a permit from DPI under the FM Act is required:





Aquaculture
Harm marine vegetation (mangrove, seagrass, seaweed)
Dredging or reclamation of waterways, including removal of snags or aquatic vegetation
(28 days notification) (sections 198 and 199).
Temporary or permanent blockage of fish passage requires a permit under section 219.

The proposal would require the extraction of water from Bundidgerry Creek but would not require
any of the above activities. A permit under the FM Act is not considered to be required for the
proposal.

2.4

NSW NOXIOUS WEEDS ACT 1993

The Noxious Weeds Act 1993 (NW Act) establishes control mechanisms to reduce the negative
impacts of weeds on the economy, community and environment. Under Section 13 of the NW
Act, Roads and Maritime, as a public authority, is required to control noxious weeds on land that
it owns and prevent noxious weeds from spreading to adjoining properties.
One noxious weed species, African Boxthorn (Lycium ferocissimum) (Class 4) was found to
occur within the construction footprint. Class 4 weeds are locally controlled weeds that pose a
threat to primary production, the environment or human health.

2.5

NSW NATIONAL PARKS AND WILDLIFE ACT 1974

This act aims to conserve nature, habitat, ecosystems, ecosystem processes and biological
diversity at the community, species and genetic levels. Under this Act all native fauna is
protected, threatened or otherwise. Schedule 13 of the act lists protected plants which shall not
be harmed or picked on any land either on or off National Park estate.
With regard to threatened species a person must not:
a) harm any animal that is of, or is part of, a threatened species, an endangered population
or an endangered ecological community, or
b) use any substance, animal, firearm, explosive, net, trap, hunting device or instrument or
means whatever for the purpose of harming any such animal.
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NSW STATE ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING POLICY NO. 44 –
KOALA HABITAT PROTECTION

2.6

The SEPP 44 encourages the conservation and management of natural vegetation areas that
provide habitat for Koalas to ensure that permanent free living populations would be maintained
over their present range.
The SEPP 44 aims to identify areas of potential and core Koala Habitat. These are described as
follows:




Core Koala Habitat is defined as an area of land with a resident population of Koalas,
evidenced by attributes such as breeding females, and recent and historical records of a
population
Potential Koala Habitat is defined as areas of native vegetation where the trees listed in
Schedule 2 of SEPP 44 constitute at least 15 per cent of the total number of trees in the
upper or lower strata of the tree component.

SEPP 44 does not apply to proposals assessed under Part 5 of the EP&A Act, however, it has
been considered in this assessment to assist in determining whether the proposal has the
potential to impact upon the Koala or its habitats.
Potential koala habitat is considered to occur in areas of native vegetation where feed trees
species (listed under Schedule 2 of SEPP 44) comprise at least 15 per cent of the total tree
canopy. If land is potential Koala habitat then further investigations are required to determine if
core Koala habitat is present.
The Koala has been recorded twice within a 10 kilometre radius of the proposal. The Narrandera
Nature Reserve located along the Murrumbidgee River about 18 kilometres from the proposal is
known to support a population of Koalas. One koala feed tree species, Bimble Box (Eucalyptus
populnea subsp bimbil) was identified along Narran Street. This community was common
throughout the road reserve area along Narran Street. The proposal traverses a small section of
this habitat (less than 0.1 hectares).
Due to the small area of suitable feeding habitat, the lack of connectivity to areas of core habitat
and the proximity to a busy road and urban area the area of the proposal is not considered to be
potential or core Koala habitat.

2.7

NSW WATER MANAGEMENT ACT 2000

The objects of this Act are to provide for the sustainable and integrated management of the water
sources of the State for the benefit of both present and future generations. Those objects relating
to biodiversity in particular are:
a) to protect, enhance and restore water sources, their associated ecosystems, ecological
processes and biological diversity and their water quality, and
b) to integrate the management of water sources with the management of other aspects of the
environment, including the land, its soil, its native vegetation and its native fauna.
c) to encourage best practice in the management and use of water.
These have been considered in the preparation of this assessment and mitigation measures.
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2.8

COMMONWEALTH ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AND
BIODIVERSITY CONSERVATION (EPBC) ACT 1999

The Environmental Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act) protects
nationally and internationally important flora, fauna, ecological communities and heritage places,
which are defined in the EPBC Act as matters of national environmental significance. Matters of
national environmental significance relevant to biodiversity are:





Wetlands of international importance
Nationally listed threatened species and ecological communities
Listed migratory species
Commonwealth marine areas.

Significance of impacts is determined in accordance with the Significance impact guidelines 1.1 –
matters of national environmental significance (Department of Environment, Water, Heritage and
the Arts, 2006).
Where a proposal is likely to have a significant impact on a matter of national environmental
significance, the proposal is referred to the Federal Minister for the Environment. The referral
process involves a decision on whether or not the proposal is a ‘controlled action’. When a
proposal is declared a controlled action, approval from the Federal Minister for the Environment
is required.
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3

METHODOLOGY

This Biodiversity Assessment has been completed by a team of qualified ecologists and senior
environmental consultants. Refer to Appendix F for a list of the personnel involved, their roles
and qualifications.

3.1

DATABASE SEARCHES AND LITERATURE REVIEW

Prior to undertaking field investigations, previous studies conducted within the region and
relevant databases were consulted to identify the diversity of flora and fauna known to, or
potentially occurring in the study area. The literature review also ensures that the results from
surveys conducted during differing climatic and seasonal periods are considered.
This approach increases the probability of considering the presence of, and possible impacts on,
all known and likely native species, particularly any plants and animals that are of regional, state
or national conservation significance that were not identified during the field survey.
The original REF and Biodiversity Assessment completed in 2009 by NGH Environmental were
also taken into consideration regarding biodiversity impacts for the proposal. Updated
background searches were undertaken in May 2014: These database searches are listed in
Table 3-1 below and are provided in full in Appendix H of the REF.
Table 3-1: Background Searches undertaken
Resource
OEH Wildlife Atlas
Data

EPBC Act Protected
Matters Search

DPI Noxious weeds
database
OEH Vegetation
Information System

Target
Threatened flora,
fauna and
populations
Threatened flora and
fauna, endangered
populations and
ecological
communities and
migratory species.
Noxious weeds
declared for
Narrandera LGA.
EECs

Search Date

Search Area

15 May 2014

10 kilometre radius of
study area.

15 May 2014

10 kilometre radius of
study area.

15 May 2014

Narrandera LGA

15 May 2014

10 kilometre radius of
study area

Literature relevant to this assessment was also reviewed and included but was not limited to:







A review of existing information on protected and threatened flora and fauna species,
populations, EEC’s, and their habitats as defined by the TSC Act and EPBC Act that occur or
are likely to occur.
Analysis of topographic maps and aerial photographs to locate sensitive sites in proximity to
the study area. The results of the database searches were also used to determine the
location of any such sites.
The Bioregions of New South Wales, their biodiversity, conservation and history (NSW
2003).
OEH Threatened Species Profiles.
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Rare or Threatened Australian Plants list (CSIRO).
Commonwealth Department of the Environment EPBC Act Species Profiles and Threats
Database (SPRAT).
NSW Vegetation Classification and Assessment: Part 2 Plant Communities of the NSW
South-western Slopes Bioregion (Benson 2008).

3.2

FIELD SURVEY

Flora
The aims of the flora surveys were to:
1. Identify threatened species with the potential to occur within the study area and their habitats.
2. Determine vegetation communities present within the study area, their condition and extent,
with reference to Benson (2008) and the OEH Biometric Vegetation Types Database.
3. Identify potential Endangered Ecological Communities (EECs) (TSC Act and EPBC Act) and
determine their extent.
4. Identify areas of high weed infestation.
A general flora and vegetation survey was undertaken on 12 June 2009 as part of the Ecological
Assessment for the proposed intersection improvement of the Newell Highway at Grong Grong
(nghenvironmental 2009). Two ecologists spent a total of 20 hours surveying flora species and
undertaking vegetation assessments. The survey concentrated on those areas containing
remnant vegetation specifically the road reserve along the highway and vegetation along Narran
Street. The survey of the paddock areas was restricted to identifying scattered paddock trees
and recording their location with a GPS. A general survey of groundcover vegetation and
condition was also undertaken within these areas.
An additional survey was undertaken on 19 May 2014 and 20 October 2014 aimed at verifying
the results of the 2009 survey and identifying the current environmental constraints and
environmental impacts that may be associated with the proposal. A total of 5.5 hours was spent
by one ecologist undertaking these tasks. The study area and proposed water extraction point
were surveyed using the “random meander” method as documented by Cropper (1993) (Figure
3-1). This method provides comprehensiveness in terms of the number of species and variation
within vegetation types, and improves opportunities for detecting significant or sparsely
distributed plant species. Particular attention was paid to areas containing relatively intact native
vegetation as these areas were considered most likely to provide threatened species habitat.

Vegetation condition assessment
All vegetation communities in the study area were given a vegetation condition as per the OEH
Biobanking Assessment Methodology. Under the methodology, native woody vegetation is in low
condition if:



The over-storey per cent foliage is <25% of the lower value of the over-storey per cent
foliage cover benchmark for that vegetation type, AND
<50% of vegetation in the ground layer is indigenous species or >90% ploughed or fallow.

Native grassland or herbfield is in low condition if:
 <50% of vegetation in the ground layer is indigenous species or >90% is ploughed or fallow.
If native vegetation is not in low condition then it is considered to be in moderate to good
condition. Hence, for some open woodland communities, treeless native pasture derived from
woodland and dominated by native grasses would be classed in ‘moderate to good’ condition
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under this categorisation (depending on the overstorey benchmark). Similarly, areas where the
groundcover is exotic but suitable overstorey cover is present would also be classed in ‘moderate
to good condition’.
All native plants and common or significant exotic species encountered, including noxious
weeds, were recorded along with their relative abundance. A full list of the flora species recorded
at the site is presented in Appendix B.

Targeted Surveys for threatened flora
Database searches completed on 15 May 2014 identified one threatened flora species that has
previously been recorded within the study locality (10 kilometre radius of construction footprint).
The Sand-hill Spider Orchid (Caladenia arenaria) was recorded about 3.5 kilometres north of
Angle Road, 1.5 kilometres east of the Newell Highway. This species was considered to have the
potential to occur within the study area.
Targeted surveys for two orchid species, the Sand-hill Spider Orchid and Pine Donkey Orchid,
were undertaken on the 24th September 2009. Approximately four person hours were spent
traversing areas of potential habitat within the construction footprint.
Further targeted surveys for the Sand-hill Spider Orchid (Caladenia arenaria) were undertaken
by orchid specialist Graeme Bradburn in areas of most likely habitat and where existing records
exist on the 17 September 2014. Searches were also undertaken at this time for an additional
threatened species not returned in the database searches; the Pine Donkey Orchid (Diuris
tricolor). Although not recorded within 10 kilometres of the study area, there are a number of
records for this species in the broader area and the vegetation types that occur in the study area
are known to provide habitat for this species. About 6 hours were spent undertaking these
searches.
Four areas across the study area where surveyed (refer to Figure 3-2) and included:
Area 1 – Angle Road south to the end of the realignment including the off-ramp.
Area 2 – North of Angle Road to the end of the proposed realignment.
Area 3 – Narran Street where proposed realignment crosses.
Area 4 – East West Section of Newell Highway.

Plant and vegetation community nomenclature
Field guides and standard texts used during the survey and for later identification purposes are
provided in the reference list. Botanical nomenclature follows Harden (1990-2002), with recent
name changes provided by the Australian Plant Name Index of the Australian National
Herbarium. In the body of this report, flora species are referred to by both their common and
scientific names when first mentioned. Subsequent references to these species cite the common
name only. Where a species does not have a generally accepted common name, the scientific
name is used throughout the body of the report. Common and scientific names are included in
the appendices.
Vegetation communities in the study area have been categorised according to the vegetation
types originally identified in the 2009 Ecological Assessment, the OEH BioMetric Vegetation
Types Database (OEH 2012) and in reference to NSW and Commonwealth determinations of
endangered ecological communities. Vegetation communities have also been determined
through field survey.
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3.2.2

Fauna

The aims of the terrestrial fauna survey were to:
1. Assess the availability and extent of fauna habitat including important features for threatened
species including hollow-bearing trees, wildlife corridors, and feeding resources for koalas.
2. Traverse the site for presence and/or sign of birds, mammals and reptiles, in particular
threatened species.

Habitat Assessment
In accordance with the OEH Threatened species survey and assessment guidelines an
assessment of habitat types available and their quality and suitability as threatened species
habitat was conducted across the site (Figure 3-1). Factors such as arboreal resources, groundlayer resources, vegetation structure, connectivity and disturbance were noted. As part of the
habitat assessment, any hollow-bearing trees (HBT) identified on site were recorded and
described. Waypoints were taken at each of the HBTs identified.
Incidental sightings of fauna and their traces (e.g. scats, tracks, scratches) made while present
on the site were also recorded.

Opportunistic Bird surveys
A record of bird species observed during the diurnal fauna assessment was taken.

Koala survey
An assessment of the site as potential Koala habitat or core Koala habitat was undertaken,
taking into account feed tree densities and evidence of use including scats and scratches. These
surveys were undertaken using the draft EPBC Act referral guidelines. Primary feed trees
occurring in the local area include Bimble Box (Eucalyptus populnea subsp. Bimbil).
Koalas were searched for in trees, especially along Narran Street, where Bimble Box is evident.
Koala scats were also searched for at the base of these trees and scratch marks were searched
for on trees as well.
Field guides and standard texts used as a reference are provided in the reference list. The
naming of species recorded or known for the region follows the nomenclature present in these
texts. The conservation significance of plants, animals and vegetation communities recorded is
made with reference to the EPBC Act and the TSC Act.

3.3

SURVEY EFFORT AND TIMING

Initial fauna field surveys were undertaken on 12 June 2009 as part of the Ecological
Assessment for the proposed intersection improvement of the Newell Highway at Grong Grong
(nghenvironmental 2009). One ecologist spent a total of six hours surveying fauna habitats and
recording observations of fauna species. The survey focuses on the proposed realignment route
and remnant areas of vegetation and included:





A habitat assessment of habitat types and its quality on the site were recorded,
including hollow bearing trees;
Targeted 20 minute bird surveys in distinct habitat areas within the study area;
General consideration of potential reptile habitat to occur within the study area; and
Any incidental sightings of fauna (scat collection, scratch marks, foot prints, etc.) were
recorded.
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Further fauna field surveys were completed on 19 May 2014. A total of six person hours was
spent on the surveys. An additional site visit on 20 October 2014 was also completed to assess
other potential impact areas associated with the ancillary facilities. An additional four person
hours was spent on these surveys. Targeted flora surveys were undertaken on the 17 September
2014 by a single person over a period of one day.
Weather during the 2009 surveys was fine with moderate temperatures and a slight breeze.
Moderate rainfall had occurred in the weeks prior to the survey so that soils within the study area
were saturated and new grass shoots were present. Weather conditions during the 2014 survey
period are shown in
Table 3-2 below.
Table 3-2: Weather Conditions
Survey Date

Minimum temp

19 May 2014
17 September 2014
20 October 2014

Maximum temp

10⁰C
4.8⁰C
9⁰C

23⁰C
19.2⁰C
32⁰C

Rainfall (mm)
0.0mm
0.0mm
0.0mm

(Source: BOM, 2014)

3.4

LIMITATIONS

Several constraints and limitations to the current study were encountered including:






Medium and long term climatic conditions, including the drought during the 2009 surveys,
influences the presence of annual ground cover species.
Targeted surveys in September may have been influenced by climatic conditions irrespective
of season.
Surveys were conducted over brief periods of time to obtain an indicative assessment of the
biodiversity values of the study area. Survey results may vary during different seasons and if
conducted over longer periods of time.
No nocturnal surveys, including call play backs or Anabat surveys were undertaken, although
fauna habitat assessments were undertaken. A precautionary approach has been adopted
throughout to assess potential impacts to threatened species.
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Figure 3-1: General flora and fauna survey efforts in the study area in 2014
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Figure 3-2: Targeted Orchid survey areas
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4

EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

4.1

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT

The proposal is located on the western edge of the NSW South Western Slopes Bioregion, within
the lower slopes sub-region and the Narrandera LGA. The proposal is located within an
agricultural landscape with most of the surrounding areas being used for grazing and cropping
purposes. As a result vegetation within the study area is extremely fragmented and isolated in
the landscape.
The majority of the construction footprint consists of late Ordovician sediments largely obscured
by residual and colluvial deposits. The area further north where the proposed north ancillary
facility is comprises of Ardlethan Granite largely obscured by residual and colluvial deposits.
The regional topography near the proposal comprises of mostly flat alluvial plains. To the east of
the proposal, Cowabbie Creek runs from north to west where it feeds into Bundidgerry Creek and
the Murrumbidgee River, both located south of the proposal. The elevation of these flat alluvial
areas ranges from 155 metres to 172 metres. About six kilometres to the west of the proposal is
Bogolong Hills with a maximum elevation of 297 metres.
The South Western Slopes Bioregion is dominated by a sub-humid climate characterised by hot
summers and generally no dry season. A temperate climate, occurs at higher elevations along
the eastern boundary of the bioregion. Mean annual temperature increases across the bioregion
from low temperatures in the south and east to higher temperatures in the north and west (OEH
2015).

4.2

LANDUSE

Land use and development in the vicinity of the proposal is subject to the provisions of the
Narrandera LEP. The proposal would be located on land zoned by the LEP as RU1 Primary
Production Zone, R5 Large Lot residential and RU5 Village.
Grong Grong comprises a number of residential properties and is surrounded by rural areas that
are predominately used for agricultural activities such as cropping and grazing. As a result,
vegetation within the region is extremely fragmented and isolated in the landscape.

4.3

VEGETATION COMMUNITIES, FLORA SPECIES AND HABITAT

The majority of the study area is used for cropping and grazing activities, which as a
consequence has reduced the dominance of native ground cover species in the area. These
agricultural areas contain scattered mature remnant trees. Vegetated areas are present within
the road reserve along the Newell Highway, along Narran Street, to the west of the highway and
to the south of Narran Street within vacant residential blocks. These vegetated areas contain a
good diversity of native species and structural diversity with exotic species being mostly
restricted to previously disturbed areas along the road edges.

4.3.1

General

A total of 56 flora species were recorded within the study area during field investigations. Seven
tree species, four shrub species and 45 understorey species. Twenty one (12 per cent) of these
species are introduced and one is classified as noxious under the Narrandera LGA, African
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Boxthorn Lycium ferocissimum). For a complete list refer to Appendix B. No threatened flora
species were recorded within the study area.

4.3.2

Vegetation Communities

Biometric vegetation type mapping in the NSW Vegetation Information System (VIS) was used to
identify existing vegetation communities within a three kilometre radius of the study area (OEH,
2014). Seven vegetation types were identified as occurring in the study locality the VIS mapping.
These include:
1. Native grassland complex.
2. Planted woody vegetation.
3. River Red Gum herbaceous-grassy very tall open forest on inner floodplains in the lower
slopes sub regions of the NSW SWS and Riverina Bioregion.
4. Riverine Western Grey Box grassy woodland of the semi-arid climate zone.
5. Western Grey Box – White Cypress Pine tall woodland on loam soil on alluvial plains of NSW
South Western Slopes and Riverina Bioregions.
6. White Cypress Pine woodland on sandy loams in central NSW wheat belt.
7. Yellow Box – White Cypress Pine grassy woodland on deep sandy-loam alluvial soils of the
eastern Riverina and western NSW SWS Bioregions.
Four of these vegetation types are located within the study area including:
1. Native grassland complex.
2. Western Grey Box – White Cypress Pine tall woodland on loam soil on alluvial plains of NSW
South Western Slopes and Riverina Bioregions.
3. Yellow Box – White Cypress Pine grassy woodland on deep sandy-loam alluvial soils of the
eastern Riverina and western NSW SWS Bioregions.
4. River Red Gum herbaceous-grassy very tall open forest on inner floodplains in the lower
slopes sub regions of the NSWSWS and Riverina Bioregion.
Refer to Figure 4-1 or a map of the Biometric vegetation types identified through the NSW VIS.
Six distinct vegetation types were identified within the study area during the site surveys:
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Inland Grey Box Woodland
Inland Grey Box Woodland (highly modified)
Bimble Box and Inland Grey Box Woodland
Bimble Box and Dwyer’s Red Gum with Grey Box
Modified Agricultural/cropping Land
River Red Gum Forest

Table 4-1 lists the vegetation types identified in the study area, their condition and identifies the
equivalent Biometric vegetation types. The vegetation types as mapped in the NSW VIS are also
provided for reference and demonstrate the discrepancies in this mapping compared to what was
observed during the survey. Refer to Figure 4-2 for a map of the distribution of the vegetation
types identified within the construction footprint. Detailed descriptions of the vegetation
communities recorded in 2009 can be found in the Ecological Assessment for the proposal
(nghenvironmental 2009).
The River Red Gum Forest occurs along the existing access track to Bundidgerry Creek and has
not been mapped.
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Figure 4-1: Vegetation Communities identified through NSW VIS (OEH, 2014)
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Figure 4-2: Vegetation types within the construction footprint
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Table 4-1: Vegetation types within the study area
Vegetation
Community
identified
during
site surveys

Benson
ID

Equivalent NSW
Biometric Vegetation
type

Biometric
condition

Biometric vegetation
type as mapped in the
NSW VIS

Listed
as
a
NSW or
Cwth
EEC

Inland Grey
Woodland

ID 80

Inland Grey Box White Cypress Pine tall
woodland on sandy
loam soil on alluvial
plains of NSW Southwestern Slopes and
Riverina
Bioregions
(MR565)

Moderate
to good

Native
grassland
complex (west of 90
degree bend).

Yes
(NSW
and
Cwth)

Western Grey Box –
White Cypress Pine tall
woodland on loam soil
on alluvial plains of
NSW South Western
Slopes and Riverina
Bioregions.

Inland Grey Box
Woodland
(highly
modified)

ID 80

Inland Grey Box White Cypress Pine tall
woodland on sandy
loam soil on alluvial
plains of NSW Southwestern Slopes and
Riverina
Bioregions
(MR565)

Low

Not mapped

Yes
(NSW)

Bimble Box
Inland Grey
Woodland

ID 82

Inland Grey Box Poplar Box - White
Cypress
Pine
tall
woodland on red loams
mainly of the eastern
Cobar
Peneplain
Bioregion (MR564)

Moderate
to good

Western Grey Box –
White Cypress Pine tall
woodland on loam soil
on alluvial plains of
NSW South Western
Slopes and Riverina
Bioregions.

Yes
(NSW)

Bimble Box and
Dwyer’s Red Gum
with Grey Box

ID
185/ID
82

Dwyer's Red Gum White Cypress Pine Currawang
shrubby
woodland mainly of the
NSW South Western
Slopes
Bioregion
(MR558), intergrading
with MR 564.

Moderate
to good

Yellow Box – White
Cypress Pine grassy
woodland on deep
sandy-loam
alluvial
soils of the eastern
Riverina and western
NSW SWS Bioregions.

Yes
(NSW
and
Cwth)

River

ID 7

River Red Gum herbaceous tall open
forest of the Riverina
and Murray Darling
Depression Bioregions

Moderate
to good

River
Red
Gum
herbaceous-grassy
very tall open forest on
inner floodplains in the
lower
slopes
sub
regions
of
the
NSWSWS and Riverina
Bioregion

No

Forest1

1

Box

Red

and
box

Gum

This vegetation type is found along the access track to the water extraction point shown on Figure 1.3
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Vegetation
Community
identified
during
site surveys

Benson
ID

Equivalent NSW
Biometric Vegetation
type

Biometric
condition

Biometric vegetation
type as mapped in the
NSW VIS

Listed
as
a
NSW or
Cwth
EEC

Modified
Agricultural/cropping
Land

N/A

N/A

NA
(not
considered
native
vegetation)

N/A

No

4.3.3

Endangered Ecological Communities

Communities listed under the TSC Act
The vegetation surveys within the study area determined that one EEC occurs within the
construction footprint; Inland Grey Box Woodland in the Riverina, NSW South Western Slopes,
Cobar Peneplain, Nandewar and Brigalow Belt South Bioregions. Figure 4-1identifies areas of
Inland Grey Box Woodland Community from the NSW VIS; these are highlighted in blue. Figure
4-2 shows the distribution of the Inland Grey Box Woodland Community within the construction
footprint that was identified through the site surveys from 2009 and 2014 by NGH Environmental.
Canopy species occurring within this community include Grey Box (Eucalyptus microcarpa) and
White Cypress Pine (Callitris glaucophylla) with some scattered Yellow Box (Eucalyptus
melliodora). Mid storey species recorded include several Acacia species such as Western Silver
Wattle (Acacia decora), Currawang (Acacia doratoxylon) and Hakea Wattle (Acacia hakeoides)
although their general cover throughout the woodland area is low. The ground stratum is
dominated by native perennial grasses including Austrodanthonia sp. and Poa sp. Identification
to species level for some genera was not possible due to the timing of the survey. Other common
native forb species recorded include Spiny-fruit Saltbush (Atriplex spinibractea), Climbing
Saltbush (Einadia nutans), Blue Flax-lily (Dianella longifolia) and Corrugated Sida (Sida
corrugate). Common exotic species comprised of African Boxthorn (Lycium ferocissimum),
Paterson’s Curse (Echium plantagineum) and Hairy Panic (Panicum effusum). All of these
species conforms to the NSW scientific committee final determination for this EEC. This EEC
provides habitat for the threatened Grey-crowned Babbler (Pomatostomus temporalis temporalis)
and Superb Parrot (Polytelis swainsonii), both recorded during site surveys.
The scattered trees within the modified Inland Grey Box Woodland in Figure 4-2 are also
identified as Inland Grey Box EEC under the TSC Act based on the presence of the overstorey.
According to the NSW Scientific Committees determination for this community, the EEC is
considered to occur in varying degrees of condition and can include examples where the
overstorey is intact but the understorey has been substantially modified through grazing or
pasture modification. As such, these areas are considered to comprise the EEC however, it is
identified as being in low condition and given the levels of degradation within the study area, its
conservation value is substantially reduced.
Vegetation mapping from the NSW VIS (OEH 2014) indicates that within a three kilometre radius,
about 133 hectares of this EEC is present (Figure 4-1). Larger areas of this EEC have also been
mapped in the wider locality. It should be noted that this mapping is approximate only. Vegetation
identified by the VIS as native grassland complex has been identified as Inland Grey Box EEC
from the site surveys, which contradicts what has been previously mapped.
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Figure 4-3 Distribution of the Inland Grey Box Woodland EEC within the construction footprint
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Communities listed under the EPBC Act
The Commonwealth Protected Matters Search Tool (EPBC Act) revealed there are three EECs
which have the potential to occur within 10 kilometres of the study area:




Grey Box (Eucalyptus microcarpa) Grassy Woodlands and Derived Native
Grasslands of South-eastern Australia
Weeping Myall Woodlands
White Box-Yellow Box-Blakely's Red Gum Grassy Woodland and Derived Native
Grassland

One of these EEC’s the Grey Box Grassy Woodland community is located within the study area.
Within the study area, this EEC is consistent with the distribution of the Inland Grey Box
Woodland and Bimble Box and Dwyer’s Red Gum with Grey Box communities. The Bimble Box
and Inland Grey Box Woodland and Modified agricultural land with scattered trees that meet the
definition of the EEC under the TSC Act, do not meet the criteria for the EEC under the EPBC
Act.

Distribution of EEC within the study area
Figure 4-3 shows the distribution of the Inland Grey Box Woodland Community that was
identified through the site surveys from 2009 and 2014 by NGH Environmental. Both areas listed
under the TSC Act and EPBC Act are identified.

4.3.4

Threatened flora species

NSW OEH Wildlife Atlas database searches for threatened species revealed one species that
has the potential to occur within 10 kilometre radius of the study area, while Commonwealth
EPBC searches revealed two species that have the potential to occur within 10 kilometre radius
of the study area (Appendix H of the REF).
The threatened species habitat evaluation (refer to Appendix B) identified potential habitat and
the possibility of the occurrence of two threatened flora species; the Sand-hill Spider Orchid
(Endangered TSC Act and EPBC Act) and Pine Donkey Orchid (Vulnerable TSC Act). Targeted
searches undertaken for these two species failed to detect them (refer to Appendix C).
Although not detected during targeted surveys, there is still some potential for these species to
occur and to be impacted by the proposal particularly within the road reserve areas or along
Narran St where groundcover is predominately native. The potential impacts to these species are
assessed further in Section 5.2.1.

4.3.5

Noxious weeds

Within the Narrandera LGA, the NSW Government DPI has listed 104 noxious weed species
(http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/pests-weeds/weeds/noxweed). One of these weed
species have been identified through vegetation assessments as occurring within the study area
and should be managed during the construction phase of the project according to the legal
requirements in Table 4-2 below.
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Table 4-2: Noxious weed identified during site surveys within the Narrandera LGA.
Common Name

African Boxthorn

4.3.6

Scientific Name

Lycium
ferocissimum

Noxious Weed Class

Legal Requirements
The growth of the plant must be
managed in a manner that
reduces its numbers spread and
incidence
and
continuously
inhibits
its
flowering
and
reproduction.

Class 4

Groundwater dependant ecosystems

Groundwater dependent ecosystems (GDEs) are ecosystems which have their species
composition and their natural ecological process determined by groundwater (NOW 2002). There
are several types of GDE with six types conventionally recognised in Australia (NWC 2013):







Terrestrial vegetation that relies on the availability of shallow groundwater
Wetlands such as paperbark swamp forests and mound springs ecosystems
River base flow systems where a groundwater discharge provides a base flow
component to the rivers discharge
Aquifer and cave ecosystems where life exists independent of sunlight
Terrestrial fauna, both native and introduced, that rely on groundwater as a source
of drinking water
Estuarine and near shore marine systems, such as some coastal mangroves, salt
marshes and sea grass beds, which rely on the submarine discharge of
groundwater.

The River Red Gum Forest vegetation along Bundidgerry Creek is likely to rely on the base flow
and associated shallow groundwater of the Creek. The vegetation in this area is considered to
comprise a GDE.
There are no other wetlands, estuarine or nearshore systems within the study area. None of the
other vegetation types within the study area are considered likely to rely on groundwater
resources.

4.4

TERRESTRIAL FAUNA SPECIES AND HABITAT

4.4.1

General

During the 2009 surveys, 13 fauna species were detected, 11 birds and two mammals. During
the 2014 surveys, 21 species were detected, 18 birds, two mammals, and one reptile.
One primary Koala food tree species was identified during the survey. This primary species was
Bimble Box, mostly present along Narran Street. Koalas were not detected within these trees and
no Koala scats were detected around the base of these trees.
Five fauna habitat types were identified within the study area, ranging from predominantly
cleared areas of low to moderate habitat value to fragmented small patches of native vegetation.
Habitat values and features within and surrounding the study area are shown on Figure 4-4.
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Figure 4-4: Location of habitat features within the study area
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4.4.2

Fauna habitats

Woodland
Areas of Eucalypt woodland extend along the road reserves of the Newell Highway and Narran
Street. Scattered areas of woodland are also present through the town and vacant lots located to
the east of the proposal. The floristic diversity of these woodland areas is moderate and there is
good structural diversity with some shrub species as well as native grasses and forbs in the
groundcover. Dominant tree species recorded include Grey Box (Eucalyptus microcarpa), Yellow
Box (E. melliodora), Bimble Box (E. populnea subsp. bimbil), Dwyer’s Red Gum (E. dwyeri) and
White Cypress Pine (Callitris glaucophylla).
Areas of fallen timber were also noted through these woodland areas, particularly along the
Newell Highway road reserve to the west of town where recent lopping activities have been
undertaken and timber has been placed within the road reserve, providing suitable habitat to a
range of fauna species.

Derived Grasslands
Derived grassland is widely dispersed within the study area and is in poor condition. Grassland
was observed to provide foraging habitat for raptor species, with open areas providing prey such
as rabbits and hares. Grassland is also considered to provide potential roosting and foraging
habitat for microchiropteran bats in isolated hollow-bearing trees and stags. Grassland may also
provide potential foraging habitat for reptiles, ground-dwelling mammals and nocturnal forest
owls.

Rocky Outcrop Areas
A small area of granite outcrops was noted to the north of the town along an east-west rise. The
granite outcrops extend along the road reserve areas into adjacent cropping land to the west of
the Newell Highway and into good woodland habitat to the east of the highway. There is a good
diversity of native groundcover species as well as fallen timber surrounding these rocky outcrops
within the road reserve. The area is likely to provide suitable habitat for small reptile species. The
north ancillary facility is proposed to be positioned within some of the rocky outcrop area, located
within cropping land to the west of the existing highway.

4.4.3

Habitat Trees

A number of hollow bearing trees are evident throughout the woodland areas providing ideal
habitat for a range of hollow dependant species. In total 26 hollow bearing trees were recorded
within the study area, the majority of which were recorded from along the road reserve of the
existing Newell Highway, west of Grong Grong. In particular, the area of the road reserve near
the western end of the proposal supports a particularly large number of hollow bearing trees. An
additional three potential habitat trees (may contain hollows that were not able to be verified from
the ground) were also identified. The locations of all habitat trees recorded within the study area
are shown on Figure 4-4

4.4.4

Wildlife Corridors

Within the study area, the landscape is highly modified and provides a low level of connectivity
between areas of remnant vegetation and flora and fauna habitats situated outside of the study
area. These remnants include Bogolong Hills approximately six kilometres to the west, the
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Murrumbidgee River approximately eight kilometres to the south and narrow road reserve areas
along the existing Newell Highway. This low level of connectivity and the additional barrier of the
town and existing highway limits wildlife movement to and from and within the study area. In the
immediate vicinity of the study area, wildlife movement would most likely be restricted to the
existing road reserve areas and patches of remnant vegetation as shown on Figure 4-4.

4.4.5

Threatened fauna species

NSW Wildlife Atlas database searches for threatened species listed on the TSC Act identified
five threatened fauna species and no endangered populations within a 10 kilometre radius of the
study area (Appendix H of the REF). These species include:







Superb Parrot (Polytelis swainsonii) -- Vulnerable TSC act and EPBC Act
Koala (Phascolarctos cinereus) – Vulnerable TSC Act and EPBC Act
Brown Treecreeper (Climacteris picumnus victoriae) – Vulnerable TSC Act
Grey-crowned Babbler (Pomatostomus temporalis temporalis) – Vulnerable TSC Act
Diamond Firetail (Stagonopleura guttata) – Vulnerable TSC Act
Large footed Myotis (Myotis macropus) – Vulnerable TSC Act

The EPBC Act protected matters search tool revealed 14 threatened species, nine migratory
species and five invasive fauna species with the potential to occur within a 10 kilometre radius of
the study area (Appendix H of the REF). There is no suitable habitat at the site for the migratory
species, therefore this group of species was not considered further in the biodiversity
assessment.
Primary feed tree species for the koala, vulnerable under the TSC Act and EPBC Act, were
detected in the study area. However, no koalas (or evidence of koalas) were detected. The
habitat is not considered core koala habitat but could be considered as Potential Koala habitat.
Two threatened fauna species were recorded within the study area. The Superb Parrot was
recorded flying over the study area, while the Grey-crowned Babbler was observed within the
road reserve just north of the northern tie in area. The threatened species habitat evaluation
(refer to Appendix B) identified potential habitat within the study area for one additional species,
the Brown Treecreeper. No other threatened fauna species were considered likely to utilise the
habitats in the study area.

4.5

CRITICAL HABITAT

The study area does not contain any areas that have been declared as critical habitat under the
TSC Act and FM Act.

4.6

SEPP 44 – KOALA HABITAT PROTECTION

An assessment of the study area as core Koala habitat or potential Koala habitat was made
during the surveys in 2009 and 2014. The koala has been recorded twice within a 10 kilometre
radius of the study area. The Narrandera Nature Reserve located along the Murrumbidgee River
approximately 18 kilometres from the study area is known to support a population of koalas.
Koalas utilise a diverse range of eucalypt trees typically present on high nutrient soils (Klippel
1992). Schedule 2 of the SEPP 44 identifies a total of ten feed tree species on which the koala is
dependant. One feed tree species, Bimble Box (Eucalyptus populnea subsp bimbil) was
identified within the study area. This tree was noted as being common throughout a small
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vegetated area along Narran Street and within the rocky outcrop area on the Newell Highway,
north of the township.
Due to the small area of suitable feeding habitat, the lack of connectivity to areas of core habitat
and the proximity to a busy road and urban area it is considered unlikely that the study area
represents potential core koala habitat.
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5

POTENTIAL IMPACTS

5.1

AVOIDANCE OF IMPACTS

Revisions of the proposal have been undertaken to avoid impacts to biodiversity values within
the study area. The concept design was amended to locate the merge back onto the highway
where there was a break in the roadside vegetation. The impact on vegetation in Narran and
Boree Streets was also minimised by moving the alignment west to avoid the need to cul-de-sac
both streets.

5.2

CONSTRUCTION

5.2.1

Flora

Vegetation Clearance and habitat loss
The proposal would require the removal of woodland vegetation, isolated trees and groundcover
vegetation from along the construction footprint and proposed tie in areas. All woodland
vegetation within the study area falls within the definition of Inland Grey Box Woodland which is
listed as an EEC under the TSC Act and some areas also qualify as an EEC under the EPBC
Act.
The modified agricultural land with scattered remnant trees contains modified grazing land and
would have once supported Inland Grey Box Woodland community. This area falls within the
definition of the EEC as defined under the TSC Act but does not meet the condition requirements
under the EPBC Act.
Construction of the proposal would directly and indirectly impact on native vegetation as a result
of vegetation clearance. Direct impacts would be via the clearance of 35 hectares of vegetation
to accommodate the footprint of the proposal. The majority of this area is already predominately
cleared and highly modified.
Approximately 4.3 hectares of native vegetation would be directly impacted. The total area of
each vegetation type and the Inland Grey Box Woodland EEC woodland which would be
removed as a result of the proposal is estimated in Table 5-1 below. These figures are an
approximation only based on vegetation removal required for the construction of the realignment
and proposed tie in areas and establishment of the ancillary facilities. This may be reduced
during the detailed design phase.
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Table 5-1: Approximate area of each vegetation type and EEC within the construction footprint.
Vegetation Community

Biometric
vegetation
type

Biometric
vegetation
condition

Total area of
vegetation
communities
impacted
(hectares)

Impacts to Inland
Grey Box Woodland
EEC (hectares)
TSC Act
(NSW)

EPBC
Act
(Cwth)

Inland Grey Box Woodland

MR565

Moderate
to good

2.5

2.5

2.5

Inland Grey Boy Woodland
(highly modified)

MR565

Low

0.8

0.8

Does not
qualify

Bimble Box and Inland Grey
Box Woodland

MR564

Moderate
to good

0.3

0.3

Does not
qualify

Bimble Box and Dwyer’s
Red
Gum
(Eucalyptus
dwyeri) with Grey Box

MR568/
MR564

Moderate
to good

0.7

0.7

0.7

4.3

4.3

3.2

Total Area of vegetation
communities impacted

In addition 30.2 hectares of modified agricultural and cropping land would also be impacted.
An assessment of significance pursuant to the TSC Act and EPBC Act was undertaken for this
community (refer Appendix D) and concluded that the proposal would remove 4.3 hectares
Inland Grey Box Woodland, 3.5 hectares of which is in moderate to good condition and 0.8
hectares in low condition. Most of the community to be impacted occurs within an existing road
reserve and modified cropping land that is surrounded by a largely cleared agricultural
landscape. An estimated 133 hectares of the community occurs within 3 kilometres of the study
area. The proposal is considered unlikely to reduce the extent, modify the community or remove
habitat such that the local occurrence would be placed at risk of extinction. The habitat to be
removed is not considered important to the long-term survival of the community in the locality nor
is it considered likely to result in increased fragmentation.
The proposal is considered unlikely to have a significant effect on the Inland Grey Box Woodland
EEC. Therefore, further assessment is not required, however, safeguards and mitigation
measures have been recommended. This includes an offset strategy (refer to Section 6.1) with
the objective of enhancing remnant patches, and their connectivity within the road corridor and
the locality through revegetation, regeneration and management.
Based on the outcomes of the significance assessments undertaken, a Species Impact
Statement is not required under the TSC Act and referral to the Federal Minister for the
Environment is not considered to be necessary under the EPBC Act for the proposal with regards
to potential impacts on listed EECs.

Clearing for access to Bundidgerry Creek
An existing track is present that is used sporadically by Council and Roads and Maritime to
extract water for use in road maintenance activities. Removal of less than 0.2 hectares of
regrowth understorey vegetation of the River Red Gum Forest in this area is required to facilitate
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regular safe access for Roads and Maritime equipment for the extraction of water during the
construction period. No trees would require removal.

Threatened flora species
No threatened flora species were recorded during the targeted surveys, however, approximately
0.6 hectares of marginal potential habitat for the Sand-hill Spider Orchid and Pine Donkey Orchid
would be impacted by the proposal.
Assessments of significance were undertaken under the TSC Act and the EPBC Act for the
Sand-hill Spider Orchid and under the TSC Act for the Pine Donkey Orchid (Appendix D).
Assessments of significance for these species under the TSC Act and/or EPBC Act concluded
that It is considered unlikely that viable populations of the Spider Sand-hill Orchid or the Pine
Donkey orchid occur within the study area given the levels of disturbance and absence of orchid
species during the targeted surveys. As such, the proposal is considered unlikely to result in the
extinction of any viable populations. The removal of a very small area of marginal habitat (0.6
hectares) would not be removing habitat important to the survival of these species in the context
of similar habitat within the study area and locality. The proposal would not result in any
substantial increases to the fragmentation of habitat for these species. Significant impacts to the
Sand-hill Spider Orchid or the Pine Donkey Orchid are considered unlikely as a result of the
proposal.
Based on the outcomes of the significance assessments undertaken, a Species Impact
Statement is not required under the TSC Act and referral to the Federal Minister for the
Environment is not considered to be necessary under the EPBC Act for the proposal with regards
to potential impacts on listed flora species.

Weeds
Spread of the Class 4 noxious weed species, African Boxthorn, observed in the study area may
occur during vegetation removal and movement of vehicles and machinery into or out of the site.
Weeds are easily transported as seeds and propagules on machinery brought to the site.
Equally, they can be carried away to other areas from the site or spread within it. Generally, the
greater the area of soil disturbance and the longer it is left without vegetative cover, the more
susceptible an area is to weed infestations, particularly by noxious weeds which are already
established. African Boxthorn is highly invasive and should be controlled as a priority. If this plant
is not controlled prior to works commencing then there is potential for it to be spread throughout
the site during and following construction.
Appropriate measures according to Guide 6 (Weed Management) of the Roads and Maritime
Biodiversity Guidelines (RTA 2011a) would be required to ensure weeds are not spread within or
out of the subject site. All noxious weeds present within the subject site would be treated
according to the requirements of both the NW Act and Guide 6 (Weed Management) of the
Roads and Maritime Biodiversity Guidelines (RTA 2011a). Rehabilitation of disturbed areas and
ongoing weed management after the completion of construction activities would limit the
establishment and spread of weed species during operation. Section 6 of this report
recommends weed management measures.

Groundwater dependent ecosystems
As discussed in Section 4.3.6, the River Red Gum Forest vegetation along Bundidgerry Creek is
likely to rely on the base flow and associated shallow groundwater of the Creek. Water extraction
activities have the potential to alter this flow and affect the availability of water to this vegetation
community. The proposal intends to first utilise water from construction water quality basins.
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Assuming a worst case scenario in which no water would be available from the on-site basins,
approximately 6Ml would be required to be extracted from Bundidgerry Creek during the
construction period.
Bundidgerry Creek is a tributary of the Murrumbidgee River and is a source of water for local
irrigators. During the irrigation season (September - April), over 2,000Ml can be diverted into the
Bundidgerry Creek irrigation offtake system per day (DPI 2007). The local council and Roads and
Maritime may also extract up to 2Ml per year for road maintenance activities. The extraction of an
additional 6Ml over the construction period of the proposal (which will not be ongoing) is
considered to be minimal compared to the other demands on the water resource and is unlikely
to alter current flows such that they would have an impact on the River Red Gum community.

5.2.2

Fauna

Habitat removal
Loss of fauna habitat would include habitat features such as nesting habitat and roosting hollows,
as well as feeding, shelter and dispersal resources. Vegetation clearance to accommodate the
footprint of the proposal would result in the direct removal of up to 4.3 hectares of terrestrial
fauna habitat, as well as the loss or modification of fauna habitat features that occur in the
construction footprint. This would include nesting habitat and roosting hollows, dead stags, fallen
timber and bush rock as well as feeding and shelter resources provided by native and derived
vegetation.
Potential impacts to fauna would be linked to the removal of these habitats and disturbance
during construction.

Habitat trees
A total of 26 habitat trees were recorded within the study area, with an additional three potential
habitat trees. Of the 26 known habitat trees, 13 are located within the construction footprint. All
potential habitat trees are outside of the construction footprint.
It is unlikely that the proposal would impact on all 13 of these trees. There are approximately
eight habitat trees located within the new alignment that would be directly impacted by the
proposal. The road reserve in other areas along the Newell Highway outside of the construction
footprint also provide nesting and roosting resources for hollow dependant fauna species.

Wildlife connectivity and habitat fragmentation
The proposal is unlikely to substantially affect fauna movement corridors within the study area.
Some degree of fragmentation will occur along the western and northern road reserves of the
Newell Highway and along Narran Street. Impacts to fauna are however likely to be minor as the
amount of vegetation to be removed is small in the regional context and is located in a disturbed
road environment.

Extraction of water from Bundidgerry Creek
As discussed in Section 5.2.1 above, the extraction of up to 6ML of water from Bundidgerry
Creek is not considered to be substantial in the context of other demands for water from the
creek. The extraction of water will be limited to the construction period and would not be ongoing.
The extraction of 6MLof water is considered unlikely to impact on the fauna habitat value of
Bundidgerry Creek.
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Threatened Species
As discussed in Section 4.4.5, two threatened bird species were recorded during the surveys
within the study area. The Superb Parrot was recorded flying over the study area, while the Greycrowned Babbler was observed within the road reserve just north of the northern tie in area.
Assessments of significance under the TSC Act were undertaken for these species (Appendix D)
and also the Brown Treecreeper which was considered to have the potential to utilise the
habitats within the study area. An assessment of significant impact was undertaken under the
EPBC Act for the Superb Parrot. The conclusions of these assessments are provided below.
Based on the outcomes of the significance assessments undertaken, a Species Impact
Statement is not required under the TSC Act and referral to the Federal Minister for the
Environment is not considered to be necessary under the EPBC Act for the proposal with regards
to potential impacts on listed fauna species.
Superb Parrot
The Assessment of Significance concluded that the proposal is unlikely to significantly impact the
Superb Parrot. The proposal site provides foraging habitat and potentially breeding habitat for
the Superb Parrot in a region which has been impacted by historical clearing. However, there are
numerous patches of vegetation in the locality (10 kilometre radius) that provide similar or higher
quality habitat, which is likely to be preferentially utilised by the Superb Parrot. The proposal site
is also used, to an unknown degree, as a movement corridor for the species. The proposal site is
likely to remain traversable by the species. Therefore the proposal is unlikely to impact the
movement patterns of the species
Brown Treecreeper
The Assessment of Significance concluded that the proposal is unlikely to significantly affect the
Brown Treecreeper should they occur in the study area. This species has not been recorded
within the study area or recently in adjacent habitats. The habitat to be removed is minor in the
context of extensive similar habitat in the locality and given the likely low utilisation of the habitat
by this species, is unlikely to be important. The proposal is considered unlikely to fragment
habitat for this species or place a viable population at risk of extinction.
Grey-crowned Babbler
The Assessment of Significance has concluded that the proposal is unlikely to have a significant
impact on the Grey-crowned Babbler. The habitat in the study area is unlikely to be currently
utilised for breeding by this species with the habitat being used mostly for foraging and
movement. Extensive foraging habitat occurs in the locality and the minor degree of additional
fragmentation as a result of the proposal would not inhibit the movement of this species to these
areas. The local population would extend across the broader area of habitat outside of the study
area which would not be impacted by the proposal. As such, the proposal would be unlikely to
reduce the long-term viability of the species or place it at risk of extinction in the locality.

5.3

OPERATIONAL

5.3.1

Flora

Invasion of exotic species
Along the edges of native vegetation communities and habitat, weed invasion can be a
considerable issue. As a result of changed environmental conditions, weeds may be able to
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outcompete native flora species, resulting in the loss of native vegetation communities. The study
area is generally highly disturbed and modified by large areas of agricultural land. Dispersal and
establishment of weed species already established in the study area and dispersal and
establishment of new weed species as a result of the proposal would be most likely to occur
along the new edges of the realignment area. The proposal is not likely to considerably increase
the impact of weed invasion in the study area during operation.

5.3.2

Fauna

Fragmentation and loss of connectivity
The proposal includes the construction of permanent, man-made barriers, including cuttings and
road pavement, which can create and increase permanent barriers during the operational phase
of the proposal. Given that the proposal is for the realignment of the Newell Highway through
relatively cleared and disturbed areas, the operation of the proposal is considered unlikely to
exacerbate barrier effects within the study area.

Injury and mortality of individuals
Terrestrial fauna injury or death can occur during operation of the proposal. During operation,
injury and mortality of fauna is largely due to road kills, which have the potential to affect local
fauna species at the sub-population level.
The proposal is unlikely to result in an increase in traffic movements compared to those currently
experienced on the existing Newell Highway. As such no substantial increase in fauna mortality
due to collision is anticipated. Traffic speeds would be higher on the realigned highway which
may result in collisions occurring that could have been previously avoided. However, as the
realigned highway traverses open agricultural land (as opposed to having vegetated road
reserves), the ability to spot wildlife is likely to be increased which would facilitate earlier
avoidance behaviours by motorists which could in fact lower fauna mortality rates.

5.4

IMPACT ON RELEVANT KEY THREATENING PROCESSES

Under the TSC Act, a threat can be listed as a 'key threatening process' if it adversely affects
threatened species, populations or ecological communities or if it could cause species,
populations or ecological communities that are not threatened to become threatened.
Under the EPBC Act, A threatening process is defined as a key threatening process if it
threatens or may threaten the survival, abundance or evolutionary development of a native
species or ecological community.
Table 5-2 identifies key threatening processes under both the TSC and EPBC Acts that are
relevant to the proposal.
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Table 5-2: Key threatening process relevant to the proposal
Key Threatening Processes
TSC Act

EPBC Act

Bushrock
Removal

Clearing of native
vegetation

Relevance
There are some large granite rock outcrops within the area
identified to the north as a possible ancillary facility. These
rocky outcrop areas may be removed to accommodate this
ancillary facility. It is likely that the site would be arranged
around these due to the size and nature of the rocks.

Land
clearance

The proposal would require the removal of woodland
vegetation, isolated trees and groundcover vegetation from
along the construction footprint and proposed tie in areas.
Construction of the proposal would directly and indirectly
impact on native vegetation as a result of vegetation clearance.
Direct impacts would be via the clearance of 34 hectares of
vegetation to accommodate the footprint of the proposal. The
majority of this area is already predominately cleared.
The main areas of native vegetation which would be impacted
is the Inland Grey Box Woodland EEC (4.29ha). This impact
area is an over estimation to take into account temporary
access tracks along the alignment and the two proposed
ancillary facilities. The final number would be reduced during
the detailed design phase.

Loss of hollow
bearing trees

A total of 26 habitat trees were recorded within the study area,
with an additional three potential habitat trees (may contain
hollows). Of these 26 trees, 13 are located within the
construction footprint.
It is unlikely that the proposal would impact on all 13 of these
trees. There are about eight habitat trees located within the
new alignment that would be directly impacted by the proposal.
The road reserve in other areas along the Newell Highway also
provide nesting and roosting resources for hollow dependant
fauna species.

Removal of dead
wood and dead
trees

Areas of fallen timber are present within the woodland areas,
particularly along the Newell Highway road reserve. There is a
good diversity of native groundcover species as well as fallen
timber surrounding the rocky outcrops within the road reserve
to the north of Grong Grong.
Any Coarse Woody Debris would be placed back into the road
reserve and would be managed in accordance with the
requirements the Roads and Maritime Biodiversity Guidelines
(RTA, 2011) - Guide 5 (CWD).
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6

MITIGATION MEASURES

The proposal would follow the Roads and Maritime Biodiversity Guidelines: Protecting and
managing biodiversity on RTA projects (RTA, 2011). These guidelines are a tool to assist with
minimising the impacts on biodiversity during the planning, construction, operation and
maintenance of projects in view of the following key aims:




Avoid and minimise impacts first.
Mitigate impacts where avoidance is not possible.
Offset where residual impacts cannot be avoided.

Safeguards and mitigation measures recommended for the proposal are detailed in Table 6-1
below and are in accordance with the Roads and Maritime Biodiversity Guidelines (2011).
Table 6-1: Safeguards and mitigation measures to be implemented for the proposal
Impact
Pre-clearing

Environmental Safeguard
If unexpected threatened fauna or flora
species are discovered, works will stop
immediately and the Roads and Maritime
Unexpected Threatened Species Find
Procedure in the Biodiversity Guidelines
2011 – Guide 1 (Pre-clearing process)
(RTA, 2011) will be followed.

Responsibility
Contractor

Timing
Preconstruction

The extent of the construction footprint will
be clearly marked and the movement of
vehicles and plant outside of these areas
will be avoided. Any trees and native
vegetation to be retained on-site will be
protected through clearly marked exclusion
zones.
Exclusion
zones
will
be
implemented and managed in accordance
with Biodiversity Guidelines 2011 – Guide
2 (Exclusion zones) (RTA, 2011).
Prior to any vegetation clearing the preclearance process outlined in Biodiversity
Guidelines 2011 – Guide 1 (Pre-clearing
process) (RTA, 2011) will be implemented.
Clearing
of
native
vegetation

Undertake
vegetation
clearance
in
accordance with Biodiversity Guidelines
2011 – Guide 4 (Clearing of vegetation and
removal of bushrock) (RTA, 2011).
Restrict vegetation clearing to those areas
where it is necessary.
Trees will be removed in such a way as not
to
cause
damage
to
surrounding
vegetation. This will ensure groundcover
disturbance will be kept to a minimum.
Utilise areas already impacted by previous
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Impact

Environmental Safeguard

Responsibility

Timing

clearing or disturbance and minimise
clearing where feasible. Trimming will be
preferred over removal where feasible.
Fauna
habitat
impacts

and

Fauna handling must be carried out in
accordance with the requirements of the
Roads
and
Maritime
Biodiversity
Guidelines - Guide 9 (Fauna Handling)
(RTA, 2011).

Contractor

Construction

Contractor

Construction

Contractor

Construction

Details of the local veterinary and/or wildlife
carer (WIRES) will be available onsite.
Weed spread
and
establishment

Weeds will be managed in accordance with
the Biodiversity Guidelines - Guide 6
(Weed Management) (RTA, 2011). Priority
will be given to the control of noxious
weeds such as African Boxthorn (Lycium
ferocissimum).
Machinery will be cleaned prior to coming
to site to ensure that weed seeds and
propagules are not imported.

Disturbance
to
fallen
timber, dead
wood
and
bush rock

Re-use coarse woody debris on-site in
accordance
with
the
management
requirements of the Biodiversity Guidelines
- Guide 5 (Re-use of woody debris and
bushrock) (RTA, 2011).
Avoid
bushrock
disturbance
where
practical. Where disturbance cannot be
avoided
remove
the
bushrock
in
accordance
with
the
management
requirements of Biodiversity Guidelines Guide 4 (Clearing of vegetation and
removal of bushrock) (RTA, 2011).
Bushrock will be re-used on-site where
possible. Re-use bushrock in accordance
with the management requirements of the
Biodiversity Guidelines - Guide 5 (Re-use
of woody debris and bushrock) (RTA
2011).

Loss
of
mature trees
including
hollow
bearing trees
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Hollow bearing trees to be removed are to
be clearly marked prior to removal.
Hollow bearing tree removal is to be
undertaken in a two stage clearing process
as stated in the Biodiversity Guidelines –
Guide 4 (Clearing of vegetation and
removal of bush rock) (RTA, 2011).
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Impact

Environmental Safeguard

Removal of
redundant
highway
areas

Revegetation of the two areas of redundant
highway to be removed and revegetated
will be undertaken generally in accordance
with Biodiversity Guidelines (RTA, 2011) –
Guide 3 (Re-establishment of native
vegetation).

6.1

Responsibility
Roads
Maritime,
contractor

and

Timing
Construction
and
postconstruction

OFFSET STRATEGIES

Roads and Maritime aims to minimise and mitigate its impact on biodiversity through its road
development and management practices, however it is not always possible to avoid or mitigate
impacts. To address unavoidable and residual loss to biodiversity, Roads and Maritime has
developed the Guideline for Biodiversity Offsets (RMS 2011b) which sets out a set of criteria to
determine if the residual impacts of the proposal are sufficient to warrant the consideration of
offsets.
Of relevance to the proposal, the Guideline for Biodiversity Offsets states offsets should be
considered for works involving the clearing of vegetation of high conservation value, including
Threatened Ecological Communities in moderate to good condition, where clearing exceeds 1ha.
The proposal would involve clearing approximately 4.3 hectares of Inland Grey Box EEC, 3.5
hectares of which is in moderate to good condition.
The figures above are an estimation of the impacts of the proposal based on the concept design.
The residual impacts are likely to be reduced during the detailed design phase, however, the
current figures require biodiversity offset strategies to be considered. This will be reassessed
once the final detailed design has been completed and impacts on vegetation re-calculated, but it
is considered unlikely that the impacts to Threatened Ecological Communities can be reduced to
below the 1 hectare threshold given the distribution of the Inland Grey Box woodland EEC within
the study area.
In accordance with the guideline, offsets should be considered for the Inland Grey Box woodland
EEC. The guideline states that where offsets are required, a Biodiversity Offset Strategy should
be developed. The goal of a Biodiversity Offset Strategy is to ensure that the road project results
in an outcome that maintains or improves biodiversity values in the long term. Finalisation of a
Biodiversity Offset Strategy is required prior to any works commencing. Actions to implement the
strategy may occur during or after the project is completed.
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7

CONCLUSION

7.1

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Roads and Maritime propose to realign about 2.4 kilometres of the Newell Highway, at Grong
Grong 22 kilometres east of Narrandera, NSW. A field survey to assess the biodiversity values of
the study area identified three native vegetation communities, all of which comprised a
threatened ecological community under the TSC Act, Inland Grey Box Woodland EEC.
According to the Biometric condition classes, vegetation condition within the study area was
moderate to good for the majority of vegetation types with a small area of low condition
vegetation in a modified pasture environment.
A total of 26 known hollow-bearing trees were recorded within the study area, 13 of which occur
within the construction footprint and eight which are likely to be directly impacted on within the
new alignment. Two threatened fauna species were recorded within the study area. An additional
one threatened fauna species and two threatened flora species identified in the desktop
assessment were considered to have potential for impact by the proposal and thus were subject
to further assessment.

7.2

ASSESSMENTS OF SIGNIFICANCE

No significant impacts to threatened flora or ecological communities are anticipated as a result of
this proposal. It is also considered highly unlikely that any threatened flora species would occur
within the study area and therefore highly unlikely that the proposal would adversely impact
threatened flora species.
An assessment of the fauna habitat present within the study area concluded that while
threatened fauna species may utilise the site on occasion, they are unlikely to rely on the site,
particularly for breeding, and there is extensive similar or better habitat within the locality. Based
on assessments of significance for fauna, impacts arising from the proposal upon species known
and likely to occur in the study area are manageable and unlikely to be significant.
Based on the outcomes of the significance assessments undertaken, a Species Impact
Statement is not required under the TSC Act and referral to the Federal Minister for the
Environment is not considered to be necessary under the EPBC Act for the proposal.

7.3

SUMMARY OF MITIGATION MEASURES

A number of mitigation measures identified in Section 6 have been provided in the report to
prevent undue damage to the environment and particularly biodiversity during work associated
with the proposal. Many of the recommendations are to minimise impacts including management
of erosion, soil and water impacts, noxious weeds and general vegetation clearance. They also
include measures for minimising injury to fauna during tree felling.
In accordance with the RMS Guideline for Biodiversity Offsets, offsets should be considered for
the impacts to the Inland Grey Box woodland EEC.
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FLORA AND FAUNA SPECIES LIST
Species recorded during site survey on 19 May and 20 October 2014.
Flora
All native and introduced vascular plant species encountered within the study area, and their
relative abundances, were recorded (where identifiable).
Where uncertainty exists due to the unavailability of reproductive material, the taxon is preceded
by a question mark, or plants are identified to genus level only. Scientific nomenclature follows
Harden (1990-2002), with recent name changes as per the Australian Plant Name Index of the
Australian National Herbarium.
Noxious Weed Classes (Noxious Weeds Act 1993)
Control
Class

Weed Type

Control Requirements

Class 1

Plants that pose a potentially serious threat to
primary production or the environment and are not
present in the State or are present only to a limited
extent.

The plant must be eradicated from the land and the land
must be kept free of the plant. The weeds are also
"notifiable" and a range of restrictions on their sale and
movement exist.

Class 2

Plants that pose a potentially serious threat to
primary production or the environment of a region to
which the order applies and are not present in the
region or are present only to a limited extent.

The plant must be eradicated from the land and the land
must be kept free of the plant. The weeds are also
"notifiable" and a range of restrictions on their sale and
movement exist.

to
to
in
to

The plant must be fully and continuously suppressed
and destroyed.*

Class 3

Plants that pose a potentially serious threat
primary production or the environment of a region
which the order applies, are not widely distributed
the area and are likely to spread in the area or
another area.

Class 4

Declared Class 4 Noxious weed for the Narrandera
Local Government Area (LGA). Plants that pose a
potentially serious threat to primary production, the
environment or human health, are widely distributed
in an area to which the order applies and are likely to
spread in the area or to another area.

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner
that reduces its numbers, spread and incidence and
continuously inhibits its reproduction.

Species classified as a Class 5 Noxious Weed for the
Narrandera Local Government Area (LGA). Plants
that are likely, by their sale or the sale of their seeds
or movement within the State or an area of the State,
to spread in the State or outside the State.

There are no requirements to control existing plants of
Class 5 weeds. However, the weeds are "notifiable" and
a range of restrictions on their sale and movement
exists.

Class 5

LEGEND
C

=

Common, abundant

O

=

Occasional

U

=

Uncommon

*

=

Denotes
(weeds)

#

=

Denotes threatened species
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Flora species list for study area
CLASS
Family

Scientific Name

Common Name

Occurrence

MAGNOLIOPSIDA - DICOTYLEDONS
Adiantaceae

Cheilanthes sieberi

Mulga Fern

U

Amaranthaceae

*Alternanthera pungens

Khaki weed

U

Anacardiaceae

*Schinus molle

Peppercorn Tree

U

Asteraceae

*Arctotheca calendula

Capeweed

C

Asteraceae

* Cirsium vulgare

Spear Thistle

O

Asteraceae

Chrysocephalum
apiculatum

Common Everlasting

Asteraceae

*Conyza bonariensis

Asteraceae

O

Flaxleaf fleabane

O

Gazania sp.

Gazania

O

Asteraceae

*Hypochaeris radicata

Catsear

C

Asteraceae

*Lactuca serriola

Prickly Lettuce

O

Asteraceae

* Sonchus oleraceus

Common Sow thistle

C

Asteraceae

Vittadinia cuneata

Fuzzweed

O

Boraginaceae

*Echium plantagineum

Paterson’s Curse

U

Brassicaceae

*Brassica x napus

Canola

C

Chenopodiaceae

Atriplex spinibractea

Spiny-fruit Saltbush

O

Chenopodiaceae

Einadia nutans

Climbing Saltbush

O

Chenopodiaceae

Maireana microphylla

Small-leaf Bluebush

O

Chenopodiaceae

*Salsola tragus

Prickly Saltwort

U

Chenopodiaceae

Sclerolaena muricata

Black Rolypoly

O

Cupressaceae

Callitris glaucophylla

White Cypress Pine

C

Fabaceae

*Medicago sp

Medic

C

Fabaceae Faboideae

Trifolium repens

White Clover

O

Fabaceae
Mimosoideae

Acacia decora

Fabaceae
Mimosoideae

Acacia doratoxylon

Fabaceae
Mimosoideae

Acacia hakeoides

Goodeniaceae

Goodenia cycloptera

Serrated Goodenia

O

Lamiaceae

*Marrubium vulgare

Horehound

O

Liliaceae

Bulbine bulbosa

Native Leek

O

Lomandraceae

Lomandra multiflora

Many-flowered Mat-rush

U

Malvaceae

Sida corrugata

Corrugated Sida

O

Myoporaceae

Eremophila debilis

Winter Apple

U
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CLASS
Family

Scientific Name

Common Name

Occurrence

Dwyer’s Red Gum

O

Myrtaceae

Eucalyptus dwyeri

Myrtaceae

Eucalyptus microcarpa

Grey Box

C

Myrtaceae

Eucalyptus melliodora

Yellow Box

O

Myrtaceae

Eucalyptus
subsp. Bimbil

Bimble Box

Oxalidaceae

*Oxalis sp.

Phormiaceae

populnea

O

Oxalis

U

Dianella longifolia

Blue Flax-lily

O

Polygonaceae

*Rumex crsipus

Curled Dock

U

Proteaceae

Hakea tephrosperma

Hooked Needlewood

U

Sterculiaceae

Brachychiton populneus

Kurrajong

O

Solanaceae

*Lycium ferocissimum

African Boxthorn

(Class 4 noxious weed)

Solanaceae

Solanum sp.

O

Solanum

U

Common Nardoo

O

Wallaby Grass

O

Wild oats

C

Red-leg Grass

U

MAGNOLIOPSIDA - MONOCOTYLEDONS
Marsileaceae

Marsilea drummondii

Poaceae

Austrostipa sp.

Poaceae

*Avena fatua

Poaceae

Bothriochloa macra

Poaceae

Bromus diandra

Great Brome

O

Poaceae

Chloris truncata

Windmill Grass

C

Poaceae

Cynodon dactylon

Couch

O

Poaceae

Elymus scabra

Wheat Grass

O

Poaceae

*Hordeum leporinum

Barley Grass

O

Poaceae

*Lolium perenne

Perennial Ryegrass

O

Poaceae

*Panicum effusum

Hairy Panic

C

Poaceae

*Phalaris aquatica

Phalaris

O

Poaceae

Triticum sp.

Wheat

C
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Fauna species list for study area
LEGEND
#

=

Threatened species

*

=

Denotes introduced species

Common Name

Scientific Name

Observation Type

AVES
Alcedinidae - Kingfishers
Laughing Kookaburra

Dacelo novaeguineae

O

Galah

Eolophus roseicapilla

O

Sulphur-crested Cockatoo

Cacatua galerita

Cacatuidae - Cockatoos

O, H

Campephagidae - Cuckooshrikes
Black-faced Cuckooshrike

Coracina novaehollandiae

O

Columbidae - Pigeons and Doves
Crested Pigeon

Ocyphaps lophotes

H

Corcoracidae - White-winged Chough and Apostlebird
Apostlebird

Struthidea cinerea

O

Corvidae - Crows, Jays and Magpies
Australian Raven

Corvus coronoides

H

Cracticidae - Bellmagpies and Allies
Australian Magpie

Gymnorhina tibicen

O

Red Wattlebird

Anthochaera carunculata

H

White-plumed Honeyeater

Lichenostomus penicillatus

O, H

Noisy Miner

Manorina melanocephala

O, H

Meliphagidae - Honeyeaters

Monarchidae - Monarch Flycatchers
Magpie-lark

Grallina cyanoleuca

O, H

Pomatostomidae - Pseudo-babblers
Grey-crowned babbler

#Pomatostomus temporalis

O

Eastern Rosella

Platycercus eximius

O

Red-rumped Parrot

Psephotus haematonotus

O

Psittacidae - Parrots
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Common Name
Superb Parrot

Scientific Name

Observation Type

#Polytelis swainsonii

O, H

Rhipidura leucophrys

O

*Turdus merula

O

Macropus giganteus

X

Canis lupus

O

Varanus varius

O

Rhipiduridae - Fantails
Willie-wagtail
Turdidae - Thrushes and Allies
Eurasian Blackbird
MAMMALS
Macropodidae
Eastern Grey Kangaroo
Canidae
Dog
REPTILES
Varanidae
Lace Monitor

Observation Type:
O

=

Observed (sighted)

X

=

Scat

W

=

Heard

F

=

Tracks / scratchings
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APPENDIX B THREATENED SPECIES
HABITAT EVALUATIONS
The tables in this appendix present the habitat evaluation for threatened species, ecological
communities and endangered populations listed and or predicted to occur within a 10 kilometre
radius of the proposal site in the Atlas of NSW Wildlife2. Species identified as potentially
occurring within a 10 kilometre radius of the proposal site according to the Commonwealth EPBC
Protected Matters Search Tool3 was also undertaken.
The likelihood of occurrence is based on presence of habitat, proximity of nearest records and
mobility of the species (where relevant). Results of the recent site visit and other past
investigations undertaken in the area are also taken into consideration. The assessment of
potential impact is based on the nature of the proposal, the ecology of the species and its
likelihood of occurrence. The following classifications are used:
Presence of habitat:
Present:

Potential or known habitat is present within the study area

Marginal:

Habitat present is not typical but may be suitable

Absent:

No potential or known habitat is present within the study area

Likelihood of occurrence
None:

Species known or predicted within the locality but no suitable habitat present
within the study area

Unlikely:

Species known or predicted within the locality. Suitable habitat may be present in
the study area but the proximity of nearest records suggest it is unlikely to occur.

Possible:

Species could occur in the study area

Present:

Species was recorded during the field investigations

Possible to be impacted
No:

The proposal would not impact this species or its habitats. No Assessment of
Significance (AoS) is necessary for this species

Low:

The proposal is unlikely to result in an impact to this species.

Moderate:

The proposal could impact this species or its habitats. An AOS has been applied
to this species

High:

The proposal is likely to impact this species or its habitats. An AOS has been
applied to this species

2

The Atlas of NSW Wildlife is administered by the NSW Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) and is an
online database of fauna and flora records that contains over four million recorded sightings.
3

This online tool is designed for the public to search for matters protected under the Environment Protection
and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 (EPBC Act). It is managed by the Commonwealth Department of the
Environment.
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EVALUATION OF THE LIKELIHOOD AND EXTENT OF IMPACT ON THREATENED FLORA SPECIES
Species

Presence of
habitat

Likelihood of
occurrence

Potential for impact

Sand-hill Spider Orchid flowers appear between
September and November. Caladenia arenaria is found
mostly on the south west plains and western south west
slopes. The original description is of a plant from
Nangus, west of Gundagai (1865) and there is a report
of the species from Adelong near Tumut. Occurs in
woodland with sandy soil, especially that dominated by
White Cypress-pine (Callitris glaucophylla).

Present – Callitris
glaucophylla was
recorded along the
highway.

Possible - Species could
occur within the road
reserve areas or along
Narran St where
groundcover is
predominately native.

Yes. AoS applied

The Pine Donkey Orchid (formerly known as Diuris
sheaffiana) is a terrestrial species (it grows from the
ground rather than from rocks or vegetation). It has
between one and three leaves, to 30 centimetres long
and 4mm wide. The flower stalk is between 20-40cm
high and has 2-6 flowers, which are bright yellow to
orange, speckled with red to purple and white markings.
The sepals (the down-pointing slender green segments)
are very long and often crossed. Sporadically distributed
on the western slopes of NSW, extending from south of
Narrandera all the way to the far north of NSW.
Localities include the Condobolin-Nymagee road,
Wattamondara towards Cowra, Cooyal, Adelong, Red
Hill north of Narrandera, Coolamon, near Darlington
Point, Eugowra, Girilambone, Dubbo, Muswellbrook, and

Marginal – Species
occurs in
sclerophyll forest
among grass in
association with
Callitris
glaucophylla and
Bimble Box, both of
which were
recorded within the
study area.

Possible - Species could
occur within the road
reserve areas or along
Narran St where
groundcover is
predominately native.

Yes. AoS applied.

Description of habitat4

Flora
Sand Hill Spider Orchid
Caladenia arenaria
TSC – E
EPBC - E

Pine Donkey Orchid
Diuris tricolor
TSC – V

4

Information sourced from species profiles on NSW DECCW’s threatened species database or the Australian Government’s Species Profiles and Threats database
(SPRAT) unless otherwise stated.
DECCW threatened species database: http://www.threatenedspecies.environment.nsw.gov.au/index.aspx
SPRAT: http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/sprat.pl
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Species

Description of habitat4

Presence of
habitat

Likelihood of
occurrence

Absent – Species
occurs in swampy
margins. No dams
are located within
the study area.

None. Species has not
been recorded within 10
kilometres of the
proposal site.

Potential for impact

several sites west of Wagga Wagga. The Pine Donkey
Orchid grows in sclerophyll forest among grass, often
with native Cypress Pine (Callitris spp.). It is found in
sandy soils, either on flats or small rises. Also recorded
from a red earth soil in a Bimble Box community in
western NSW. Disturbance regimes are not known,
although the species is usually recorded from disturbed
habitats.
Associated
species
include
Callitris
glaucophylla,
Eucalyptus
populnea,
Eucalyptus
intertexta, Ironbark and Acacia shrubland. The
understorey is often grassy with herbaceous plants such
as Bulbine species. Flowers from September to
November or generally spring. The species is a
tuberous, deciduous terrestrial orchid and the flowers
have a pleasant, light sweet scent.
River Swamp Wallaby Grass
Amphibromus fluitans

TSC – V
EPBC - V

Final v1

A perennial grass to 0.8 m tall that spreads by both
underground and above-ground stems. Flowering stems
tend to be somewhat sprawling, except for the flowering
portion of the stalk, which is erect and up to 35 mm long.
The species is virtually aquatic, often with only the flower
heads above the water. There are many historic
collections in the City of Greater Albury. It has been
recorded recently in lagoons beside the Murray River
near Cooks Lagoon (Shire of Greater Hume),
Mungabarina Reserve, East Albury, at Ettamogah,
Thurgoona (Charles Sturt University Campus), near
Narranderra, and also further west along the Murray
River (near Mathoura) and in Victoria. There is a recent
record of this species near Laggan in Upper Lachlan
Shire. Habitats in south-western NSW include swamp
margins in mud, dam and tank beds in hard clay and in
semi-dry mud of lagoons with Potamogeton and
Chamaeraphis species. Flowering time for is from spring
to autumn or November to March. Amphibromus fluitans
appears to fruit later than the other grasses with which it
grows. The flower heads remain almost hidden by the
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Species

Description of habitat4

Presence of
habitat

Likelihood of
occurrence

Absent
–
Associated
vegetation
types
were not recorded
within the study
area.

Unlikely – Species
prefers areas of
saltbush and blackbox.

Potential for impact

leaf sheaths until the seeds are nearly mature, and even
then elongation of the stems is barely sufficient to
expose the heads completely. Disturbance regimes are
not known, although the species requires periodic
flooding of its habitat to maintain wet conditions. Has
been observed covering several hectares in area. The
species is also recorded as occasional to common in
populations. Amphibromus fluitans grows mostly in
permanent swamps. The species needs wetlands which
are at least moderately fertile and which have some bare
ground, conditions which are produced by seasonallyfluctuating water levels.
Slender Darling-pea
Swainsona murrayana
TSC-V
EPBC-V
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Found throughout NSW, it has been recorded in the
Jerilderie and Deniliquin areas of the southern riverine
plain, the Hay plain as far north as Willandra National
Park, near Broken Hill and in various localities between
Dubbo and Moree. The species has been collected from
clay-based soils, ranging from grey, red and brown
cracking clays to red-brown earths and loams. Grows in
a variety of vegetation types including bladder saltbush,
black box and grassland communities on level plains,
floodplains and depressions and is often found with
Maireana species. Plants have been found in remnant
native grasslands or grassy woodlands that have been
intermittently grazed or cultivated. Plants produce
winter-spring growth, flower in spring to early summer
and then die back after flowering. They re-shoot readily
and often carpet the landscape after good cool-season
rains. The species may require some disturbance and
has been known to occur in paddocks that have been
moderately grazed or occasionally cultivated. Swainsona
species contain a poisoning principle, swainsonine,
which affects the nervous system and is toxic to stock.
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Species

Presence of
habitat

Description of habitat4

Likelihood of
occurrence

Potential for impact

EECs
Fuzzy Box Woodland on
alluvial Soils of the South
Western Slopes, Darling
Riverine Plains and Brigalow
Belt South Bioregions
TSC - EEC

Inland Grey Box Woodland
in the Riverina, NSW South
Western
Slopes,
Cobar
Peneplain, Nandewar and
Brigalow
Belt
South
Bioregions
TSC-EEC

Final v1

Tall woodland or open forest dominated by Fuzzy Box
Eucalyptus conica, often with Grey Box Eucalyptus
microcarpa, Yellow Box (Eucalyptus melliodora), or
Kurrajong
(Brachychiton
populneus).
Buloke
(Allocasuarina luehmannii) is common in places. Shrubs
are generally sparse, and the groundcover moderately
dense, although this will vary with season. Found on
alluvial soils of the South West Slopes, Brigalow Belt
South and Darling Riverine Plains Bioregions. Mainly
found in the Dubbo-Narromine-Parkes-Forbes area.
Community occurs on brown loam or clay, alluvial or
colluvial soils on prior streams and abandoned channels
or slight depressions on undulating plains or flats of the
western slopes. Community often occurs upslope from
River Red Gum communities above frequently inundated
areas of the floodplain. It also occurs on colluvium soils
on lower slopes and valley flats. Less than 5% of the
original extent is estimated to remain. Shrubs include
Wilga, Deane's Wattle, Hop Bush, Cassia, Water Bush
and Sifton Bush.

Absent
–
not
dominated
within
the study area.

Not present

No.

In NSW the community principally occurs within the
Riverina and South West Slopes Bioregions and is also
found in portions of the Cobar Peneplain, Nandewar and
Brigalow Belt South Bioregions. Inland Grey Box
Woodland may occur elsewhere in the nominated
bioregions. Inland Grey Box Woodland occurs on fertile
soils of the western slopes and plains of NSW. The
community generally occurs where average rainfall is
375- 800 mm pa and the mean maximum annual

Yes
–
This
community
was
recorded within the
study area.

This
community
is
present
along
the
proposed tie in areas
and also along the
modified
agricultural
land
with
scattered
remnant trees.

Yes. AoS applied.
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Presence of
habitat

Species

Description of habitat4

EPBC-EEC

temperature is 22- 26°C. There is a correlation between
the distribution of Eucalyptus microcarpa communities
and soils of Tertiary and Quaternary alluvial origin,
largely corresponding with the Red Brown Earths. The
majority of remnant patches of Inland Grey Box
Woodland survive with trees largely intact but with the
shrub or ground layers degraded to varying degrees
through grazing or pasture modification. Some species
that are part of the community appear intolerant to heavy
grazing by domestic stock and are confined to the least
disturbed remnants.

Mallee
and
MalleeBroombush
dominated
woodland and shrubland,
lacking Triodia, in the NSW
South
Western
Slopes
Bioregion

A low woodland that occurs in the West Wyalong area.
The trees are Eucalyptus polybractea (Blue Mallee),
Eucalyptus behriana (Bull Mallee), Eucalyptus viridis
(Green Mallee), Eucalyptus dumosa (White Mallee)
which may occur in varying proportions and not
necessarily
together.
Understorey
shrubs
and
groundcovers can be present in varing densities, from
sparse to dense depending on site management history
and substrate. Melaleuca uncinata (Broombush) may or
may not occur. Mainly occurs on red loamy soils. Has
been recorded from the local government areas of Bland
and Temora, within the NSW South Western Slopes
Bioregion, but may occur elsewhere in the Bioregion.
Has a very highly restricted distribution, with known
occurrences falling within a region of less than 4000 km2
bounded by Lake Cowal - Temora - Ardlethan - Ungarie.
Occurs mainly on private lands and roadside
easements, and is poorly represented in conservation
reserves.

TSC - CEEC
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Absent
–
not
dominated
within
the study area.

Likelihood of
occurrence

Not present

Potential for impact

No.
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Myall Woodland in the
Darling
Riverine
Plains,
Brigalow Belt South, Cobar
Peneplain,
Murray-Darling
Depression, Riverina and
NSW South Western Slopes
bioregions

Scattered across the eastern parts of the alluvial plains
of the Murray-Darling river system. Typically, it occurs
on red-brown earths and heavy textured grey and brown
alluvial soils within a climatic belt receiving between 375
and 500 mm mean annual rainfall. The structure of the
community varies from low woodland and low open
woodland to low sparse woodland or open shrubland,
depending on site quality and disturbance history. The
tree layer grows up to a height of about 10 metres and
invariably includes Acacia pendula (Weeping Myall or
Boree) as one of the dominant species or the only tree
species present. The understorey includes an open layer
of chenopod shrubs and other woody plant species and
an open to continuous groundcover of grasses and
herbs. The structure and composition of the community
varies, particularly with latitude, as chenopod shrubs are
more prominent south of the Lachlan River district, while
other woody species and summer grasses are more
common further north. In some areas the shrub and
canopy stratum may have been reduced or eliminated
by clearing or heavy grazing, leaving derived grassland
that may still constitute this community. This EEC is
known from parts of the Local Government Areas of
Berrigan, Bland, Bogan,
Carrathool, Conargo,
Coolamon, Coonamble, Corowa, Forbes, Gilgandra,
Griffith, Gwydir, Inverell, Jerilderee, Lachlan, Leeton,
Lockhart, Moree Plains, Murray, Murrumbidgee,
Narrabri, Narranderra, Narromine, Parkes, Urana,
Wagga Wagga and Warren, and but may occur
elsewhere in these bioregions.

TSC – EEC
EPBC - CE

Final v1
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Presence of
habitat
Absent
–
not
dominated
within
the study area.

Likelihood of
occurrence
Not present

Potential for impact
No.
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Sandhill Pine Woodland in
the Riverina, Murray-Darling
Depression and NSW South
Western Slopes bioregions

Allocasuarina luehmannii Woodland in the Riverina and
Murray-Darling Depression bioregions is dominated by
Buloke (Allocasuarina luehmannii), sometimes with cooccurring tree species. The community typically
comprises an open tree canopy with a sparse and highly
variable ground layer dominated by grasses and herbs,
sometimes with scattered shrubs and/or small trees. The
structure and species composition of the community
varies depending on disturbance history and temporal
variability in rainfall. The species composition of a site
will be influenced by the size of the site, recent rainfall or
drought conditions and by its disturbance (including
grazing, land clearing and fire) history. The number and
relative abundance of species will change with time
since fire, and may also change in response to changes
in fire frequency or grazing regime. The groundcover is
highly variable in structure and composition. It is typically
sparse, but may be more continuous within patches or
following substantial rainfall events. Allocasuarina
luehmannii Woodland shares a number of species with
another endangered ecological community listed under
the Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995: Sandhill
Pine Woodland in the Riverina, Murray-Darling
Depression and NSW South Western Slopes bioregions.
These two ecological communities inhabit similar soils
and landforms and have similar geographic distributions.
They may be distinguished on the basis of the relative
abundance of their tree species and subtle differences in
composition of their understorey. When tree abundance
is assessed at hectare scales, A. luehmannii is the most
abundant tree species in Allocasuarina luehmannii

TSC - EEC
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Presence of
habitat
Absent
–
not
dominated
within
the study area.

Likelihood of
occurrence
Not present

Potential for impact
No.
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Presence of
habitat

Likelihood of
occurrence

No
–
This
community was not
recorded within the
area.

Unlikely - Yellow Box
was
recorded
as
uncommon in the road
reserve area and the
paddock areas but this
tree is a component of
Inland
Grey
Box
Woodland. Soil type at
the site is consistent
with Inland Grey Box
and not Box Gum
Woodland Communities.

Potential for impact

Woodland, whereas Callitris glaucophylla is the most
abundant tree species in Sandhill Pine Woodland.
Allocasuarina luehmannii Woodland has been recorded
in the southern part of the Riverina bioregion from near
Urana and Mulwala in the east to the Barham district,
and may extend as far west as Euston in the southern
part of the Murray-Darling Depression bioregion. The
community occurs in small patches within this range and
is currently estimated to cover less than 500-1500ha.
Approximately 6 hectares of Allocasuarina luehmannii
Woodland are estimated to occur within Lake Urana and
Wiesners Swamp Nature Reserves. The remainder of
the community occurs on private land or on public
easements. Typically occupies patches of red-brown
loamy sands with alkaline sub-soils on the alluvial plain
of the Murray River and its tributaries in south-western
NSW.
White box yellow box
Blakely’s red gum grassy
woodland and derived native
grassland EEC
TSC - EEC

TSC – EEC
EPBC- CEEC

Final v1

White Box Yellow Box Blakely's Red Gum Woodland
(commonly referred to as Box-Gum Woodland) is an
open woodland community (sometimes occurring as a
forest formation) , in which the most obvious species are
one or more of the following: White Box Eucalyptus
albens, Yellow Box E. melliodora and Blakely's Red
Gum E. blakelyi. Intact sites contain a high diversity of
plant species, including the main tree species, additional
tree species, some shrub species, several climbing plant
species, many grasses and a very high diversity of
herbs. Characterised by the presence or prior
occurrence of White Box, Yellow Box and/or Blakely's
Red Gum. The trees may occur as pure stands, mixtures
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Likelihood of
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Potential for impact

of the three species or in mixtures with other trees,
including wattles. The understorey in intact sites is
characterised by native grasses and a high diversity of
herbs; the most commonly encountered include
Kangaroo Grass (Themeda australis) Poa Tussock (Poa
sieberiana), wallaby grasses (Austrodanthonia spp.),
spear-grasses (Austrostipa spp.).
 TSC - E = listed as Endangered under Schedule 1 of the NSW
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995

 EPBC - V = listed as Vulnerable under the Commonwealth Environment
Protection & Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.

 TSC - V = listed as Vulnerable under Schedule 2 of the NSW
Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995.

 EPBC - CE = listed as Critically Endangered under the Commonwealth
Environment Protection & Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.

 TSC - EEC = Endangered Ecological Community listed under Schedule
1 of the NSW TSC Act 1995

 EPBC - E = listed as Endangered under the Commonwealth Environment
Protection & Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
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Likelihood
occurrence

In NSW the species was once distributed along the Murray and
Murrumbidgee Rivers and their tributaries, the southern slopes
of the Monaro district and the central southern tablelands as far
north as Tarana, near Bathurst. Currently, the species is known
to exist only in isolated populations in the Coleambally Irrigation
Area, the Lowbidgee floodplain and around Lake Victoria. A few
yet unconfirmed records have also been made in the Murray
Irrigation Area in recent years. The species is also found in
Victoria, Tasmania and South Australia, where it has also
become endangered. Usually found in or around permanent or
ephemeral Black Box/Lignum/Nitre Goosefoot swamps,
Lignum/Typha swamps and River Red Gum swamps or
billabongs along floodplains and river valleys. They are also
found in irrigated rice crops, particularly where there is no
available natural habitat. Breeding occurs during the warmer
months and is triggered by flooding or a significant rise in water
levels. The species has been known to breed anytime from
early spring through to late summer/early autumn (Sept to April)
following a rise in water levels. During the breeding season
animals are found floating amongst aquatic vegetation
(especially cumbungi or Common Reeds) within or at the edge
of slow-moving streams, marshes, lagoons, lakes, farm dams
and rice crops. Tadpoles require standing water for at least 4
months for development and metamorphosis to occur but can

Absent – Species is
currently only known to
exist
in
isolated
populations in the
Coleambally Irrigation
Area.

Unlikely – Species
breeds in ephemeral
wetlands, which are
not present in the
study
area.
The
proposal site is highly
disturbed with bare
earth evident. Species
has not been recorded
recently in regional
surveys.

of

Potential
impact?

Amphibians
Southern Bell Frog
Litoria raniformis
TSC-E, EPBC-V

5

No.

Information sourced from species profiles on NSW DECCW’s threatened species database or the Australian Government’s Species Profiles and Threats database (SPRAT)
unless otherwise stated.
DECCW threatened species database: http://www.threatenedspecies.environment.nsw.gov.au/index.aspx
SPRAT: http://www.environment.gov.au/cgi-bin/sprat/public/sprat.pl
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The Pink-tailed Worm-lizard is worm-like, with a dark-brown
head and nape, gradually merging with the pale grey or greybrown body. The tail, nearly as long as its body, is pink or
reddish-brown towards the tip. Is only known from the Central
and Southern Tablelands, and the South Western Slopes.
There is a concentration of populations in the
Canberra/Queanbeyan Region. Other populations have been
recorded near Cooma, Yass, Bathurst, Albury and West
Wyalong. This species is also found in the Australian Capital
Territory. Inhabits sloping, open woodland areas with
predominantly native grassy groundlayers, particularly those
dominated by Kangaroo Grass (Themeda australis). Sites are
typically well-drained, with rocky outcrops or scattered,
partially-buried rocks. Commonly found beneath small, partiallyembedded rocks and appear to spend considerable time in
burrows below these rocks; the burrows have been constructed
by and are often still inhabited by small black ants and termites.
Feeds on the larvae and eggs of the ants with which it shares
its burrows. It is thought that this species lays 2 eggs inside the
ant nests during summer; the young first appear in March.

No – Although the
study area has some
rock outcrops present
they
are
highly
disturbed and do not
support
kangaroo
grass.

Unlikely. This species
is known to occupy
areas of kangaroo
grass
and
rocky
outcrop areas, it is
highly unlikely that the
study
area
would
support
suitable
habitat for this species.

No.

Inhabit Box-Gum, Box-Cypress-pine and Boree Woodlands and
River Red Gum Forest. In the Riverina the birds nest in the
hollows of large trees (dead or alive) mainly in tall riparian River
Red Gum Forest or Woodland. On the South West Slopes nest
trees can be in open Box-Gum Woodland or isolated paddock
trees. Species known to be used are Blakely’s Red Gum,

Yes –
known
isolated
trees.

Present - The Superb
Parrot were recorded
during a site visit flying
over the study area.

Yes. AoS applied

take up to 12 months to develop. Outside the breeding season
animals disperse away from the water and take shelter beneath
ground debris such as fallen timber and bark, rocks, grass
clumps and in deep soil cracks. Prey includes a variety of
invertebrates as well as other small frogs, including young of
their own species.
Reptiles
Pink Tailed Worm
Lizard
Aprasia
parapulchella
TSC-V
EPBC-V

Aves
Superb Parrot
Polytelis swainsonii
TSC-V
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Yellow Box, Apple Box and Red Box. Nest in small colonies,
often with more than one nest in a single tree. Breed between
September and January. May forage up to 10 km from nesting
sites, primarily in grassy box woodland. Feed in trees and
understorey shrubs and on the ground and their diet consists
mainly of grass seeds and herbaceous plants. Also eaten are
fruits, berries, nectar, buds, flowers, insects and grain.

Brown Treecreeper

Climacteris
picumnus

TSC-V

Grey Crowned
Babbler

Pomatostomus
temporalis

Final v1

Presence of habitat

Likelihood
occurrence

The Brown Treecreeper is endemic to eastern Australia and
occurs in eucalypt forests and woodlands of inland plains and
slopes of the Great Dividing Range. It is less commonly found
on coastal plains and ranges. Found in eucalypt woodlands
(including Box-Gum Woodland) and dry open forest of the
inland slopes and plains inland of the Great Dividing Range;
mainly inhabits woodlands dominated by stringybarks or other
rough-barked eucalypts, usually with an open grassy
understorey, sometimes with one or more shrub species; also
found in mallee and River Red Gum (Eucalyptus
camaldulensis) Forest bordering wetlands with an open
understorey of acacias, saltbush, lignum, cumbungi and
grasses; usually not found in woodlands with a dense shrub
layer; fallen timber is an important habitat component for
foraging; also recorded, though less commonly, in similar
woodland habitats on the coastal ranges and plains.
Sedentary, considered to be resident in many locations
throughout its range; present in all seasons or year-round at
many sites; territorial year-round, though some birds may
disperse locally after breeding. Hollows in standing dead or live
trees and tree stumps are essential for nesting.

Yes – The study area
does
have
some
hollow bearing trees
present.

Possible. Although the
study area is largely
cleared, there are
some isolated hollow
bearing trees present
and within the road
reserve.

Yes. AoS applied

Inhabits open Box-Gum Woodlands on the slopes, and BoxCypress-pine and open Box Woodlands on alluvial plains.
Flight is laborious so birds prefer to hop to the top of a tree and
glide down to the next one. Birds are generally unable to cross
large open areas. Live in family groups that consist of a
breeding pair and young from previous breeding seasons. A
group may consist of up to fifteen birds. All members of the

Yes – Species may
use vegetated areas
within road reserve but
is unable to traverse
large open areas and
occupy areas with
fallen timber.

Present. This species
was recorded within he
road reserve area
northern
of
the
northern tie in.

Yes. AoS applied
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temporalis

TSC -V

Diamond Firetail

Stagonopleura
guttata

TSC-V
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Description of habitat5

Presence of habitat

Likelihood
occurrence

of

Marginal
–
This
species
prefers
riparian
areas,
however is known to
inhabit lightly wooded
farmland.

Unlikely.
Vegetation
present within road
reserve does not really
support
suitable
habitat for this species.

Potential
impact?

family group remain close to each other when foraging. A soft
‘chuck’ call is made by all birds as a way of keeping in contact
with other group members. Feed on invertebrates, either by
foraging on the trunks and branches of eucalypts and other
woodland trees or on the ground, digging and probing amongst
litter and tussock grasses Build and maintain several
conspicuous, dome-shaped stick nests about the size of a
football. A nest is used as a dormitory for roosting each night.
Nests are usually located in shrubs or sapling eucalypts,
although they may be built in the outermost leaves of low
branches of large eucalypts. Nests are maintained year round,
and old nests are often dismantled to build new ones. Breed
between July and February. Usually two to three eggs are laid
and incubated by the female. During incubation, the adult male
and several helpers in the group may feed the female as she
sits on the nest. Young birds are fed by all other members of
the group. Territories range from one to fifty hectares (usually
around ten hectares) and are defended all year. Territorial
disputes with neighbouring groups are frequent and may last up
to several hours, with much calling, chasing and occasional
fighting.
Found in grassy eucalypt woodlands, including Box-Gum
Woodlands and Snow Gum Eucalyptus pauciflora Woodlands.
Also occurs in open forest, mallee, Natural Temperate
Grassland, and in secondary grassland derived from other
communities. Often found in riparian areas (rivers and creeks),
and sometimes in lightly wooded farmland. Feeds exclusively
on the ground, on ripe and partly-ripe grass and herb seeds
and green leaves, and on insects (especially in the breeding
season). Usually encountered in flocks of between five to 40
birds, occasionally more. Groups separate into small colonies
to breed, between August and January. Nests are globular
structures built either in the shrubby understorey, or higher up,
especially under hawk’s or raven’s nests. Birds roost in dense
shrubs or in smaller nests built especially for roosting. Appears
to be sedentary, though some populations move locally,
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In NSW, this species occurs along the coast and is frequently
recorded in the Murray-Darling Basin, notably in floodplain
wetlands of the Murrumbidgee, Lachlan, Macquarie and Gwydir
Rivers. Occurs in permanent freshwater wetlands with tall,
dense vegetation. Favours permanent and seasonal freshwater
habitats, particularly those dominated by sedges, rushes and/or
reeds (e.g. Phragmites, Cyperus, Eleocharis, Juncus, Typha,
Baumea, , Bolboschoenus) or cutting grass (Gahnia) growing
over muddy or peaty substrate. Hides during the day amongst
dense reeds or rushes and feed mainly at night on frogs, fish,
yabbies, spiders, insects and snails. Feeding platforms may be
constructed over deeper water from reeds trampled by the bird;
platforms are often littered with prey remains. Breeding occurs
in summer from October to January; nests are built in secluded
places in densely-vegetated wetlands on a platform of reeds;
there are usually six olive-brown eggs to a clutch.

Absent
–
Species
occupies wetlands with
dense vegetation.

Unlikely – Suitable
habitat is not present
within the proposal
site.

No.

The stronghold for this species in NSW is the mallee in the
south west centred on Mallee Cliffs NP and extending east to
near Balranald and scattered records as far north as Mungo
NP. West of the Darling River a population also occurs in the
Scotia mallee including Tarawi NR and Scotia Sanctuary, and
is part of a larger population north of the Murray River in South
Australia. The population in central NSW has been significantly
reduced through land clearance and fox predation and now
occurs chiefly in Yathong, Nombinnie and Round Hill NRs and
surrounding areas, though birds continue to survive in
Loughnan NR. To the south of this area the species is probably
locally extinct in such reserves as Pulletop NR (last recorded
1989), Ingalba NR (1982) and Buddigower NR (1990) and the
intensely studied population at Yalgogrin was, in 2003,
predicted to be locally extinct by 2008 (although this has not
been confirmed). Further east, a population continues to persist
in the Goonoo forest near Dubbo. Outside these areas,

Absent
–
prefers
mallee woodlands and
is rarely found in
eucalypt woodlands.

Unlikely – Proposal
site does not support
suitable habitat for this
species.

No.

especially those in the south. Has been recorded in some
towns and near farm houses.
Australasian Bittern
Botaurus poiciloptilus
TSC-E
EPBC-E

Malleefowl
Leipoa ocellata
TSC – V
EPBC - V
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Absent
–
Species
prefers semi-arid and
low
land
native
grasslands.

Unlikely
–
The
proposal site does not
support
suitable
habitat for this species.

Potential
impact?

occasional records have been made in the Pilliga forests (most
recently 1999), around Cobar (1991) and Goulburn River NP
(1989) though the extent and status of populations in these
areas are unknown. Predominantly inhabit mallee communities,
preferring the tall, dense and floristically-rich mallee found in
higher rainfall (300 - 450 mm mean annual rainfall) areas.
Utilises mallee with a spinifex understorey, but usually at lower
densities than in areas with a shrub understorey. Less
frequently found in other eucalypt woodlands, such as Inland
Grey Box, Ironbark or Bimble Box Woodlands with thick
understorey, or in other woodlands such dominated by Mulga
or native Cypress Pine species. Prefers areas of light sandy to
sandy loam soils and habitats with a dense but discontinuous
canopy and dense and diverse shrub and herb layers. Although
Malleefowl will occupy areas within five years of fire, they prefer
older age classes, with little breeding in areas less than 20
years after fire, and in one study the highest densities recorded
in long unburnt mallee (60 to 80 years post fire). A pair may
occupy a range of between 50 and 500 ha, overlapping with
those of their neighbours. Mainly forage in open areas on
seeds of acacias and other native shrubs (Cassia, Beyeria,
Bossiaea), buds, flowers and fruits of herbs and various shrubs,
insects (cockroaches, ants, soil invertebrates), and cereals if
available. Incubate eggs in large mounds that contain
considerable volumes of sandy soil. The litter within the
mounds must be dampened for it to decompose and provide
heat for incubation of eggs. Up to 34 eggs may be laid in a
single season, though usually between 15 and 24 (and clutches
smaller in dry years).
Plains-wanderer
Pedionomus
torquatus
TSC-E

Final v1

Species occurs in semi-arid, lowland native grasslands that
typically occur on hard red-brown soils. These grasslands
support a high diversity of plant species, including a number of
state and nationally threatened species. Grassland habitat
structure is more important than species composition. Preferred
habitat typically has 50% bare ground, 10% fallen litter, and the
remaining 40% comprised of herbs, forbs and grasses. Most of
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the vegetation is <5 cm high but some vegetation up to a
maximum of 30 cm is important for concealment, as long as
grass tussocks are spaced 10-20 cm apart. During prolonged
drought, the denudation of preferred habitats may force birds
into more marginal habitats that become temporarily suitable.
Individual birds range over about 12 hectares but share around
half this area with a mate, meaning that pairs require about 18
hectares of suitable habitat. A ground-dwelling species which is
very difficult to observe during the day. The species can only be
properly surveyed at night using spotlighting techinques.

Australian
Snipe

Painted

Rostratula australis
(formerly Rostratula
benghalensis
australis)
TSC- E
EPBC-V
Marine, Migratory

Final v1

Little is known of the ecology, habitat requirements and
reproductive biology of Australian Painted Snipe. They feed in
shallow water or at the waters' edge and on mudflats, taking
seeds and invertebrates such as insects, worms, molluscs and
crustaceans. Females, which are larger and more brightly
coloured than males, are thought to sometimes be
polyandrous, mating with several males and leaving each one
to incubate and raise chicks. They lay 3-4 eggs per clutch and
incubation lasts about 15-16 days. Most records of Australian
Painted Snipe are from temporary or infrequently filled
freshwater wetlands and although they have occurred at many
sites, no site can be identified in which they are resident or
regular in occurrence. This may suggest the species is nomadic
but the extent to which its cryptic behaviour may contribute to
this belief is uncertain. The birds are able to remain hidden in
rank vegetation, but many reports are of birds not being
secretive, but rather still and unobtrusive. Primarily occurs
along the east coast from north Queensland (excluding Cape
York) to the Eyre Peninsula in South Australia, including the
majority of Victoria and NSW. In NSW, this species has been
recorded at the Paroo wetlands, Lake Cowell, Macquarie
Marshes and Hexham Swamp. Most common in the MurrayDarling Basin. Inhabits inland and coastal shallow freshwater
wetlands. The species occurs in both ephemeral and
permanent wetlands, particularly where there is a cover of
vegetation, including grasses, Lignum and Samphire.
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Absent
–
Species
prefers ephemeral and
permanent wetlands,
particularly
where
there is a cover of
vegetation, including
grasses, Lignum and
Samphire.

Unlikely
–
The
proposal site does not
support
suitable
habitat for this species.
No works would be
undertaken near the
riparian area.

Potential
impact?
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The Large-footed Myotis is found in the coastal band from the
north-west of Australia, across the top-end and south to
western Victoria. It is rarely found more than 100 km inland,
except along major rivers. Generally roost in groups of 10 - 15
close to water in caves, mine shafts, hollow-bearing trees,
storm water channels, buildings, under bridges and in dense
foliage. Forage over streams and pools catching insects and
small fish by raking their feet across the water surface. In NSW
females have one young each year usually in November or
December.

Marginal
–
This
species forages over
watercourse areas. It
may utilise hollow
resources within the
study area for roosting
habitat.

Unlikely.
Although
suitable
roosting
habitat is present, this
species
occupies
areas
near
watercourses.
This
species is known to
occupy a different
roost area every 2-3
nights.

No.

The south eastern form of the Greater Long-eared Bat is also
known as Eastern Long-eared Bat. It is uniformly dark greybrown. The ears are about 3 cm long and larger than the
head. Overall, the distribution of the south eastern form
coincides approximately with the Murray Darling Basin with the
Pilliga Scrub region being the distinct stronghold for this
species. It inhabits a variety of vegetation types, including
mallee,Bbulloke (Allocasuarina leuhmanni) and box eucalypt
dominated communities, but it is distinctly more common in
box/ironbark/cypress-pine vegetation that occurs in a northsouth belt along the western slopes and plains of NSW and
southern Queensland. Roosts in tree hollows, crevices, and
under loose bark. This species is a low flying agile bat, utilising
the understorey to hunt non-flying prey - especially caterpillars
and beetles - and will even hunt on the ground. Mating takes
place in autumn with one or two young born in late spring to
early summer.

Marginal – Study area
supports some areas
of
hollow
bearing
trees.

Unlikely. This species
is highly mobile and
can traverse to other
adjacent areas for
habitat.

No.

Individuals have also been known to use artificial habitats, such
as sewage ponds, dams and waterlogged grassland. Nests on
the ground amongst tall vegetation, such as grass tussocks or
reeds. Forages nocturnally on mud flats and in shallow water.
Breeding is often in response to local conditions; generally
occurs from September to December.
Mammals
Large Footed Myotis
Myotis macropus
TSC-V

South-Eastern Long
Eared Bat
Nyctophilus species
2
TSC-V
EPBC-V
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Koala

Occurs in eastern Australia, from north-eastern Queensland to
south-eastern South Australia and to the west of the Great
Dividing Range. In NSW it mainly occurs on the central and
north coasts with some populations in the western region. It
was historically abundant on the south coast of NSW, but now
occurs in sparse and possibly disjunct populations. The koala
inhabits a range of eucalypt forest and woodland communities,
including coastal forests, the woodlands of the tablelands and
western slopes, and the riparian communities of the western
plains. Examples of important shelter trees are cypress pine
and brush box. The quality of forest and woodland communities
as habitat for koalas is influenced by a range of factors, such
as; species and size of trees present; structural diversity of the
vegetation; soil nutrients; climate and rainfall; size and
disturbance history of the habitat patch.Feed on the foliage of
more than 70 eucalypt species and 30 non-eucalypt species,
but in any one area will select preferred browse species. Home
range size varies with quality of habitat, ranging from less than
two hectares to several hundred hectares in size.

Absent – Species is
known to inhabit River
Red Gum forests.

Unlikely – This species
has not been recorded
within a 10 kilometre
radius of the proposal
site.

No.

Silver perch grows to a maximum size of 500mm. Were once
widespread and abundant throughout most of the MurrayDarling river system. The most abundant remaining natural
population occurs in the central Murray River downstream of
Yarrawonga Weir as well as several of its anabranches and
tributaries (including the Edward River, an anabranch of the
Murray which flows through Deniliquin, and the Murrumbidgee
River). The central Murray population is considered secure and
self-sustaining. There have also been reports of self-sustaining
populations in other rivers, including the MacIntyre and
Macquarie Rivers in northern NSW and the Warrego River in
Queensland, mostly from recreational anglers. Little is currently
known about the status of these populations. Silver perch seem
to prefer fast-flowing, open waters, especially where there are
rapids and races, however they will also inhabit warm, sluggish

No – Species inhabits
rivers and streams.

None - The study area
does not contain any
rivers or lakes suitable
to this species.

No.

Phascolarctos
cinereus
TSC – V
EPBC – Not listed

of

Potential
impact?

Fish
Silver Perch
Bidyanus budyanus
FM - V
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occurrence

of

Potential
impact?

Macquarie perch are found in both river and lake habitats;
especially the upper reaches of rivers and their tributaries.
They are quiet, furtive fish that feed on aquatic insects,
crustaceans and molluscs. Sexual maturity occurs at two years
for males and three years for females. Macquarie perch spawn
in spring or summer in shallow upland streams or flowing parts
of rivers. Females produce around 50,000-100,000 eggs which
settle among stones and gravel of the stream or river bed.
Occurs in lakes and flowing streams usually in deep holes with
rock or gravel substrates. Inhabits cool, clear water of rivers,
lakes and reservoirs.

No – Species inhabits
rivers and streams.

None - The study area
does not contain any
rivers or lakes suitable
to this species.

No.

Grow up to a maximum size of 1200mm. Found extensively
throughout the Murray Darling Basin in the south-eastern
region of Australia. Murray cod are able to live in a wide range
of habitats from clear, rocky streams in the upper western
slopes regions of New South Wales to the slow flowing, turbid
rivers and billabongs of the western plains. Generally, they are
found in waters up to 5m deep and in sheltered areas with
cover from rocks, timber or overhanging banks. The most
common components of adult cod’s diet include crustaceans
such as yabbies, shrimp and crayfish, and fish such as the
introduced common carp, goldfish and redfin perch, and the
native fishes bony herring, catfish, golden perch, western carp
gudgeon and even other cod. It appears that Murray cod prefer
protected spawning sites, and typically spawn large (3.0-3.5mm
diameter) adhesive eggs onto firm substrates such as hollow
logs, rocks, pipes and clay banks, from spring to early summer.

No – Species inhabits
rivers and streams.

None - The study area
does not contain any
rivers or lakes suitable
to this species.

No.

water with cover provided by large woody debris and reeds.
They are omnivorous, feeding on small aquatic insects,
molluscs, earthworms and green algae. Adults migrate
upstream in spring and summer to spawn. Juveniles also
sometimes move upstream in response to rising water
temperatures and levels.
Macquarie Perch
Macquaria
australasica
EPBC-E
TSC-V

Murray Cod
Maccullochella peelii
EPBC-V

Migratory
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Fork-tailed swift
Apus pacificus
M EPBC

The Fork-tailed Swift is almost exclusively aerial, flying from
less than 1 m to at least 300 m above ground and probably
much higher. In Australia, they mostly occur over inland plains
but sometimes above foothills or in coastal areas. They often
occur over cliffs and beaches and also over islands and
sometimes well out to sea. They also occur over settled areas,
including towns, urban areas and cities. They mostly occur over
dry or open habitats, including riparian woodland and tea-tree
swamps, low scrub, heathland or saltmarsh. They are also
found at treeless grassland and sandplains covered with
spinifex, open farmland and inland and coastal sand-dunes.
The sometimes occur above rainforests, wet sclerophyll forest
or open forest or plantations of pines.

Marginal.

Unlikely – This species
has not been recorded
within 10 kilometres of
the study area.

No.

White-bellied SeaEagle
Haliaeetus
leucogaster
M EPBC

White-bellied Sea-Eagles are a common sight in coastal and
near coastal areas of Australia. Birds form permanent pairs that
inhabit territories throughout the year. Their loud "goose-like"
honking call is a familiar sound, particularly during the breeding
season. Birds are normally seen, perched high in a tree, or
soaring over waterways and adjacent land. In addition to
Australia, the species is found in New Guinea, Indonesia,
China, south-east Asia and India. The White-bellied Sea-Eagle
feeds mainly off aquatic animals, such as fish, turtles and sea
snakes, but it takes birds and mammals as well. It is a skilled
hunter, and will attack prey up to the size of a swan. SeaEagles also feed on carrion (dead prey) such as sheep and fish
along the waterline. They harass smaller birds, forcing them to
drop any food that they are carrying. Sea-Eagles feed alone, in
pairs or in family groups. White-bellied Sea-Eagles build a large
stick nest, which is used for many seasons in succession. The
nest can be located in a tree up to 30m above the ground, but
may be also be placed on the ground or on rocks, where there
are no suitable trees. At the start of the breeding season (May
to October), the nest is lined with fresh green leaves and twigs.

No - Study area
outside
species
distribution.

Unlikely – This species
has not been recorded
within 10 kilometres of
the study area.

No.

Rainbow Bee-eater

The Rainbow Bee-eater is found throughout mainland Australia,
as well as eastern Indonesia, New Guinea and, rarely, the

Absent – Species is
known to occupy areas

Unlikely. The study
area does not support

No.
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Merops ornatus
M EPBC

Solomon Islands. In Australia it is widespread, except in desert
areas, and breeds throughout most of its range, although
southern birds move north to breed. The Rainbow Bee-eater is
most often found in open forests, woodlands and shrublands,
and cleared areas, usually near water. It will be found on
farmland with remnant vegetation and in orchards and
vineyards. It will use disturbed sites such as quarries, cuttings
and mines to build its nesting tunnels. Southern populations
move north, often in huge flocks, during winter; northern
populations are present year round. Rainbow Bee-eaters eat
insects, mainly catching bees and wasps, as well as
dragonflies, beetles, butterflies and moths. They catch flying
insects on the wing and carry them back to a perch to beat
them against it before swallowing them. Bees and wasps are
rubbed against the perch to remove the stings and venom
glands.

near water.

Satin Flycatcher
Myiagra cyanoleuca
M EPBC

This species is normally found in heavily vegetated gullies in
tall forests, woodlands wherever a shrub layer is present.
During migration it is often found in coastal forests, woodlands
and trees in open country. It breeds mostly in south-east
Australia, nesting on a dead branch 5-25 m high under live
foliage, regularly returning to the same locality to breed.

Great Egret
Ardea alba
M EPBC

Likelihood
of
occurrence
any suitable habitat for
this species.

Potential
impact?

Absent – No heavily
vegetated
gullies
present.

Unlikely – This species
has not been recorded
within 10 kilometres of
the study area.

No.

Great Egrets occur throughout most of the world. They are
common throughout Australia, with the exception of the most
arid areas. Great Egrets prefer shallow water, particularly when
flowing, but may be seen on any watered area, including damp
grasslands.

No – This species
constructs nests in
large trees over water.

Unlikely – This species
has not been recorded
within 10 kilometres of
the study area.

No.

Cattle Egret
Ardea ibis
M EPBC

The Cattle Egret is found in grasslands, woodlands and
wetlands. It also utilises pasture lands where drainage is poor,
often in association with cattle and other stock. Originally found
in Africa, Europe and Asia, the Cattle Egret is now found on
nearly every continent, with birds in Australia originating from
Asia

Marginal – Woodlands
present.

Unlikely – This species
has not been recorded
within 10 kilometres of
the study area.

No.

Latham’s Snipe

In Australia, Latham's Snipe occurs in permanent and

Absent

–

Unlikely – This species

No.
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Gallinago hardwickii
M EPBC

ephemeral wetlands up to 2000 m above sea-level. They
usually inhabit open, freshwater wetlands with low, dense
vegetation (e.g. swamps, flooded grasslands or heathlands,
around bogs and other water bodies). However, they can also
occur in habitats with saline or brackish water, in modified or
artificial habitats, and in habitats located close to humans or
human activity.

occupy swamp areas

TSC - E = listed as Endangered under Schedule 1 of the NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995
TSC - V = listed as Vulnerable under Schedule 2 of the NSW Threatened Species
Conservation Act 1995.
TSC – E4 = listed as extinct under the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act
1995.
Conservation Act 1999.
FM – V = listed as Vulnerable under Schedule 5 of the Fisheries Management Act
1994.
FM – E = listed as Vulnerable under Schedule 4 of the Fisheries Management Act
1994.
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Likelihood
of
occurrence
has not been recorded
within 10 kilometres of
the study area.

Potential
impact?

for

EPBC - CE = listed as Critically Endangered under the Commonwealth
Environment Protection & Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
EPBC - E = listed as Endangered under the Commonwealth
Environment Protection & Biodiversity
EPBC - V = listed as Vulnerable under the Commonwealth
Environment Protection & Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
M EPBC = listed as Migratory under the Commonwealth Environment
Protection & Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999.
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Brief outline of search results for the Grong Grong realignment
of Newell Highway

Graeme Bradburn -21/09/2014
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Search Results
On 17th September 2014, two orchid species, Diuris tricolor and Caladenia arenaria were
searched for where the proposed realignment altered potential habitat for the orchid.
Section 1 – Angle Road south to the end of the realignment including on/off ramp
This section on the western side of the Newell Highway had a mixture of disturbed habitat
and sections where orchids could exist. No orchids of any species were found.
Section 2 – North of Angle Road to the end of proposed realignment
This section of the western side of the Newell Highway had very degraded habitat and no
orchids were likely to be found. No orchids were observed.
Section 3 – Narran Street where proposed realignment crosses
This area is too disturbed for orchids to occur. Just east of the crossing is potential habitat but
no orchids were observed.
Section 4 – East West Section of Newell Highway
This section of includes an on/off ramp and was searched on both sides of the road. The
general appearance of both sides of the highway gave the appearance of significant
degradation of habitat. However, close inspection resulted in a conclusion that orchids could
exist in much of this search area. No orchids were found.
Comments
It was highly unlikely that Caladenia arenaria would be found in such disturbed potential
habitat. It was slightly more possible for Diuris tricolor to be found but again unlikely as the
adjacent use of land is agricultural. I would have expected Pterostylis mutica to be found in
suitable habitat but as previously stated no orchid species were found.
I did check other local potential orchid sites around Grong Grong including the cemetery but
no orchids were found.

2|Page
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APPENDIX D ASSESSMENTS OF
SIGNIFICANCE
THREATENED SPECIES CONSERVATION ACT
The Threatened Species Conservation Act 1995 (TSC Act) specifies a set of seven factors which
must be considered by decision makers in assessing the effect of a proposed development or
activity on threatened species, populations or ecological communities, or their habitats. These
factors are collectively referred to as the ‘seven part test’.
The following seven factors have been used to determine whether there would be a significant
impact on any of the TSC-listed threatened species and vegetation communities found at or likely to
occur at the proposal site including:

Endangered Ecological Communities (EEC)
 Inland Grey Box Woodland in the Riverina, NSW South Western Slopes, Cobar
Peneplain, Nandewar and Brigalow Belt South Bioregions - Endangered
Flora Species
 Sand Hill Spider Orchid (Caladenia arenaria) TSC – Endangered
 Pine Donkey Orchid (Diuris tricolor) TSC - Vulnerable
Birds
 Superb Parrot (Polytelis swainsonii) TSC - Vulnerable
 Brown Treecreeper (Climacteris picumnus) TSC - Vulnerable
 Grey Crowned Babbler (Pomatostomus temporalis temporalis) TSC - Vulnerable
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Endangered Ecological Communities
Inland Grey Box Woodland in the Riverina, NSW South Western Slopes, Cobar Peneplain,
Nandewar and Brigalow Belt South Bioregions
(a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the action proposed is likely to have an
adverse effect on the life cycle of the species such that a viable local population of the
species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.
Not Applicable
(b) in the case of an endangered population, whether the action proposed is likely to have
an adverse effect on the life cycle of the species that constitutes the endangered
population such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at
risk of extinction.
Not Applicable
(c) in the case of an endangered ecological community or critically endangered
ecological community, whether the action proposed:
i.
is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent of the ecological community
such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction, or
ii.
is likely to substantially and adversely modify the composition of the
ecological community such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at
risk of extinction
I.

Grey Box Woodlands are scattered along the 2.4 kilometre section of works within the road
reserve. The proposal would require the removal of woodland vegetation, isolated trees and
groundcover vegetation from along the construction footprint and proposed tie in areas.
Areas of moderate to good quality Inland Grey Box EEC as defined under the TSC Act are
present within the study area. Grazed paddock areas with scattered remnant Grey Box trees
are likely to also fall within the definition of this EEC although this area is of very poor quality.
The proposal will require the removal of approximately 3.5 hectares of Inland Grey Box
Woodland EEC in moderate to good condition with a further 0.8 hectares of scattered Inland
Grey Box Woodland within cropping paddocks considered to be in low condition.
Not taking into account modified cropping land, Inland Grey Box EEC is the dominant
vegetation community present within the study locality. A large area of similar vegetation is
also present east of the highway to the north of the Grong Grong Township. The proposed
area of impact is considered minor in terms of the extent of this vegetation community in
similar condition throughout the surrounding road reserve areas.
The removal of 4.3 hectares of Inland Grey Box Woodland would not place the local
occurrence of this community at risk of extinction.

II.
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The proposal would not remove this community in entirety from the study area, nor change
the composition of the community in the locality. Areas of Grey Box Woodland still occur in
the road reserve and adjacent lands and would not be impacted. The community within the
study area has already been subject to varying levels of disturbance from agricultural
practices and edge effects. It is not likely that the removal of Grey Box woodland vegetation
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within the already disturbed road reserve would substantially and adversely modify the
composition of the ecological community as such that its local occurrence is likely to be
placed at risk of extinction. While the proposal is likely to result in some soil disturbance
which could lead to the spread or introduction of additional exotic species, it is considered
unlikely that this would change the composition of the community to the point where its local
occurrence would be placed at risk of extinction. Soil disturbance to areas outside of the
construction footprint would be avoided in order to reduce any associated impacts to these
areas.
(d) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological community:
i.
the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result of the
action proposed, and
ii.
whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from
other areas of habitat as a result of the proposed action, and
iii.
the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated
to the long-term survival of the species, population or ecological community in
the locality
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i.

The proposal would require the removal of approximately 4.3 hectares of EEC. This
includes 3.5 hectares of moderate to good quality EEC located within the road
reserve and along Narran Street and a vacant block to the south. These areas
contain a diversity of native species and good structural integrity. In addition,
approximately 0.8 hectares of low quality EEC will also require removal. This area
consists of exotic pasture with scattered remnant trees including Grey Box, White
Cypress Pine and Yellow Box. This is not considered significant in relation to the
distribution of this community in the locality.

ii.

The vegetation to be removed is currently considered to be highly fragmented as a
result of road construction and rural development. From a landscape context the
vegetation provides low to moderate connectivity from woodland to the west of the
study site, Bundidgerry Creek and the Murrumbidgee River to the south, road
reserves adjacent to the Newel Highway, and vegetation north of Grong Grong. The
works would have a minor impact upon connectivity where the proposed deviation
will tie in with the existing road. Vegetation on the southern and eastern sides of the
existing highway would be maintained which are likely to reduce the potential
impacts of fragmentation. The proposal would not create a barrier to seed dispersal
such that the community would be isolated from surrounding areas.

iii.

Inland Grey Box is common throughout the study area locality in similar condition to
that within the study area. Vegetation mapping from the NSW VIS (OEH 2014)
indicates that within a three kilometre radius, about 125 hectares of this EEC is
present. Larger areas of this EEC have also been mapped in the wider locality. It
should be noted however, that this mapping is approximate only. The proposal would
mostly remove narrow linear strips of the community that is in moderate to good
condition and adjacent vegetation would remain intact. The proposed vegetation
removal is not considered important in relation to the distribution of this community or
its survival in the locality.
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(e) whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on critical habitat
(either directly or indirectly)
No areas of critical habitat have been declared for these species.
(f) whether the action proposed is consistent with the objectives or actions of a recovery
plan or threat abatement plan
There are no recovery plans or threat abatement plans relevant to the proposal.
(g) whether the action proposed constitutes or is part of a key threatening process or is
likely to result in the operation of, or increase the impact of, a key threatening process
Key threatening processes relevant to the proposal include:
Clearing of native vegetation
The clearing of native vegetation is considered a major contributor to the loss of biodiversity. In its
determination, the NSW Scientific Committee found that ‘clearing of any area of native vegetation,
including areas less than two hectares in extent, may have significant impacts on biological
diversity’. Clearing can lead to direct habitat loss, habitat fragmentation and associated genetic
impacts, habitat degradation and off-site impacts such as downstream sedimentation.
Inland Grey Box Woodland is present along the Newell Highway and Narran Street. The proposal
would require the removal of 4.3 hectares of low to moderate quality native vegetation from these
areas. Due to this vegetation removal the proposal can be considered to result in the operation of
this key threatening process at a minor scale.
Conclusion
The proposal would remove 4.3 hectares Inland Grey Box Woodland, 3.5ha of which is in moderate
to good condition and 0.8 hectares in low condition. Most of the community to be impacted occurs
within an existing road reserve and modified cropping land that is surrounded by a largely cleared
agricultural landscape. An estimated 125 hectares of the community occurs within 3 kilometres of
the study area. The proposal is considered unlikely to reduce the extent, modify the community or
remove habitat such that the local occurrence would be placed at risk of extinction. The habitat to be
removed is not considered important to the long-term survival of the community in the locality nor is
it considered likely to result in increased fragmentation.
The proposal is considered unlikely to have a significant effect on the Inland Grey Box Woodland
EEC. Therefore, further assessment is not required, however, safeguards and mitigation measures
have been recommended. This includes an offset strategy with the objective of enhancing remnant
patches, and their connectivity within the road corridor and the locality through revegetation,
regeneration and management.
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Flora Species
Sand-hill Spider Orchid (Caladenia arenaria)
Pine-Donkey Orchid (Diuris tricolor)
(a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the action proposed is likely to have an
adverse effect on the life cycle of the species such that a viable local population of the
species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.
Caladenia arenaria
Only a total of approximately 25 plants of Caladenia arenaria are known to occur in NSW. The
species is only known from two populations, north of Narrandera and near Lake Urana. A single
record of the species is listed on the OEH Wildlife Atlas as occurring in a paddock (i.e. unsuitable
habitat) south of the railway line near Grong Grong. The species prefers dense stands of Callitris
woodland and is associated with a male thynnid wasp for pollination. Little is known of the habitat
requirements for the wasp.
The habitats in the study area are heavily disturbed, particularly the understorey vegetation, and
dense stands of Callitris do not occur extensively in the area. It is therefore considered unlikely that
any individuals or a viable population of this species would be present in this study area.
The proposal would require the clearing of an area approximately 0.6 hectares of potential marginal
habitat along Narran Street. Potentially suitable marginal habitat for these species is present in
adjacent areas along Narran Street and would not be affected by the proposal (approx. 0.4ha). The
habitat that would be affected is located along a road and evidence of grazing along the road was
noted. The site also contains a number of weed species and no orchid species (common or
threatened) were noted in the area at the time of the targeted survey. The proposal would also not
affect the movement of the associated pollinating wasp.
Given these factors, it is considered unlikely that the proposal would place a viable local population
at risk of extinction.
Diuris tricolor
Diuris tricolour has a sporadic distribution and is known from an area extending south of Narrandera
to the far north of NSW. Localities include the Condobolin-Nymagee road, Wattamondara towards
Cowra, Cooyal, Adelong, Red Hill north of Narrandera, Coolamon, near Darlington Point, Eugowra,
Girilambone, Dubbo, Muswellbrook, and several sites west of Wagga Wagga. Typically this species
is recorded as common or locally frequent in populations. The Pine Donkey Orchid (formerly known
as Diuris sheaffiana) is a terrestrial species (it grows from the ground rather than from rocks or
vegetation). The Pine Donkey Orchid grows in sclerophyll forest among grass, often with native
Cypress Pine (Callitris spp.). It is found in sandy soils, either on flats or small rises. It is also
recorded from a red earth soil in a Bimble Box community in western NSW. Disturbance regimes are
not known, although the species is usually recorded from disturbed habitats. Associated species
include Callitris glaucophylla, Eucalyptus populnea, Eucalyptus intertexta, and Ironbark and Acacia
shrubland. The understorey is often grassy with herbaceous plants such as Bulbine species.
The closest record of the species is around the Narrandera area approximately 17 kilometres from
the proposal site. Potentially suitable habitat is located in the study area both within and outside the
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proposal footprint. Targeted searches for this species in spring failed to find any evidence of its
presence. Given the past and ongoing disturbances in the area, and given the lack of any evidence
of its presence, it is considered that the species is not likely to occur in the study area.
The proposal would affect approximately 0.6 hectares of suitable habitat for this species, with a
further 0.4 hectares of suitable habitat in the immediate locality not being affected. Furthermore,
more extensive tracks of similar vegetation occur immediately to the east of the study area, although
these areas too are subject to ongoing disturbances such as grazing and clearing.
Given these factors, it is unlikely that a viable local population of this species occurs in the study
area and would be placed at risk of extinction by the proposal.
(b) in the case of an endangered population, whether the action proposed is likely to have
an adverse effect on the life cycle of the species that constitutes the endangered
population such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at
risk of extinction.
Not Applicable
(c) in the case of an endangered ecological community or critically endangered
ecological community, whether the action proposed:
iii.
is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent of the ecological community
such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction, or
iv.
is likely to substantially and adversely modify the composition of the
ecological community such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at
risk of extinction
Not Applicable
(d) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological community:
i.
the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result of the
action proposed, and
ii.
whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from
other areas of habitat as a result of the proposed action, and
iii.
the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated
to the long-term survival of the species, population or ecological community in
the locality
I.

The proposal would require the removal of approximately 0.6 hectares of suitable habitat
from along Narran Street. This habitat is at best marginal for these species given the
presence of exotic species, past soil disturbance and evidence of grazing. No orchids were
found in the area although a number of Bulbine Lily individuals were present. Approximately
0.4 hectares of suitable habitat would not be affected by the works in this area.

II.

The vegetation to be removed is already in a fragmented state as a result of road
construction and urban development. From a landscape context the vegetation provides little
connectivity and is isolated by agricultural activities, mostly broad-acre cropping. Vegetation
along Narran Street would be fragmented however given the low likelihood of occurrence of
these species, it is not expected that this would affect the life cycle of these orchids.
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III.

Habitat to be removed as part of the works is of poor quality and suffering weed invasion and
previous soil disturbance in areas. Given that these species have not been recorded in the
study area previously and are considered unlikely to occur the habitats are not considered to
be important to the long-term survival of either species.

(e) whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on critical habitat
(either directly or indirectly)
No areas of critical habitat have been declared for these species.
(f) whether the action proposed is consistent with the objectives or actions of a recovery
plan or threat abatement plan
No current Recovery Plans or Threat Abatement Plans have been prepared for Diuris tricolor. A
recovery plan for Caladenia arenaria was approved in February 2004 and this assessment has been
undertaken in accordance with this plan. The overall objective of the plan is to ensure all populations
of Caladenia arenaria persist and that declines in population numbers attributable to threatening
processes are reversed. Specific objectives include:


Population demographic factors influencing recoverability are understood.



The impact of threatening processes affecting populations is minimised.



Long-term management strategies are developed for each C. arenaria population.



The possibility of stochastic events eliminating a population are reduced

The proposal is unlikely to impact upon a population of this species and so would not contradict the
objectives of the plan.
(g) whether the action proposed constitutes or is part of a key threatening process or is
likely to result in the operation of, or increase the impact of, a key threatening process
Key threatening processes relevant to the proposal include:


Clearing of native vegetation.

The clearing of native vegetation is considered a major contributor to the loss of biodiversity. In its
determination, the NSW Scientific Committee found that ‘clearing of any area of native vegetation,
including areas less than two hectares in extent, may have significant impacts on biological
diversity’. Clearing can lead to direct habitat loss, habitat fragmentation and associated genetic
impacts, habitat degradation and off-site impacts such as downstream sedimentation.
The proposal would require the removal of 0.6 hectares of native vegetation from along Narran
Street which is considered to be marginal habitat for the Sand-hill Spider Orchid and Pine Donkey
Orchid. Due to this vegetation removal the proposal can be considered to result in the operation of
this key threatening process. However, the vegetation to be removed as part of this proposal is
considered minor in terms of the local extent of native vegetation in surrounding areas as well as the
fragmented nature of the vegetation. As such the proposal is not likely to contribute significantly to
the operation of clearing as a threatening process.
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Conclusion
It is considered unlikely that viable populations of the Spider Sand-hill Orchid or the Pine Donkey
orchid occur within the study area given the levels of disturbance and absence of orchid species
during the targeted surveys. As such, the proposal is considered unlikely to result in the extinction of
any viable populations. The removal of a very small area of habitat (0.59ha) would not be removing
habitat important to the survival of these species in the context of similar habitat within the study
area and locality. The proposal would not result in any substantial increases to the fragmentation of
habitat for these species. Significant impacts to the Sand-hill Spider Orchid or the Pine Donkey
Orchid are considered unlikely as a result of the proposal.

Bird Species
Superb Parrot (Polytelis swainsonii)
(a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the action proposed is likely to have an
adverse effect on the life cycle of the species such that a viable local population of the
species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.
The woodland within the study locality is known to provide foraging habitat for the Superb Parrot.
Hollow-bearing trees are present within the study area that could be utilised for breeding however,
this is considered unlikely as Superb Parrots are known to favour River Red Gum trees for breeding
and this resource is abundant along Bundidgerry Creek and the Murrumbidgee River to the south of
the study area.
As such, the woodland to be removed predominantly provides movement and foraging habitat for the
Superb Parrot. The proposed removal of 4.3 hectares of habitat would reduce the amount of
foraging habitat available within the study area however the Superb Parrot is a highly mobile species
and suitable foraging habitat is abundant in the locality. Considering this, the proposal is unlikely to
place a viable local population at risk of extinction.

(b) in the case of an endangered population, whether the action proposed is likely to have
an adverse effect on the life cycle of the species that constitutes the endangered
population such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at
risk of extinction.
Not Applicable
(c) in the case of an endangered ecological community or critically endangered
ecological community, whether the action proposed:
i.
is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent of the ecological community
such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction, or
ii.
is likely to substantially and adversely modify the composition of the
ecological community such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at
risk of extinction
Not Applicable
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(d) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological community:
i.
the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result of the
action proposed, and
ii.
whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from
other areas of habitat as a result of the proposed action, and
iii.
the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated
to the long-term survival of the species, population or ecological community in
the locality
i.
Approximately 4.3 hectares of Superb Parrot foraging habitat, would be removed as
a result of the proposal. Eight hollow-bearing trees may be removed that provide
potential breeding habitat.
ii.
Habitat is unlikely to be fragmented as a result of the proposal. The removal of
vegetation from a linear corridor of vegetation will likely increase the fragmented
nature of the road reserve, as well as further increase the distance between existing
patches in the landscape. However, habitat connectivity is unlikely to change
substantially as the remaining vegetation will still be traversable for the Superb Parrot
which is a highly mobile species.
iii.
The proposal site and surrounding areas may provide breeding habitat, and definitely
provide foraging habitat, for the Superb Parrot. In the context of extensive similar
and more highly preferred habitat in the locality, it is considered unlikely that the
habitat to be removed is of considerable importance to this species. The removal of
4.3 hectares of native vegetation, including up to eight hollow-bearing trees that are
unlikely to be preferred for breeding, is not considered to be important habitat for the
long-term survival of the Superb Parrot in the locality.
(e) whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on critical habitat
(either directly or indirectly)
No areas of critical habitat have been declared for these species.

(f) whether the action proposed is consistent with the objectives or actions of a recovery
plan or threat abatement plan
There is a National Recovery Plan for the Superb Parrot (DECC 2008b). Two of the four objectives
of the recovery plan are relevant to this proposal which include:


Increase the level of knowledge of the Superb Parrot's ecological requirements. This
includes identifying and mapping areas used for foraging during the non-breeding season,
and identifying flight corridors used in the non-breeding season.

The proposal would not interfere with this objective, as information on the sighting of this species
during surveys will be submitted to OEH as part of our licence agreement.
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implementing a Superb Parrot 'Habitat Retention and Enhancement' policy which uses all
administrative avenues (e.g. native vegetation retention Acts), to protect box-gum woodland
from clearing and degradation within the range of the Superb Parrot. Also, identify and
revegetate critical breaks in flight corridors.
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The proposal is not consistent with this objective, as 4.3 hectares of Inland Grey Box woodland
would be removed as a result of the proposal. In addition, the removal of this native vegetation may
also contribute somewhat to the fragmentation of flight corridors albeit at a very minor scale.
The importance of the proposal site to this species is considered negligible, however it does provide
potential breeding and foraging habitat, therefore the proposal has the potential to be inconsistent
with this objective.
(g) whether the action proposed constitutes or is part of a key threatening process or is
likely to result in the operation of, or increase the impact of, a key threatening process
A number of key threatening processes are relevant to the Superb Parrot including:
•
•
•

Clearing of native vegetation;
Removal of dead wood and dead trees; and
Loss of hollow-bearing trees.

The clearing of native vegetation is considered a major contributor to the loss of biodiversity. In the
determination, the NSW Scientific Committee found that ‘clearing of any area of native vegetation,
including areas less than two hectares in extent, may have significant impacts on biological
diversity’. Clearing can lead to direct habitat loss, habitat fragmentation and associated genetic
impacts, habitat degradation and off-site impacts such as downstream sedimentation. The removal
of 4.3 hectares of moderate to good condition native vegetation in a largely cleared landscape has
the potential to increase the operation of this key threatening process.
Dead trees and dead wood that occur within the proposal site are also likely to be removed or at
least relocated as part of the proposal. This may remove potential breeding habitat for the Superb
Parrot however as discussed above this is unlikely to be preferred habitat. As part of the mitigation
measures, it has been recommended that fallen timber is retained and placed in adjacent areas.
The proposal would remove up to eight hollow-bearing trees along the 2.4 kilometre length of the
Newell Highway. This has some potential to remove breeding resources, for the Superb Parrot but
again these resources are unlikely to be preferred given the close proximity of mature River Red
Gum trees along Bundidgerry Creek and the Murrumbidgee River to the south of the study area.
The proposal is considered to have a low potential to increase the impact of this key threatening
process with regard to the Superb Parrot.
Conclusion
The Assessment of Significance has concluded that the proposal is unlikely to significantly impact
the Superb Parrot. The proposal site provides foraging habitat and potentially breeding habitat for
the Superb Parrot in a region which has been impacted by historical clearing. However, there are
numerous patches of vegetation in the locality (10 kilometre radius) that provide similar or higher
quality habitat, which is likely to be preferentially utilised by the Superb Parrot. The proposal site is
also used, to an unknown degree, as a movement corridor for the species. The proposal site is
likely to remain traversable by the species. Therefore the proposal is unlikely to impact the
movement patterns of the species.
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Brown Treecreeper (Climacteris picumnus victoriae)
(a) In the case of a threatened species, whether the action proposed is likely to have an
adverse effect on the life cycle of the species such that a viable local population of the
species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.
The Brown Treecreeper is found in eucalypt woodlands (including Box-Gum Woodland) and dry
open forest of the inland slopes and plains inland of the Great Dividing Range. Fallen timber is an
important habitat component for foraging. Hollows in standing dead or live trees and tree stumps are
essential for nesting, with breeding extending from June to January.
No Brown Treecreepers were recorded within the study area during the site visit, however there is
on record of this species located in Grong Grong town centre from 1978. The majority of the study
area comprises of isolated paddock trees with minimal fallen timber or foraging habitat for this
species. A number of hollow bearing trees will be removed as part of the proposal, however there is
an abundance of hollows present within the study locality at Bogolong Hills, along the Murrumbidgee
River, and within the existing road reserve areas. This species is highly flight mobile and can
traverse to other adjacent habitats within the study locality.
Given the relatively small area (4.29ha) of habitat to be removed the proposed activity is considered
unlikely to have an adverse effect on the life cycle of the Brown Treecreeper such that a viable local
population of the species would be placed at risk of extinction by the proposed activity.

(b) in the case of an endangered population, whether the action proposed is likely to have
an adverse effect on the life cycle of the species that constitutes the endangered
population such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at
risk of extinction.
N/A
(c) in the case of an endangered ecological community or critically endangered
ecological community, whether the action proposed:
i.
is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent of the ecological community
such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction, or
ii.
is likely to substantially and adversely modify the composition of the
ecological community such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at
risk of extinction
N/A
(d) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological community:
i.
the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result of the
action proposed, and
ii.
whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from
other areas of habitat as a result of the proposed action, and
iii.
the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated
to the long-term survival of the species, population or ecological community in
the locality
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i.

ii.

iii.

Approximately 4.3 hectares of Brown Treecreeper foraging habitat, would be
removed as a result of the proposal. Eight hollow-bearing trees may be removed that
provide potential breeding habitat.
Habitat is unlikely to be fragmented as a result of the proposal. The removal of
vegetation from a linear corridor of vegetation will likely increase the fragmented
nature of the road reserve, as well as further increase the distance between existing
patches in the landscape. However, habitat connectivity is unlikely to change
substantially as the remaining vegetation will still be traversable for the Brown
Treecreeper which is a highly mobile species.
The Brown Treecreeper was not recorded in the study area and there are no recent
records in adjacent habitats. It is considered unlikely that this species relies on the
habitats present within the study area. The small area of foraging habitat and number
of hollow-bearing trees to be removed as a result of the proposal is considered minor
in the context of extensive similar habitat in the locality. Habitats to be removed are
highly fragmented and disturbed. The habitat to be removed is not considered
important to the long-term survival of the Brown Treecreeper.

(e) whether the action proposed is consistent with the objectives or actions of a recovery
plan or threat abatement plan
No areas of critical habitat have been declared for the Brown Treecreeper.
(f) whether the action proposed constitutes or is part of a key threatening process or is
likely to result in the operation of, or increase the impact of, a key threatening process
No Recovery plans or Threat abatements plans have been prepared for the Brown Treecreeper.

(g) whether the action proposed constitutes or is part of a key threatening process or is
likely to result in the operation of, or increase the impact of, a key threatening process
A number of key threatening processes are relevant to the Brown Treecreeper including:
•
•
•

Clearing of native vegetation;
Removal of dead wood and dead trees; and
Loss of hollow-bearing trees.

The clearing of native vegetation is considered a major contributor to the loss of biodiversity. In the
determination, the NSW Scientific Committee found that ‘clearing of any area of native vegetation,
including areas less than two hectares in extent, may have significant impacts on biological
diversity’. Clearing can lead to direct habitat loss, habitat fragmentation and associated genetic
impacts, habitat degradation and off-site impacts such as downstream sedimentation. The removal
of 4.3 hectares of moderate to good condition native vegetation in a largely cleared landscape has
the potential to increase the operation of this key threatening process.
Dead trees and dead wood that occur within the proposal site are also likely to be removed or at
least relocated as part of the proposal. This may remove potential foraging and breeding habitat for
the Brown Treecreeper. As part of the mitigation measures, it has been recommended that fallen
timber is retained and placed in adjacent areas.
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The proposal would remove up to eight hollow-bearing trees along the 2.4 kilometre length of the
Newell Highway. This has some potential to remove breeding resources, for the Brown Treecreeper
however, this species has not been recorded within the study area or adjacent habitats and is
unlikely to rely on these habitat resources. The proposal is considered to have a low potential to
increase the impact of this key threatening process with regard to the Brown Treecreeper.
Conclusion
The Assessment of Significance has concluded that the proposal is unlikely to significantly affect the
Brown Treecreeper should they occur in the study area. This species has not been recorded within
the study area or recently in adjacent habitats. The habitat to be removed is minor in the context of
extensive similar habitat in the locality and given the likely low utilisation of the habitat by this
species, is unlikely to be important. The proposal is considered unlikely to fragment habitat for this
species or place a viable population at risk of extinction.

Grey-crowned Babbler (Pomatostomus temporalis temporalis)
(a) in the case of a threatened species, whether the action proposed is likely to have an
adverse effect on the life cycle of the species such that a viable local population of the
species is likely to be placed at risk of extinction.
Grey-crowned Babblers live and breed in co-operative territorial groups of two to fifteen individuals.
They are sedentary and territorial. The breeding season extends from June to February. Nests are
located in shrubs or the lower canopy of trees, usually less than six metres above the ground
(Parsons Brinckerhoff 2005). Often old nest sites are renovated and re-used from year to year
(Parsons Brinckerhoff 2005). A viable population is likely to contain more than 10 family groups,
while populations with less than 10 groups are likely to have a high rate of extinction (Parsons
Brinckerhoff, 2005). The Grey-crowned Babbler appears to be relatively disturbance tolerant as this
species has been observed foraging in gardens, parks and small remnants, along fence boundaries
and man-made structures near major roads (Parsons Brinckerhoff 2005). The species is a laborious
flyer and is known to feed on the ground, placing it at risk of being killed by oncoming traffic.
Grey-crowned Babblers were observed in the north of the study area with four individuals observed.
These individuals are likely to be part of a greater family group occurring within the broader area. No
nests were observed within the study area. The ability of this species to utilise degraded roadside
vegetation suggests that the proposal will not inhibit the movement of Grey-crowned Babblers
through the landscape. As no nests were observed within the study area the impacts of the proposal
are likely to be restricted to the removal of foraging habitat and connecting habitat. The local
population would extend well beyond the small area to be impacted by the proposal.
The proposal is not considered likely to increase the risk of extinction of a local population of the
species.
(b) in the case of an endangered population, whether the action proposed is likely to have
an adverse effect on the life cycle of the species that constitutes the endangered
population such that a viable local population of the species is likely to be placed at
risk of extinction.
N/A
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(c) in the case of an endangered ecological community or critically endangered
ecological community, whether the action proposed:
i.
is likely to have an adverse effect on the extent of the ecological community
such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at risk of extinction, or
ii.
is likely to substantially and adversely modify the composition of the
ecological community such that its local occurrence is likely to be placed at
risk of extinction
N/A
(d) in relation to the habitat of a threatened species, population or ecological community:
i.
the extent to which habitat is likely to be removed or modified as a result of the
action proposed, and
ii.
whether an area of habitat is likely to become fragmented or isolated from
other areas of habitat as a result of the proposed action, and
iii.
the importance of the habitat to be removed, modified, fragmented or isolated
to the long-term survival of the species, population or ecological community in
the locality
i.
Approximately 3.5 hectares of poor to moderate condition native vegetation,
providing suitable foraging and breeding habitat, would be removed as a result of the
proposal.
ii.
The removal of vegetation from a linear corridor of vegetation will likely increase the
fragmented nature of the road reserve, as well as further increase the distance
between existing patches in the landscape. The species is reluctant to traverse large
areas of cleared land in the landscape (Parsons Brinckerhoff 2005), however the
minor fragmentation as a result of the proposal would be unlikely to present a barrier
to the species.
iii.
The lack of active or past nests suggests the proposal site has not been used very
recently for breeding. The study area is likely to be mostly used by this species for
foraging and movement only. The minor additional fragmentation as a result of the
proposal is considered unlikely to restrict movement of the species. Considering
these factors and the occurrence of extensive similar habitats in the locality the
habitat to be removed is not considered important to the long-term survival of the
Grey-crowned Babbler in the locality.
(e) whether the action proposed is likely to have an adverse effect on critical habitat
(either directly or indirectly)
No areas of critical habitat have been declared for this species.

(f) whether the action proposed is consistent with the objectives or actions of a recovery
plan or threat abatement plan
The Action Plan for Australian Birds 2000 lists the Grey-crowned Babbler as near threatened. The
recommendations that are relevant to the proposal include:
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Secure all Grey-crowned Babbler subpopulations found on public land through
conservation management, particularly those in timber reserves or transport corridors
or on local government land
Within the Babbler’s range, manage at least 15% of the pre-European area of all
woodland communities on public or private land for nature conservation, using
incentives where necessary
Using appropriate incentives, undertake extension with land-holders that have suitable
woodland habitat to promote sound management of remnants and encourage greater
connectivity between sub-populations.
Undertake long-term monitoring of remnant sub-populations

Offsets of suitable habitat for the Grey-crowned Babbler have been recommended as part of this
Biodiversity Assessment.
(g) whether the action proposed constitutes or is part of a key threatening process or is
likely to result in the operation of, or increase the impact of, a key threatening process
The Proposal would result in the operation of the following key threatening processes relevant to the
Grey-crowned Babbler:




Clearing of native vegetation.
Removal of dead wood and dead trees.
Aggressive exclusion of birds from woodland and forest habitat by abundant Noisy Miners.

The clearing of native vegetation is considered a major contributor to the loss of biodiversity. In the
determination, the NSW Scientific Committee found that ‘clearing of any area of native vegetation,
including areas less than two hectares in extent, may have significant impacts on biological
diversity’. Clearing can lead to direct habitat loss, habitat fragmentation and associated genetic
impacts, and habitat degradation. Given that 4.3hectares of endangered ecological communities
would be cleared as a result of the proposal, where the majority of the surrounding landscape has
been historically cleared, the proposal is likely to increase the impact of this key threatening process.
Dead trees and dead wood that occur within the proposal site are also likely to be removed or
relocated as part of the proposal. As part of the mitigation measures, it has been recommended that
fallen timber is retained and placed in adjacent areas. The presence of scattered dead standing
trees and fallen dead wood in surrounding farmland means that the removal of dead wood within the
proposal site is unlikely to have a significant impact on the Grey-crowned Babbler.
The Grey-crowned Babbler has been identified as a threatened species that is adversely affected by
aggressive exclusion by Noisy Miners. The Noisy Miner favours open, lightly timbered areas and
habitat edges. The habitat within the study area is already highly modified and suitable for this
species. The proposal is unlikely to increase the suitability of habitat. Therefore the impact of this
key threatening process is unlikely to be exacerbated.
Conclusion
The Assessment of Significance has concluded that the proposal is unlikely to have a significant
impact on the Grey-crowned Babbler. The habitat in the study area is unlikely to be currently utilised
for breeding by this species with the habitat being used mostly for foraging and movement.
Extensive foraging habitat occurs in the locality and the minor degree of additional fragmentation as
a result of the proposal would not inhibit the movement of this species to these areas. The local
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population would extend across the broader area of habitat outside of the study area which would
not be impacted by the proposal. As such, the proposal would be unlikely to reduce the long-term
viability of the species or place it at risk of extinction in the locality.
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ENVIRONMENT
PROTECTION
CONSERVATION ACT

AND

BIODIVERSITY

The Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999 specifies factors to be taken
into account in deciding whether a development is likely to significantly affect Endangered
Ecological Communities, threatened species and migratory species, listed at the Commonwealth
level. The following assessment assesses the significance of the likely impacts associated with
the proposal on:
Endangered Ecological Communities (EECs)
 Grey Box (Eucalyptus microcarpa) Grassy Woodlands and Derived Native
Grasslands of South-eastern Australia – EPBC – Endangered Ecological
Community
Flora Species
 Sand Hill Spider Orchid (Caladenia arenaria) EPBC – Endangered
Birds
 Superb Parrot (Polytelis swainsonii) EPBC - Vulnerable

Assessments of Significance under the TSC Act for these communities and species have already
been undertaken. Detailed information has been provided in these assessments and will be
summarised here. The assessments below should be read in conjunction with the TSC Act
assessments of significance.
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Grey Box (Eucalyptus microcarpa) Grassy Woodlands and Derived Native Grasslands of
South-eastern Australia
An action is likely to have a significant impact on a critically endangered or endangered
ecological community if there is a real chance or possibility that it will:
Reduce the extent of an ecological community
The proposal would remove approximately 3.2 hectares of the community. Approximately 125
hectares has been mapped in the NSW VIS as occurring within three kilometres of the study
area. The small extent (2.5%) of the community to be removed in the local area is not considered
substantial.
Fragment or increase fragmentation of an ecological community, for example by clearing
vegetation for roads or transmission lines
The 3.2 hectares of the community in the proposal site is separated from other patches of the
same community by exotic-dominated vegetation, other native vegetation communities, and
manmade features. The proposal is likely to increase the fragmentation of this community by
widening the road impact zone and removing vegetation from this community. This will further
minimise the width of these patches and cause additional fragmentation between the road-side
vegetation and surrounding remnant patches of this community. This fragmentation is however,
considered minor in the context of existing fragmentation across the landscape.
Adversely affect habitat critical to the survival of an ecological community.
Approximately 3.2 hectares of the community would be cleared or highly modified as a result of
the proposal. Most of this vegetation consists of mature trees with an understorey of shrubs and
groundcover species. Although some vegetation will be lost, this loss of habitat will not be critical
to the survival of this community within the locality. With an offset strategy in place that has an
objective of enhancing remnant patches, and their connectivity within the road corridor and
locality through revegetation, regeneration and management, losses of this EEC due to the
proposal will largely be compensated.
Modify or destroy abiotic (non-living) factors (such as water, nutrients or soil) necessary
for an ecological community’s survival, including reduction of groundwater levels, or
substantial alteration of surface water drainage patterns.
The proposal would modify the abiotic factors necessary for the survival of the patches of this
community where direct habitat removal occurs, and where direct modification to drainage
features occurs within the proposal site. However, these impacts are unlikely to affect the
survival of the ecological community in the local area.
Cause a substantial change in the species composition of an occurrence of an ecological
community, including causing a decline or loss of functionally important species, for
example through regular burning or flora or fauna harvesting.
The proposal would cause a substantial change in the species composition of this community
occurring within the proposal footprint through the clearing of the vegetation within it. The
composition of the community in the impact zone would be substantially and adversely modified,
however, this composition will be preserved north and south of the proposal site where the
community extends.
Cause a substantial reduction in the quality or integrity of an occurrence of an ecological
community, including, but not limited to:
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Assisting invasive species, that are harmful to the listed ecological community, to
become established, or



Causing regular mobilisation of fertilisers, herbicides or other chemicals or
pollutants into the ecological community which will kill or inhibit the growth of
species in the ecological community

Interfere with the recovery of an ecological community
The removal of approximately 3.2 hectares of this ecological community from the study area
would modify the patch in which it occurs. Given the current fragmentation, disturbance and edge
effects, it is unlikely that the proposal will assist invasive species to become established further in
the community as a result of the construction and operation of the road.
With the implementation of safeguards and management protocols, the proposal is unlikely to
cause the regular mobilisation of fertilisers, herbicides or other chemicals or pollutants into the
ecological community.
Although the patch of the community is already disturbed due to historical factors, any recovery
of the ecological community in the patch proposed for removal will be prevented in perpetuity.
With an offset strategy in place that has an objective of enhancing remnant patches, and their
connectivity within the road corridor and locality through revegetation, regeneration and
management, losses of this EEC due to the proposal will largely be compensated for.
Conclusion
It is likely that the proposal will have an effect on the extent, composition, and level of
fragmentation of this community within the study area. However, considering the existing
levels of disturbance and proportionally small area to be impacted by the proposal
compared to the remaining extent of this community within the study area, the proposal
works is not considered likely to have a significant impact on this community, such that it
needs to be referred further.

Sand Hill Spider Orchid
An action is likely to have a significant impact on an endangered species if there is a real chance
or possibility that it will:
Lead to a long-term decrease in the size of a population of a species?
Based on the results of the survey and assessment of habitat within the study area, it is
considered unlikely that a population of the species occurs within the study area. The proposal is
unlikely to result in a decrease to the size of a population
Reduce the area of occupancy of the species?
The proposal will remove approximately 0.6 hectares of habitat for this species which is
considered to be marginal and unoccupied. The proposal is unlikely to reduce the area of
occupancy of this species.
Fragment and existing population into two or more populations?
No existing populations are considered likely to occur within the study area. As such no
populations will become fragmented as a result of the proposal.
Adversely affect habitat critical to the survival of a species?
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No areas of critical habitat have been declared for this species. The habitats within the study
area are modified and fragmented and not considered critical to the survival of the species.
Disrupt the breeding cycle of a population?
As discussed above, it is unlikely that a population occurs within the study area. The proposal is
unlikely to disrupt the breeding cycle of a population.
Modify, destroy, remove, isolate or decrease the availability or quality of habitat to the
extent that the species is likely to decline?
The proposal will remove approximately 0.6 hectares of habitat for this species but as the
species is unlikely to be occupying the habitat, there would be no decline in the species.
Result in invasive species that are harmful to an endangered species becoming
established in the endangered species habitat or;
Introduce disease that may cause the species to decline?
The proposal has the potential to introduce weeds and pathogens that may be harmful to the
species however, as the species is considered unlikely to occur, they are unlikely to harm the
species. Measures have been specified within the biodiversity assessment to reduce the
potential for the introduction of harmful species and pathogens.
Interfere substantially with the recovery of the species?
The proposal would remove 0.6 hectares of marginal habitat for the species. This habitat is not
likely to contribute to the recovery of the species.
Conclusion
It is considered unlikely the Sand-hill Spider orchid occurs within the study area and direct
impacts to the species are unlikely. The habitat to be removed is marginal and not likely to
interfere with the recovery of the species. The proposal not considered likely to have a significant
impact on this species, such that it needs to be referred further.

Superb Parrot
An action is likely to have a significant impact on a vulnerable if there is a real chance or
possibility that it will:
Lead to a long-term decrease in the size of an important population of a species?
A population of the Superb Parrot is known to occur in the area. As this species is listed as
endangered under the EPBC Act, all populations could be considered to be important. The
population in the study area locality is likely to occupy a large area. Breeding is likely to be
focused on riparian areas along nearby waterways including Bundidgerry Creek and the
Murrumbidgee River to the south of the study area.
A small area (4.29ha) of foraging habitat and approximately eight hollow-bearing trees that could
potentially be utilised by the Superb Parrot (but not preferred) would be removed. This is
considered minor relative to the extensive similar or more preferred habitats in the locality and
unlikely to result in a decrease to the size of the population.
Reduce the area of occupancy of an important population of a species?
The proposal would remove 4.3 hectares of potential foraging habitat in an area where similar
habitat is common. The minor fragmentation that may result from the proposal would not prevent
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the movement of the species to other areas of habitat and as such the area of occupancy is
unlikely to be reduced.
Fragment and existing important population into two or more populations?
Additional fragmentation as a result of the proposal will be minor with regard to the Superb Parrot
which is a highly mobile species.
Adversely affect habitat critical to the survival of a species?
No areas of declared critical habitat occur within the study area. The habitat to be removed by
the proposal is not preferred breeding habitat and not considered critical to the survival of the
Superb Parrot.
Disrupt the breeding cycle of an important population?
As discussed above, the hollow-bearing trees to be impacted by the proposal are not generally
preferred by the Superb Parrot in the context of the surrounding landscape where mature River
Red Gums are available along waterways such as Bundidgerry Creek and the Murrumbidgee
River. The proposal is unlikely to disrupt the breeding cycle of the species.
Modify, destroy, remove, isolate or decrease the availability or quality of habitat to the
extent that the species is likely to decline?
A relatively small area of previously modified foraging habitat will be removed by the proposal.
This is considered minor in the context of similar and better habitat in the locality and unlikely to
result in the decline of a highly mobile species such as the Superb Parrot.
Result in invasive species that are harmful to an endangered species becoming
established in the vulnerable species habitat or;
Introduce disease that may cause the species to decline?
The proposal is unlikely to result in the introduction of any species or diseases that could cause
harm to the Superb Parrot.
Interfere substantially with the recovery of the species?
The proposal is inconsistent with the objectives of the National Recovery Plan for this species
however, as discussed above the impacts are relatively minor. The impacts are unlikely to
interfere with the recovery of the species within the broader locality. An offset strategy will be
prepared to compensate for the loss of endangered ecological communities within the study area
that will also lead to positive outcomes for the Superb Parrot.
Conclusion
The habitats within the study area are not considered important for the breeding of the Superb
Parrot but do provide foraging habitat and facilitate movement of the species. The area of habitat
to be removed however, is relatively small compared to extensive similar habitats in the local
area and the impacts associated with the removal of habitat are considered unlikely to place the
local population of Superb Parrots at risk of decline. The habitat to be removed is not considered
critical to the survival of the Superb Parrot nor is it likely to reduce the area of occupancy of the
species. The proposal is unlikely to interfere with the recovery of the species and may contribute
through the protection of habitat in the establishment of an offset area for the proposal. The
proposal not considered likely to have a significant impact on this species, such that it needs to
be referred further.
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Photo 1: Northern end of proposal along
existing Highway. Road reserve consists of
Inland Grey Box EEC.

Photo 2: Areas of Callitris woodland also
present at northern end of proposal within road
reserve.

Photo 3: Road reserve area along the existing
highway where west access will start.

Photo 4: Existing Newell Highway to the west
of 90 degree bend. Road reserve is patchy in
areas.

Photo 5: Corner of Narran and Boree Streets.
Large habitat tree would be impacted.

Photo 6: Facing west along Narran Street
where realignment will traverse. Area is quite
open.
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Photo 7: Proposed area of west ancillary. Tree
line is where the existing Newell Highway is.

Photo 8: Some local roads comprise of
woodland along road reserve, supporting
woodland corridors and habitat.

Photo 9: Area for proposed north ancillary.
Tree line is Narran Street. Evidence of large
granite rock present.

Photo 10: Areas of rocky outcrop at the
northern crest of town near the existing Newell
Highway. This area would not be impacted.

Photo 11: African Boxthorn present within the
road reserve areas.

Photo 12: Some areas within the existing road
reserve comprise coarse woody debris.
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APPENDIX F

ASSESSMENT PERSONNEL

Erwin Budde – Project Manager: Erwin has worked in both the private and public sector as an ecologist,
project officer, environmental manager, senior consultant and environmental advisor. He has managed
multifaceted projects across a wide range of industries and sectors, including environmental impact
assessments, ecological studies, environmental management projects, conservation and restoration
projects and the provision of expert advice to clients.
Erwin has an undergraduate degree in environmental science, majoring in terrestrial ecology, and a
master’s degree in environmental engineering management. Erwin provided senior CEnvP review of this
report.
Amy Evans – Senior Environmental Consultant: Amy has worked in both the private and public sector on
large infrastructure projects across NSW. She has managed the implementation of biodiversity measures
on major road infrastructure projects on the Hume Highway and on major energy projects including Wind
Farms. Amy has managed multifaceted projects across a wide range of industries and sectors including
Species Impact Statements (SIS), environmental impact assessments (EIA), review of environmental
factors (REF), biodiversity assessments and restoration projects.
Amy graduated from Charles Sturt University with a double degree in BAppSc (Parks, Recreation and
Heritage) and (Ecotourism) majoring in wildlife ecology and management. Amy conducted the field
surveys and is the primary author of this biodiversity assessment.
Dave Maynard – Botanist, senior consultant and author: Senior ecologist specialising in botany. Dave
has conducted numerous botanical surveys within several biogeographic areas of NSW including the
south-east coast, southern and northern tablelands and western slopes, alpine areas and the northwestern plains. Dave has been involved in a range of projects including constraint and biodiversity
impact assessment for major road, solar and wind farm projects.
Dave holds a Bachelor of Science from the University of NSW. Dave has co-authored this biodiversity
assessment.
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Background Searches

Data from the BioNet Atlas of NSW Wildlife website, which holds records from a number of custodians. The data are only indicative and
cannot be considered a comprehensive inventory, and may contain errors and omissions.
Species listed under the Sensitive Species Data Policy may have their locations denatured (A rounded to 0.1

0
;

AA rounded to 0.01

0
).

Copyright the State of NSW through the Office of Environment and Heritage.
Search criteria: Public Report of all Valid Records of Threatened (listed on TSC Act 1995) or Commonwealth listed Animals in selected
area [North: -34.69 West: 146.71 East: 146.81 South: -34.79] returned a total of 5 records of 5 species.

-

Report generated on 15/05/2014 11:28 AM
Species

Class

Family

Animalia

Aves

Psittacidae

0277

Animalia

Aves

Climacterid

8127

Aves

ae
Pomatosto

Kingdom

Animalia

Code

8388

midae
Animalia
Animalia

Estrildidae

0652

Mammali Vespertilion

1357

Aves

a

idae

Scientific Name

AAPolytelis
swainsonii
Climacteris
picumnus victoriae
Pomatastomus
temparalis
temporalis
Stogonopleura
guttata
Myotis macropus

Exotic

Common Name

Superb Parrot

NSW

Comm.

status

status

V,P,3

V

Records

1

Brown Treecreeper

V,P

1

(eastern subspecies)
Grey-crowned Babbler

V,P

1

Diamond Firetail
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1
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1

(eastern subspecies)
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Data lrom!he SiaNel Atlas of NSW Wildlife website, whicn holds records from a number 01 custodians. Location accuracy varies. Maps from the website are interactive: map displays CM be
modified from the original ._tenl and a maximum 01 5 species can be selected to display. Map may conlain errors and ()mlSSIOI'lS. Neither the Olliee of Environment and Heritage nor any Olner data
custodian will acceptliabilily lor any loss, damage, cost or expenses incurred as a result 01 the use or, Of reliance upon. the informalion in the map. Map copyrighllhe Stale or NSW through ,he
Office of Environment and Herilage.

Your Selection: Public Report of all Valid Records of Threatened (listed on TSC Act 1995) or Commonwealth listed Animals in selected area
[North: -34.69 West: 146.71 East: 146.81 South: -34.79] returned a total of 5 records of 5 species.
Report qenerated on 15/05/2014 11 :28 AM

Data from the BioNet Atlas of NSW Wildlife website, which holds records from a number of custodians. The data are only indicative and cannot be
considered a comprehensive inventory, and may contain errors and omissions.

Species listed under the Sensitive Species Data Policy may have their locations denatured (A rounded to 0.1'; AA rounded to 0.01').
Copyright the State of NSW through the Office of Environment and Heritage.
Search criteria: Public Report of all Valid Records of Threatened (listed on TSC Act 1995) or Commonwealth listed Plants in selected area [North: -34.69
West: 146.71 East: 146.81 South: -34.79] returned a total of 1 records of 1 species.
Report generated on 15/05/2014 12:15 PM
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Flora
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Data from the BioNel Atlas of NSW Wildlife website, which holds records from a number of cl.IStodians. Location accuracy varies. Maps from the webs!le are Interactive: map displays can be
modified from the original extent and a maximum 015 species can be selected to display. Map may contain errors and omissions. Neither the omce 01 Environment and Heritage nor any other dala
custodian will accept liability for any loss, damage, COSl or expenses incurred as a result 01 the use 0', or reliance upon, the informalion In the map. Map copyrighllhe State 0' NSW through the
OUice 01 Environment and Heritage.

Your Selection: Public Report of all Valid Records of Threatened (listed on TSC Act 1995) or Commonwealth listed Plants In selected area [North:
34,67 West: 146.7 East: 146,81 South: -34.77] returned a total of 1 records of 1 species.
Report oenerated on 15/05/2014 12:17 PM

.
Data from the BioNet Atlas of NSW Wildlife website, which holds records from a number of custodians. The data are only indicative and cannot be considered a
comprehensive inventory, and may contain errors and omissions.
Species listed under the Sensitive Species Data Policy may have their locations denatured (A rounded to 0.1°; M rounded to 0.01°).
Copyright the State of NSW through the Office of Environment and Heritage.
Search criteria: Public Report of all Valid Records of Threatened (listed on TSC Act 1995) or Commonwealth listed Communities in selected area [North: -34.69
West: 146.71 East: 146.81 South: -34.79] returned 0 records for 6 entities.
Report generated on 15/05/2014 12:12 PM
Kingdom
Community

Community

Scientific Name

Exotic

Common Name

Fuzzy Box Woodland on alluvial Soils of the

Fuzzy Box Woodland on alluvial Soils of the

South Western Slopes, Darling Riverine Plains

South Western Slopes, Darling Riverine Plains

and Brigalaw Belt South Biaregions

and Brigalow Belt South Bioregions

Inland Grey Box Woodland in the Riverina,

Inland Grey Box Woodland in the Riverina,

NSW South Western Slopes, Cobar Peneplain,

NSW South Western Slopes, Cobar Peneplain,

Nandewar and Brigalaw Belt South

Nandewar and Brigalow Belt South Bioregions

NSW
status
E3

Comm.
status

E3

E

Records

K

K

Bioregions
Community

Community

Community

Community

Mallee and Mallee-Braambush dominated

Mallee and Mallee-Broombush dominated

woodland and shrubland, lacking Triodia, in
the NSW South Western Slopes Biaregion

woodland and shrubland, lacking Triodia, in the

Myall Woodland in the Darling Riverine
Plains, Brigalaw Belt South, Cobar Peneplain,

Myall Woodland in the Darling Riverine Plains,
Brigalow Belt South, Cobar Peneplain, Murray

Murray-Darling Depression, Riverina and
NSW South Western Slopes biaregians

Darling Depression, Riverina and NSW South
Western Slopes bioregions

Sandhill Pine Woodland in the Riverina,

Sandhill Pine Woodland in the Riverina, Murray

Murray-Darling Depression and NSW South

Darling Depression and NSW South Western

Western Slopes biaregians

Slopes bioregions

White Box Yellow Box Blakely's Red Gum

White Box Yellow Box Blakely's Red Gum

Woodland

Woodland

E4B

K

NSW South Western Slopes Bioregion
E3

E

K

P

E3

E3
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EPBC Act Protected Matters Report
This report provides general guidance on matters of national environmental significance and other
matters protected by the EPBe Act in the area you have selected.
Information on the coverage of this report and qualifications on data supporting this report are
contained in the caveat at the end of the report.
Information is available about Environment Assessments and the EPBe Act including significance
guidelines, forms and application process details.
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Summary
Matters of National Environmental Significance
This part of the report summarises the matters of national environmental significance that may occur
in, or may relate to, the area you nominated. Further information is available in the detail part of the
report, which can be accessed by scrolling or following the links below. If you are proposing to
undertake an activity that may have a significant impact on one or more matters of national
environmental significance then you should consider the Administrative Guidelines QO Sjgnificance.

World Heritage properties'

None

Natjonal Heritage Places'

None

Wetlands of International Importance"

3

Great Barrier Beef Marine Park-

None

Commonwealth Marine Areas'

None

Listed Threatened Ecological Cooomlmjties'

3

Listed Threatened Species'

14

Listed Migratory Species·

9

Other Matters Protected by the EPBC Act
This part of the report summarises other ma"ers protected under the Act that may relate to the area
you nominated. Approval may be required for a proposed activity that significantly affects the
environment on Commonwealth land, when the action is outside the Commonwealth land, or the
environment anywhere when the action is taken on Commonwealth land. Approval may also be
required for the Commonwealth or Commonwealth agencies proposing to take an action that is likely
to have a significant impact on the environment anywhere.
The EPBC Act protects the environment on Commonwealth land, the environment from the actions
taken on Commonwealth land, and the environment from actions taken by Commonwealth agencies.
As heritage yalues of a place are part of the 'environment', these aspects of the EPBC Act protect the
Commonwealth Heritage values of a Commonwealth Heritage place and the heritage values of a
place on the Register of the National Estate.

This part of the report summarises other ma"ers protected under the Act that may relate to the area
you nominated. Approval may be required for a proposed activity that significantly affects the
environment on Commonwealth land, when the action is outside the Commonwealth land, or the
environment anywhere when the action is taken on Commonwealth land. Approval may also be
required for the Commonwealth or Commonwealth agencies proposing to take an action that is likely
to have a significant impact on the environment anywhere.
A Q.e.fJJli1 may be required for activities in or on a Commonwealth area that may affect a member of a
listed threatened species or ecological community, a member of a listed migratory species, whales
and other cetaceans, or a member of a listed marine species.

Commonwealth Land:

None

Commonwealth Heritage places'

None

Listed Marine Species'

9

Whales and Other Cetaceans'

None

Critical Habitats'

None

Commonwealth Reserves Terrestrial'

None

Commonwealth Reserves Marine

None

Extra Information
This part of the report provides information that may also be relevant to the area you have nominated.
Place on the ANE-

None

State and Territory Reserves'

None

Regional Forest Agreements'

None

Inyasive Species'

22

Nationallv Important Wetlands'

None

Key Ecological Features (Marine)

None

Details
Matters of National Environmental Significance
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Wetlands of International Importance (RAMSAR)
Name
Banrock station wetland complex

Proximity
Upstream from Ramsar

Coorong and lakes alexandrine and albert

Upstream from Ramsar

Rjverland

Upstream from Ramsar

isted Threatened Ecological Communities
For threatened ecological communities where the distribution is well known, maps are derived from
recovery plans, State vegetation maps, remote sensing imagery and other sources. Where threatened
ecological community distributions are less well known, existing vegetation maps and point location
data are used to produce indicative distribution maps.
Name
Grey Box (Eucalyotys mjcrocaroal GrassY
Woodlands and Derived Native Grasslands of
South-eastern Australia
Weepjng Myall Woodlands

Status
Endangered

Type of Presence
Community likely to
occur within area

Endangered

Whjte Box-yellOW Box-Blakely's Bed Gum Grassy
Woodland and perived Native Grassland

Critically Endangered

Community may occur
within area
Community likely to
occur within area

isted Threatened S ecies
Status

Type of Presence

BotalJ[lJs pojciloptjhls
Australasian Bittern (1001)

Endangered

Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area

Lejpoa ocellata
Malleefowl [934J

Vulnerable

Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area

Pedionomus toroualus
Plains-wanderer (906)

Vulnerable

Species or species
habitat may occur within
area

Polvteljs swajnsonij
Superb Parrot [738]

Vulnerable

Species or species
habitat known to occur
within area

Endangered

Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area

Name

6ird

RostrattJla allstraljs
Australian Painted Snipe 177037}

Fish

Name
Bidyanus bjdyanus
Silver Perch, Bidyan (76155J

Status

Type of Presence

Critically Endangered

Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within are~

MacCl,llochella oeetii
Murray Cod [66633)

Vulnerable

Species or species
habitat may occur within
area

MacQllarja allstralasjca
Macquarie Perch [66632J

Endangered

Species or species
habitat may occur within
area

Vulnerable

Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area

Vulnerable

Species or species
habitat may Qccur within
area

Frogs
Litorja ranjformjs
Growling Grass Frog, Southern Bell Frog, Green
and Golden Frog, Warty Swamp Frog [1828]
Mammals
NvctQphilus corbeni
South-eastern Long-eared Bat [83395]

PhascolarctQs cinereus (cQmbined oopylatiQns Qf Old NSW and the
KQala (combined populations of Queensland, New
Vulnerable
South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory)
85104J
Plants
Amphjbromus flujtans
River Swamp Wallaby-grass, Floating Swamp
Vulnerable
Wallaby-grass [19215J
Swajosona murrayana
Slender Darling-pea, Slender Swainson, Murray
Swainson-pea [6765]
Reptiles
Aprasja parapulche!!a
Pink-tailed Worm-lizard, Pink-tailed Legless
Lizard [1665)

isted Migratory Species
~Secieilie

ner

Name
igrato Marine Birds
Apus pacjfjcLJs
Fork-tailed Swift [6781
~~~~~_~~,...-e~

igratory Terrestrial Species
HaljaeetlJs leucogaster
White-bellied Sea-Eagle [943]

Hjrundapus caudacutus
White-throated Needletail [682)

Merops Qrnatus
Rainbow Bee-eater [670]

Myjagra cyanoleuca
Satin Flycatcher [612]

Migratory Wetlands Species
Ardea alba
Great Egret, White Egret [59541]
Ardea ibis
Cattle Egret [595421

Acn

Species or species
habitat known to occur
within area

Species or species
habitat may occur within
area

Vulnerable

Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area

Vulnerable

Species or species
habitat may occur within
area

[ Resource Informatjon 1
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Type of Presence

Species Qr species
habitat likely to occur
"'w""'ithin area

Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species or species
habitat may occur within
area
Species Qr species
habitat may Qccur within
area
Species or Species
habitat may occur within
area

Breeding known to occur
within area
Species or species

..1

Name

Threatened

Galljnago hardwickij
Latham's Snipe, Japanese Snipe [863)

Type of Presence
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species or species
habitat may occur within
area

Aostratllia benghalensis (sensu lata)
Painted Snipe (889]

Endangered·

Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area

Other Matters Protected by the EPBC Act
Listed Marine Species

[ Resource Information 1

SPf3:cies is listed under a different scientific name on the EPBe Act - Threatened S~cies list.
Name
Threatened
Type of Presence
Birds
Amls pacjfjclJs
Fork-tailed Swift [678]

Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area

Ardea alba
Great Egret, White Egret [59541)

Breeding known to occur
within area

Ardea ibis

CaWe Egret [59542J

Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area

Galljnago hardwjckji
Latham's Snipe, Japanese Snipe [863]

Species or species
habitat may occur within
area

Haljaeetus le.!cogaster
Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area

White-bellied Sea· Eagle [943J

Hjruodapus caudacutlls
White·throated Needletail {682]

Species or species
habitat may occur within
area

Memos oroatus
Rainbow Bee·eater (670J

Species or species
habitat may occur within
area

My;agra cyaooleuGa
Species or species
habitat may occur within
area

Satin Flycatcher [612]

Aostratula benghalensjs (sensu lata)
Painted Snipe [889]

Endangered·

Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area

Extra Information
nvasive Sp-8cies

[ Resource Information 1

Weeds reported here are the 20 species of national significance (WoNS). along with other introduced
plants that are considered by the States and Territories to pose a particularly significant threat to
biodiversity. The following feral animals are reported: Goat, Red Fox, Cat, Rabbit, Pig, Water Buffalo
and Cane Toad. Maps from Landscape Health Project, National Land and Water Resouces Audit,

2001.
Name
irds

Status

Type of Presence

AlalJda arvensjs

Skylark [656]

Aoas platyrhyochos
Mallard [974]

Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area

Carduelis carduelis

European Goldfinch [403j

Columba Ijvja
Rock Pigeon, Rock Dove, Domestic Pigeon [803]

passer dQmesticus
House Sparrow (405]

Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species Qr species
habitat likely tQ Qccur
within area

passer montanus
Eurasian Tree Sparrow [406]

SIUfOUS yulgaris
CQmmQn Starling [389]

TlJrdus merula
Common Blackbird, Eurasian Blackbird [596]

Mammals
Canis hmus familiaris
Domestic Dog [82654]

Felis catus
Cat, HQuse Cat, DQmestic Cat [19]

Species Qr species
habitat likely 10 occur
within area
Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species Qr species
habitat likely to occur
within area

Species Qr species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species Qr species

Name

Status

Lepus capensis
Brown Hare (127)

Mus musculus
House Mouse [120)

Oryctolagus cuniculus
Rabbit, European Rabbit (128)

Rattys norvegicus
Brown Rat, NOlWay Rat [83]

Vulpes vulpes
Red Fox, Fox [18J

ptants
Asparagus asparagojdes
Bridal Creeper, Bridal Veil Creeper, Smilax,
Florist's Smilax, Smilax Asparagus [22473)
Lvcium ferocissimum
African Boxthorn, Boxthom [19235J

OQuatia spp
Prickly Pears [82753]

prosopjs spp
Mescuite, Aigaroba (68407)

Rubus frutjcosus aggregate
Blackberry, European Blackberry [68406]

Salix spp except S babyloaica S.x calodendron & S.x reichardtjj
Willows except Weeping Willow, Pussy Willow and
Sterile Pussy Willow [68497]
Solanum elaeagojfolium
Silver Nightshade, Silver-leaved Nightshade,
White Horse Nettle, Silver-leaf Nightshade,
Tomato Weed, White Nightshade, Bull-nettle,
Prairie-berry, Satansbos, Silver·leaf Bitter-apple,
Silverleaf·nettle, Trompillo [12323)

Type of Presence
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area

Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area
Species or species
habitat likely to occur
within area

Coordinates
-34.737439 146.754656,-34.718816 146.756029,-34.710632 146.762552,-34.710914
146.790018,-34.734618 146.788645,-34.747313 146.783838,-34.74026 146.754312,
-34.737439146.754656

Caveat
The information presented in this report has been provided by a range 01 data sources as acknowledged at
the end of the report.
This report is designed to assist in identifying the locations of places which may be relevant in determining
obligations under the Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999. II holds mapped
locations of World Heritage and Register of National Estate properties, Wetlands ollnternaUonal
Importance, Commonwealth and StateITerritory reserves, listed threatened, migratory and marine species
and listed threatened ecological communities. Mapping of Commonwealth land is not complete at this
slage. Maps have been collated from a range of sources at various resolutions.
Not all species listed under the EPBC Act have been mapped (see below) and therefore a report is a general
guide only. Where available data supports mapping, the type of presence that can be determined from the
data is indicated in general terms. People using this information in making a referral may need to consider
the qualifications below and may need to seek and consider other information sources.
For threatened ecological communities where the distribution is well known, maps are derived lrom
recovery plans, State vegetation maps, remote sensing imagery and other sources. Where threatened
ecological community distributions are less well known, existing vegetation maps and pointlocaUon data
are used to produce indicative distribution maps.
For species where the distributions are well known, maps are digitised from sources such as recovery plans
and detailed habitat studies. Where appropriate, core breeding, foraging and roosting areas are indicated
under 'type of presence'. For species whose distributions are less well known, point locations are collated
from government wildlife authorities, museums, and non-government organisations; bioclimatic
distribution models are generated and these validated by experts. In some cases, the distribution maps are
based solely on expert knowledge.
Only selected species covered by the following provisions of the EPBC Act have been mapped:
• migratory and
- marine
The following species and ecological communities have not been mapped and do not appear in reports
produced from this database:
• threatened species listed as extinct or considered as vagrants
- some species and ecological communities that have only recently been listed
• some terrestrial species that overfly the Commonwealth marine area
- migratory species that are very widespread, vagrant, or only occur in small numbers
The following groups have been mapped, but may not cover the complete distribution 01 the species:
- non-threatened seabirds which have only been mapped for recorded breeding sites
• seals which have only been mapped lor breeding sites near the Australian conlinent
Such breeding sites may be important lor the protection of the Commonwealth Marine environment.
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4

Arrowhead [Sagittaria ca/ycina variety ca/ycina (syn.

ability of the plant to spread
The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be
5

1

2

burrs [Xanthium species]
Bear-skin fescue [Festuca gautieri]

Black knapweed [Centaurea xmoncktonii]

Black willow [Salix nigra]

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the
Blackberry [Rubus fruticosus aggregate species]

This is an All of NSW declaration
A Weed of National Significance

15/0512014 10:56 AM

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the
plant

1

monilifera]

Boneseed [Chrysanthemoides moni/ifera subspecies

distri buted
Loch Ness Murrindindi Silvan Smooth stem Thornfree

This is an All of NSW declaration

ability of the plant to spread and the plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly
except cultivars Black satin Chehalem Chester Thornless Dirksen Thornless

4

plant
A Weed of National Significance

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

The plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

The plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

BathursUNoogoora/Hunter/South American/Californian/cockle 4

A Weed of National Significance

Athel tree / Athel pine [Tamarix aphylla]

Amacowanii var. zuluensis Aofficinalis Aplumosus Aracemosus Avirgatus

5

4

Asparagus [Asparagus species]
Ex Aaethiopicus Aafricanus Aasparagoides Adeclinatus Afalcatus

5

Artichoke thistle [Cynara carduncu/us]

Sagittaria montevidensis subspecies calycinal]

5

Annual ragweed [Ambrosia artemisiifolia]

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

1

2

Alligator weed [Alternanthera phi/oxeroides]

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

Anchored water hyacinth [Eichhornia azurea]

5

African turnip weed [Sisymbrium thellungii]

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

plant

5

African turnip weed [Sisymbrium runcinatum]

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

distributed

ability of the plant to spread and the plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

A Weed of National Sign~icance

5

4

Class Legal requirements

African feathergrass [Pennisetum macrourum]

A Weed of National Significance

African boxthorn [Lycium ferocissimum]

Weed

Note: this control area includes the local council areas of - Narrandera

Return to start page

This is a printer friendly page

http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.aulagriculturelpests-weedslweedslnoxweed/nox ious-app-applicati on?s~cont ...

Noxious weed declarations for Narrandera Shire Council

Noxious weed declarations
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5

Dodder [All Cuscuta species except the native species C.

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

The plant must be fully and continuously suppressed and destroyed and the plant

Fountain grass [Pennisetum setaceum]

A Weed of National Significance

5

4

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

15/0512014 10:56 AM

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

The plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

3

Fireweed [Senecio madagascariensis]

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

Flax-leaf broom [Genista linifolia]

5

Fine-bristled burr grass [Cenchrus brownii]

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

1

Eurasian water milfoil [Myriophyllum spicatum]

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

A Weed of National Significance

5

Espartillo [Amelich/oa brachychaeta, Amelich/oa caudata]

tasmanica and C. victoriana

This is an All of NSW declaration

5

Corn sowthistle [Sonchus arvensis]

must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

The plant must be fully and continuously suppressed and destroyed and the plant

Includes All Cuscuta species except the native species C. australis, C.

3

Coolatai grass [Hyparrhenia hirta]

ability of the plant to spread

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

complied with

4

Columbus grass [Sorghum x a/mum]

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

The plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

australis, C. tasmanica and C. victoriana]

5

Clockweed [Gaura parviflora]

A Weed of National Significance

Protasparagus p/umosus)]

4

Climbing asparagus fern [Asparagus p/umosus (syn.

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

The plant must be fully and continuously suppressed and destroyed and the plant

1

3

Chilean needle grass [Nassella neesiana]

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

Chinese violet [Asystasia gangetica subspecies micrantha]

5

Cayenne snakeweed [Stachytarpheta cayennensis]

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

5

Cabomba [All Cabomba species except C. furcata]

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

A Weed of National Significance

5

plant

variety australiana and O. minor]

Burr ragweed [Ambrosia confertiflora]

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

Broomrapes [Orobanche species except the native O. cernua 1
This is an All of NSW declaration

This is an All of NSW declaration

A Weed of National Significance

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

The plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

plant

1

4

http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture.pests-weeds/weeds/noxweedlnoxious-app-application?sCLcont...

crisp us, Myrsiphyllum declinatum)]

Bridal veil creeper [Asparagus dec/inatus (syn. Asparagus

A Weed of National Significance

crispus, Myrsiphyllum declinatum)j

Bridal veil creeper [Asparagus dec/inatus (syn. Asparagus

Noxious weed declarations! NSW Department of Primary Industries
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4
5

4

5

3
3

Giant reed I Elephant grass {Arundo donax]
Glaucous star thistle {Carthamus glaucus]

Golden dodder {Cuscuta campestris]

Golden thistle {Scolymus hispanicus]

Green cestrum {Cestrum parqui]
Grey sallow {Salix cinerea]

1

1

Hawkweed {Hieracium species]

Heteranthera I Kidneyleaf mud plantain {Heteranthera

1

1

Hydrocotyll Water pennywort {Hydrocotyl ranunculoides]

Hymenachne {Hymenachne amplexicaulis and hybrids]

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

1

1

Koster's curse I Clidemia {Clidemia hirta]

Lagarosiphon {Lagarosiphon major]

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

15/0512014 10:56 AM

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

This is an All of NSW declaration

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the
except Bassia scoparia subspecies trichophylla

1
Kochia {Bassia scoparia (syn. Kochia scoparia) except B.

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

plant

1
Karroo thorn {Acacia karroo]

distributed

ability of the plant to spread and the plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

distributed

ability of the plant to spread and the plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

The plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

The plant must be fully and continuously suppressed and destroyed and the plant

The plant must be fully and continuously suppressed and destroyed

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

ability of the plant to spread

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

The plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.auiagriculture/peSls-weedsiweedsinoxweed/noxious-app-application?s~ cont...

scoparia subspecies trichophylla]

4

Johnson grass {Sorghum halepense]

A Weed of National Significance

1

Horsetail {Equisetum species]

reniformis]

4

Harrisia cactus {Harrisia species]

Protasparagus aethiopicus)]

Ground asparagus {Asparagus aethiopicus (syn.

4

5

Gamba grass {Andropogon gayanus]

A Weed of National Significance

5

Gallon's curse {Cenchrus biflorus]

Frogbit I Spongeplant {Limnobium laevigatum and L. spongia] 1

Noxious weed declarations I NSW Department of Primary Industries

4 016

2

Mesquite [Prosopis species]

1

1

1

Miconia [Miconia species]

Mikania vine [Mikania micrantha]

Mimosa [Mimosa pigra]

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

5

2

Mossman River grass [Cenchrus echinatus]

Parkinsonia [Parkinsonia aculeata]

1

Pond apple [Annona glabra]

1

Prickly acacia [Vachel/ia nilotica (syn. Acacia nilotica)]

This is an All of NSW declaration

distributed

15105/2014 10:56 AM

ability of the plant to spread and the plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly

succedanea, Rhus succedanea)]

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

5

This is an All of NSW declaration

distributed

ability of the plant to spread and the plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

distributed

ability of the plant to spread and the plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

The plant must be fully and continuously suppressed and destroyed

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

The plant must be fully and continuously suppressed and destroyed

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

Rhus tree [Toxicodendron succedaneum (syn. Toxicodendron 4

Red rice [Oryza rufipogon]

Sign~icance

4

Prickly pear [Cylindropuntia species]
A Weed of National

4

Prickly pear [Opuntia species except O. ficus-indica]

A Weed of National Significance

3

Prairie ground cherry [Physalis hederifolia]

A Weed of National Significance

3

Perennial ground cherry [Physalis longifolia]

1

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

Sign~icance

Parthenium weed [Parthenium hysterophorus]
A Weed of National

plant

A Weed of National Significance

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

The plant must be fully and continuously suppressed and destroyed and the plant

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

The plant must be fully and continuously suppressed and destroyed and the plant

This is an All of NSW declaration

hay or lucerne

The plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed except incidentally in

A Weed of National Significance

Montopellier broom I Cape broom [Genista monspessulana]

3

5

Mexican poppy [Argemone mexicana]

A Weed of National Significance

1

Mexican feather grass [Nassel/a tenuissima]

Sign~icance

3

Long-leaf willow primrose [Ludwigia longifolia]

A Weed of National

4

Lippia [Phyla canescens]

ability of the plant to spread

Elodea densa)]
This is an All of NSW declaration

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.aulagricuIturelpests- weeds/weeds/noxweed/nox ious-app-appl icati on?s'Lcont. ..

Leafy elodea I Dense waterweed I Egeria [Egeria densa (syn. 4

Noxious weed declarations I NSW Department of Primary Industries

50f6

4

Spiny burrgrass [Cenchrus longispinus; C. spinifex (syn.

1

Spotted knapweed [Centaurea stoebe subspecies

2

Water hyacinth [Eichhornia crassipes]

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

1

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

15/05/2014 10:56 AM

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

1

Water caltrop (Trapa species]

distributed

ability of the plant to spread and the plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

Water lettuce [Pistia stratiotes]

4

Tree-of-heaven [Ailanthus altissima]

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

plant

5

Texas blueweed [Helianthus ciliaris]

distributed

ability of the plant to spread and the plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

ability of the plant to spread

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

distributed

ability of the plant to spread and the plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

distributed

ability of the plant to spread and the plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

ability of the plant to spread

The growth of the plant must be managed in a manner that continously inhibits the

A Weed of National Significance

4

SI. John's wort [Hypericum perforatum]

micranthos]

4

Spiny emex [Emex australis]

Cenchrus incertus)]

5

Soldier thistle [Picnomon acarna]

oxyrrhina]

Smooth-stemmed turnip [Brassica barrelieri subspecies

5

4

Silver-leaf nightshade [Solanum elaeagnifolium]
A Weed of National Significance

4

Silk forage sorghum [Sorghum species hybrid cultivar 'Silk}

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

1

Siam weed [Chromolaena odorata]

The plant must be fully and continuously suppressed and destroyed and the plant
must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

3

Serrated tussock [Nassella trichotoma]

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

A Weed of National SignWicance

1

Senegal tea plant [Gymnocoronis spilanthoides]

A Weed of National Significance

scoparius]

The plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

Scotch broom I English broom [Cytisus scoparius subspecies 4

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

The plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

plant

2

4

1

http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/pests-weeds/weeds/noxweedinoxious-app-application?sCLcont...

A Weed of National Significance

Salvinia [Salvinia molesta]

A Weed of National Significance

variety platyphylla)]

Sagittaria [Sagittaria platyphylla (syn. Sagittaria graminea

A Weed of National Significance

Rubber vine [Cryptostegia grandiflora]

Noxious weed declarations I NSW Department of Primary Industries
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4

Willows [Salix species except S. babylonica, S. xreichardtii,

5

Yellow nutgrass [Cyperus esculentus]

This is an All of NSW declaration

complied with

15/05/2014 10:56 AM

The requirements in the Noxious Weeds Act 1993 for a notifiable weed must be

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

The plant must not be sold, propagated or knowingly distributed

This is an All of NSW declaration

plant

The plant must be eradicated from the land and that land must be kept free of the

http://www.dpi.nsw.gov.au/agriculture/pests-weeds/weeds/noxweed/noxious-app-application?s~cont...
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1

Yellow burrhead [Limnocharis flava]

Witchweed [Striga species except the native Striga parviflora] 1

calodendron

Includes all Salix species except S. babylonica, S. x reichardtii, S. x

S. xcalodendron, S. cinerea and S. nigra]

1

Water soldier [Stratiotes a/aides]

Noxious weed declarations I NSW Department of Primary Industries
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Roads &
Maritime

4309559
~

CrookwelJ River Bridge
Dalaely Bridge over Snowy River

~

~
~

~
~

4309518
~

4309611
~
~
~
~
~

4301658
~

4309556
~

~
~

~
~

4301089
~

4309633
~

~

Dignams Creek Bridge
Duck Creek Bridge
Fairy Creek Bridge
Guthries Creek Bridge
Hampden Bridge Kangaroo yaney
Higgins Creek Bridge
Kangaloolah Creek Bridge
Kings Falls Bridge over Georges River
Lansdowne Bridge over Mulwaree Ponds
Limestone Creek Bridge
Mummel Bridge over the Wollondilly River
Narooma Bridge over the Wagonga Inlet
New Buildings Bridge over Towamba River
Nowra Bridge over the Shoal haven River
Rossi Bridge over Wo!londilly Riyer
Spencers Creek Bridge
Staplelons Bridge over Frazer Creek
Slone lined channel outlet from Murray Lagoon Federal Highway
Thomes Bridge over Mulwaree River
Truss Bridge over Crookwell River
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Berembed Canal
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Barellan
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Barellan Police
Station

'Suburb
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Item name

Narrandera SGOV

Narrandera SGOV

Narrandera SGOV

Narrandera SGOV

Narrandera SGOV

,LGA

Information
source

Section 2. Items listed by Local Government and State Agencies.
Your search returned 42 records.

o

Junee-Hay railway Narrandera Narrandera 01050

Narrandera rail bridge
over Murrumbidgee
River

ItemName

Narrandera Narrandera 00441

30-32 Twynam
Street

Narrandera 01876

Derrendi Cottage

SHR

Barellan

LGA

Yapunyah Street

I

CWA Rest House

Suburb

Narrandera Narrandera 00957

Address

Berembed Weir and Site Murrumbidgee
River

Item name

Section 1. Items listed under the NSW Heritage Act.
Your search returned 6 records.

• Section 2. contains items listed by local councils & shires and state
government agencies. This section may also contain additional information
on some of the items listed in the first section.

• Section 1. contains items listed by the heritage council under the NSW
Heritage Act. This includes listing on the state heritage register, an interim
heritage order or protected under section 136 of the NSW Heritage Act. This
information is provided by the Heritage Branch .

Information and items listed in the State Heritage Inventory come from a
number of sources. This means that there may be several entries for the same
heritage item in the database. For clarity, the search results have been divided
into two sections .

Statutory listed items

o
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Grong
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Narrandera

Murrumbidgee
River
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River
Murrumbidgee
River
Murrumbidgee
River
Murrumbidgee
River
Murrumbidgee
River
Murrumbidgee
River
Murrumbidgee
River
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Jellingbah
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Bunganbil Street Grong
Grong
Jellingbah
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Yapunyah Street Barellan
Jellingbah
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Berembed Weir
Berembed Weir
Access Road
Berembed Weir
House
Berembed Weir
House Storage
Shed
Berembed Weir
House Toilet
Berembed Weir
Picnic Area
Storage Shed
Berembed Weir
Picnic Area Toilet
Berembed Weir
Pump Shed
Courthouse
First Cottage
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Grong Grong
Police Station and
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Isolation Ward
Item
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Narrandera
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Narrandera Fire
Station

Whitton St
(Newell
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Narrandera GAl

Narrandera SGOV

Narrandera SGOV

Narrandera SGOV

Narrandera GAl

Narrandera SGOV

Narrandera GAl

Narrandera SGOV
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Murrumbidgee
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Berembed Canal
Bridge No.5
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Sturt Highway
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River Underbridge
National Australia
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Nurses' Ouarters
Poisoned
Waterholes Creek
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Police Station
Group
Post Office
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Narrandera SGOV

Narrandera SGOV

North
Narrandera

Narrandera

Narrandera GAZ

Narrandera SGOV

Narrandera GAZ

Narrandera GAZ

8.4 Km East Narrandera SGOV
of
Narrandera

Narrandera

Narrandera

Narrandera GAZ

Narrandera SGOV

Narrandera SGOV

Narrandera SGOV

There was a total of 48 records matching your search criteria.
Key:
LGA = Local Government Area
GAZ= NSW Government Gazette (statutory listings prior to 1997), HGA =
Heritage Grant Application, HS = Heritage Study, LGOV = Local Government,
SGOV = State Government Agency.
Note: The Heritage Branch seeks to keep the State Heritage Inventory (SHI) up to date,
however the latest listings in Local and Regional Evironmental Plans (LEPs and REPs) may not
yet be included. Always check with the relevant local councilor shire for the most recent
listings.
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Water Tower
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Street

Narrandera
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Narrandera
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Narrandera
Railway Stockyard
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Office of
Environment
& Heritage

AHIMS Web Services (AWS)
Search Result

Your Ref Number: grong 2

Client Service ID : 134938

nghenvironmental-Wagga Wagga

Date: 15 May 2014

Po Box 470
Bega New South Wales 2550

Attention: Amy Evans
Email: amy.e@nghenvironmental.com.au
Dear Sir or Madam:
AHIMS Web Service search for the following area at Lat. Long from' -34.7492. 146.7293 - Lat. Long To:
-34,7008.146,806 with a Buffer 0£1000 meters. condycted by Amy Eyans on 15 May 2014.

The context area ofyauf search is shown in the map below. Please note that the map does not accurately
display the exact boundaries of the search as defined in the paragraph above. The map is to be used for
general reference purposes only.
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Asearch of the Office of the Environment and Heritage AHIMS Web Services (Aboriginal Heritage Information
Management System) has shown that:

o Aboriginal sites are recorded in or near the above location.
o Aboriginal places have been declared in or near the above location.·

Iryour search shows Aboriginal sites or places what should you do?
• You must do an extensive search if AHIMS has shown that there are Aboriginal sites or places recorded in the
search area.
• If you are checking AHlMS as a part of your due diligence, refer to the next steps of the Due Diligence Code of
practice.
• You can get further information about Aboriginal places by looking at the gazettal notice that declared it.
Aboriginal places gazetted after 2001 are available on the NSW Government Gazette
(http://www.nsw.gov.au/gazette) website. Gazettal notices published prior to 2001 can be obtained from
Office of Environment and Heritage's Aboriginal Heritage Information Unit upon request
Important information a~out your AHIMS search
• The information derived from the AHIMS search is only to be used for the purpose for which it was requested.
It is not be made available to the public.
• AHIMS records information about Aboriginal sites that have been provided to Office of Environment and
Heritage and Aboriginal places that have been declared by the Minister;
• Information recorded on AHIMS may vary in its accuracy and may not be up to date .Location details are
recorded as grid references and it is important to note that there may be errors or omissions in these
recordings,
• Some parts of New South Wales have not been investigated in detail and there may be fewer records of
Aboriginal sites in those areas. These areas may contain Aboriginal sites which are not recorded on AHIMS.
• Aboriginal objects are protected under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 even if they are not recorded
as a site on AHIMS.
• This search can form part of your due diligence and remains valid for 12 months.

PO BOX 1967 Hurstville NSW 2220
43 Bridge Street HURSTVILLE NSW 2220
Tel: (02)9585 6345 (02)9585 6471 Fax: (02)9585 6094

ABN 30 841387271
Email: ahims@environment.nsw.gov.au
Web: www.environment.nsw.gov.au

Office of
Environment
& Heritage

AHIMS Web Services (AWS)
Search Result

Your Ref Number: grong grong

Client Service ID : 134935

nghenvironmental-Wagga Wagga

Date: 15 May 2014

Po Box 470
Bega New South Wales 2550
Attention: Amy Evans

Email: amy.e@nghenvironmental.com.au
Dear Sir or Madam:
AHIMS Web Service search for the following area at Lat. Long From' -34.7492 146.7293 - Lat, Long To:
-34 Z008, 146 806 with a Buffer 0£200 meters conducted by Amy Eyans on 15 May 2014

The context area ofyoue search is shown in the map below. Please note that the map does not accurately
display the exact boundaries of the search as defined in the paragraph above. The map is to be used for
general reference purposes only.
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A search of the Office of the Environment and Heritage AHIMS Web Services (Aboriginal Heritage Information
Management System) has shown that:

o Aboriginal sites are recorded in or near the above location.
o Aboriginal places have been declared in or near the above location.•

I

(fyour search shows Aboriginal sites or places what should you do?
• You must do an extensive search if AHIMS has shown that there are Aboriginal sites or places recorded in the
search area.
•

If you are checking AHIMS as a part of your due diligence, refer to the next steps of the Due Diligence Code of
practice.

• You can get further information about Aboriginal places by looking at the gazettal notice that declared it.
Aboriginal places gazetted after 2001 are available on the NSW Government Gazette
(http://www.l1Sw.gov.au/gazette) website. Gazettal notices published prior to 2001 can be obtained from
Office of Environment and Heritage's Aboriginal Heritage Information Unit upon request
Important information about your AHIMS search
• The information derived from the AHIMS search is only to be used for the purpose for which it was requested.
It is not be made available to the public.
• AHIMS records information about Aboriginal sites that have been provided to Office of Environment and
Heritage and Aboriginal places that have been declared by the Minister;
•

Information recorded on AHIMS may vary in its accuracy and may not be up to date .Location details are
recorded as grid references and it is important to note that there may be errors or omissions in these
recordings,

• Some parts of New South Wales have not been investigated in detail and there may be fewer records of
Aboriginal sites in those areas. These areas may contain Aboriginal sites which are not recorded on AHIMS.
• Aboriginal objects are protected under the National Parks and Wildlife Act 1974 even if they are not recorded
as a site on AHIMS,
• This search can form part of your due diligence and remains valid for 12 months.

PO BOX 1967 Hurstville NSW 2220
43 Bridge Street HURSTVILLE NSW 2220
Tel: (02)9585 6345 (02)9585 6471 Fax: (02)9585 6094

ABN 30 841387271
Email: ahims@environment.nsw.gov.au
Web: w\Vw.environment.nsw.gov.au
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You are here: Home> Contaminated land> Record of notices

Search results
Your search for: LGA: Narrandera Shire Council
Search Again
Refine Search

did not find any records in our database.

Search TIP
If a site does not appear on the record it may still be affected by
contamination. For example:

0 search for a
specific site, search
• Contamination may be present but the site has not been regulated by by LGA (local
the EPA under the Contaminated Land Management Act 1997 or the
government area)
Environmentally Hazardous Chemicals Act 1985.
nd carefully
• The EPA may be regulating contamination at the site through a licence review all sites
or notice under the Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 listed.
(POEO Act).
• Contamination at the site may be being managed under the planning I... more search tios
process.

More information about particular sites may be available from:
• The POEO public register
• The appropriate planning authority: for example, on a planning certificate issued by the
local council under section 149 of the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act.
See What's in the record and What's not in the record.
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Urban design strategy - Newell Highway realignment - Grong Grong

1.0

INTRODUCTION

1.1.

The proposal

Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) is
proposing to realign the Newell Highway (A39) at Grong
Grong. Grong Grong is approximately 23 km east of
Narrandera and is within the Narrandera Local Government
Area (Figures 1 and 2).
The majority of the Newell Highway has a posted speed limit
of 110 km/h. However, the highway at Grong Grong passes
through a 90 degree turn in an intersection in the middle of
the village, where the posted speed limit is 60 km/h and with
curve advisory signage of 35 km/h.
This alignment of the Newell Highway through Grong
Grong results in reduced traffic efficiency and increased
travel time particularly for heavy vehicles. There has also
been several truck rollovers at this intersection. Roads and
Maritime Services (2013) advises that the intersection needs
upgrading to safely cater for the turning movements of heavy
vehicles and to enable access for high productivity vehicles.

1.2.

Proposal objectives

Roads and Maritime’s objectives for the proposal are to:
•
•
•
•

Provide consistent travel speed and times for Newell
Highway traffic at Grong Grong.
Improve road safety and reduce conflicts between local
and through traffic and between vehicles and vulnerable
road users.
Enable access for high productivity vehicles through
Grong Grong to improve freight efficiency on the Newell
Highway.
Maintain suitable access to Grong Grong to support
social and economic activity in the town.

Grong
Grong

Ne

l

el

w

The proposal incorporates the realignment of the Newell
Highway to replace the present 90 degree turn with a 110
km/h alignment on the outskirts of the village. The proposal
length is about 2.4 km. Northern and western access roads
from the new alignment into Grong Grong are also proposed.
Refer Figure 3.
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Figure 1 – Locality plan						
Source: Base plan NSW Government Land and Property Information 2014

Figure 2 – Images of the northern approach of the existing Newell Highway
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Purpose + scope of the report

TO WE
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WYALO

NG

This Urban design strategy including the landscape character
and visual impact assessment addresses the proposed
Newell Highway alignment and access to Grong Grong as
shown on Figure 3.
This report includes:
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Source: Base plan Roads and Maritime Services 2014
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Figure 3 – Proposed Newell Highway alignment 			
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The background outlining the previous two options for
the access roads to Grong Grong.
A contextual analysis.
An overview of the proposal.
A landscape character and visual impact assessment for
the proposal.
Preliminary urban design and landscape objectives and
principles for the proposal.
Urban design strategy for the proposal.
Landscape character and visual impact mitigation
measures.
Proposals for the activation of the village of Grong Grong
to be considered and carried out by others.
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1.3.
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1.4.

Background

•
•

TO WE
ST

WYALO

NG

Roads and Maritime considered two different options for the
access road from the realigned Newell Highway to Grong
Grong. The design of the access road requires that it meets
with the Newell highway at a T intersection junction for safety
reasons. The two options considered for access from the
Newell Highway into Grong Grong were:
Option 1 - access to Grong Grong from the northern and
western approaches using the existing Newell Highway
alignment.
Option 2 - access to Grong Grong from the new
alignment linking into Lachlan Street. Separate access
from the highway is provided to Angle Road to the north.
The existing Newell Highway would be terminated at an
appropriate point to the north and west.
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Refer Figures 4 and 5.
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Feedback from the Grong Grong community indicated a
strong preference for option 1.
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Figure 4 – Option 1 - Northern and western access roads		
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Public consultation forums were held by Roads and Maritime
from 15 to 16 October 2014 at Grong Grong in regards to the
proposal and the two access road options.
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Urban design strategy - Newell Highway realignment - Grong Grong

2.0

CONTEXTUAL ANALYSIS

2.1.

Locality

Grong Grong is located approximately 23 km east of
Narrandera along the Newell Highway in the Riverina district
of southern NSW. Refer Figure 6.
The Newell Highway forms part of the National Land
Transport Network (NLTN) Melbourne-Brisbane corridor and
is a crucial road link for freight traffic between Queensland
and Victoria. The freight task for the Newell Highway is
substantial. In 2007, 61 per cent of the 4.5 million tonnes of
annual freight movement between Melbourne and Brisbane
occurred by road. In addition to end-to-end freight tasks,
the corridor also experiences freight movement between
locations within the corridor. In 2007 for example, the section
of the Newell Highway between Narrandera and Moree
(encompassing Grong Grong) experienced 1.2 million tonnes
of regional freight movement. Due to the lack of a direct rail
link between Melbourne and Brisbane the amount of freight
moved along the Newell Highway at Grong Grong will remain
high. The proportion of heavy vehicles using the Newell
Highway at Grong Grong is currently 32 per cent (Roads and
Maritime Services, 2014b).

2.2.
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Grong Grong

Road network

Angle Road extends in an easterly direction off the Newell
Highway to the north of the village. Angle Road provides
access to rural properties and agricultural lands to the north
and east of Grong Grong.
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Through Grong Grong the Newell Highway is a single
carriageway with one lane in each direction. The majority of
the Newell Highway has a posted speed limit of 110 km/h,
reducing to 60 km/h through Grong Grong. The existing 90
degree bend in the highway at Grong Grong is signposted
as a 35 km/h bend. Travelling south into Grong Grong the
highway descends at an approximate 3 per cent grade just at
the northern limit of the village. Refer Figures 7 and 8.
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Figure 7 – Newell Highway alignment through
Grong Grong (NTS)				
Source: Base plan Roads and Maritime Services 2014
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40 km

Figure 6 – Regional context

The area contains residential properties within the Grong
Grong village and is surrounded by rural areas that are
predominately utilised for agricultural purposes such as
cropping and grazing.
The street network of Grong Grong is generally based on a
grid street pattern and includes formed and unformed local
roads.

20 km

Figure 8 – View looking south towards the 90 degree turn on
the Newell Highway, Grong Grong				
Source: Google Earth Pro 2014
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The majority of the surrounding area of Grong Grong is used
for cropping and grazing regimes, which as a consequence
has reduced the dominance of native groundcover species in
the area. The agricultural land comprises of common exotic
groundcover species with patches of Austrostipa grasses and
scattered mature remnant trees including White Cypress Pine
(Callitris glaucophylla), Grey Box (Eucalyptus microcarpa) as
well as Yellow Box (E. melliodora) to a lesser extent.
Vegetated areas are present within the road reserve along
the Newell Highway. The road reserve areas along the Newell
Highway contain Inland Grey Box Woodland dominated
by Grey Box (Eucalyptus microcarpa) and White Cypress
Pine (Callitris glaucophylla) with a predominately native
understorey and groundcover. There is also a small area of
granite outcropping along the western road reserve to the
north of the village at the crest of the hill. Vegetation within
this rocky rise consists of Bimble Box (Eucalyptus populnea
subsp. bimbil) and Dwyer’s Red Gum (E. dwyeri) with Grey
Box to a lesser extent and a sparse shrubby understorey of
Senna and Acacia species. These vegetated areas contain a
good diversity of native species and structural diversity with
exotic species being mostly restricted to previously disturbed
areas along the road edges (nghenvironmental, 2009b).
About a quarter of the street trees in Grong Grong village
are remnant or regrowth trees from the Inland Grey Box
Woodland Association that once covered the area. Many of
the outer village streets, which are informal and unpaved
have had selected trees from the Woodland retained in the
road reserve as street trees.
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Mugga Ironbark Eucalyptus sideroxylon
•
Adjacent the school in Barellan Street.
•
To the northern side of Narrandera Street.
•
Along Junee Street, outside the business premises.

JUN

White Ironbark Eucalyptus leucoxylon
•
Adjacent the park in Balaro Street.
•
Along Narrandera Street as a wind break.
Peppercorn Schinus molle
•
Sporadically planted, associated with homesteads.
•
Along Lachlan Street (northern side) amongst regrowth
trees.
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These planted native street trees are not indigenous to
the area as they are mostly Western Australian species
conspicuously flowering trees, or other Australian natives and
comprise:
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2.4.

Recent additions to this remnant street tree presentation
have been planted by Narrandera Shire Council and the
Grong Grong Progress Society in the last fifteen years. All the
trees planted have been natives, with the one exception of
Claret Ash. Claret Ash trees have been planted as a formal
avenue in Balaro Street outside the Commemoration Hall and
School of Arts building and St Patrick’s Church. It is noted
that the Claret Ash trees are not doing well in the heavy clay,
granite-derived soils.

T

No waterways are located along the alignment although a
number of drainage swales were noted along the western
road reserve of the Newell Highway to the north of the rocky
rise. Main waterways in the locality include Cowabbie Creek,
which extends in a north-south direction approximately 1.5
km east of Grong Grong and flows into Bundidgerry Creek,
which flows in a westerly direction 4 km south of Grong
Grong (nghenvironmental, 2009a).
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Grong Grong comprises mostly of sandy clay loam on
alluvial plains and flatter terrain along the southern section
of the proposed road. Towards Narran Street, the vegetation
changes as the slope rises and the soil comprises more of a
clay loam, which occurs on footslopes and hillslopes. North of
Narran Street the alignment passes over a small rocky ridge
with granite outcrops and loamy sand soil type.

Narran Street, the northern section of the highway within
the village, the eastern section of Binya Street and parts
of Lachlan Street that are adjacent to the highway and the
section adjacent the cemetery contains mature and semimature trees from the Grey Box Woodland Association.
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Land form and topography

The topography of Grong Grong is relatively flat but rises
gently to the north of the village where some granite outcrops
occur. The topography then slopes gently down north of this
linear rise (Figure 9).
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2.3.
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Figure 9 – Aerial of Grong Grong with contours 				

Source: Base plan Roads and Maritime Services 2014/ NSW Government Land and Property Information 2014a

White Cedar Melia azedarach
•
Sporadically throughout Grong Grong, single trees.
•
In Binya Street.
•
In Berrembed Street and the highway in the village.
Cootamundra Wattle Acacia baileyana
•
Sporadically, associated with homes.
Kurrajong Brachychiton populneus
•
Single, infill street tree plantings or encouraged regrowth
saplings from the original Woodland Association,
particularly along Lachlan Street, and throughout the
cemetery.

Grey Box Woodland

Kurrajong

Mugga Ironbark

White Cedar

Cootamundra Wattle

Claret Ash

Bimble Box

Yellow Box

Refer Figure 10.

Figure 10 – Existing vegetation			
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2.5.

Land use and settlement pattern

The Grong Grong area was first visited by Europeans in the
late 1820s but it wasn’t until 1881 when the southern railway
was extended through the area with a stop at Grong Grong
that the European population began to grow. The railway
effectively linked the region with greater NSW and Sydney.
This brought new workers and industry and business to
Grong Grong.
The name Grong Grong stems from the Aboriginal name
Garrongoorung, which means ‘bad camping ground’ (Figure
11).

In 1829 the explorer Charles Sturt came down the
Murrumbidgee from Gundagai and camped next to a lagoon
situated close to where the homestead of Berrembed Station
would be eventually built. During his stay he surveyed the
country to the north. He brought small pox, which had a
devastating effect on the local Wiradjuri people, killing as
many as 60 per cent of their population.
In 1832, squatters started settling the area and John
Lupton brought cattle with him and took up over 30 km
of Murrumbidgee River frontage naming the head station
Berrembed. Lupton died in 1836 but his wife Mary continued
to manage the run on her own until she married Joseph
Jones in 1840. They purchased the Doyle and Levy coach
line in 1843 and won the Sydney to Melbourne mail contract,
which they continued to run until 1854. In 1847 they also
established a dairy on the Grong Grong run producing two
and half tonne of cheese a year.
Gold was found at Lake Boree (later part of North
Berrembed) in 1862 and two years later at Cowabbie.
Paddle steamers became a regular sight on the
Murrumbidgee River as sheep numbers were increasing
markedly and wool bales needed to be transported.

In 1866 John Lupton Junior sold the heifer station to
proprietors of the Melbourne Bank Company who restored
the name of this run to its original - Garrongoorung, later to
become Grong Grong.
NSW Riverina population increased in the late 1870s when
the land act was changed to allow 640 acre blocks to be
selected.
In 1873 Victorian rail had reached Wodonga and the southern
state was already offering favourable freight rates. The NSW
government had begun extending their rail south-west and
in 1881 the line came through Grong Grong on the way to
Narrandera, Jerilderie and Hay (Figure 12). This brought
many workers to the region and many southerners took
Land & Property Information | HLRV
advantage of the selection blocks and the availability of
cheaper freight from rail for supplies and produce.
In 1881 a store was shifted from the river road to the rail line
and the town of Grong Grong was established.

Figure 11 – Grong Grong signage

Land & Property Information | HLRV

By 1921, the street grid pattern had been established and
680 people lived in the town (Figures 13 and 14). In its
heyday Grong Grong had two pubs, a post office, bakery,
a butter factory, sale and slaughter yards, butchers, four
black smith shops, a general store and two shops, a
school, police station, two stock and station agents, a bank,
stables, sports club, train station, a couple of dance halls,
the Commemoration Hall, a football club, a racecourse and
gymkhana events, three churches, three mechanics and
more (Grong Grong Progress Association, 2013).
Of course life was very hard for all these pioneers but
became a little easier when in the 1940s the Northern
Riverina County Council put water through the area and in
1948 electricity was made available.

Figure 13 – 1923 Subdivision of Grong Grong (NTS)
Source: NSW Government Land & Property Information 2014b
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Search results: (12 documents found)

Image name: Town of Grong Grong

Res: 1:0.21

Figure 12 – 1885 Land ownership of Grong Grong (NTS)
Source: NSW Government Land & Property Information 2014b
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Figure 14 – 1933 Subdivision of Grong Grong (NTS)		
Source: NSW Government Land & Property Information 2014b

Search results: (12 documents found)
Image name: Parish of Grong Grong

Res: 1:0.40
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2.6.

Planning framework

Grong Grong is located within the Narrandera Local
Government Area and is subject to the Narrandera Local
Environmental Plan 2013.
The Grong Grong village is generally zoned RU5
Village and is surrounded by land zoned R5 Large lot
Residential, RU1 Primary Production and RU4 Primary
Production on small lots, E2 Environmental Conservation
and E4 Environmental Living. Refer Figure 15.
Narrandera Shire Council has identified that the maintenance
of the current population of Grong Grong, or preferably
small but steady growth is vitally important to the continued
operation of the school and strengthening of social ties
in the village. The school was placed in recess in 2013.
Council’s housing strategy for Grong Grong is to provide for
new residential opportunities. Council identified that a key
measure for the village was the extension of the village zone
boundary to the south and south-west to incorporate existing
residential size allotments, which previously did not have
individual dwelling rights (Figure 16).
The zoning of these allotments to RU5 Village will allow
those landowners the opportunity to either develop or sell the
lots. Council’s intention is to stimulate some interest in the
village and free up previously encumbered land for disposal
or development. There are a total of around 80 allotments of
an average size of 1,800m2 - 2,000m2 within the new village
area. If these lots are sold in groups of two similar to the
existing pattern of development in the village, substantial
opportunity for new housing will be available.

LEGEND
E2

Environmental Conservation

E4

Environmental Living

R5

Large Lot Residential

RU1

Primary Production

RU4

Primary Production Small Lots

RU5

Village

Proposed Newell
Highway alignment

0m

500 m

1000 m

Figure 15 – Zone plan

Source: Base plan Narrandera Shire Council 2013a

Council identified the second key measure to rezone existing
rural zoned lots in the eastern part of the village for large lot
residential purposes, with a minimum lot size of 1 hectare.
There are approximately 20 allotments ranging in size from
6,000 m2 to 5 hectares along the eastern village edge.
Some of the village zoned land includes remnant Box Gum
Woodland, which has considerable habitat value. This
vegetation is to be retained, as it is shown on the Natural
Resources Sensitivity Map and zoned for environmental
management and conservation. Refer Figure 16. (Narrandera
Shire Council, 2013b).
This land was rezoned as part of Narrandera Local
Environmental Plan 2013 increasing the size of the Grong
Grong village. Refer Figure 15. As identified above, there is
the possibility of additional residential growth in Grong Grong.
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Figure 16 – Grong Grong village land use strategy map
Source: Narrandera Shire Council 2013b
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2.7.

Local context

Grong Grong is a small rural village located within the
Narrandera Local Government Area. Grong Grong has a
population of 391 persons identified in the 2011 Census.
A number of dwellings are located within the village and
agricultural holdings generally adjoin the village.

To West Wyalong

Newell H
ighway

Grong Grong provides a number of services for its residents
and visitors including a local hotel, motel, two churches,
school of arts and commemoration hall, general store/post
office, a cemetery, sports club including tennis courts and golf
course, a rest area and recreation grounds (Figure 17).
Grong Grong has its own website and identifies itself as a
‘small caring community’ catering for its residents and the
travellers through the village. This motto is on the Grong
Grong gateway signage (Figure 18).
The Grong Grong website identifies the following services.
• Grong Grong Store and Licensed Post Office (Figure 19)
The Grong Grong Store is the hub of the village. It is a
local meeting place for residents and a stopping point for
travellers. The “Grongie” shop supplies a wide range of
grocery items, newspapers, magazines, cold drinks and
confectionery.
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• The Royal Hotel (Figure 20)
The Royal Hotel was built in 1875 to accommodate a vibrant
horse/stage coach travel industry. 1923 saw the addition of
a “castle like” structure on the western wing of the original
building plus more rooms to accommodate the demand of
daily travellers.
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A 24 hour rest area for caravans is also located at the rear of
the hotel with toilets and showers.
• Grong Grong Motor Inn (Figure 21)
The Grong Grong Motor Inn is a 3 star rated motel in the
centre of the Riverina located on the Newell Highway.
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Figure 17 – Local context

Source: Base plan Roads and Maritime Services 2014
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Local context cont.
Open space and recreational facilities include:
• Grong Grong Local Park (Figures 22 and 23)
The park adjoins the Grong Grong store and provides
a number of facilities including covered picnic tables,
barbecues, toilets, drinking water, public phone and rubbish
bins. The information board in the park explains some of the
history of the village.
The Grong Grong Local Park is identified as a 24 hour rest
area for caravans and motor homes. Parking is available in
the street beside the park.
• Grong Grong Sports Club (Figure 24)
There are a number of sports played by locals under the
banner of the Grong Grong Sports Club limited. These
include golf (nine-hole course), softball and tennis (two
concrete courts). The sports club, tennis courts and golf
course are located on the southern side of the rail line next to
the Royal Hotel. Grong Grong is also a member of the Grong
Grong Ganmain Matong Football Club. The village also has
an Anglers Club.

Figure 18 – Community entry sign

Figure 19 – Grong Grong store and post office

Figure 20 – Royal Hotel

Figure 21 – Grong Grong Motor Inn

Figure 22 – Grong Grong Park - public toilets

Figure 23 – Grong Grong Park picnic shelter

Figure 24 – Grong Grong sports club and tennis courts

Figure 25 – Grong Grong recreation grounds

Figure 26 – Silos

The nine hole, sand green golf course has been redesigned
three times by locals and is built on what was common,
public land that could be used, for a small fee, to keep
livestock. An annual golf tournament was held over the years.
Golf is still played through the winter months starting after
Easter and finishing in the month of October.
• Recreation grounds (Figure 25)
Grong Grong has two horse based events annually held at
the recreation grounds. These are the Team Penning and
Gymkhana (team penning, speed, agility and horsemanship
as a competitors manoeuvre their horses through and around
various obstacles) each August and the Rodeo “Flies, Pies
and Bindi-eyes” and Camp Drafts each September.
• The silos (Figure 26)
The silos are a prominent land mark in Grong Grong located
adjoining the railway line and in close proximity to the store
and rest area.
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2.8.

Proposed public domain works

Narrandera Shire Council carried out a Business Centre’s
Study for the Village of Grong Grong in 2011. The outcomes
of this study have been included in the Narrandera Shire
Council Development Control Plan 2013.

The study included a specific workshop for Grong Grong
residents, a discussion of issues for Grong Grong and a
table of recommendations relating to retail, arts and culture,
tourism and streetscape. As the village of Grong Grong
does not have a true main street or extensive retail area,
the recommendations focussed on enhancing the existing
Newell Highway and Coolamon Road corridors through the
urban area. Each of the recommendations in its own way
were considered to contribute to the profile of the village and
provide more opportunity for travellers to stop. A summary of
the recommendations of the study are shown on Figure 27
and outlined below.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Hold a monthly market near the general store with
examples of work from local artisans.
Consider hosting a small town’s conference where
issues confronting small towns and businesses can be
discussed and ideas and case studies shared.
Provide an arts space within the village, perhaps within
the community hall, for guest artists and publicised arts
and crafts exhibitions, including Aboriginal arts.
Use a local metal sculptor to create interesting pieces
within the village and along the gateway to the main road
corridors.
Determine a highly marketable traveller identity/logo/
caption for the village.
In conjunction with the marketing logo establish gateway
signage and/or entry features and directional signage for
the village.
Provide designated parking for caravans and motor
homes opposite the general store, along with a sewer
dump point for waste disposal.
Upgrade the recreation grounds toilets and provide
shower facilities to support regular events.
Highlight the silo towers with artistic paintwork or
projected images associated with the village annual
events or village marketing logo.
Consider combining the annual rodeo with a country
music event.
Establish a strong network of avenue trees along the
highway and Coolamon Road, extending around to the
sportsground/rodeo area. The presence of strong, shady
trees is very inviting and will encourage travellers to stop
in the village.

Narrandera Shire Council and the residents of Grong Grong
have identified and are undertaking a number of public
domain works in Grong Grong including:
Street tree planting
As previously noted, street tree planting has been undertaken
on various streets in Grong Grong. Council has advised that
street tree and open space planting will continue in 2014 as
necessary and include the following species.
•

Yellow Box Eucalyptus melliodora – a medium sized tree,
part of the Inland Grey Box Woodland Association.
•
Blakely’s Red Gum Eucalyptus blakelyi - a medium sized
tree native to NSW, suitable for heavy clay soils.
•
Tumble down Red Gum Eucalyptus dealbata - a small
tree, native to NSW, drought tolerant.
•
Tall Sand Mallee, yellow form Eucalyptus eremophila - a
Western Australian Mallee, 2-8 m high, has conspicuous
flowers.
•
Tall Sand Mallee, pink form Eucalyptus eremophila ‘Pink’.
•
White Ironbark Eucalyptus leucoxylon – a medium
sized tree, native to south-western NSW, has been
planted previously, has conspicuous flowers and is much
admired by the local community.
			
Grong Grong Earth Park
The Grong Grong Progress Association proposes to build a
natural playscape and picnic grounds with caravan and motor
home parking for the use of the community and visitors to
Grong Grong.
Visitor data through a voluntary survey at Grong Grong Park
established the need. At peak times 40 visitors filled in the
survey per week.
The proposed Earth Park site is on land owned by State Rail,
opposite the Grong Grong Store and Post Office. The Council
agreed to assist the Grong Grong community by securing
the tenure of this tract of land by means of a ‘peppercorn’
agreement with State Rail and to assist the Grong Grong
community at the planning and build stages with technical
advice and assistance. (Narrandera Shire Council, 2014)

(Narrandera Shire Council, 2013b)

Figure 27 – Tourism, streetscape and community development actions for Grong Grong (NTS)
Source: Narrandera Shire Council 2013b
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2.9.

Rest areas

As noted above, the Grong Grong local park is identified as
a rest area and available as a caravan and motor home stop
for 24 hours. Additional caravan and motor home parking
is proposed opposite the local park adjoining the disused
railway line as part of Grong Grong’s Earth Park.
Two rest areas are located approximately 7.5 km west and
5 km north of Grong Grong as shown on Figures 28 to 30.
Facilities in the northern rest area include toilets, showers
and picnic shelters and it caters for heavy vehicles.

2.10.

Rest stop

Signage

Various signage is located on the western and northern
approaches to Grong Grong. This includes signs relating to
various rest areas, the Grong Grong gateway signage and
the Grong Grong rest area. A sequential view of the signage
on the northern approach is shown on Figure 31.

Rest stop

Grong
Grong
village

0m

1 km

2 km

Figure 28 – Rest stops near Grong Grong 			
Source: Base plan Google Earth Pro 2014

Figure 29 – Western rest stop 		
Source: Google Earth Pro 2014
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Figure 30 – Northern rest stop

Figure 31 – Signage along the northern approach to Grong
Grong
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2.11.

Heritage

Grong Grong has several heritage items listed on the
Narrandera Local Environment Plan 2013. These items
are of local heritage significance as shown on Figure 32
and outlined in Table 1. Some of the heritage items include
(Figures 33 to 38):

Table 1 – Grong Grong Heritage items
Significance Item

Address

Lot on Plan

Significance
Level

No.

St Patrick’s Catholic
Church

Bolaro Street

Lot 2, Section
41, DP 758477

Local

I022

War Memorial,
Commemoration Hall
and School of Arts

Bolaro Street

Lot 4, Section
41, DP 758477

Local

I023

Residence

Boree Street

Lot 174, DP
750821

Local

I018

Grong Grong Police
Station

Bunganbil Street

Lot 9, Section
57, DP 758477

Local

I015

Residence (former St
Paul’s Uniting Church)

Bunganbil Street

Lot 10, Section
57, DP 758477

Local

I019

• The War Memorial Commemoration Hall and School of Arts
Constructed in 1924 and designed in the Inter-war Free
Classical Style. The building is single storey red brick with
projecting rendered cornice, bands and basecourse with
imposing ‘Doric’ columns at the entries. The hall is regarded
as the finest building in the town.

Former Reliance
Garage

Junee Street

Lot 1, DP
313668

Local

I014

Grong Grong Public
School—original 1897
building

Junee Street

Lot 3, Section
51, DP 758477

Local

I016

Railway platform

Junee Street

n/a

Local

I017

Royal Hotel

Narrandera Street

Lot 1, Section
60, DP 758477

Local

I020

• The Reliance Garage
Associated with the Choy family, who have been in Grong
Grong for over 100 years since settling in the late 1890s. The
Choy family built this garage around the 1930s and operated
it until the1960s when the steel fabrication business they also
established started to thrive.

St Matthew’s Anglican
Church

Willandra Street

Lot 8, Section
41, DP 758477

Local

I021

• Grong Grong railway platform
The railway arrived at Grong Grong in February 1881 and
the railway station and platform were constructed shortly
after. The railway station ceased operation in 1984 and was
demolished in 1987. The platform has social significance and
links with railway travel and connects the town to other cities.

LEGEND
Heritage item - General
0m

200 m

400 m

Figure 32 – Heritage map

Source: Narrandera Shire Council 2013a

• St Patrick’s Catholic Church
Built in 1917 and designed in the Free Gothic Style and has
a quite powerful presence. The Church is a finely detailed
building constructed of the red brick characteristic of Grong
Grong, is flanked by a series of buttresses and a tower
dominates its front elevation. The Church has continued use
for nearly 100 years as a religious building.
• The Royal Hotel
Part constructed in 1881 and the stuccoed corner wing built
in 1923. The extension is a well built example of the 1920s
Inter-War ‘Art Deco’ style hotel, with interesting castellated
parapet, cornice and dentil details. The verandah connects
the two differing building styles. The hotel is significant as the
social centre of Grong Grong for over 100 years.

Figure 33 – I017 - Railway platform

Figure 34 – I023 - War Memorial, Commemoration Hall and
School of Arts

Figure 35 – I014 - Former Reliance Garage

Figure 36 – I022 - St Patrick’s Catholic Church

Figure 37 – I020 - Royal Hotel

Figure 38 – I021 - St Matthew’s Anglican Church

• St Mathew’s Anglican Church
A simplified ‘Gothic Revival’ red brick church with gabled
ends, corrugated iron roof and smaller entry nave to the front
constructed in 1912.
(Narrandera Shire Council, 2012 and 2013b).

Peter Andrews + Associates Pty Ltd
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PROPOSAL OVERVIEW

TO WE
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WYALO

NG

Roads and Maritime’s proposal incorporates the realignment
of the Newell Highway (A39) to replace the present 90
degree turn with a 110 km/h alignment on the outskirts of the
village. The project length is about 2.4 km (Figure 39).
The proposal incorporates access to Grong Grong from the
northern and western approaches using the existing Newell
Highway alignment (Figures 40 and 41).

ANGLE

The realignment of the highway and the northern and western
access roads to Grong Grong identified above and as shown
on Figure 39 is the proposal that has been assessed in the
Landscape character and visual impact assessment and
Urban design strategy.
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Figure 39 – Proposed Newell Highway alignment and access
roads		
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Figure 40 – Northern access road to Grong Grong (NTS)
Source: Roads and Maritime Services 2014
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Figure 41 – Western access road to Grong Grong (NTS)
Source: Roads and Maritime Services 2014
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4.0

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER AND VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT

4.1.

Landscape character assessment

Methodology

Sensitivity and magnitude provide measures to assess
impacts from the proposal on the landscape character. The
sensitivity and magnitude for landscape character are defined
as follows:
Sensitivity refers to how sensitive the character of the setting
is to the proposed change and its capacity to absorb the
change.
Magnitude refers to the scale, form and character of the
proposal.
The rankings outlined in Table 2 have been used to
determine the sensitivity and magnitude of the proposal on
each landscape character zone.
The combination of sensitivity and magnitude provides an
impact rating for the proposed works on the landscape
character based on Table 3 prepared by Roads and Maritime
outlined in the Landscape character and visual impact
guidelines.

Peter Andrews + Associates Pty Ltd
+
Frolic Consortium
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Table 2 – Sensitivity and magnitude rankings
Rank

Description

Negligible Only a small part is discernible and is scarcely appreciated.
Low

The proposal constitutes a minor component of the overall landscape character.

Moderate

The proposal would form an immediately apparent part of the landscape that affects and changes its character.

High

The proposal would be the dominant feature in the landscape and would affect and change its character.

Table 3 – Landscape character impact matrix
MAGNITUDE
SENSITIVITY

The methodology for the Landscape character assessment
is in accordance with the Roads and Maritime’s Guideline for
landscape character and visual impact assessment.

High

Moderate

Low

Negligible

High

High Impact

High-Moderate

Moderate

Negligible

Moderate

High-Moderate

Moderate

Moderate-Low

Negligible

Low

Moderate

Moderate-Low

Low Impact

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

(Roads and Maritime Services, 2013)
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Landscape character assessment (cont.)
Landscape character zones

TO WE
ST WY
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NG

A series of landscape character zones (LCZ) were identified
that have a distinct character resulting from a similar
combination of urban and landscape features that include
landform, built form, vegetation and land use for the area
subject to the proposal. Refer Figure 42.

ANGLE

The landscape character zones identified for the proposal
include:
LCZ 1 - Rural agricultural lands
LCZ 2 - Village edge/remnant Woodland
LCZ 3 - Grong Grong village centre.
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Figure 42 – Landscape character zones 		
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The following table provides a summary of the impact on
each of the LCZ.
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Landscape character zones continued

Landscape character zone 1 - Rural agricultural lands
Landform and
drainage

Agricultural lands generally flat to gently sloping to the north.

Geology and soils

Sandy clay loam on alluvial plains and flatter terrain to the south and as the slope rises the soil
comprises more of a clay loam, with some small granite outcrops.

Vegetation

Common exotic groundcover species with patches of Austrostipa grasses and scattered mature
remnant trees including Callitris glaucophylla, Grey Box Eucalyptus microcarpa and Yellow Box E.
melliodora.
Vegetated areas are also present within the road reserve along the Newell Highway and contain
Inland Grey Box Woodland dominated by Grey Box Eucalyptus microcarpa and White Cypress Pine
Callitris glaucophylla with a predominantly native understory and groundcover.

Land use/built
environment

Agricultural lands including crops and grazing lands. One rural dwelling located to the north east of
the existing Newell Highway.

Landscape features

Open generally flat agricultural lands providing longer views towards the surrounding landscape.

Spatial quality of zone

Generally open as it contains agricultural lands. However, vegetation in the road reserve of the
existing highway enclose some views along the highway.

Infrastructure

The Newell Highway, farm dams, grazing and crop lands.

Major economic
components

Agricultural industry.

Figure 43 – Agricultural lands

Figure 44 – Views to the proposed route from the existing
Newell Highway to the west

Figure 45 – Western agricultural lands

Figure 46 – View of the proposed route to the right from the
existing northern approach of the Newell Highway

Table 5 – Measurement of impact - LCZ 1
Sensitivity

Magnitude

Overall level of
impact

Comments

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

The LCZ incorporates the agricultural lands to the west and north
of Grong Grong. This LCZ has been modified by agricultural
practices and the existing highway alignment.
The proposal would separate part of the agricultural lands and
remove vegetation along part of the existing highway.

Peter Andrews + Associates Pty Ltd
+
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Landscape character zones continued

Landscape character zone 2 - Village edge/remnant Woodland
Landform and
drainage

Generally flat along the railway line and gently rising to the north.

Geology and soils

Sandy clay loam on alluvial plains.

Vegetation

Remnant or regrowth Inland Grey Box Woodland are located throughout the LCZ on landholdings and
along the road reserves.

Land use/built
environment

Large lots including vacant parcels and some dwellings, also incorporates the Gong Grong cemetery
and the recreation grounds to the east.

Landscape features

Scattered native Woodland and the informal, unformed rural roads.

Spatial quality of zone

Partially enclosed due to the roadside vegetation and the native Woodland located throughout the
LCZ.

Infrastructure

Rural road network and services.

Major economic
components

Residential properties and the recreational grounds.

Figure 47 – Inland Grey Box Woodland to the west of the
village centre

Figure 48 – Approximate location of the Newell Highway
realignment to the west

Figure 49 – North of Lachlan Street on the Newell Highway

Figure 50 – Northern area of LCZ

Table 6 – Measurement of impact - LCZ 2
Sensitivity

Magnitude

Overall level of
impact

Comments

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

The proposal would separate a parcel of land on the edge of
the LCZ. Some vegetation would be removed including the
Woodland. The land has been previously modified.

Peter Andrews + Associates Pty Ltd
+
Frolic Consortium
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Landscape character zones continued

Landscape character zone 3 - Grong Grong village centre
Landform and
drainage

Generally flat and gently rising to the north.

Geology and soils

Sandy clay loam on alluvial plains.

Vegetation

Street trees incorporate a number of planted species by the local community including Claret Ash
Fraxinus ‘Raywood’, Mugga Ironbark Eucalyptus sideroxylon, White Ironbark Eucalyptus leucoxylon,
Peppercorn Schinus molle, White Cedar Melia Melia azedarach, Cootamundra Wattle Acacia
baileyana and Kurrajong Brachychiton populneus. Also remnant Woodland occurs throughout the
village.

Land use/built
environment

Grong Grong is a small village with a number of services and approximately 391 residents. The
village includes a number of residential dwellings, vacant allotments, commercial enterprises, heritage
buildings and recreational facilities.

Landscape features

The remnant Woodland and the street tree planting. Disused railway line and corridor.

Spatial quality of zone

The LCZ is partially enclosed due to the roadside vegetation.

Infrastructure

Road network and services.

Major economic
components

The village of Grong Grong incorporating the general store and post office, the Royal Hotel, the Grong
Grong Motor inn and the recreational areas including the rest area.

Figure 51 – Looking east along Junee Street

Figure 52 – Looking north at Grong Grong Park from Junee
Street

Figure 53 – View to the south on Newell Highway

Figure 54 – View west along Ganmain Road

Figure 55 – Looking west along Junee Street

Figure 56 – Grong Grong General Store and Post Office

Table 7 – Measurement of impact - LCZ 3
Sensitivity

Magnitude

Overall level of
impact

Comments

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

The proposal would realign the existing Newell Highway, which
proposes to bypass the Grong Grong village. This would reduce
traffic into the centre, which would benefit the residential area,
with reduced noise and increased visual amenity. However, the
reduced highway traffic may impact the businesses in the village
such as the hotel, motel and store with potentially less visitors.

Peter Andrews + Associates Pty Ltd
+
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4.2.

Visual impact assessment

Methodology

The magnitude of visual change is strongly influenced by
the level of visibility of the new works resulting from the
combination of scale, extent, distance and duration of
the views. Visual sensitivity depends on the nature of the
existing environment and on the likely response from people
viewing the scene. People driving on a busy road and/or
at high speeds are likely to be less sensitive to a change
in the environment since they are focused on changes in
traffic conditions and driving, compared to someone who
is enjoying a recreational experience or someone who is
viewing the scene from their living room.
The categories of magnitude and sensitivity of visibility are
defined in Table 8.
An initial assessment of the sensitivity of each viewpoint is
undertaken. The combination of sensitivity and magnitude
then provides an overall impact rating for the visual impact
based on Table 9 outlined in the Roads and Maritime’s
Landscape character visual impact guidelines.

Peter Andrews + Associates Pty Ltd
+
Frolic Consortium
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Table 8 – Magnitude and sensitivity of visibility
Rank

Description

Negligible Very minor loss or alteration to one or more key elements/features/characteristics of the baseline visual character
and/or introduction of elements that are consistent with the existing visual character.
Low

Minor loss of/or alteration to one or more key elements/features/characteristics of the baseline visual character
and/or introduction of elements that are consistent with the existing visual character.

Moderate

Partial loss of/or alteration to one or more key elements/features/characteristics of the baseline visual character
and/or introduction of elements that may be prominent but not considered to be substantially uncharacteristic.

High

Substantial to total loss of key elements/features/characteristics of the baseline visual character and/or introduction
of elements considered to be totally uncharacteristic.

Table 9 – Visual impact assessment matrix
MAGNITUDE
SENSITIVITY

The potential visual impact of the proposal has been
assessed in relation to the viewshed analysis and the key
viewpoints. The levels of significance of potential visual
impacts have been assessed through consideration of the
combination of magnitude of visual change in the landscape
and its proximity to the viewer and the sensitivity in relation to
the quality of the view and how sensitive it is to the proposed
change.

High

Moderate

Low

Negligible

High

High Impact

High-Moderate

Moderate

Negligible

Moderate

High-Moderate

Moderate

Moderate-Low

Negligible

Low

Moderate

Moderate-Low

Low Impact

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

Source: Roads and Maritime Services 2013
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Visual impact assessment cont.
Viewshed analysis

The land form is generally flat in the south and gently slopes
to the north. The native Woodland vegetation is dominant
within the road reserve of the existing Newell Highway, the
local road network and throughout the village of Grong
Grong. Due to the existing vegetation and the topography,
views to the proposed new alignment and access roads
would be limited from the village itself. The new alignment
would be visible from the land to the west, which incorporates
the agricultural lands. Refer Figure 57.
Impact assessment summary
Table 10 provides a summary of the visual impact from the
key viewpoints.
Table 10 – Summary of visual impact
Viewpoint

Overall level of impact

1

Negligible

2

Moderate-Low

3

Negligible

4

Negligible

5

Moderate-Low

6

Negligible

7

Moderate-Low

8

Moderate-Low
0m

Figure 57 – Viewshed analysis 				
Source: Base plan Roads and Maritime Services 2014		

250 m

500 m

Legend
Approximate visual envelope
Proposed highway realignment
Proposed access
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Visual impact assessment (cont.)
Visual impact assessment

TO WE
ST WY
ALONG

Key viewpoints have been determined from the view shed
analysis and from site investigations (Figure 58). These key
viewpoints are shown on the following pages.
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Visual impact assessment (cont.)

Key viewpoint 1 - Looking east along the Newell Highway realignment					
				

Key viewpoint 3 - South of the existing Newell Highway - western approach				

Key viewpoint 2 - View east along the Newell Highway

Key viewpoint 4 - Looking west from corner of Newell Highway and Binya Street
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Source: Google Earth Pro 2013

Source: Google Earth Pro 2013
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Visual impact assessment (cont.)

Key viewpoint 5 - View west along Lachlan Street						

Key viewpoint 7 - Looking north-west from the corner of Newell Highway and Narran Street		
								

Key viewpoint 6 - Looking west from corner of Newell Highway and Lachlan Street		

Key viewpoint 8 - Northern approach to the new highway alignment						
		

Source: Google Earth Pro 2013

Source: Google Earth Pro 2013
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Visual impact assessment (cont.)

The visual impact assessment identifies the sensitivity of
each of the key view points of the proposal as outlined in
Table 11. The assessment then determines the magnitude of
the proposal and determines the overall visual impact for the
proposal as outlined in Table 12.
Table 12 – Visual impact assessment

Table 11 – Initial assessment - Viewpoint sensitivity

Viewpoint

Visual
sensitivity

Magnitude of the
proposal

Rating of visual
impact

1

Low

Negligible

Negligible

2

Low

Moderate

Moderate-Low

Possible visibility of the new highway alignment and western
access road.

3

Low

Negligible

Negligible

The new alignment would generally be screened from
dwellings located to the south of the existing Newell
Highway by existing vegetation including within the road
reserve.

Negligible

Possible visibility of the new highway alignment and access
roads.

4

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

The proposal is screened by existing vegetation and
buildings.

Dwellings located on
Lachlan Street west.

Low

Possible loss of vegetation and possible visibility of the new
highway alignment.

5

Low

Moderate

Moderate-Low

6

Intersection of Newell
Highway and Lachlan
Street.

Negligible

6

Negligible

Negligible

Negligible

7

Dwellings on Narran
Street west of existing
Newell Highway.

Low

Possible visibility of the new highway alignment and new
northern access road.

7

Low

Moderate

Moderate-Low

Parts of the new alignment may be visible from the
dwellings. The extent of the visibility would be dependent
on the amount of cut and fill for this section of the
alignment. Parts of the proposal would be screened by
existing vegetation and other buildings.

8

Northern approach
to the new highway
alignment.

Low

Loss of vegetation and change of route direction.

8

Low

Moderate

Moderate-Low

The highway alignment would be altered and vegetation
removed. It would only impact on users of the highway who
will be driving at a higher speed, however visual interest is
still important.

Viewpoint

Description of setting

1

Western approach on
Newell Highway.

Low

Possible visibility of the new highway alignment.

2

Western approach at
the start of the new
highway alignment.

Low

Loss of vegetation and change of route direction.

3

Urban land south of
the existing Newell
Highway.

Low

4

Dwellings located south
east of the existing
Newell Highway.

5

Sensitivity of view Sensitivity due to:

Possible view of the new highway alignment.
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Summary
The existing roadside vegetation would generally screen
the proposal.

The highway alignment would be altered and vegetation
removed. It would only impact on users of the highway who
would be driving at a higher speed, however visual interest
is still important.

Parts of the new highway alignment may be visible from
the dwellings dependent on the amount of vegetation to
be removed, however there is still substantial vegetation
between the dwellings and the proposal.
No impact as the proposal is screened by existing
vegetation and buildings.
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5.0

URBAN DESIGN AND LANDSCAPE STRATEGY

5.1.

Key considerations

The objectives of the proposal are to develop and present an
integrated engineering and urban design outcome that:
•

•
•

Fits sensitively into the built, natural and community
environments through which it passes, is well designed
and contributes to the character and functioning of the
area.
Contributes to the accessibility and connectivity of people
within regions and communities.
Contributes to the overall quality of the public domain for
the community and all road users.

The Landscape character and visual impact assessment
identifies that the proposal would have a moderate impact on
the agricultural lands and the village edge as the proposal
would travel through these lands and require removal of
vegetation. Further, whilst the realignment would have
beneficial impacts to the village centre through the reduction
of noise and heavy vehicles, a reduction in traffic may impact
on the number of visitors to Grong Grong resulting in the loss
of economic activity.
A moderate to low visual impact would occur on the western
and northern approaches to the new alignment and from
properties in close proximity. This is generally due to the
proximity of the new alignment and access roads, loss of
vegetation and the change in route direction.
Key considerations to be addressed in the urban design
and landscape strategy for the proposal include appropriate
treatment for the new realigned portion of the Newell
Highway and the access roads to Grong Grong to reduce the
landscape character and visual impact.
The urban design and landscape strategy also identifies
ideas to assist in increasing visitation to Grong Grong as the
new alignment would bypass the village. These strategies
are for consideration only as it falls outside of the scope of
works for Roads and Maritime and would be required to be
undertaken by others.

5.2.

Urban design objectives and principles

Following are the key urban design objectives and principles
to assist in addressing the key considerations.
The urban design principles from Beyond the Pavement
have been considered in determining the key objectives and
design principles for the proposal including:
Principle one – Contributing to urban structure and
revitalisation
Principle two – Fitting with the built fabric
Principle three – Connecting modes and communities
Principle four – Fitting with the landform
Principle five – Responding to natural pattern

Objective 1

Objective 3

Ensure connectivity is maintained and improved to and
from the village and the new highway.

Ensure the highway and access roads are a sensitive fit
within Grong Grong and its landscape setting.

Principles:

Principles:

•

•

•
•

Provide appropriately located links to the village that are
legible for the travelling public.
Provide all turning movements onto the access roads
from both travelling lanes to assist in accessibility to
Grong Grong.
Ensure appropriate directional signage to Grong Grong
from the northern and western approaches.

Addresses Beyond the Pavement Principles one and three.

Principle six – Incorporating heritage and cultural context

Objective 2

Principle seven – Designing roads as an experience in
movement

Respect the value of Grong Grong as a place of interest.

Principle eight – Creating self-explaining road
environments
Principle nine – Achieving integrated and minimal
maintenance design

Principles:
•
•
•
•

•
•

Provision of appropriate signage to inform the travelling
public of facilities in Grong Grong.
Provision of gateway signage for the village of Grong
Grong.
Build on the preliminary public domain principles
prepared by Narrandera Shire Council and the residents
of Grong Grong.
In conjunction with Council and the residents, identify
other mechanisms that would assist retaining visitation to
Grong Grong such as a heritage walk, additional caravan
and motor home facilities.
In conjunction with Council and the residents,
implementation of a street tree hierarchy to assist in
wayfinding to and within Grong Grong.
Landscape treatment within the village should adopt a
palette of street trees consistent with the existing native
vegetation and the street trees planting program being
undertaken by Narrandera Shire Council.

Addresses Beyond the Pavement Principle one, two and six.
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•
•
•

•

Ensure cut and fill are minimised so that the highway fits
easily into the agricultural setting.
Adopt an informal approach to the landscape treatment
along the highway and allowing some views from the
highway to the surrounding landscape.
Adopt avenue planting for the access roads to Grong
Grong to assist in directing traffic to the village.
Implement appropriate landscape treatment along the
highway and access roads to assist in defining the
alignment, exits to Grong Grong and access to the
facilities of Grong Grong.
Where batters are required, they should be no steeper
than 1:4 where appropriate to provide a more general
transition into the landscape.

Addresses Beyond the Pavement Principles one, two, three,
four, five, seven and eight.
Objective 4
Design for low maintenance
Principles:
•
•
•
•

Where possible the route alignment should avoid the
existing vegetation.
The landscape treatment should emphasise the
difference in landscape character between the
agricultural lands and the village of Grong Grong.
Adopt an informal approach to the landscape treatment
along the highway.
Where batters are required, they should be no steeper
than 1:4 where appropriate to provide a suitable basis for
low maintenance planting and a more general transition
into the landscape.

Addresses Beyond the Pavement Principle five and nine.
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5.3.

Concept Design

A preliminary concept for the urban design and
landscape treatment has been prepared for the
proposal to assist in meeting the objectives and
reducing visual and landscape character impacts as
shown on Figure 59.
Key principles:
• Landscape treatment of the Newell Highway to
incorporate informal (naturalistic) planting of Grey
Box Woodland in native grasses. This would
be similar to the landscape treatment within the
existing road reserve.
• Allow some views from the highway to the
surrounding landscape.
• Intensify the landscape treatment on the highway
at the access points to assist in defining the
entries to Grong Grong whilst ensuring sightlines
are maintained.
• Incorporate the existing native woodland within
the road reserve where possible.
• Implement appropriate signage along the
highway alignment to the north and west
indicating the turnoff to Grong Grong to allow
enough time for travellers to make a decision to
visit Grong Grong.
• Incorporate avenue planting of White Ironbark
along the northern and western access roads
to Grong Grong to assist in way finding to the
village.
• Design for low maintenance.
• Minimise the removal of vegetation.
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Figure 59 – Urban design concept 				
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Concept design (cont.)

The northern and western access roads to Grong Grong
from the new alignment would provide two opportunities for
travellers to visit Grong Grong. The proposed urban design
and landscape treatment can further assist identifying these
linkages to the travelling public as shown on Figures 60 and
61.
Proposed species list
ANGLE

The two key species for the landscape treatment for the
proposal includes (Figure 62):
•
•

ROAD

Informal highway treatment - Grey Box Woodland
Avenue planting - White Ironbark

Intensify landscape
treatment to identify access
road to Grong Grong
Avenue planting to
direct to Grong Grong
village
0m

150 m

300 m

Figure 60 – Northern access road to Grong Grong		

Grey Box Woodland

Source: Base plan Roads and Maritime Services 2014

Intensify landscape
treatment to identify access
road to Grong Grong

Avenue planting along
access road to direct
traffic to the centre

0m

Figure 61 – Western access road to Grong Grong		
Source: Base plan Roads and Maritime Services 2014
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Figure 62 – Key species
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5.4.

Proposed urban design and landscape mitigation measures

The following outlines mitigation measures to be considered
in the further assessment of the proposed Newell Highway
alignment and access roads to Grong Grong:
•

•
•

Further project planning, concept development and
environmental assessment would follow Roads and
Maritime’s integrated project development processes,
including in consultation with the community,
stakeholders and Narrandera Shire Council.
Urban design would continue as a core project process
in accordance with Roads and Maritime’s policy Beyond
the pavement and urban design guidelines.
The urban design objectives and principles, together
with the concept design and opportunities presented
in this report would form the basis for future design
development, consultation and environmental
assessment.

Further, Roads and Maritime will continue liaison with
Narrandera Shire Council and the residents to identify
strategies for the Council and the residents to undertake to
assist in increasing visitors to Narrandera including:
•
•
•
•

Implement a gateway signage strategy to assist in
identifying Grong Grong as a place of interest.
Identify appropriate uses for any remaining acquired land
if feasible, e.g. gateway signage, additional landscape
treatment, public art.
Identify ideas to enhance the rest area within Grong
Grong for caravans and the like.
Establish a street tree hierarchy to assist in way finding
within the village.
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5.5.

Village centre activation proposal

The proposed realignment of the Newell Highway would
bypass the village of Grong Grong. The following identifies
opportunities to increase visitors to the village centre
as requested by Roads and Maritime. These ideas are
for consideration by Narrandera Shire Council and the
community.

GRONG GRONG
A SMALL CARING COMMUNITY

These initiatives are outside of the control of Roads and
Maritime and would be required to be undertaken by
Narrandera Shire Council and/or the residents of Grong
Grong.
•

REST AREA
GENERAL STORE

Implement gateway signage for Grong Grong. Gateway
signage could be incorporated on the available land
near the access points. Preliminary signage proposals
are shown on Figures 63 and 64. The first proposal
is a larger sign that could incorporate the facilities in
Grong Grong and could also include any upcoming
events such as the rodeo. The second entry proposal
is a simpler form identifying the town and its motto.
The signage could incorporate or be made of the local
granite.

•

Extend the avenue street tree planting along the
existing Newell Highway to better define the access to
Grong Grong village.

•

Enhance and continue the street tree planting along the
local streets of Grong Grong to assist in way finding to
the village, its facilities and points of interest.

•

Implement a heritage walk in conjunction with the
bicycle and horse trail proposed by Council. The
heritage walk would include the heritage buildings
and the railway platform and could incorporate the
cemetery.

•

A self guided walking tour would be beneficial for
travellers looking for a rest, to stretch their legs and to
view the points of interest in Grong Grong.

•

Implement appropriate facilities for motor homes, which
could incorporate camping in the Earth Park and use of
facilities in the local park.

POST OFFICE
ROYAL HOTEL
MOTOR INN
EARTH PARK

Figure 63 – Indicative signage proposal 1

Refer to Figures 65 and 66.

Figure 64 – Indicative signage proposal 2
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Village centre activation opportunities

Potential location for Gateway
Signage
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Intensify landscape treatment
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Extend avenue planting
along the existing Newell
Highway
Intensify landscape treatment
to assist in identifying entry to
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Figure 65 – Grong Grong activation opportunities
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Village centre activation opportunities
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Figure 66 – Village centre activation opportunities		
Source: Base plan Roads and Maritime Services 2014
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Executive Summary
The Newell Highway (A39) is a main inland heavy vehicle and passenger route used to travel between
Victoria, NSW and Queensland. It currently passes through the small town of Grong Grong, about 22
kilometres east of Narrandera within the Narrandera Local Government Area (LGA). The current highway
alignment at Grong Grong includes a sharp, low speed 90 degree turn located within the town. There
have been several truck rollovers at this intersection. The current highway alignment and present crash
history limit traffic efficiency, particularly for heavy vehicles, and prevent the operation of high
productivity vehicles on this section of the Newell Highway.
Roads and Maritime proposes to realign about 2.4 kilometres of the Newell Highway, bypassing the town
of Grong Grong to the north-west (the proposal). The proposal would remove the 90 degree turn from the
highway alignment and would reduce highway traffic travelling through the town centre of Grong Grong.
Access between the Newell Highway and Grong Grong would be provided from the north and west of the
town. The proposal is not expected to influence traffic volumes or mix on the highway, however would
increase the speed limit of this section by bypassing residential areas of Grong Grong.
EMGA Mitchell McLennan Pty Limited (EMM) has been commissioned by NGH Environmental on behalf of
the NSW Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) to complete an operational traffic noise and
construction noise and vibration impact assessment (CNVIA) for the proposal. The study included a review
of road traffic volume data, an operational road traffic noise assessment for the proposal, assessment of
construction noise and vibration impacts and provision of recommendations of appropriated mitigation
and management controls.
This assessment found that the predicted noise levels associated with the proposal would comply with the
NSW Road Noise Policy (DECCW 2011) operational criteria at all sensitive receivers. The proposal would
realign the Newell Highway from its current path through town to outside of town. As a result there
would be a considerable reduction in road traffic noise levels at sensitive receivers fronting the existing
alignment through the town of Grong Grong. This reduction would be experienced generally for the town
of Grong Grong, however some sensitive receivers further west nearer to the proposal would experience
an increase in road traffic noise levels.
Construction noise levels are predicted to exceed the NSW Interim Construction Noise Guideline (ICNG)
(DECC 2009) noise management levels (NMLs) at the majority of assessed residential sensitive receivers
for all construction scenarios. These exceedances are generally highest during site establishment and road
construction scenarios, where NML exceedances within a catchment of 1.2 km and 800 m respectively are
predicted at some stage of the 10 month construction period. The degree of exceedance would largely
depend on the position of the works to sensitive receivers. No exceedance of the ICNG (DECC 2009) highly
affect level of 75 dB(A) have been predicted.
A review of potential structural vibration and human vibration annoyance from construction has been
completed with no impacts identified from the proposal.
Noise mitigation for the operation of the proposal is not required. Standard good practice noise
mitigation has been recommended for the construction activities to minimise the impacts to all sensitive
receivers that would experience noise levels above NMLs. Main measures include consulting with the
community prior to and during construction, implementing standard good practice construction
techniques to minimise noise where practicable, and implementing an information and noise complaints
hotline. Adoption of these measures and others described in the report would generally result in
minimised noise emissions over the duration of construction.
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1

Introduction

EMGA Mitchell McLennan Pty Limited (EMM) has been commissioned by NGH Environmental on behalf of
the NSW Roads and Maritime Services (Roads and Maritime) to complete an operational traffic noise and
construction noise and vibration impact assessment (CNVIA) for the proposed Newell Highway
realignment at Grong Grong, NSW.
The Newell Highway (A39) is a main inland heavy vehicle and passenger route used to travel between
Victoria, NSW and Queensland. It currently passes through the small town of Grong Grong, about 22
kilometres east of Narrandera within the Narrandera Local Government Area (LGA) (refer to Figure 2.1).
The current highway alignment at Grong Grong includes a sharp, low speed 90 degree turn located within
the town. There have been several truck rollovers at this intersection. The current highway alignment and
present crash history limit traffic efficiency, particularly for heavy vehicles, and prevent the operation of
high productivity vehicles on this section of the Newell Highway.
Roads and Maritime proposes to realign about 2.4 kilometres of the Newell Highway, bypassing the town
of Grong Grong to the north-west (the proposal). The proposal would remove the 90 degree turn from the
highway alignment and would reduce highway traffic travelling through the town centre of Grong Grong.
Access between the Newell Highway and Grong Grong would be provided from the north and west of the
town. The proposal is not expected to influence traffic volumes or mix on the highway, however would
increase the speed limit of this section by bypassing residential areas of Grong Grong.
A draft noise assessment was submitted by Environmental Management Group Australia Pty Ltd (EMGA)
in November 2009 that has been used as the basis for this report.
This assessment has been completed to support a Review of Environmental Factors (REF) and is required
to meet the Roads and Maritime obligations under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979.
This report includes:
•

a review of the 2009 noise monitoring and traffic counts to justify their suitability for the use in
this assessment;

•

an operational road traffic noise assessment for the proposed alignment against contemporary
standards, and recommendations for provision of appropriate mitigation where necessary;

•

an assessment of the noise and vibration impacts during construction; and

•

recommendations for provision of appropriate mitigation and management controls during
construction where necessary.

This report has been prepared in accordance with the following policies and guidelines:
•

NSW Road Noise Policy (RNP) (DECCW 2011);

•

Interim Construction Noise Guideline (ICNG) (DECC 2009);

•

Assessing Vibration: a technical guideline (The Guideline) (DEC 2006);

•

DIN 4150-3 Structural vibration - Effects of vibration on structures (German Standard 1999-02);
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•

Environmental Noise Management Manual (ENMM) (RTA 2001); and

•

Procedure for Preparing an Operational Traffic and Construction Noise and Vibration Assessment
Report (Roads and Maritime 2014).

A number of technical terms are required for the discussion of noise and vibration. These are explained in
Appendix A.
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Proposal description

2.1

Background

The Newell Highway (A39), classified as a State Highway, currently passes through the town of Grong
Grong, NSW. It is a main inland heavy vehicle route used to travel between Victoria, NSW and
Queensland. The highway extends from Tocumwal in southern NSW to Goondiwindi in Queensland,
providing a major interstate freight and passenger route.
Long haul freight represents a considerable proportion of the overall traffic on the highway, with heavy
vehicles making up to 42% of the traffic flow north of Grong Grong, according to Roads and Maritime data
for 2011. According to projections from the Draft Newell Highway Corridor Strategy (Transport NSW
2014), heavy vehicle volumes are expected to increase by up to 77% from 2011 levels over the next 20
years.
The Newell Highway currently bisects the town of Grong Grong, along an alignment that impedes the
efficient, continuous, high speed operation of this increasingly important interstate and regional transport
corridor.
In 2009, Roads and Maritime commenced a proposal to realign this stretch of the Newell Highway at
Grong Grong. This draft proposal involved three realignment options which were assessed in the draft
CNVIA (EMGA 2009).
Based on the responses of community consultation conducted in 2011 and 2014, Roads and Maritime
refined the draft concept design.

2.2

The proposal

The proposal would involve realigning about 2.4 kilometres of the Newell Highway, bypassing the town of
Grong Grong to the north-west. Key features of the proposal would include:
•

Realignment of the Newell Highway from about 20.4 kilometres to about 23.2 kilometres east of
Narrandera. The realignment would bypass Grong Grong to the west of the town;

•

Construction of approximately 2.4 kilometres of new two lane carriageway (one lane in each
direction);

•

Construction of two accesses to Grong Grong; one joining the new alignment about 1.4 kilometres
to the north of Junee Street and another joining the new alignment around 1.3 kilometres to the
west of Junee Street, Grong Grong. The accesses would include intersections with unrestricted
turning movements in all directions, protected right turn lanes, deceleration lanes at the highway
exit and entry points;

•

A large cutting at about 22 kilometres east of Narrandera around 940 metres long and up to 4.5
metres deep;

•

Removal of around 175 metres of existing highway pavement and revegetation between the north
access and the new highway alignment;
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•

Removal of 640 metres of existing highway pavement and revegetation between the west access
and the new highway alignment;

•

Changes to Angle Road and its connection with the existing highway;

•

Drainage works including cross drainage, sub surface drainage and a rock blanket; and

•

Adjustments to public utilities, including relocation of the Nextgen optic fibre cable.

The new alignment would maintain a speed limit of 110 km/h compared to the existing 60 km/h speed
limit. The proposal is presented in Figure 2.1.

2.2.1

Construction activities

The construction footprint is shown on Figure 2.1.
The construction footprint would include the road reserve for the tie-ins as well as private property to the
west of Grong Grong which would need to be acquired. In addition, temporary construction of ancillary
facilities, including construction compounds, stockpile sites, sediment basins and haulage roads would be
established within the footprint and operated for construction.
It is anticipated that the construction works would consist of the following main stages:
i

Site establishment

•

site establishment (including construction compound);

•

establishment of environmental controls;

•

clearing and grubbing;

•

stripping of topsoil;

•

drainage works (longitudinal and transverse);

•

cut/fill as required including blasting and hammering of hard rock; and

•

temporary stockpiling.

ii

Road construction

•

removal of existing road (eg near Angle Road);

•

laying pavement materials;

•

laying of subsoil drains;

•

sealing and construction of verges;

•

finalisation of batters;

•

landscaping/tree planting;
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•

line marking and installation of road furniture; and

•

removal of environmental controls and site dis-establishment.
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Existing environment

3.1

Traffic volumes

The Newell Highway comprises a single lane in each direction as it passes through Grong Grong. The
highway through Grong Grong contains a ninety degree bend with speed advisory signage of 35 km/h. The
speed limit on the Newell Highway is generally 110 km/h, reducing to 60 km/h through Grong Grong.
The township of Grong Grong has a population of approximately 391. Fronting the Newell Highway there
are about a dozen residences, some small industrial operations and a motel.
The Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) or Annual Daily Traffic (ADT) for the Newell Highway north of
Grong Grong is summarised in Table 3.1. This data has been sourced from available data from Roads and
Maritime station 95.083 and the Draft Newell Highway Corridor Strategy (TfNSW 2014).
The Draft Newell Highway Corridor Strategy (TfNSW 2014) indicates approximately 600 (650 towards
Narrandera or 534 towards Ardlethan) heavy vehicles travel the Newell Highway (A39) through Grong
Grong daily (42% of all traffic). The amount of freight moved along the Newell Highway (A39) at Grong
Grong is expected to remain high with heavy vehicle traffic predicted to increase by 77% to 1060 trucks
per day by 2031.
Traffic count data for 2006 also found that the daytime (7 am to 10 pm) and night time (10 pm to 7 am)
volumes were 81% and 19% of the AADT respectively. This is consistent with typical traffic breakdowns for
major roads (being 85% and 15% respectively). The proportion of heavy vehicles for the daytime and night
time periods are 44% and 67% respectively.
One reason for the traffic figure reduction in Table 3.1 between 2009 and 2011 is that the early figures
(pre 2006) are AADT (axle pairs). The 2011 figures are based on actual vehicle numbers (ADT). Heavy
vehicles may have more than two axles per vehicle (typically an average of five for this section of the
Newell Highway), hence the drop in volumes in 2011.

Table 3.1

Newell Highway (A39) AADT or ADT by year - Grong Grong north of Main Road 243

Year

19821

19861

19901

19941

19971

20001

20031

20061

20092

20113

Traffic
volume

1850

1831

2439

2478

1974

1889

1971

1355

1459

1270

Notes:

1. Data sourced from Roads and Maritime (actual AADT counts).
2. Derived from 2006 counts and adding 2.5% growth each year.
3. ADT data sourced from the Draft Newell Highway Corridor Strategy (TfNSW 2014)

3.2

Unattended noise monitoring

The unattended noise monitoring was completed between 19 May to 4 June 2009 to quantify the existing
ambient noise environment and to collect data for model calibration and sensitivity analysis. Logger
locations were limited due to access to properties and site security. The two unattended monitoring
locations (L1 and L2) are shown in Figure 2.1.
The unattended monitoring was also used to determine the maximum noise level (Lmax) associated with
road truck passbys during the day and night periods at these two locations. Monitoring was completed in
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accordance with the RTA Environmental Noise Management Manual (ENMM) Practice Note III – Protocol
for assessing maximum noise levels (RTA 2001).
The loggers were programmed to collect samples at 15 minute intervals with ‘Fast’ time weighting and ‘A’
frequency weighting. The logging instrumentation were Svan957 Type 1 third-octave sound analysers, and
were within certified calibration periods. The devices were in compliance with Australian Standard AS
1055-1997, Acoustics - Description and Measurement of Environmental Noise and had been calibrated by
the manufacturer prior to deployment.
Weather data (wind speed and rainfall) was also obtained from the Bureau of Meteorology (BoM)
weather station at Narranderra Airport (74148) for the survey period. The weather data was used to
exclude periods when rain and winds (above 5 m/s) occurred in accordance with the Industrial Noise
Policy , with corrections applied for height in accordance with AS 1170.2:2011 Structural Design Actions
Part 2: Wind Actions.
The noise logger at L1 was installed at the closest residence to the highway, at the corner of Narran Street
and the Newell Highway approximately 40 m from the highway centreline. This location is representative
of properties fronting the Newell Highway which are exposed to relatively high traffic noise levels.
Observations indicated that road traffic noise (particularly truck passbys) dominated the noise
environment.
Logger L2 was installed in an open paddock, located 150 m north of the Newell Highway. This location is
representative of residences removed from the highway.
The results of the unattended monitoring are presented in Appendix B and summarised in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2
ID

Summary of unattended monitoring results, dB(A)

Location

Period

Average
ambient noise
1
level

Leq,15hr
Day

Maximum
4
noise level

Highest night
time
emergence
1,3
levels

RBL

Leq,9hr
Night

Lmax
Night1

Lmax-Leq,1hr
Night

Day
(7 am
6 pm)

Evening
(6 pm10 pm)

Night
(10 pm7 am)

L1

Corner Narran
Street and
Newell Highway

19/5/09 4/6/09

59

57

74-91

26-30

31

30

30

L2

Paddock 150 m
from Newell
Highway

19/5/09 2
29/5/09

51

47

62-86

21-24

30

30

30

Notes:

1. Day = 7am-10pm; Night=10 pm-7 am
2. Logger stopped due to battery failure.
3. An emergence level is used to define the relationship between the Lmax and Leq traffic noise level and to assess sleep
disturbance. Where the Lmax noise level exceeds the Leq, 1 hour noise level by 15 dB or more, then Lmax noise levels need to be
assessed in more detail in accordance with the ENMM (RTA 2001)
4. Range of maximum noise levels recorded on each night of the monitoring period and includes traffic and all other sources.
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The results of the background monitoring assessment indicate that the noise environment is fairly
consistent, with levels around 30 dB(A) to 31 dB(A) reported at locations L1 and L2.
Table 3.3 shows that night period maximum emergence noise levels were quantified at up to 30 dB(A) and
24 dB(A) at locations L1 and L2 respectively, with considerably higher numbers of emergence events at L1
attributable to its proximity to the existing highway (refer to section 4.2).

3.3

Attended noise monitoring

EMM conducted 15 minute attended noise monitoring at three representative residential locations to
qualify the noise sources and characteristics in the area. Attended noise measurements were conducted
using a 01dB Solo Type 1 hand held sound analyser. The analyser was within its NATA certified calibration
period and was field calibrated before and after measurements.
Measurements were carried out in accordance with the ENMM and RNP (DECCW 2011).
Attended monitoring locations are shown in Figure 2.1 and observations noted that the Newell Highway
traffic noise dominated the measurements at all locations.
Manual traffic counts were completed on 19 May 2009 at locations S1 and S2, including northbound and
southbound lanes.
The measurement results are summarised in Table 3.3. The results of the manual traffic counts clearly
demonstrate the considerable proportion of heavy vehicles, which are made up of semi-trailers, bdoubles or similar and comprise about 75% of the total volume in the 15-minute samples recorded in the
late afternoon as shown in Table 3.4. Refer to Figure 3.1 for monitoring locations.
The maximum (Lmax) noise levels associated with heavy vehicle movements were quantified at up to
80 dB(A), 78 dB(A) and 54 dB(A) at locations S1, S2 and S3 respectively.

Table 3.3

Attended 15-minute noise measurement summary (19 May 2009)

Sensitive receiver
ID

Start time
(hh:mm)

Measured noise levels, dB(A)
L90

Leq

Truck Lmax

Total traffic volumes
(in 15 minutes)

S1 - Narran Street /
Newell Highway

18:00

33

62

70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 80

12 (3HV NB; 6 HV SB)

S2 - Binya Street /
Newell Highway

18:30

45

60

63, 67, 75, 76, 77, 78
(Jake Brake)

11 (2HV NB; 6 HV SB)

S3 - Boree Street /
Willandra Street

17:30

33

45

46, 50, 51, 52, 54

Notes:

-

1.HV = heavy vehicles.
2. NB = northbound; SB = southbound. The balance of the vehicle counts is small cars.
3. The noisiest Lmax events are provided for reference. Others were not able to be quantified amongst ambient noise.

3.4

Correlation of monitoring data

The unattended monitoring data was cross-correlated with the attended measurements to gain an
appreciation of the differences in noise levels between locations. This is summarised in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4

Correlation of attended and unattended monitoring data

Sensitive receiver
ID

Start time

S1 Narran Street /
Newell Highway

18:00

Measured noise levels, dB(A)

(L1)
S2 Binya Street /
Newell Highway

18:30

(L1)
S3 Boree Street /
Willandra Street

17:30

(L2)

3.5

L90

Leq

33

62

32

61

45

60

32

61

33

45

29

50

Comments

These two locations are 15 m apart, both 4 m from the
Newell Highway centreline and have comparable noise
characteristics.
Both locations are exposed to Newell Highway traffic
noise, with location L1 marginally closer to the highway.
The noise climate at these two locations is comparable
as demonstrated in Leq values.
The data at the paddock location L2 demonstrates it is
more exposed to road traffic noise than the residential
location at S3.

Noise sensitive receivers

Unattended (L1 and L2) and attended noise monitoring locations with the exception of S3 (S1 and S2)
have been adopted as sensitive receivers for the operation and construction noise and vibration
assessment of the proposal, as well as two additional assessment locations (A1 and A2).
Three exclusive construction noise and vibration sensitive receiver locations (CA1, CA2 and CA3) have
been adopted due to their position relative to the proposed construction footprint (refer Figure 2.1).
The adopted sensitive receivers are nearest to the realignment and/ or construction footprint and would
represent locations potentially worst affected by the proposal. Therefore, it expected that other sensitive
receivers within the study area at similar or greater distances will experience noise levels which are
similar to or less than those predicted at the adopted representative locations.
Whilst several vacant properties exist further west and closer to the proposal, these are not expected to
be developed in the future and so have not been assessed.
Representative sensitive receivers considered in the noise and vibration impact assessment are presented
in Figure 2.1 with details provided in Table 3.5.

Table 3.5

Sensitive receivers

Sensitive
receivers

Description

Distance to existing
alignment (m)

Justification

A1

North of Lachlan Street

257

Residence in proximity to the proposed
alignment (243 m).

A2

South-west corner of Lachlan
Street and Brookong Street

331

Residence in proximity to the proposed
alignment (252 m).

S1/L1

Corner of Narran Street and
existing Newell Highway

43

One of the closest residences to the existing
highway (295 m from proposed alignment).
Model validation against monitoring data.
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Table 3.5

Sensitive receivers

Sensitive
receivers

Description

S2

Corner of Binya Street and Newell
Highway

57

Closest residence to the bend in the existing
highway to demonstrate the influence of this
road section on noise levels. Approximately
57 m east of the existing highway and 806 m
from proposed alignment.

Paddock 185 m north of existing
highway

185

Model validation against monitoring data.
280 m from proposed alignment.

South of Nullong Road

150

Nearest to the proposed construction
footprint south extent.

270

Nearest to the proposed construction
footprint east extent.

20

Nearest non residential sensitive receiver to
the proposed construction footprint.

L2

1

CA1

Distance to existing
alignment (m)

(construction assessment location
only)
CA2

East of existing Newell highway
(construction assessment location
only)

CA3

Grong Grong Motor Inn south of
existing highway

Justification

(construction assessment location
only)
Notes:

1. Structure identified here however residential status is unknown. Included as assessment location to represent sensitive
receivers to the south east of the proposal.
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4

Assessment criteria

4.1

Operational road traffic noise

The principle guidance for assessing the impact of road traffic noise on receptors is in the NSW Road
Noise Policy (RNP) (DECCW 2011). Table 4.1 presents the road noise assessment criteria which apply to
the proposal reproduced from Table 3 of the RNP (DECCW 2011).

Table 4.1

Road traffic noise assessment criteria for residential land uses

Road category

Type of project/development

Freeway/arterial/subarterial roads

Existing residences affected by noise from new
freeway/arterial/sub-arterial road corridors

Assessment criteria, dB(A)
Day (7 am to 10 pm)

Night (10 pm to 7 am)

Leq(15-hr) 55 (external)

Leq(9-hr) 50 (external)

Source: RNP (DECCW 2011).

The RNP (DECCW 2011) clarifies a noise assessment is to include all sensitive receivers within 600 m from
the centre line of the outermost traffic lane on each side of the proposal, defined herein as the ‘study
area’ (refer Figure 2.1).
Noise from the proposal is to be assessed for both ‘no-build’ and ‘build’ scenarios for the year of opening
and the design year (10 years from opening). Reasonable and feasible noise mitigation must be reviewed
where predicted noise levels above assessment criteria are identified from the proposal. In reviewing
reasonable and feasible mitigation a 2 dB tolerance for increased noise levels should be considered, as
typically an increase of up to 2 dB will not be perceptible to the average person.

4.1.1

Relative increase criteria

In addition to meeting the road noise assessment criteria, any increase in total traffic noise at sensitive
receivers must be considered. Sensitive receivers experiencing increases in total traffic noise levels above
those presented in Table 4.2 should be considered for mitigation.

Table 4.2

Relative increase criteria for residential land uses

Road category

Freeway/arterial/subarterial roads and
transitways

Type of project/development

New road corridor/redevelopment of
existing road/land use development with
the potential to generate additional traffic
on existing road.

Total traffic noise level increase, dB(A)
Day (7 am to 10 pm)

Night (10 pm to 7 am)

Existing traffic

Existing traffic

Leq(15-hr)+12 dB
(external)

Leq(9-hr)+ 12 dB
(external)

Source: RNP (DECCW 2011)

4.1.2

Maximum emergence levels

The ENMM (RTA 2001) recommends that road traffic assessments include the calculation of maximum
noise levels, which involves determining how much the maximum noise levels for individual vehicle passbys exceed the Leq for the night period and the number of such maximum noise events.
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This assessment relates to the protection of residents from sleep disturbance.
Guidance on maximum noise levels and sleep disturbance is listed in the RNP (DECCW 2011). This
guidance states that:
•

maximum internal noise levels below 50 to 55 dB(A) are unlikely to wake sleeping occupants; and

•

one or two noise events per night, with maximum internal noise levels of 65-70 dB(A), are not likely
to affect the health and well being of occupant’s significantly.

It is commonly accepted by acoustic practitioners and regulatory bodies that a partially open window
would reduce external noise levels by 10 dB(A). Therefore, external noise levels in the order of 6065 dB(A) calculated at the facade of a residence are unlikely to cause sleep disturbance affects.
The ENMM defines a maximum emergence level as an Lmax event greater than 65 dB(A) and Lmax-Leq-1hr
greater than or equal to 15 dB(A).

4.2

Construction noise

The Interim Construction Noise Guideline (ICNG) (DECC 2009) provides guidance on the assessment and
management of construction noise, and has been used to assess the construction stage of the proposal.
The ICNG (DECC 2009) provides two assessment methods:
•

quantitative, which is suited to major construction projects with typical durations of more than
three weeks; and

•

qualitative, which is suited to short-term infrastructure maintenance of less than three weeks.

A quantitative assessment requires noise emission predictions from construction activities at the nearest
receptors, while the qualitative assessment is a simplified approach that relies more on noise
management strategies.
This assessment has adopted a quantitative assessment approach as construction works are anticipated
to occur over 10 months. The qualitative aspects of the assessment include identification of receptors,
description of works involved and proposed management measures that include a complaints handling
procedure.

4.2.1

Standard hours

Section 2.2 of the ICNG (DECC 2009) recommends the following standard hours for construction:
•

Monday to Friday 7 am - 6 pm;

•

Saturday 8 am - 1 pm; and

•

no construction work is to take place on Sundays or public holidays.

The proposed construction works would be limited to these hours and hence will satisfy the main
objective of the ICNG (DECC 2009).
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4.2.2

Noise management level

Table 4.3 is an extract from the ICNG (DECC 2009) and provides noise management levels (NMLs) for
residential receptors for daytime hours only as proposed.

Table 4.3

ICNG noise management levels

Time of Day

Management level

Leq

How to apply

(15 min)

Recommended standard hours:
Monday to Friday 7 am to 6 pm
Saturday 8 am to 1 pm. No work on
Sundays or public holidays.

Noise affected RBL
+ 10 dB.

The noise affected level represents the point above
which there may be some community reaction to
noise.
Where the predicted or measured LAeq (15 min) is
greater than the noise affected level, the proponent
should apply all feasible and reasonable work
practices to meet the noise affected level.
The proponent should also inform all potentially
impacted residents of the nature of works to be
carried out, the expected noise levels and duration,
as well as contact details.

Highly noise affected 75
dB(A)

Outside recommended standard hours

Noise-affected RBL + 5
dB

The highly noise affected level represents the point
above which there may be strong community
reaction to noise.
Where noise is above this level, the relevant
authority (consent, determining or regulatory) may
require respite periods by restricting the hours that
the very noisy activities can occur, taking into
account:
•
times identified by the community when they
are less sensitive to noise (such as before and
after school for works near schools, or midmorning or mid-afternoon for works near
residences; and
•
if the community is prepared to accept a
longer period of construction in exchange for
restrictions on construction times.
•
a strong justification would typically be
required for works outside the recommended
standard hours;
•
the proponent should apply all feasible and
reasonable work practices to meet the noise
affected level; and
•
where all feasible and reasonable practices
have been applied and noise is more than
5 dB(A) above the noise-affected level, the
proponent should negotiate with the
community.
For guidance on negotiating agreements see Section
7.2.2 of the ICNG.

Source:

ICNG (DECC 2009).
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The construction noise criteria for this assessment have been based on the results obtained for sensitive
receivers identified in Figure 3.1. It is noted that locations L2 and S3 have not been assessed as they are
vacant lots and were used for comparative purposes only. The noise management levels (NMLs) have
been developed for representative sensitive receivers based on the standard hours for construction
activities and are presented in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4

Construction noise management levels (NMLs) – standard hours

Sensitive receiver

Receptor type

RBL, dB(A)

NMLs, Leq(15-min)

1

(RBL+10 dB)
A1

Residential

30

40

A2

Residential

30

40

S1/L1/

Residential

31

41

S2

Residential

31

41

L2

Residential

30

40

CA1

Residential

30

40

CA2

Residential

30

40

CA3

Motel

n/a

40 (internal)

Notes:

4

3

1. Standard construction hours.
2. Locations S3 and L2 have not been assessed as they are vacant land.
3. NML has been taken from Standards Australia 2000, Acoustics – Recommended design sound levels and reverberation times
for building interiors, AS/NZS 2107 in accordance with guidance provided in the ICNG (DECC 2009) on other sensitive land uses.
4. Structure identified here however residential status is unconfirmed.

4.3

Construction vibration

4.3.1

Human comfort – Assessing vibration a technical guideline

Environmental Noise Management – Assessing Vibration: a technical guideline (DEC 2006) is based on
guidelines contained in BS 6472 – 2008, Evaluation of human exposure to vibration in buildings (1-80Hz).
The guideline presents preferred and maximum vibration values for use in assessing human responses to
vibration and provides recommendations for measurement and evaluation techniques. At vibration values
below the preferred values, there is a low probability of adverse comment or disturbance to building
occupants. Where all feasible and reasonable mitigation measures have been applied and vibration values
are still beyond the maximum value, it is recommended the operator negotiate directly with the affected
community.
The guideline defines three vibration types and provides direction for assessing and evaluating the
applicable criteria. Table 2.1 of the guideline provides examples of the three vibration types and has been
reproduced in Table 4.5.
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Table 4.5

Examples of types of vibration (from Table 2.1 of the guideline)

Continuous Vibration

Impulsive Vibration

Intermittent Vibration

Machinery, steady road traffic,
continuous construction activity (such
as tunnel boring machinery).

Infrequent: Activities that create up to
3 distinct vibration events in an
assessment period, e.g. occasional
dropping of heavy equipment,
occasional loading and unloading.
Blasting is assessed using ANZECC
(1990).

Trains, intermittent nearby
construction activity, passing heavy
vehicles, forging machines, impact pile
driving, jack hammers. Where the
number of vibration events in an
assessment period is three or fewer
these would be assessed against
impulsive vibration criteria.

i

Continuous vibration

Appendix C of the guideline outlines acceptable criteria for human exposure to continuous vibration (180Hz). The criteria are dependent on both the time of activity (usually daytime or night-time) and the
occupied place being assessed. Table 4.6 reproduces the preferred and maximum criteria relating to
measured peak velocity.

Table 4.6

Criteria for exposure to continuous vibration
Peak velocity (mm/s)

Place

Time

Critical working Areas (e.g. hospital operating theatres,
precision laboratories)

Day or night-time

0.14

0.28

Residences

Daytime

0.28

0.56

Night-time

0.20

0.40

Offices

Day or night-time

0.56

1.1

Workshops

Day or night-time

1.1

2.2

Notes:

Preferred

Maximum

-9

1. rms velocity (mm/s) and vibration velocity value (dB re 10 mm/s)
2. Values given for most critical frequency >8 Hz assuming sinusoidal motion.

ii

Intermittent vibration

Intermittent vibration (as defined in Section 2.1 of the guideline) is assessed using the vibration dose
concept which relates to vibration magnitude and exposure time.
Intermittent vibration is representative of activities such as impact hammering, rolling or general
excavation work (such as an excavator tracking).
Section 2.4 of the Guideline provides acceptable values for intermittent vibration in terms of vibration
dose values (VDV) which requires the measurement of the overall weighted rms (root mean square)
acceleration levels over the frequency range 1 Hz to 80 Hz. To calculate VDV the following formula (refer
section 2.4.1 of the guideline) was used:
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VDV =

[T

[a

4

�0

(t)dt

]

0.25

�

Where VDV is the vibration dose value in m/s1.75, a (t) is the frequency-weighted rms of acceleration in
m/s2 and T is the total period of the day (in seconds) during which vibration may occur.
The Acceptable Vibration Dose Values (VDV) for Intermittent Vibration are reproduced in Table 4.7.
Acceptable vibration dose values (VDV) for intermittent vibration (m/s 1.75)

Table 4.7

Daytime
Location

Night-time

Preferred value,
m/s1.75

Maximum value,
1.75
m/s

Preferred value,
1.75
m/s

Maximum value,
1.75
m/s

Critical Areas

0.10

0.20

0.10

0.20

Residences

0.20

0.4

0.13

0.26

Offices, schools, educational institutions
and places of worship

0.40

0.80

0.40

0.80

Workshops

0.80

1.60

0.80

1.60

Notes:

1. Daytime is 7 am to 10 pm and night-time is 10 pm to 7 am.
2. These criteria are indicative only, and there may be a need to assess intermittent values against continuous or impulsive
criteria for critical areas.

There is a low probability of adverse comment or disturbance to building occupants at vibration values
below the preferred values. Adverse comment or complaints may be expected if vibration values
approach the maximum values. The Guideline states that activities should be designed to meet the
preferred values where an area is not already exposed to vibration.

4.3.2

Structural vibration criteria – DIN4150

For structural vibration, measurements should be assessed at the foundation of a building structure. In
the absence of a relevant Australian Standard, the German Standard DIN 4150 - Part 3: 1999 provides the
strictest guideline levels of vibration velocity for evaluating the effects of vibration in structures. The
limits presented in this standard are generally recognised to be conservative.
The DIN 4150 values (maximum levels measured in any direction at the foundation, or maximum levels
measured in (x) or (y) horizontal directions, in the plane of the uppermost floor), are summarised in Table
4.8 and shown graphically in Figure 4.1 in the case of foundation levels. For residential and commercial
type structures, the standard recommends safe limits as low as 5 mm/s and 20 mm/s respectively. These
limits increase with frequency values above 10 Hz. The operational frequency of construction plant
typically ranges between 10 Hz to 30 Hz, and hence according to DIN4150, the safe vibration criteria
range for dwellings is 5 to 15 mm/s. For reinforced commercial type buildings the limit is as low as
20 mm/s, while for heritage or sensitive structures the lower limit is 3 mm/s. This assessment has
adopted Line 2 as the limiting criteria.
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Table 4.8
Line*

Structural damage guideline values of vibration velocity – DIN4150

Type of Structure

Vibration velocity in mm/s
At foundation at a frequency of
1Hz to 10Hz

Plane of floor of
uppermost storey

10Hz to 50 Hz

50Hz to 100Hz

All frequencies

1

Buildings used for commercial
purposes, industrial buildings and
buildings of similar design.

20

20 to 40

40 to 50

40

2

Dwellings and buildings of similar
design and/or use.

5

5 to 15

15 to 20

15

3

Structures that because of their
particular sensitivity to vibration do
not correspond to those listed in Lines
1 or 2 and have intrinsic value (e.g.
buildings that are under a preservation
order).

3

3 to 8

8 to 10

8

Notes:

1. “ Line* ” refers to curves in Figure 1 of DIN4150.
2. For frequencies above 100Hz the higher values in the 50Hz to 100Hz column should be used.

These levels are “safe limits”, for which damage due to vibration effects is unlikely to occur. “Damage” is
defined in DIN 4150 to include even minor non-structural effects such as superficial cracking in cement
render, the enlargement of cracks already present, and the separation of partitions or intermediate walls
from load bearing walls.
Should such damage be observed without vibration levels exceeding the “safe limits” then it is likely to be
attributable to other causes. DIN 4150 also states that when vibration levels higher than the “safe limits”
are present, it does not necessarily follow that damage will occur.
As indicated by the criteria in Table 4.8, high frequency vibration has less potential to cause damage than
lower frequencies. Furthermore, the “point source” nature of vibration from plant causes the vibratory
disturbances to arrive at different parts of nearby large structures in an out-of-phase manner, thereby
reducing its potential to excite in-phase motion of the low order modes of vibration in such structures.
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Figure 4.1

DIN4150 Structural vibration safe limits for buildings
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5

Operational road traffic noise assessment

5.1

Method

A number of methods are available for predicting road traffic noise. The RNP (DECCW 2011) recommends
the use of the Calculation of Road Traffic Noise (CORTN) algorithm, as developed by the UK Department
of Transport. In summary, this method incorporates consideration of traffic flow volume, average speed,
percentage of heavy vehicles, and road gradient to establish noise source strength, and includes
attenuation via spherical spreading (or cylindrical in the case of a line source such as a road), soft ground,
atmospheric absorption and screening from buildings or barriers.
Based on discussions with Roads and Maritime it is understood that the intended opening date for the
proposal is mid 2016. The RNP (DECCW 2011) requires noise predictions to be made for the year of
opening and the design year, nominally 10 years after opening. As a result, the design year for assessment
in accordance with the RNP (DECCW 2011) is 2026. Noise predictions for year of opening and design year
are therefore provided for both ‘build’ (with the proposal) and ‘no build’ (without the proposal) scenarios.

5.2

Traffic volumes

Traffic volume data provided by Roads and Maritime for 2011 was analysed to provide predictions for the
year of opening (2026) to the design year (2026). The ADT for 2011 for the Newell Highway north of
Grong Grong is 1270 which was used to extrapolate 2016 and 2026 traffic volumes. Based on
correspondence with Roads and Maritime, light vehicle numbers were assumed to increase by 2.5%
annually from 2011. Heavy vehicles were predicted to increase by 77% from 2011 to 2031 as determined
in the Draft Newell Highway Corridor Strategy (Transport NSW 2014), and intermediate years interpolated
correspondingly.
Traffic distribution statistics were also sourced from Roads and Maritime as described in Section 5.1.
Traffic volumes of 81% and 19% of the ADT have been adopted for the day and night periods,
respectively. The percentages of heavy vehicles were 44% and 67% for the day and night periods,
respectively.
The modelled traffic volumes are presented in Table 5.1. Note that the above growth projections were
adopted for both the 'no build' and 'build' scenarios. This is plausible given there is no alternate route in
the area.

Table 5.1

Modelled traffic volumes

Time
period

Vehicle
class

Volume

%

Volume

%

Volume

%

Volume

%

Day

Light

679

56

679

56

847

56

847

56

Heavy

533

44

533

44

666

44

666

44

Night

Notes:

Year of opening ‘no
2
build’ scenario

Year of opening
‘build’ scenario2

Design year ‘no
build’ scenario2

Design year ‘build’
scenario2

Total

1212

-

1212

-

1513

-

1513

-

Light

94

33

94

33

117

33

117

33

Heavy

190

67

190

67

238

67

238

67

Total

284

-

284

-

355

-

355

-

1. Day is 7 am to 10 pm; night is 10 pm to 7 am.
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2. RMS acknowledges that the traffic predictions used in the noise assessment vary to those shown in the REF. The figures shown
in the noise report are conservative and would predict higher noise levels than those that would actually be generated

Traffic volumes on local roads and access routes to the proposal have not been incorporated into the
model as these volumes will be insignificant compared to the volumes on the Newell Highway.
Furthermore, there are no sensitive receivers within the study area near the proposed access routes.

5.3

Vehicle speeds

The vehicle speeds adopted in the model are summarised in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2

Modelled speeds per road segment

Road segment

Modelled speed (km/h)

Existing highway
North of Grong Grong township

110

Grong Grong (north) (110 km/h to 60 km/h transition)

80

Through Grong Grong township

60

Grong Grong (low speed bend)

35

West of Grong Grong

110

Proposed highway

5.4

110

Noise model validation

Road noise from the existing Newell Highway was modelled at two sensitive receivers (refer to
Section 3.1) to validate the predictions. Traffic volumes for 2009 provided in Table 5.3 were used to
correlate the noise model predictions with the unattended noise monitoring results.

Table 5.3
Time period
Day

Vehicle class

Year of opening ‘no build’ scenario

Light

Night time

Note:

2009 traffic volumes for noise model validation

Volume

%

662

56

Heavy

520

44

Total

1182

100

Light

91

33

Heavy

186

67

Total

277

100

1. Day is 7 am to 10 pm; night is 10 pm to 7 am.

The results of the noise model validation are presented in Table 5.4.
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Table 5.4
Location
L1
L2
Notes:

Noise model validation
Day, LAeq 15hr, dB(A)
Measured

Modelled

Difference,
dB(A)

Night, LAeq 9hr, dB(A)
Measured

Modelled

Difference,
dB(A)

59

58

-1

57

56

-1

51

50

-1

47

48

+1

L1 is representative of S1 and S2 (refer Table 3.5)
L2 is representative of S3 (refer Table 3.5)

The results of the validation modelling show high correlation (±1dB) between measured and modelled
traffic noise levels, and are within accepted field measurement tolerances of ±2dB. Hence, no
adjustments are considered required for these locations.
A discrepancy was identified between modelled and measured noise levels at location S2 (represented by
long term monitoring data recorded at L1) during the model validation process. This was attributed to the
deceleration and acceleration of vehicles at the 90 degree bend on the existing Newell Highway
configuration, with modelled noise levels under predicting actual Leq-15hr and Leq-9hr levels by up to 5 dB(A).
A sensitivity analysis completed at this location involved increasing the traffic speed from the sign posted
35 km/h to 60 km/h. This had the effect of reducing the difference to less than 1 dB(A). This relatively high
discrepancy is considered likely to be attributable to truck engine exhaust noise dominating noise levels
and subsequently modelling was completed independently of the other road sections and adjustment
factors applied to noise contours in the vicinity of the bend for the existing noise contours (Figures 5.1
and 5.2).

5.5

Noise model predictions

Figure 5.1 to Figure 5.6 present the day Leq(15-hr) and night Leq(9-hr) road traffic noise contours for the
existing alignment and the proposal for the year of opening and the design year.
The results of single point noise modelling are summarised in Table 5.5 for the representative sensitive
receivers.
The results indicate that the predicted noise levels associated with the proposal would comply with road
traffic noise criteria at all sensitive receivers. As anticipated, there is a considerable reduction in road
traffic noise levels at sensitive receivers fronting the existing alignment due to the increase in separation
distance to the majority of sensitive receivers. A reduction of 18 dB(A) is noted at sensitive receivers
adjacent the existing 90 degree bend (location S2) which experience an increased separation distance
from the proposal of almost 700 m compared to existing highway alignment.
An increase in road traffic noise levels is predicted at A1 and A2 of 1 dB(A) and 2 dB(A) respectively. A
change in noise level of up to 2 dB(A) is typically indiscernible to the human ear and therefore unlikely to
be noticed at either of these sensitive receivers.
It should be noted that future traffic levels and associated noise levels from the existing Newell Highway
alignment through the town of Grong Grong would be negligible once the proposal is operational.
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1

1

1

Notes:

L2

1, 5

S21

S1/L1

A2

A1

Sensitive
receiver

50

58

58

47

48

Day

4

48

56

56

44

45

Night

4

Year of opening 2016
‘no build’ scenario

47

40

48

49

48

Day

45

38

45

46

46

Night

Year of opening 2016
‘build’ scenario

Operational noise predictions, dB(A)

51

59

59

48

49

Day

49

57

57

45

46

Night

Design year 2026 ‘no
build’ scenario

48

41

49

50

49

Day

55

55

55

55

55

Day

50

50

50

50

50

Night

RNP criteria

-3

-18

-10

2

0

Day

-3

-18

-11

2

1

Night

Year opening

-3

-18

-10

2

0

Day

-3

-18

-11

2

1

Night

Design year

Change in noise level3

5. Structure identified however residential status is unknown.

4 Day = 7am – 10pm (15hrs); Night = 10pm – 7am (9hrs).
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3 Change between ‘no build’ and ‘build’ options for the respective year (2016 or 2026) and period (day or night). Where either change in noise levels exceed 2dBA or predicted design year levels are acute
consideration of additional mitigation is required.

46

39

46

47

47

Night

Design year 2026
‘build’ scenario

2 Change in noise level between ’build’ and ‘no build’ scenarios for year of opening and the design year.

1 Receiver ID: Black = meets RNP Criteria; Blue = exceeds RNP Criteria; Red = Acute level of noise.

Table 5.5
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Existing day time Leq,15hr road traffic noise levels
Newell Highway Grong Grong Realignment
Road traffic noise assessment
Figure 5.1
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Existing night time Leq,9hr road traffic noise levels
Newell Highway Grong Grong Realignment
Road traffic noise assessment
Figure 5.2
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2016 day time Leq,15hr road traffic noise levels with the Proposal
Newell Highway Grong Grong Realignment
Road traffic noise assessment
Figure 5.3
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2016 night time Leq,9hr road traffic noise levels with the Proposal
Newell Highway Grong Grong Realignment
Road traffic noise assessment
Figure 5.4
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2026 day time Leq,15hr road traffic noise levels with the Proposal
Newell Highway Grong Grong Realignment
Road traffic noise assessment
Figure 5.5
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2026 night time Leq,9hr road traffic noise levels with the Proposal
Newell Highway Grong Grong Realignment
Road traffic noise assessment
Figure 5.6
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Maximum emergence assessment

5.6.1

Existing alignment

Maximum noise levels on the existing Newell Highway alignment include general truck passbys and heavy
vehicle movements braking and accelerating away from the 90° bend in Grong Grong village.
The maximum noise level associated with heavy vehicle movements was quantified through attended
measurements as summarised in Table 3.4. This data was used to obtain the upper level of maximum
noise for all sensitive receivers, taking into account distances from the existing alignment. The occurrence
of these events depends on the frequency of night time passbys, driver behaviour and vehicle
maintenance.
Given the proximity of sensitive receiver L1 to the existing alignment, the number of emergence events is
highly likely to be equal to the number of heavy vehicles through the night period. The same assumption
has been adopted for sensitive receiver L2 due to its relatively isolated location and minimal influence
from non-traffic sources. The number of emergence events has been estimated at these locations based
on the percentage of heavy vehicles at night.
It should be noted however that maximum noise levels would vary from truck to truck and not all vehicles
will generate these worst case noise levels.
The predicted Lmax levels are presented in Table 5.6 based on the distances to the nearest sensitive
receivers. The predictions account for distance loss and atmospheric absorption only, and conservatively
ignore ground effects or topography. It should be noted that truck volumes, and corresponding noise
levels, on the existing alignment through the Grong Grong township post the opening of the proposal
would be negligible.

Table 5.6
Location

Existing night time emergence assessment
Existing alignment
Lmax, dB(A)

Emergence Lmax- Leq

Number of Lmax events

A1

64

n/a

175

A2

61

n/a

175

S1/L1

70-80

26-30

175

S2

67-78

26-30

*

175

L2

67

21-24

175

Trigger

>65

15

1.

Night is defined to be from 10 pm to 7 am.

2.

Based on the percentage of heavy vehicles recorded during the night. Not all heavy vehicles will produce the quoted maximum
noise level.

3.

Lmax extrapolated from attended monitoring data at S1, S2 and S3.

4.

Existing Lmax noise levels were obtained from attended monitoring data and represent events greater than 65 dB(A) only as
required by the ENMM.

5.

Existing emergence levels for L1 and L2 ignore atypical data displayed in Annex B.

6.

*Assumed the same as location S1 based on strong correlation of monitoring data at S2 and S1/L1.

n/a = Not applicable as Lmax levels are not above the ENMM 65 dB(A) threshold or the location is not residential.
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Results indicate maximum noise level impacts from the existing alignment at three sensitive receivers.
The number of Lmax noise level events during the night time period is 175 which is based on the
percentage of heavy vehicles during the night period.

5.6.2

The proposal

Maximum noise levels from the proposal have been predicted at sensitive receivers. The maximum noise
and emergence level from heavy vehicles would improve considerably for the majority of sensitive
receivers as a result of the proposal. Predicted maximum noise levels at all sensitive receivers are below
the trigger of 65 dB(A) Lmax. A considerable reduction in Lmax noise level is also predicted at most sensitive
receivers. Of most significance are levels at S1/L1 and S2 where reductions of 8 to 18 dB(A) and 17 to
28 dB(A), are predicted respectively.
Maximum noise levels are predicted to increase marginally at one sensitive receiver (A2) however levels
remain below the trigger level of 65 dB(A).
All other sensitive receivers to the east of the Proposal within the study area are predicted to experience
either a reduction in maximum noise levels and/ or levels below the trigger of 65 dB(A).
There are no sensitive receivers located within the study area to the west of the proposal and therefore
potential maximum noise levels have not been assessed.
With windows closed and assuming windows are typically of single glazing, noise levels are typically
20 dB(A) lower inside the dwelling compared to external levels. Hence, residences would experience
internal noise levels of up to 44 dB(A) Lmax from trucks using the proposed realignment, based on a upper
maximum predicted noise level at A1 and A2 of 64 dB(A) (refer to Table 5.6). As discussed in Section 4.2,
this is below the maximum internal noise level associated with awakening reactions (ie 50-55dB(A) Lmax).
Based on this research, it can be concluded that sleep disturbance is unlikely to occur if windows are kept
closed. Similarly, with open windows the internal noise levels are predicted to be up to 54 dB(A) Lmax (ie
10 dB lower than external levels presented in Table 5.6 at A1 and A2, and therefore within the
recommended range for awakening reactions (ie 50-55 dB(A) Lmax).
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6

Construction noise and vibration assessment

6.1

Noise sources

Construction noise levels have been predicted at representative noise sensitive receivers identified in
Table 3.2.
Construction activities are programmed to occur for approximately 10 months. The noise levels during
this time will depend on the number and type of plant items and equipment operating at any one time
and their precise location relative to the receiver of interest. In practice, the noise levels will vary due to
plant and equipment moving between the worksites and will not all be operating concurrently. In some
cases, reductions in noise levels will occur when plant are located behind embankments, buildings or even
other items of equipment.
The proposed construction works will be undertaken using standard plant and equipment frequently used
on similar sites. In order to assess the potential noise and vibration impacts during construction, a number
of scenarios comprising typical plant and equipment have been developed which are presented in Table
6.1, along with associated sound power levels.

Table 6.1

Construction plant, associated works and sound power levels

Plant

Site
establishment

Grader

�

Truck

�

Roller

�

Crane

�

Ancillary facilities
construction

Road construction
including access

Sound power level
dB(A),
-12
Leq,15min. (re 10
Watts)

�

106

�

�

98

�
�

Loader
Water cart

�

Mill

�

108
102

�

105

�

101
108

Bitumen sprayer

�

101

Aggregate truck

�

104

Scraper

�

113

Bulldozer

�

112

Excavator (including
rock hammer)

�

108

Off-road truck

�

103

�

101

Lime spreader

�

Rock drill

�

Backhoe

�

�

�

102

Compressor

�

�

�

98

Hand power tools

115

�
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6.2

Noise predictions

The proposed construction footprint and representative sensitive receivers are shown on Figure 2.1.
The modelling predictions assume all plant operate simultaneously. The results are therefore
conservative, presenting the worst case potential construction noise levels at sensitive receivers for the
three construction scenarios.
The resultant LAeq(15min) noise level predictions have been provided for standard construction hours in
Table 6.2. A range of predicted noise levels have been provided to represent the variance in noise level
that may be experienced as construction moves closer to or further away from receivers during the
10 month construction period.
Results have been compared with the relevant NMLs which are discussed further in Section 6.3. The noise
management levels provided should be used as a guide for screening potential noise impacts and also
used as reference in providing adequate and suitable noise management and mitigation.

Table 6.2
Scenario

Site
establishment

Ancillary
facilities
construction

Road
construction
including
access

Construction noise predictions, standard construction hours
Sensitive receiver

Approximate
offset distance
over 10 month
construction
period (m)

LAeq,15min dBA
Predicted noise
level

NML

Exceedance of NML

A1

250 - 1600

32 - 62

40

0 - 22

A2

270 - 1500

35 - 62

40

0 - 22

S1 (or L1)

280 - 1800

29 - 62

41

0 - 21

S2

830 - 1830

29 - 47

41

0-6

L2

300 - 1650

32 - 60

40

0 - 20

CA1

250 - 1970

29 - 62

40

0 - 22

CA2

270 - 2280

23 - 62

40

0 - 22

CA3

560 - 1840

19 - 42

4

40 (internal)

0-2

A1

180 - 1750

20 - 53

40

0 - 13

A2

275 - 1650

20 - 50

40

0 - 10

S1 (or L1)

30 - 1970

17 - 72

41

0 - 31

S2

670 - 2030

14 - 38

41

0

L2

220 - 1630

20 - 52

40

0 - 12

CA1

310 - 1960

17 - 48

40

0-8

CA2

310 - 2430

11 - 48

40

0-8

CA3

320 - 2000

4 - 37

40 (internal)

0

A1

250 - 1600

26 - 56

40

0 - 16

A2

270 - 1500

29 - 56

40

0 - 16

4

S1 (or L1)

280 - 1800

23 - 56

41

0 - 15

S2

830 - 1830

23 - 41

41

0

L2

300 - 1650

26 - 54

40

0 - 14

CA1

250 - 1970

23 - 56

40

0 - 16

CA2

270 - 2280

17 - 56

40

0 - 16

560 - 1840

4

40 (internal)

0

CA3

13 - 36
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Notes:

1. Standard hours are 7 am to 6 pm Monday to Friday and 8 am to 1 pm on Saturday.
2. Locations S3 and L2 have not been assessed as they are vacant land.
3. Number of properties likely above the management levels include the majority of Grong Grong.
4. Assumes a 10 dB facade reduction for open windows.

6.3

Construction noise result summary

Commentary on predicted construction noise levels and the relationship to NMLs described in Section 4.2
have been provided below. Mitigation measures to reduce noted exceedances have been provided in
Section 7.2.

6.3.1

Site establishment

Noise levels above the NMLs have been predicted at all residential sensitive receivers. Relatively elevated
noise levels are predicted at A1, A2, S1, L2, CA1 and CA2, with upper predicted noise levels in the order of
20 to 22 dB(A) above NMLs.
Predicted noise levels above NMLs are also expected for residential receivers within a 1.2 km catchment
from site establishment activities, which throughout the construction period would include the majority
of residences in Grong Grong. Depending on the location of construction, this catchment may extend
south of the rail line to the Royal Hotel which is considered a sensitive receiver in the ICNG (DECC 2009).
Predicted noise levels at this sensitive receiver are within the NML of 40 dB(A) (external noise level) which
is consistent with the NML adopted for Grong Grong Motor Inn.
Construction noise levels at CA3 (Grong Grong Motor Inn) are predicted at up to 2 dB(A) above the NML.
This is based on the internal predicted noise levels with windows open. If windows were closed the levels
would be below recommended internal noise levels.
Dominant noise sources include the rock drill, scraper and bulldozer. It is unlikely that these three
equipment items would be operating concurrently throughout a full 15 minute period and therefore
predictions are conservative.

6.3.2

Ancillary facility construction

Noise levels above the NMLs have been predicted at representative sensitive receivers , with the
exception of S2 and CA3 (Grong Grong Motor Inn).
Relatively elevated noise levels of up to 31 dB(A) above the NML are predicted at S1. This is due to the
proximity of this receiver to the proposed construction footprint (approximated at 30 m). In practice it is
anticipated the offset distance to ‘noisy’ construction equipment would be greater resulting in lower
actual noise levels.
Predicted noise levels above the NMLs at other residential receivers range from 8 to 13 dB(A). Predicted
noise levels above NMLs are also predicted for residential receivers within a 600 m catchment from
ancillary facility construction.
Dominant noise sources include the crane, backhoe and hand power tools. It is unlikely that these
equipment items will be operating concurrently throughout a full 15 minute period and therefore
predictions are conservative.
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6.3.3

Road construction

Noise levels above the NMLs have been predicted at representative residential sensitive receivers.
Highest noise levels are predicted at A1, A2, S1, L2, CA1 and CA2, with upper predicted noise levels in the
order of 14 to 16 dB(A) above NMLs.
Predicted noise levels above NMLs are also expected for residential sensitive receivers within an 800 m
catchment from site establishment activities, which throughout the construction period would include the
majority of residences in Grong Grong. Depending on the location of construction, this catchment may
extend south of the rail line to the Royal Hotel which is considered a sensitive receiver in the ICNG (DECC
2009). Predicted noise levels at this sensitive receiver are within the NML of 40 dB(A) (external noise
level) which is consistent with the NML adopted for Grong Grong Motor Inn.
Construction noise levels at CA3 (Grong Grong Motor Inn) satisfy the NML with windows open.
Dominant noise sources include the roller, grader, loader and aggregate truck. It is unlikely that these
equipment items would be operating concurrently throughout a full 15 minute period and therefore
predictions are conservative.

6.4

Construction vibration assessment

There are potentially several sources of vibration associated with the proposal construction activities,
generally associated with rolling activities and excavator vibration (tracking).
A review of potential structural vibration has been completed for residential receivers which are located
at more than 200 m from the proposal construction activities. Generally vibration impacts from the above
activities would not impact human comfort levels.
Impulsive vibration from excavator buckets and impacts, along with intermittent tracking are
recommended to have a minimum offset distance to sensitive receivers of five metres to comply with the
structural vibration criteria.
As a result, it is considered that structural vibration criteria would be satisfied during the proposal
construction activities.

6.5

Cumulative construction noise and vibration

To our understating there are no other major construction projects programmed to occur during the
construction of the project. Cumulative construction noise and vibration impacts are therefore considered
unlikely.
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7

Mitigation

7.1

Operational noise and vibration

No noise or vibration mitigation is required for the operation of the proposal.

7.2

Construction noise and vibration

7.2.1

Overview

It is recommended that a construction noise and vibration management plan is prepared prior to
construction (to be included in the project Construction Environmental Management Plan). This plan
should be prepared in accordance with Practice Note VI of the ENMM (RTA, 2001) and include as a
minimum:
•

identification of nearby residences and sensitive land uses;

•

description of approved hours of work and what work will be undertaken;

•

description of what work practices will be applied to minimise noise;

•

description of the complaints handling process; and

•

description of monitoring that is required.

7.2.2

Community consultation

Consultation should occur with residential noise sensitive receivers within 1.2 kilometres of the proposal
prior to and during construction. This includes the majority of residential receivers within the town of
Grong Grong, including at times those south of the rail line depending on the location of construction
activity.

7.2.3

General mitigation measures (AS 2436-2010)

Adopt mitigation measures as provided in Australian Standard AS 2436-2010 Guide to Noise Control on
Construction, Maintenance and Demolition Sites.
It is estimated that adopting strategies contained in AS2436 may result in the following noise attenuation:
•

up to 10 dB(A) where space limitations allow for the attenuation options available; and

•

up to 20 dB(A) in situations where at source noise mitigation measures (silencers, mufflers, etc.)
can be combined with noise barriers and other management techniques.

The noise control and management techniques include, but are not limited to:
•

radios should be turned down when not in use and no yelling on site;

•

no slamming of doors;
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•

prohibit the use of air brakes and speed limit enforcement;

•

drive all plant in a conservative manner (no over-revving);

•

obtain site access via entry points most remote to receptors, where possible;

•

do not permit plant to ‘warm-up’ before the nominated working hours;

•

where possible, machinery is to be orientated to direct noise away from the closest sensitive
receptors;

•

undertake regular maintenance of machinery to minimise noise emissions. Maintenance would be
completed away from noise sensitive receptors where possible;

•

select the quietest suitable machinery reasonably available for each work activity;

•

maximise the offset distance between noisy items of plant/machinery and nearby sensitive
receptors, where possible;

•

where practicable, ensure the coincidence of noisy plant/machinery working simultaneously in
close proximity to sensitive receptors is avoided; and

•

where relevant, monitoring of out-of-hours construction works to be undertaken to verify
modelled noise levels and to highlight potential mitigation options where required for any audible
activities.

7.2.4

Information and complaints hotline

Implement a 24-hour hotline and complaints management procedure for noise and other construction
related complaints.
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8

Conclusion

EMM has completed an operational road traffic noise and construction noise and vibration impact
assessment of the proposed Newell Highway realignment at Grong Grong NSW. The study included a
review of road traffic volume data, an operational road traffic noise assessment for the proposal,
assessment of construction noise and vibration impacts and provision of recommendations of
appropriated mitigation and management controls.
This assessment found that the predicted noise levels associated with the proposal would comply with
operational road traffic noise criteria at all sensitive receivers. The proposal would realign the Newell
Highway from its current path through town to outside of town. As a result there would be a considerable
reduction in road traffic noise levels at sensitive receivers fronting the existing alignment through the
town of Grong Grong. This reduction would be experienced generally for the town of Grong Grong.
Construction noise levels are predicted to exceed NMLs at the majority of assessed residential receivers
for all construction scenarios. These exceedances are highest during site establishment and road
construction scenarios, where NML exceedances within a catchment of 1.2 km and 800 m respectively are
predicted at some stage of the 10 month construction period. The degree of exceedance will largely
depend on the position of the works to sensitive receivers. No exceedance of the highly affect level of
75 dB(A) have been predicted.
A review of potential structural vibration and human vibration annoyance from construction has been
completed with no impacts identified from the proposal.
Noise mitigation for the operation of the proposal is not required.
Noise mitigation has been recommended for the construction activities to minimise the impacts at the
sensitive receivers which exceed NMLs. Adoption of these measures would generally result in good
practices aimed at minimising noise emission as much as reasonably and feasibly practicable for the
duration of construction activities.
Based on the outcomes of the construction noise assessment it is recommended that construction
activities be limited to standard (daytime) hours.
Construction activities associated with the proposal are anticipated to satisfy human comfort and
structural vibration criteria.
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Appendix A
Glossary of acoustic terms
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Several technical terms are discussed in this report. These are explained in Table A.1.

Table A.1

Glossary of acoustic terms

Term

Description

ABL

The assessment background level (ABL) is defined in the INP as a single figure background level for
each assessment period (day, evening and night). It is the tenth percentile of the measured L90
statistical noise levels

dB(A)

Noise is measured in units called decibels (dB). There are several scales for describing noise, the most
common being the ‘A-weighted’ scale. This attempts to closely approximate the frequency response
of the human ear.

ICNG

Interim Construction Noise Guideline (published by the Department of Environment and Climate
Change 2009).

L90

Commonly referred to as the background noise level. The noise level exceeded 90% of the time.

Leq

The energy average noise from a source. This is the equivalent continuous sound pressure level over
a given period. The Leq(15min) descriptor refers to an Leq noise level measured over a 15 minute period.

Leq15h

The Leq averaged over a 15 hour period from 7 am to 10 pm (road noise assessment period - day).

Leq9h

The Leq averaged over a 9 hour period from 10 pm to 7 am (road noise assessment period - night).

Lmax

The maximum root mean squared sound pressure level received during a measuring interval.

RBL

The rating background level (RBL) is an overall single value background level representing each
assessment period over the whole monitoring period. The RBL is used to determine the intrusiveness
criteria for noise assessment purposes and is the median of the average background levels.

RMS

NSW Roads and Maritime Services (formerly Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA)).

RNP

Road Noise Policy (published by DECCW 2011).

AADT

Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) is the total volume of of vehicle traffic divided by 365 days.

ADT

Average Daily Traffic (ADT) is the average number of vehicles over a 24 hour period

It is useful to have an appreciation of decibels, the unit of noise measurement. Table A.2 gives an
indication as to what an average person perceives about changes in noise level.

Table A.2

Perceived change in noise

Change in sound level (dB)

Perceived change in noise

3

just perceptible

5

noticeable difference

10

twice (or half) as loud

15

large change

20

four times as loud (or quarter) as loud

Examples of common noise levels are provided in Figure 8.1.
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Source : RTA Environmental Noise Management Manual (RTA, 2001)

Figure 8.1

Common noise levels
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Table A.1

EXISTING NOISE LEVELS dB(A) - L1 CORNER NARRAN ST / NEWELL

HIGHWAY
ABL
Day

ABL
Evening

ABL
Night

Leq15hr

Leq9hr

Highest Night Lmax

Day

Night

Emergence Value
(Lmax minus Leq1hr)

Tuesday, 19-05-09

0

26

0

0

0

27

Wednesday, 20-05-09

34

27

22

60

59

30

Thursday, 21-05-09

0

0

22

0

56

27

Friday, 22-05-09

0

0

0

0

0

27

Saturday, 23-05-09

0

0

0

0

0

27

Sunday, 24-05-09

34

0

0

60

0

30

Monday, 25-05-09

0

0

0

0

0

27

Tuesday, 26-05-09

0

25

22

0

58

29

Wednesday, 27-05-09

28

26

20

60

59

29

Thursday, 28-05-09

28

21

20

59

55

27

Friday, 29-05-09

32

21

20

58

55

26

Saturday, 30-05-09

30

25

19

59

54

27

Sunday, 31-05-09

0

0

0

0

0

27

Monday, 01-06-09

0

0

0
0

0

26

0

0

27

Date

Tuesday, 02-06-09

0

0

0

Wednesday, 03-06-09

31

23

20

61

58

29

Thursday, 04-06-09

0

0

0

0

0

0

Summary Values

31

25 (30)

20 (30)

59

57

-

Notes:

1. 0 indicates periods with too few valid samples due to weather (as per the DECCW’s INP exclusion
rules) or logger operation.
2. Where ABL values are less than 30dB(A), 30dB(A) is adopted as required by the DECCW’s INP.
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Table A.2

EXISTING NOISE LEVELS dB(A) – L2 PADDOCK 150m NORTH OF NEWELL
ABL
Day

ABL
Evening

ABL
Night

Leq15hr

Leq9hr

Highest Night Lmax

Day

Night

Emergence Value
(Lmax minus Leq1hr)

Tuesday, 19-05-09

0

24

24

0

46

24

Wednesday, 20-05-09

37

28

22

50

48

24

Thursday, 21-05-09

37

0

21

52

48

23

Friday, 22-05-09

0

28

27

0

46

35

Saturday, 23-05-09

0

0

29

0

45

30

Sunday, 24-05-09

34

32

28

50

42

30

Monday, 25-05-09

35

0

0

51

0

23

Tuesday, 26-05-09

0

27

20

0

47

21

Wednesday, 27-05-09

28

25

19

49

52

22

Thursday, 28-05-09

27

19

0

51

0

21

Friday, 29-05-09

0

0

0

0

0

-

Summary Values

35 (30)

27 (30)

23 (30)

51

47

-

Date

Notes:

4
4
4

1. 0 indicates periods with too few valid samples due to weather (as per the DECCW’s INP exclusion
rules) or logger operation.
2. Where ABL values are less than 30dB(A), 30dB(A) is adopted as required by the DECCW’s INP.
3. Due to rain and excessive winds during the daytime period, the minimum 7 valid samples was not
captured, hence the minimum recorded ABL of 27dB(A) takes precedence according to the DECCW’s
policy. This then requires adopting the minimum threshold value of 30dB(A). This is considered
representative given the two sub 30dB(A) ABLs that were recorded.
4. This data is considered atypical as observed in the corresponding charts.
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